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TYNE CHYLDE.

J

HEN you can understand my story call it daylight,

and when you can only half make it out or not

make it out at all call it limelight. The difficulty

I have always had with myself has been double :

first, I have always known more than I could tell or

dare tell ; and second, I have always been impatient

with the Immediate, because I have seen some-

thing Beyond which I was anxious to get hold of. It was always

the next thing that was going to be really worth while doing.

The first difficulty was more serious than the second. When
men have been in mysteries about me I could easily have blown

the clouds away but for others, so I have borne the cold laugh and

the hard word because of things thsy did not know, and I

could not venture to explain. I think I can now say something

that will cheer you and help you ; at all events, you may see how
a man has had to fight and suffer, and sometimes has had to

wait in weariness and sleep until the ravens came from God.

BORN ! What poetry is in that syllable, yet we talk of keeping

to facts ! As well tell a tree to keep to roots when it is climbing

up to the sun, shooting out in huge branches, glowing into

blossom, and maturing into fruit ! The tree is the poetry of the

root. Bom, and born in quaint old Hexham, magnificent in

antiquity, justly claiming to be a creation of Rome itself. That

quaint town, rising in the quietness of old age over the silvery

Tyne, witnessed the episcopal splendour of St. Wilfrid, himself

a true Northumbrian and the most famous Saxon prelate that

ever invoked the Pontiffs protection. A town to be proud of,

surely ! A see, a manor, a county, twelve hundred years ago !

1
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There I was born in 1830, and there I lived for two-and-twenty

years. I see it all now with closed eyes ; its famed old abbey,

its old-world marketplace, its ever-flowing pant, the ancient

town hall of its own bishops and priors, its narrow streets, its

environs of green undulations and sweet villages. I see the

thriving tradesmen, the Mechanics' Institute where I borrowed

my first books, the schoolmaster from whom I learned that all

Gaul is divided into three parts, the other schoolmaster who
punctuated his curt instructions with savage blows, then the

reverend schoolmaster who benignly—being well chastened by

his partner in life—helped me to hear the fabled goddess sing

the destroying anger of Achilles son of Peleus, and lastly, the

other reverend tutor by whose help I made my way into the

original eloquence of the world's best book. I see them all, and

hear them—and on they pass, and on, on, as in a dream.

What is my life ? any human life } A mystery ; a cloud, dark,

yet edged with light, like the outside of heaven, with wavelets

of overflowing glory;—like a great May-be, a possibility, a

destiny—a Ghost that may darken into a fiend or brighten into

an angel. I cannot tell what my life is—it is so much, so little ;

it is a killing pain, it is a maddening joy, a delirious gladness,

and a very pit of horror. So strange—it slopes up to heaven

like an easy hill, then suddenly breaks off, and lo ! I must come
down again, or fall into mist, into gloom, into death.

On goes the many-coloured dream, and still on like an endless

cloud.

Birthplace ! It must always be the town of towns to me ; not

that Eata was its first bishop, or that Tydferth was its last ; not

that in its monastery was the sacred Frithstol, or stool of peace,

or that in the time of the Edwards the privilege of Jura Regalia

was conferred upon it ; to me these are not so personally impor-

tant as that an old house in the Market Place was one home, a

house in Priestpopple another, and a third on the higher part of

Battle Hill; there the strong father toiled at stone-cutting, and
the patient mother gathered me often to her side in secret prayer.

All the ups and downs are now being re-enacted by busy memory

:

the great shocks of storm, and the quiet days of peace—a wind
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full of sounds that shake me, and anon full of hymns that lift me
to the skies ; hills so steep, vales so green, months all night, and

years all sunny day—I realize them all ; and still the dream

moves on, bright and dark, ghostly and friendly—only a dream !

A strange figure that old stone-squarer, both as man and master;

with the strength of two men and the will of ten ; fierce and
gentle, with passionateness burning to madness, yet with deepest

love of prayer ; no namby-pamby speaker weighing words in

Troy scales and mincing syllables as if afraid of them ; hating

lies as he hated hell itself—with him every known man was an

angel or a fiend—a lie was no slip of the tongue, it was notorious,

scandalous, diabolical, infamous, and infernal—adjectives going

for nothing in the swell and rush of his fierce emphasis. A
terrible man to people who lived in another zone and spoke a

soft and milky language ; but a very Hercules and hero to those

who could play with tigers and hunt with wolves. I see him
now, with sloe-black eyes, fist of iron, chest that needed no

smith-made mail, and with a gait that might have suggested the

proprietorship of the entire solar system. On he passes—

•

slowly—solemnly—vividly—on, as in a dream

And the sweet mother ! So quiet, so patient, so full of hope.

Seeing everything without looking, praying much, and teaching

her son to pray. My wont was to sit near her with paper and
pencil in hand, and to beg her to make one line of a hymn that

I might try to add three lines to it. No excitement known to

boys was equal to that high joy. One verse struck awe into the

minds of my neighbours, and made them look at me with pride

touched with reverence. That verse was shown to the minister,

and he, in excess of pastoral zeal, made rash predictions con-

cerning the rhymester. The father said nothing, but ordered it

to be kept and shown to every visitor, and every visitor rose or

fell in his estimation according to the view taken of that parti-

cular verse. All the neighbours heard it, and one said it ought

to be put in a hymn-book ; another was worldly enough to " bet"

that some day I would make a whole hymn ; others were struck

dumb with amazement, only hinting that they who lived longest

would see most.
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Sweet mother ! A sort of superstitious woman withal, and not

indisposed to believe in ghosts. She was never quite comfortable

without a twig of rowan tree in the house, and could never com-

fortably begin anything new on a Friday. How glad, too, the

dear soul was when she had a good " first-foot " on New Year's

morning, for that "foot" mysteriously hinted at the character

and fortune of the whole year. When she and I were in special

perplexity she would take a Bible, pray briefly, open it, and

according to the passage which was next to "her right-hand thumb,

she would interpret the will of Heaven. This, she said, was the

habit of the good John Wesley, and what Wesley did was right.

I cannot despise those traits of character, for they point to some-

thing deeper than themselves, and in my mother's case they

pointed to a character of extraordinary depth and religiousness.

Then, our academic kitchen ! There not a few of the leading

tradesmen would meet night by night, under the presidency of

the solid and rubicund master, who ruled the proceedings with

the baton of a long clay pipe. There w^as no little intelli-

gence in that kitchen ecclesia, for the men of my native town in

that day were readers and thinkers, and above all restless and

eager disputants. To live was to argue, not to argue was to die.

The subject was generally theological, and raged most fiercely

around the ninth chapter of Romans, especially in reference to

the cold and chilling figure of the potter and the clay. The
smoking president was a strong Calvinist,—and all the stronger

for knowing nothing about Calvinism,—whilst some of the

smoking visitors wei-e confirmed Arminians—not the less con-

firmed for not knowing whether Arminius was a shoemaker or a

hymn-book. There was the well-read chemist, the sagacious

carpenter, the long-headed jeweller, the learned wheelwright,

who knew thoroughly the verb To Be, with the exception of

three moods and the participles, and there w-as Simon Short, who,

at twelve years of age, had known the meaning of the word
" insipidity," and at sixteen had laid claim to superior political

wisdom. Simon came into the world with great talents, and

went out of it with great disappointments. The chief care of

the kitchen academicians was to prove that very few people could

be saved, and that those who were not saved would wallow in
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fire and brimstone eternally. I think I now see the smoky cloud

and the glints of burning shag which accompanied those cheer-

ful and positive conclusions ; cheerful, because there was at

least one kitchen-full of really saved people ; and positive,

because ignorance cannot doubt. Ah me, how the panorama

moves ! On and on—the kitchen, the hot coffee, the emulous

smokers, the fierce debaters, the sweet mother on the fringe of

the assembly heartily wishing that Calvin had never been born,

the boy sitting by the kitchen clock—on the scene passes, like a

troubled dream, a dream out of season !

Then my schoolmates, and fellow-readers out of school, who

began the race with me, where are they all ? Some of them brave

young fellows, and true in friendship until this day, blessed be

their names ! Some splendid in gifts and noble in character,

bright will be their crowns ! Some grotesque, but good in heart

and will. There was the dairyman's son who told me that the

debating society had done him a "complete anniversary of

good "
; and the hind's son who felt that there was a kind of

connection between " gimcrack " and " corkscrew," but could

not say precisely what it was ; and Bob the turner, who was not

at all literary beyond the point of feeling sure that six uniform

volumes standing in a row must be the History of England. On
the scene goes, now rising, now falling ; it burns, it fades, it

passes, slowly, reproachfully, tenderly, like a dream that is afraid

of the daylight ! Wondrous life, full of sadness, full of joy.

Surely there must be an afterwards of explanation and har-

mony.

Then I would be a minister. I must be ! Ever)'thing within

me said. Yes. Did I not know something of English, Latin,

Greek, and French, and had I not made verses which, at least,

were meant to rhyme } But I could not wait, nor could I run in

companies, nor could I enter by the appointed stiles. Let me
tell the fact at once, then, that wanting in my very soul to preach,

I simply went out and preached. It was irregular, I know ; but

I really cannot help being irregular. This has been, and will be,

a life-long charge against me. People say truly that I do not

give them notice of what I am going to do, but the simple reason

is that I do not give myself zny notice.
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" We saw him the night before last," friends would say, " and

he never mentioned the matter, and now here it is in the public

prints !

"

Quite so. The night before last is a long way off to a mind

like mine, and an hour is a large fraction of a human lifetime.

Well ; forgive me ! Let the result judge the process, and let God
account for Himself in the matter of our individuality. They say

I am imprudent, and I both believe and deny the statement. If

I may so say, there are two kinds of prudence—the little, clever,

timid, mousy prudence, that peeps out and draws back, and

blesses itself because it makes no mistakes. That is not prudence

in my view. It is short-sighted selfishness, which generally ends

in showing its own shallowness and trickery. There is a pru-

dence that believes in God, that practises the audacity of faith,

that takes in a wide view, that is telescopic rather than micro-

scopic ; the prudence that asks to be vindicated by serene and

impartial time. For such prudence I daily pray ! But all this

aside. I boldly stood up and preached ! I asked no permission
;

I made no bow of homage to custom or authority ; but being

moved to preach, I stood up on a high stone, and preached Jesus

and the Resurrection. My first sermon was delivered from a saw-

pit on a village green four miles from home. Then at a wood-

wright's door, where I stood on a large block of old oak. Then
near a blacksmith's shop. Then in the green lanes in the warm
summer time ; and on and on to busy Banbury, to wealthy

Manchester, to England's capital.

In my boy-preaching days Simon Short, aforesaid, was much
against me. Simon himself wished to be a preacher, and if he

had not so early given himself to such words as " insipidity," he

might have got almost as many hearers as would have filled one

pew. Simon Short wore high-heeled boots, and it was often

noted that Simon's hat was beyond all question the very highest

that had ever been seen in the town. The real Simon was found

somewhere between the boots and the hat, talking words which

were also very high. Simon talked as much as possible in the

English of the sixteenth century, but by calling his hearers

" divers the Queen's liege subjects," he lost nearly the whole of

them, and settled down to honest money-making.

I love to preach. I preach because I breathe. Oh, Saviour,
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Lamb of the Eternal God, keep me near Thy Cross, and make me

bold in Thy name. Sweet has been our communion in the

orchard of pomegranates and in a garden enclosed ;
by-and-bye I

hope to stand quite near Thee, and feel the grip of the hands

that are as gold rings set with the beryl.

What is my life ? A dream } A stage crowded with actors .? A

mockery ? An echo, not a voice .? A hollow drum struck by an

unseen 'hand, and beating its own death-march ? Once my life

was a child's rollick, half trick, half dream. I remember the

coloured bubbles thrown from the pipe of fun, and rollmg

leisurely on the summer air, and I now hear the child's laugh as

they burst and went back into the silent Nothing. Life was a

rope-dance, a swing, a butterfly chase, a mother's kiss, a tumble

onthe sea-sand, arun for baubles, a pail, a spade, ahorse of wood,

a whip, a hoop—one sweet mockery after another—a memory

of things that used to please—a dream just on the wing

In due time I sought and found admission into the regular

ministry amongst the Independents, but before doing so, I entered

upon a relation which happily affected my whole future life. So

lono- ao-o, that I seem to be reviving a dream !
But dreams may

be amongst the sweetest realities of life, and therefore they must

not be forgotten as phantoms without meaning. Come again,

then, oh, happy dream of happy youth! I remember the old

farmhouse well, although it must be nearly forty years since i

first saw the dear old place. Square, stone-built, with a neat

little garden on two sides, and a farmyard on the third, it stood

in a very large and beautiful pasture, which looked comfortable

enouo-h in the summer-time, bright with millions of buttercups

and daisies, and sleek cattle enjoying its fatness. The sweet old

homestead always has a summer look in my memory. I re-

member how the warm sun used to bathe the window of my snug

little chamber; and the little chamber itself, with its ancient

mahogany, its snowy dimity, its blue-and-white ware, its quaint

pictures, and its low roof, I must remember for ever. Sweet old

home 1 My heart aches when I think of it—yet to think of it is

one of my tenderest joys. I often close my eyes and call up the

whole scene. The fine old man, the father, with honest look,
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a forehead high and white, a nose Roman in its form and

dignity, and a mouth sweet and gentle in a rare degree ; then

the good old mother, always busy, one baking succeeding

another, her dairy work, her chickens and ducklings, her

brushings and cleansings, all claiming her attention, not as

drudgery, but as work she took a pleasure in. Then the

daughter, Annie by name, the soul I loved, the girl that saved

me, and made me a man. Ah me ! my heart throbs quickly

when I think of her. She was always to be young, and I was

always to offer her all my love, and life was to open before us

broadly and sunnily, and by-and-bye we were to keep the old

folks, when working days were done. How still, how sweetly

peaceful, the old house was on summer afternoons, as Annie and

I sat on the doorstep looking into the garden, and listening to

the birds without and the slow ticking of the long-cased clock

within. Father was away in the " far field," mother was hidden

in the dairy, doing her work most cheerily, and all the servants

were '* helping with the hay." I was on one of my short visits,

and Annie and I were allowed to be lazy—allowed to be, I say,

for Annie, too, could help with the hay, and help with the dairy

as well as her mother. Now—so far off !—I catch the odour of

the new-cut hay, and I see the mother's meaning look as she

brought each of us a cup of milk, and upbraided us for wasting

our time and running the danger of a sunstroke. I knew she

liked us to be just as we were and where we were, and that she

was planning some mother's surprise in the way of baking for

the afternoon tea. All her wonders nearly, came out in that

direction. The creaming being satisfactory, and the butter

turning out well, Annie's mother gave thanks by making a cake

of special excellence for our afternoon entertainment. Despise

such proofs of life who may, I treasure them, and thank God for

the good woman who did " what she could." Would God she

were living now ! I would see that she had the best seat at my
fireside; and if I could find out what she liked most she should

have it, for the sake of the kindness she showed me when I went
a-wooing to her sweet Annie. Nothing did the mother do to

spoil that wooing ; no unkind word did she ever speak : no
thorn did she ever place near the rose ; she called us both very

silly, and wondered how we could go on so, and, putting a
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corner of her apron to her kind eyes, she hoped we would

always be happy. And the father was just as good. I recall

his nightly prayers in the large farm kitchen as distinctly as

if I had heard them but a week ago. Long, solemn, and most

minute were those prayers, so long that the ploughmen were

asleep when they ended, and so solemn that the day of judgment

might have been at hand. And the Sundays, can they ever be

forgotten ! The little old church on the hill-side, the parson

who never pretended to the dignity or the trouble of a thought,

and the wheezy organ that could boast of nothing but imme-

morial age ! Then the Sunday nights, when I had to tell all

the town news and all the town tales I knew. To see the rustic

surprise was something not soon to be forgotten. The good old

mother was glad that she lived in the country, " where such

things never happened," and the solemn father lifted his hands

in wonder to hear what could be done in towns. Tame enough

all this, no doubt
;
yet to me a very tender memory. In many

a day-dream I go back to that old farmhouse, and think of it

as home. The father and mother are still there ; so is Annie
;

the sun still shines on the grey slate roof; Gip still welcomes me
with a cordial bark and much wagging of his shaggy tail ; and

all things are where they stood a lifetime ago. So much for the

dieam. Alas for the fact ! The house is standing, but it is full

of strangers. The old man and his wife lie in the quiet church-

yard ; and Annie—where is she } Has she grov^^n old along

with me ? Would the kind God ever divide lives so intermixed

as ours ? Let me dream again, and see if I can find one

like Annie amongst all the angels that will shine upon me in

vision.

What is my life ? A school, a slate, a book that did not

make me wise just then, but—afterwards } Long days in terror

of the rod, a truant after hare and hounds, or feigning sickness

to get to wood and water, and where bird-nesting made the

day seem short—a clever cheating of the master, spectacled and

wise in look, but sour as if crab-poisoned, and irate with anger

never more than half-asleep. A school, forsooth ! Partly a

play-house. A slate and top, a spelling-book and marbles,

a grammar and cherry-stones, geography and football. A
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strange mixture, yet good enough. Work and play, light and

shade, eternal friendships, Paradise regained, and kept for ever.

But wasting its own sweetness was that life ! A little chap all

fun, a boy all jacket, a great hulking lad, afraid to be seen lest

taken for a man, lest chaffered as a boy. A round cipher, not

yet knowing whether the stroke would go up and make him

six, or down and make him nine.

Pass on, prismatic dream ! What colours ! What gleams of

unimagined splendour I

The stone-squarer dined at twelve o'clock every day, whereas

the wheelwright did not dine until one, a circumstance which

divided the families as far as the east is from the west. Then

there was a difference between stone-squaring and wheelwright-

ing : to carve a stone was mechanical and vulgar, but to cut an

axle involved not only genius but refinement. Thus invidious

distinctions arose, and thus a wheel aristocracy was established,

with spokes and tires emblazoned on the broad escutcheons. But

whatever difference as to dining time separated the stcne-

squarer from the wheel-man, there was a still wider rift between

the stone-squarer and the glazier, for not only did the glazier

dine at half-past one, but on Sundays he enriched his back-

parlour table with almonds and raisins, which he and the little

glaziers often enjoyed before they partook of the beef, owing to

Mrs. Glazier and her two maiden sisters never knowing exactly

on Sundays—so as to be able to make oath upon it—whether it

was eleven in the morning or three in the afternoon. One little

glazier made herself ill by eating almonds which she had

eagerly but inadvertently scraped with a putty knife. Mrs.

Glazier and her elderly sisters were the most industrious females

in the whole town and neighbourhood. They had three sewing

machines. Morning, nooa, and night the sewing machines

never ceased. When the glazier came to dinner the sewing

machines clicked so loudly that he could not hear himself speak.

When he came to tea he must have it spread on the round oven-

lid, because the table was required for the sewing machines.

When a neighbour came in to spend an evening, conversation
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became a sort of pitched battle against the sewing machines.

This was industry. Not industry on a small contemptible

scale, for then the glazier might occasionally have had a shirt

button on, but industry on a national and philanthropic scale,

which ignored the narro\v and selfish claims of one house

and family. When I came to understand this I did not wonder

that when the glazier was once called upon to give his idea of

heaven he described it as a sort of parlour in which no sound

was heard but the buzz of a house-fly ; he said, with much feel-

ing, that when he heard that buzz on a Sunday morning it quite

soothed him ; it is certain that something soothed him on
Sundays, for he never went to chapel. By many, indeed, he

was spoken of as an infidel, but others regarded him as the

longsuflfering victim of three everlasting sewing machines. I

incline to the latter opinion myself, though I should not wonder
if a glazier who dined at half-past one and took to almonds and

raisins on Sundays would have felt a kind of pride in being

regarded as a sort of infidel.

•* A sort of infidel "
! Exactly. INIy pen could not have put

down a truer expression. That was what was the matter with

our town. Our chapel folks had at one time quite a craze for

being regarded as infidels. As Christians they had made no
reputation worth naming, they simply fell into the unexciting

humdrum of doing their duty; so now they would see what a

spell of infidelity would do for them. Infidelity went round the

chapel like a kind of spiritual measles. Whenever a new case

arose men whispered to one another, " He's off." Once a

deacon got a twelve- page pamphlet from London, the first read-

ing of which made him say he would never give another penny
to the collections, and the second reading drove him to give up
paying for his pew. The deacon thus made money by that

twelve-page pamphlet. He still went to chapel, but only " as

a sort of semi-philosophic hearer," who put everything through
the " crux" (he meant "crucible") of "a severe intellectual

hallucination," wherein he spoke the truth by accident, for he
meant to say "analysis." The Church was much moved by this

case of apostacy. It pained the pastoral heart. It occasioned

several special prayer meetings. It gave rise to two deputa-

tions. But the more he was fussed over the more he infidelled,
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until at last he eloped with a female infidel, and set up in a

village as a seller of pamphlets which were meant to show the

danger of Christian doctrine.

I am glad to be able to add that there was another deacon

who was in no danger of becoming an infidel. He was so

mirthful a man as to turn all Church business into a joke, with-

out meaning to underrate its importance. Fond of shooting

and fishing, as also of cricket and boating, he brought a good

deal of fresh air into the vestry, and sometimes incautiously an-

noyed the soberer brethren with a stave of suppressed whistling.

" Now," he would say, "I propose we give the reverend"

—

thus indicating the pastor—"a bit of a holiday; what say you,

parson, to a few days' fishing up the river, eh 1
"

" I should very much like a change," the minister would say

in a tone of timid interrogation, " but the friends
"

" Oh, hang the friends, I don't trouble about them : a lot o'

cripples, not worthy of a moment's "

"My dear sir!" another deacon would interrupt, "we must

remark "

" Oh, certainly, certainly ; I don't m.ean to break any bones, I

only wish to say that a poorer lot o' critturs
"

Here he would be broken in upon by numerous protesting

voices, and would humbly apologize, with the assurance that he

simply wished to say that in his opinion "a scurvier lot of ;"

but here he would be unanimously put down. This deacon

judged every man by that man's willingness to give " the

reverend " a holiday. "For my part," he would say, " I feel that

a breath of fresh air is as good for the pulpit as it is for the

pew, and I would rather hear one good sermon in the week

than two bad ones."

This deacon never allowed his liver to interfere with his

theology ; what little theology he had consisted largely in pro-

posing holidays for the pastor and " knife and fork teas " for the

poorest members of the Church. Some of the reading members
thought this was a Pharisaic spirit.

Here I may add that the glazier aforesaid temporarily settled

at the parish church, which proved too much for him. The
case was a sad one in some aspects. Standing in his pew one

Sunday, the clergyman said, "As it was in the beginning, is now,
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and ever shall be ;
" the glazier turned round to a stranger,

grinned idioiically, and said, " Just so !
" After this the glazier

talked with so tremendous a fluency that he simply stupefied

every rational member of his family. The end soon came.

The poor fellow succumbed, and one of the deacons remarked

that nothing better could be expected so long as there was a

State Church in the land.

In entering upon my work as a preacher I might have been

fatally discouraged by adverse critics, but for the bold and

emphatic advice of Mr. Leo Gordon, my tutor on architecture.

He was a rather wheezy old man, always going to die, and

always getting better. I ought not to say " old," for he was

only about fifty, and yet, as I was not more than nineteen, he

perhaps looked very old in my young eyes. I remember his

being at that time the most suspicious man I had ever known,

but apart from this fault—faultless.

" They say I am rhetorical, theatrical, and bombastic, Mr.

Gordon."

"They are fools, my boy
;
go on."

" But some of them are respectable and intelligent, I am
sure."

" I am not."

" But Dawson, the draper, and Gregson, the cheesemonger,

are no fools."

" Are they not } " I\Ir. Gordon wheezed much, and looked

towards the ceiling.

" But, are they, Mr. Gordon ?
"

" I call him a fool who does not see that blossom must come

before fruit. If some old gate-post were to call blossoming

trees theatrical, self-conscious, vain, and showy, I should call

that old gate-post an old fool." Mr. Gordon said this so quietly

that the word " fool " did not seem to be objectionable ; his

wheeze quite carried it off.

" Mr. Peck, the hosier in Wide Street, says my manner is

bad."

" Indeed ! Is A^ a local Tully } He is a talking, mischief-

making man is Peck, whose shop is a school of scandal ; if one
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of his own stockings could be drawn over his mouth it would be

an excellent thing for this town."

" Bradson, the tailor, sneeringly recommends me to try the

stage."

" Fool ! He will probably try the gallows before long.

Tailors turned critics! I have long thought there was a

knavish look about that man's face, and now I know it. I know

of nothing more contemptible than a critical tailor ; there is

something detestably low about him."

" Then you advise me to keep up my heart and go on, do you,

Mr. Gordon ?
"

" Aye, child ; aye. You are but a boy
;
your mistakes are

nearly as numerous as your sentences ; but I like a boy's bold

mistakes ; all will be right at last. Go on ! Trust in God, and

try again."

" It is my manner they find so much fault with."

" My boy, find me one man in history who has ever done any-

thing worth recording who has not been the subject of sharp

and bitter criticism."

" Algernon," said he, continuing after a pause, " is your heart

right with God }
"

" You make me tremble, Mr. Gordon."

" Tremble, but answer."

"There is one thing I can say, Mr. Gordon."
" Say it."

" Lord, Thou knowest all things, Thou knowest that I love

Thee."

The old man's face brightened suddenly, and laying his hand

gently upon mine he said :

" Bless thee, child ! Now write some sermons on the short

confessions of faith made in the Bible. We do not want long

confessions. I tell you, Alge, the long confessions have nearly

ruined Christianity. Never preach a sermon that cannot have

all its meaning put into one sentence."

" Oh, Mr. Gordon !

"

" I repeat it. And I add, into a sentence of words of one

syllable."

" But, Mr. Gordon, that seems to be impossible."

" Not at all. That is what God has been doing ever since He
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made man. He has been driving ever}'thing into the one-

sentence form. He says all the law is fulfilled, not in one sen-

tence, but in one word, and not in one word, but in one syllable

—love ! only. Love is the biggest word next to GOD."
" Mr. Gordon, I wish you had been a minister yourself. Oh,

I forgot ; there's another thing they say against me ; even a

doctor of divinity says it, and that is, that I make phrases.

Whatever can they mean, Mr Gordon }
"

" I know what they mean. They mean that where they

—

with fluent imbecility—would say, ' God, the Infinite and Incom-

prehensible, is a Being moved by inexpressibly profound affec-

tional sentiments,' etc., you would say, * God is love.' You
speak short sentences that can be quoted ; whereas it is as

impossible to quote their preaching as it is to cut three inches

out of the wind as a sample of its emptiness."

" Then you advise me to keep on preaching, and take no
notice of unkind words }

"

"Yes, if your heart is right."

"A big 'IF.'"

" Yes, but )-ou cannot go on until that point is made clear.

Give me a sound heart, and all the rest may come right, but

without a sound heart, I do not care what a man may be or

have, he has no right to be in the pulpit."

" I watit to be good."

" That will do ! The purpose is the man. As a man
thinketh in his heart so is he. Now, Alge, one more question ;

I have been half a century in the world, and you are under

twenty, so I speak freely ; the question is this, Have you ever

known that your preaching has done some downright good to

anybody }
"

I paused for a moment or two.

" But that is a big word," he hastened to say, " do not be

frightened by it. You may have converted somebody, or

instructed somebody, or cheered somebody ; there is no one test

or standard of good, so I ask you if you can come in at any

point }
"

" I do not do good in the way that other preachers do," said I.

" Never mind that," was the generously impatient reply, ' all

the clocks in the town are not of the same shape, but they are
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all expected to keep the same time, I ask you about the good,

not about the way."

" I believe," I said, " that I really have cheered some poor

souls. Last week, I was sent for to see a young man who
was dying in a garret. I was alone with him, and he put his

hand into mine, and said that a sermon he once heard me
preach had lighted his garret like a lamp from Heaven, and he

could not die without telling me so."

Mr. Gordon stooped, and made as if he were writing on the

ground with the end of his staff. We spent a few moments in

silence, which he broke somewhat abruptly by saying, " You
seemed to think that I spoke rather harshly just now about Peck

and Bradson, did you not 1
"

" Yes, sir."

" I meant it every word. What I said I say again. Now, I

knew all the time about this case, and I was not sure that you

were aware of it. I have been in that garret. I have heard

that young man's statement, and I own that when I hear of

people making flippant remarks about your manner, and then

think of the good you have done even in one instance, I am apt

to speak under the influence of provocation."



GOSPEL PARABLES.

[Before relating my deepest experiences, let me give some outline of my
teaching in the form of Gospel Parables. Has not this form of teaching

been much neglected ? was it not Christ's favourite form ? ]

FAITH.

RIVER has special charms for me—always arriving,

always departing; softening the landscape, and com-

pleting the circle of the firmament; rich with manifold

reflections, and eloquent with the sad yet soothing

minor in which all Nature speaks in her gentlest

moods. I love to tarry by the river-side, to look, to

listen, to wonder, and to feel the pleasant unrest of constant

expectation. Standing by a river, one seems to be on the edge

of another world—life, motion, music—signs that tell of speed,

gliding and darting, that look as if activity had solved the

mystery of industrious repose ; breaking bubbles that hint at

something of incompleteness and disappointment ; occasional

floodings and rushings that tell of power under control—all are

seen in that flowing world. It was whilst indulging this, perhaps,

eccentric taste, that I came unexpectedly upon a sceptical friend,

who was seeking quietness after a most exciting study of what

he deemed a triumphant refutation of the Christian argument.

It was through no mere stubbornness of mind that my friend

often ranged himself on the side of religious doubt. He had

high natural veneration ; his regard for the convictions of other

people was even scrupulously respectful ; there was nothing

coarsely demonstrative in his way of putting the arguments on

which his doubt rested ; he was thoughtful, modest, and sincere.

His scepticism was in part due, strange as it may appear, to his

2
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early association with very religious people—people whose notions

were dogmatic and final—who had themselves never known a

doubt, and who, consequently, regarded even the most diffident

and unwilling doubt in others as a sure sign ofa perverted intellect

and a ruined heart. The infallibility of this finalism was most

obnoxious to a man so strong-minded, so inquisitive, and so

earnest. It is not difficult to understand that, in the course of

his perplexity, he came to feel a sense of gladness when a mind

acuter than his own succeeded in throwing a doubt upon the

Christian argument. He would never willingly suffer that

argument to be merely vilified ; he demanded reasoning, he in-

sisted upon candour, and with a sensibility most creditable to

his moral nature, he shrank from every assault that was directed

by a desire to sneer, or by ambition to excel in mere controversy.

He was rather a speculative than a moral doubter. He did not

seek to throw down Christianity, that he might sin with wider

license. Christianity was not a spectre that terrified his con-

science, but a problem that mocked or tormented his intellect.

So many questions came back upon him unanswered, if not

resented, so many shadows thickened upon his path when he

turned aside from the highway of orthodoxy, and so many
reputable men yielded him but partial confidence, that at last he

was even thankful for occasional refuge in the most gloomy and

chilling vaults of doubt. I knew his history, and could there-

fore approach him with the delicacy which was necessary to

secure his confidence. Knowing how much easier it is to defend

doubt than to teach it, I preferred, after hearing his account of

the book he had been reading, to put myself in the position of a

scholar rather than that of a teacher, and to find my way
cautiously to the ground on which I could most directly and

successfully appeal to him.

I could see that, after all, he was not free from trouble in his

gladness. A shadow seemed to lie across his joy. He was
rather forcing himself into conviction than yielding without re-

luctance to a strong and confident persuasion. He wanted rest,

and for the moment it seemed as if doubt would give him the

peace which he could not find in faith. By a few careful

inquiries and suggestions I got him to begin the more formal

statement of his case at a very important point :

—
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"If I am to be saved hy faith,'' said he, "then I shall never

be saved at all."

" Why not ? " I inquired.

" Because I cannot believe."

" Do you mean, then, that you have no faculty, if I may so ex-

press myself, no faculty of faith—don't you believe artything}"

"I don't believe Christianity," said my friend, with somewhat

of reluctance in his tone.

" That may be ; but, apart from that altogether, don't you

believe anything in all the world ?—mark, I say anythmg? "

" Of course, I believe a good deal ; but what has that to do

with believing Christianity }
"

" Wait a moment," said I ; "in the meantime you say that you

do believe a good many things, so that you have the power of

faith, or the faculty of faith, as I just now called it. Now, will

you tell me what faith is ?
"

" Faith is belief."

" But what is belief ?
"

"Allowing a thing to be true is belief, I should say.

" Then, don't you allow Christianity to be true ?
"

" I will go so far as to say that it may be true, for anything I

know ; but whether it is true or not, I cannot believe it—that is

to say, I cannot see how faith can save a man ; I can understand

how tirtue can save a man, but not how he can be saved by

faith ; it seems a disproportionate and, in fact, an outrageous

condition."

" I see ; now you are narrowing the ground. With regard to

ihe facts o[ the Christian religion, you decline to offer an opinion

at present
;
you say they may be true or may not be true, for

aught you know ; but even allowing them to be true, you don't

see how faith in them can be the condition upon which men are

saved. Is that your position ?
"

" It is. Jesus Christ may have lived and died, and done

everything just as the New Testament says He did ; but even

allowing all that, I cannot see what my believing it has to do

with my present or future happiness."

" Well, we now have a clear issue before us. Pardon me if I

digress for a moment : How long has your brother been in the

colonies ?

"
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" Full seven years."

" Why did he leave England ?
"

" He felt it would be for the good of his family, if he tried

one of the colonies."

"That is to say, he believed that it would be for the good of

his family ?
"

" Yes."
" Very well ; then, according to your own mode of putting the

case, the word 'felt' may be occasionally used instead of the

word ' believed '—is it so "i

"

" It is."

" Well, let that be remembered. Pardon me, if I ask

another question : Did you not offer to sell two of your fields

a few weeks ago }
"

"Yes."
" Why did you offer to sell them .^

"

" I thought it would be well to
"

" Excuse me ; I don't care to know the reason ; but when

you say you 'thought' it would be well, you mean you 'believed'

it would be well—did you not ?
"

" Certainly."

" Then here is another word which may be occasionally used

instead of believed ; so that we have two words with which faith

is interchangeable— ' we felt,' ' we thought,' may be equivalent

to ' we believed'—you see that ?"

" Yes, of course."

" Still, you cannot see how faith can be necessary to salvation }
"

" No."
" Yet, I think you are getting a point nearer. Now, look up

the river ; don't you see the ferry movmg across }
"

"Yes."
" Do you believe it is moving to the other side ?"

" Of course."

" Do you see anybody in it ?
"

" Several people are in it."

" Did they believe the ferry was going across the river when

they got into it."

" I suppose so, else they would not have got into it."

" Stop ! Does that follow } You say you believe it is going
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over to the other side
;
yet, though you believe that, you don't

go in it ?
"

" No ; because I don't want to go."

"Precisely; still you see that the mere belief that the ferry

was going across the river did not cause the people to get into

it ; there was more than simple acknowledgment of a fact.

Now, you will say that the people wanted to cross the river, and

therefore they got into the ferry—is that so }
"

" Of course ; they wanted to go, and consequently they got in."

" Pardon me
;
you say ' consequently.' Now, it strikes me

that there is a link wanting ; is there not }
"

" Nay ; the thing is clear enough ; the people wanted to go
across, and they got into the ferry."

" Let me, then, ask you a question : Suppose that the people

did not believe that the ferry was going across the river, would

they have got in ?
"

" Of course not."

" Then, even so ' disproportionate and outrageous' a thing as

belief \\2A something to do with their being in the boat }"

" No doubt of it."

" The people wanted to go, but the mere wanting to go would

not carry them over ; they must have an opportunity of getting

across, and even the opportunity would be useless, unless they

really believed that it was an opportunity. Do you go with me
thus far 1

"

" I do, of course."

" Then let us see how the case stands. The people wanted

to cross ; there was a boat to carry them ; they really believed

that the boat was going across ; but now, supposing that at the

last moment they believed that the boat was not strong enough

to carry them, would they go }
"

" Probably not ; ifthey really thought that the boat would break

down, of course they would not go."

"Here, then," said I, "'belief comes in, and plays an im-

portant part ; and now the case stands thus : there must be a

felt want ; there must be an opportunity of supplying that want

;

there must be belief in the intended destination of the boat

;

and there must be faith in its strength to meet the require-

ments of the occasion. The want would not be enough ; the
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opportunity would not be enough ; the belief would not be

enough. Is this so ?
"

" I don't see," said my friend, " how it can be otherwise."

"Very well ; but so far we have put the case as if it were all

on one side. Let us break it up into its relative proportions.

Part of it belongs to the ferryman, part to the people. The

ferryman says, in effect, ' I am going to the other side of the

river ; there is room in the ferry for a hundred persons ; it is a

strong boat, and every way well suited for its work ; he that

believeth, let him come.' The people's part is to consider the

ferryman's statement, and to ground their action upon it ; and

every one who avails himself of the opportunity of crossing

virtually says, ' I believe.' Do you see any flaw in this state-

ment .?

"

My friend admitted that he did not, and continued—" But

supposing the people did not believe the ferryman, how then ?
"

" Why, of course they would not go ; still the argument would

go dead against your first position, for it would still be a question

of belief. The people wanted to go, they had an opportunity of

going, but simply because they did not believe in the man who
offered the opportunity, they remained behind. Now the ferry-

man might hold such language as this
— 'He that believeth

may go ; he that believeth not will be left.' iMight he not say

this }
"

" He might, certainly, with all propriety, too."

" Well, and suppose that on reaching the other side of the

river the ferryman should be asked why some were left behind,

what explanation could be off'er ?
"

'• He would, of course, say that those who were left behind

did not believe him ; and what I want to know is, whether they

had not a perfect right to disbelieve him } The whole thing, as

I see it, turns upon that question."

" Then," said I, " as you attach so much importance to that

question, instead of answering you, I shall give you an oppor-

tunity of answering yourself. You saw the agent who visited the

town a few years ago, for the purpose of getting shareholders in

the new County Bank }
"

" I did."

" Did you take any shares }
"
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** I took ten : did you take any ?
"

** No. Did they pay you, may I ask ?
"

"They paid well—better, in fact, than any other shares I ever

had."

" Well, I refused to take any, because I did not believe the

representations which the agent made ; and had I not a perfect

fight to disbelieve him }
"

" You had."

" But how does it come that I have not been enriched by the

undertaking ?
"

" Because you did not go into it."

" But had I not a perfect right to refuse to go into it }
"

" Of course you had ; but if you refuse, you cannot expect to

share the benefits which accrue from it."

" Precisely ; and that is the answer to your own question : the

people who did not believe the ferryman did not go into the

boat, and though they had a perfect right to remain behind, the

only right they now have is to reproach themselves for unbelief,

and not to rail against the faith of other people."

" That is true, certainly," said my friend ;

*' but what I want to

know is, why cannot men be saved whatever they may believe

or not believe }
"

" That is a great question," said I ;
" and we may, perhaps,

most successfully work our way to the answer by beginning with

the secular side of life. I would beg you, then, to dismiss from

your mind all theological terms, and, if possible, all theological

prejudices. You remember the man who once threw discredit

upon your word, when you made some statement about town

affairs in the newspapers ?
"

" Yes, I remember."
" Do you ever invite that man to your table ?

"

" Certainly not."

" But why do you say that so firmly ?
"

" Because the man almost called me a liar in the public prints."

" You mean that he did not believe your word, and that he

openly expressed his disbelief.'^"

" Yes."

" But why should the man be deprived of your hospitality,

whatever he may believe or may not believe ?
"
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" But what confidence can I have in him ?
"

" Ah ! there is another word which you make equivalent to

faith, that is the word ' confidence,'—now, what do you mean by

having ' confidence ' in a man ?
"

" I mean trusting him and respecting him as a man of

honour."

"Quite so; but if you knew that he did not believe in obliga-

tion or in social honour, could you trust him ?
"

" Certainly not."

" But what I want to know is, why you cannot trust him what-

ever he may believe or may not believe }
"

" Because I should think that if he did not believe in honour,

he would not care to maintain it."

" Exactly, my friend ; now we are at the root of this part of

the matter : we now begin to see that /ai'^k is the inspiration of

/(/e:—that is, that men's behaviour is, so to speak, but an outside

thing ; there is something under it which governs and directs

it—the act is the body, the thought is the soul—^man's life is an

effect, faith is the cause. How far do I carry you with me ?
"

" I see, that if a man is honest, he won't do a thing unless he

believes in it."

" Quite so ; and you might safely go a step further, and say,

the man who did a thing without believing it was a hypocrite,

and that the man who believed a thing and did not do it was

unfaithful to himself, and that the man who believed in a thing

and did the very opposite was acting wickedly .'' Can you say

this ?
"

" I don't see why I should not say every word of it."

"But, to make the whole thing clearer," I continued, "let us

look a little into the ways of men ; if there are not various kinds

of faith, there are certainly various phases of it Look at the

farmer ; what sustains him during seedtime and harvest ?
"

" No doubt the expectation of a good crop."

" Truly."

" But you 'see," my friend interposed, with somewhat of

triumph in his tone, " he had known that through hundreds and

thousands of years the thing had gone on in a certain order."

" Well, be it so ; but suppose that before seedtime he had

wrought himself to the belief that, in this particular year, there
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would be bad wheat crops, would his belief influence his action,

or would it not ?
"

" Of course it would influence his action ; he would be foolish

to go in the face of his belief."

" Very good ; now that is case number one

—

ih.e,farmer works

by faith. Your friend, the iron merchant, consigned ten thou-

sand pieces of cast iron to an agent in Melbourne—actually sent

them to a man he had never seen : how do you account for

that ?
"

" No doubt he felt convinced that the transaction would turn

out all right," my friend replied.

" Really," said I, " you have given me another word—presently,

we shall be able to set up a vocabulary apart from theo-

logical technicalities—you say ' convinced ' instead of ' believed,'

and the word is well chosen. Now I have three equivalent

words given to me by yourself— ' felt,' ' thought,' ' convinced '

;

but the point to be kept in view is, that the iron merchant, in

sending ten thousand pieces of iron to a man he had never seen,

and probably never would see, actually did the business on

faith
"

" Perhaps," my friend eagerly suggested, " he got the money
first ; then, where was the faith }

"

" The faith, then," said I, " was on the side of the other con-

tracting party ; the man who sent the money first, must have had

faith that the iron would be forthcoming. What I want you

to see is, that the transaction could not have taken place without

faith, either on one side or the other ; do you admit that ?
"

" Certainly."

" Very well, then, we may call that case number two, and say

that the merchant walks by faith. Will you now tell me what

sent Columbus over the sea to discover if there was a continent

in the far West .?

"

" Of course he felt persuaded that there was land out there.''

" That is a fourth word— * persuaded '—equivalent, as you

used it, to ' believed.' Here, again, we have faith ; in the

absence of faith Columbns would not have gone; but the faith

was so strong that he could not rest until he had carried out

his plan. Do you acknowledge this ?
"

" I see no reason to deny it," my friend replied.
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" Then we may call that case number three, and say the ex-

plorer walks by faith. Now, to come nearer home, Why did you

marry your present wife in preference to every other woman ?

—excuse the question, and answer it, if you please."

" Because I believed her to be the woman best suited, in

every respect, for me."
" Once more, then, we have faith as the basis of action ; but

why could you not have married some other person, whatever

you believed or did not believe about her ?
"

" That would have been impossible ; because, if I had not

believed well of her, I could not have married her."

" Your answer is correct, and we may put it down as case

number four; that_>'(?« yourself do, in the most important affairs

in life, walk hy faith. Do you see this }"

"I see it so far clearly, but I don't see why I should be

excluded from heaven simply because I don't believe what other

people believe ; I may be as good as they are, whatever I believe."

" Wait ! Don't jump to false conclusions. Recollect the

case of the ferry: the people were excluded from it simply

because they did not believe. Think of the bank shares : I was

excluded from profits, because I did not believe, and therefore

did not take shares ; so that it seems people are excluded from

advantages, simply and solely because they do not believe. That

point is certain. It is a law of society, and nobody complains

of it. So much for one side of your objection ; it now remains

to be shown that your acceptation of the term ' faith' is narrow,

and by so much untrue. You seem to imagine that it is simply a

matter of intellectual assent, and so far you are perfectly right

in imagining that intellectual assent is an insuflficient condition

of salvation ; but now go back to daily life for the definition and

illustration of faith. Keep to the case of the people and the

ferry ; they were told that the ferry was going across the river

;

would their mere intellectual assent have taken them to the

other side ?
"

" Certainly not," said my friend.

" But they believed that the boat was going .?"

" Certainly ; but they did not act upon their belief."

" That is the very point," said I ; "so you see it is not mere belief,

but beliefacted upon, that is meant by the term faith. I may
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believe that if I put a thousand pounds in the bank I shall receive

so much per cent., but, unless I act upon my belief, I shall not

receive the interest. You may say that this is salvation hy works,

but it is not ; the works are the result of faith ; but for the

faith the works would never have been attempted, so that the

cause, and not the effect, must give its name to the process."

" But why should I be excluded from heaven, because I do

rK)t believe ?
"

" Precisely, only in an infinitely higher degree, on the same

principle that you exclude persons from your hospitality who do

not believe in you."

" Explain yourself," said my friend.

" You said, a few moments ago, that you married your wife

because you thought her every way suitable for you, did you

not .?

"

" I did."

" Now, I don't believe a word you said on the subject."

]My friend looked aghast, and said, "You amaze mel "

" Did you not explain how it was that your brother went to

the colonies .''

"

" I did."

" Now I don't believe a word you said on that subject, either."

]\Iy friend turned pale, and looked at me eagerly, saying, as he

looked, " Whatever do you mean ?
"

" I mean that I don't believe a word you say : I reject your

testimony."

My friend rose, and with undisguised feeling said, " Then, the

sooner we part the better !

"

I answered, " Hold ! why should I be excluded from your

society, whatever I believe or do not believe ? ''

"You can have no pleasure in my society, if you do not

trust me, nor can I have any in yours."

"Thank you," said I ;
" sit down. I was putting you to the

test, for I knew that your creed would break down at the prac-

tical point. I want you to see that more depends upon/at//i, even

in the common relations of life, than is generally supposed ; and,

from what you know of the every-day affairs of life, I want you to

reason upward to the highest considerations of character and

destiny. Meanwhile, one thing is clear : you would exclude me
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from your society, simply on the ground that I do not believe

you ; now, why should God admit people to His society who
treat His word as if it were a lie, and His Son as if He were an

impostor ?
"

" But what if they do not believe that it is His Word ?—that is

my argument," said my friend.

I stopped him there, saying, " That question is not now before

us ; we shall come to that by-and-bye
; the question immediately

before us, which you yourself started at the beginning of our

interview, relates to the necessity and efficacy of faith as a con-

dition of salvation. I must insist upon our being at one on that

point before we proceed further."

My friend paused, as if not knowing what to reply. I knew

the transparency and perfect candour of his mind ; that it was

not in him to quibble for quibbling's sake, and my whole heart

went out with great solicitude towards him. I saw that the

opportunity was mine, and I said, " Now let me preach you a

short sermon on the subject of our conversation. The fact is,

that faith underlies the whole system of life—you cannot send a

boy on an errand without faith
;
you cannot employ property

without faith
;
you cannot sow seed without faith

;
you can

neither eat, drink, nor sleep without faith
;
you cannot take a

journey without faith. As I have just said, it penetrates the

whole system of life ; it keeps men together ; it renders inter-

course a means of blessing, and saves solitude from despair. As

we have now defined it, faith is not mere assent to a number

of propositions ; it is, as you say, feeling, thinking, persuasion,

conviction ; it means more than sentiment, more than negative

approval ; it takes up the whole nature, and bears it forward with

all the conquering energy of a Divine inspiration. I think, too,

it was most gracious on the part of Christ to makeyaz'M the basis

of acceptance on His part. He found men believing; He found

them in all the lower concerns of life walking by faith, and

instead of introducing anew and revolutionary law. He took men's

nature as He found it, and said, ' Ye believe in God ; believe

also in Me.' Men complain because the apostle says, ' Without

faith it is impossible to please God'; but why should they com-
plain ? Without faith it is equally impossible to please man. Just

now, when I said that I did not believe you, you suggested that
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our intercourse should cease, thereby showing that without faith

it was impossible to please you ; why, then, should it be deemed

so extraordinary, or, as you say, so disproportionate and out-

rageous a thing, that God should require exactly what man him-

self requires ?
"

My friend here intimated that he still wished to argue the

question which he had just proposed ; but as the June sunset

was far advanced, and we both had a considerable distance to

walk, though in different directions, I told him that we had better

defer further conversation until we had more time at command.
He was good enough to say,

—

" You talk to me so humanly : you do not stand off and

command me haughtily
;
you touch my life, and compel me to

say things to you that I never said to any other man."

1 thanked him. *' I tell you what it is, friend," I continued,

" the Gospel is not something that is superimposed upon man
;

it reveals man to himself; it gives articulation to the mighty

but dumb desires of the human heart ; and is often felt to be a

Divine Revelation simply because it is a V>W\xvq Expression, putting

into words what the soul has been vainly struggling to utter.

Let me say further that,if you accept me as your teacher, I shall

give you the texts at the end of the lessons rather than at the

beginning—in fact, I shall make you your own text ; I shall

preach out of your life, and give you, if possible, to feel that

Jesus Christ knows you better than you know yourself, and that

His Gospel is the only true answer to the most anxious strife and
expectation of the human heart."

" When shall we meet again } " he inquired.

" This day week." said I, and we parted—I a stronger Christian,

he a less determined doubter as to the functions of faith in the

higher life of mankind.

Lord, increase our faith. Help us to walk by faith, not by sight,

and to endure as seeing the invisible. Teach us how poor a world

is possible to the senses, and how vast a universe is revealed to

the vision of Christian faith. Help us to honour Jesus Christ

with our deepest trust, to put ourselves into His holy keeping,

and to draw our inspiration from His infinite love. We would
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have our conversation in heaven ; ^ve would live away from earth
;

we would drink of the river of Thy delights. Good Lord, hear

us,—blessed God, save us with Thy mighty hand. We bless Thee

for all the rewards of faith which we have already enjoyed, for

our dominion over time, for our mastery of the flesh, for our in-

dependence of earthly ease. We would still further know the

blessedness of faith in Thee and in Jesus Christ. We would

never doubt Thee. In the darkness we would hold Thy hand,

in the light we would see Thy face, in the storm we would hear

Thy voice, and in all things would see proofs of Thy wisdom and

care. Specially, give us the faith which bringeth salvation, and

openeth to our hearts' the prospect of heaven. Amen.



SELF-HEALING.

' Physician, heal thyself."

—

Luke iv, 23.

S HIS is a very natural thing to say, and the Saviour

acknowledged that it was so. It is, however, a very

awkward proverb because of the universality of its

application ; no man can have any special property

in it; if he thinks he can, he may be surprised by

some unexpected thrust from a strong hand. It is

wonderful, too, how many of us set so obvious a retort

at defiance. A man announces that he has a preparation that

will clothe your head and face with the most luxuriant hair in

less than three months ; the hair shall be long, silky, glossy, soft,

abundant ; the preparation never fails ; it overcomes the most

stubborn resistance ; it rejoices to tackle a grindstone, and to

surprise an enamelled plate into hirsute culture and beauty.

Come, and I will show you the man. Look through that small

window, in that back street, in that fifth-rate provincial town,

and you will see him with a pen behind his ear, holding up a

brown-looking bottle to the light. That's the man

!

" But it is impossible !"

" Possible or impossible, that is the man and no one else."

" But he has a head without a hair upon it ; a bald, glossy,

shiny head, that needs neither brush nor comb !

"

" That is the man whose preparation never fails, and if you

point out to him the irony of the facts, he will tell you that

what he says about his preparation is perfectly correct, and if

you point to his own head he will tell you that the preparation

never failed upon him, for he had too much sense ever to try it."

But we are fearfully and wonderfully made. Yery; in particu-

lar " fearfully." How otherwise can we account for the startling

inconsistencies of mankind ? The contradictions which arise in

human character are simply incredible ; w^e strain at a gnat and

swallow a camel ; not for worlds would we omit to raise a hat
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in the presence of a superior, and yet we can dip our pen and

forge a cheque for a thousand pounds.

" On no account touch that piano on the Sabbath," said a

douce Scotch elder to his English niece, " remember whose day

it is, and keep your fingers still."

"There's an honourable man," say you ; "that is a God-fear-

in'g, excellent character." Very. By twelve o'clock on Sunday

he has had two glasses of whiskey, by four he has had eight, by

nine at night the bottle is empty, but the man has kept the

Sabbath by shutting the piano and getting so muzzy as to whistle

a paraphrase as he clutches at the banisters to help himself

upstairs to his chamber. Ye will surely say to such a man.

Physician, heal thyself!

A gas jet burning brightly in a drawing-room fell into a fit of

musing about the inconvenience and even danger of living in

the manufacturing districts. " The smoke is so bad," said the

jet, " it is very injurious, hurtful to vegetation, hurtful to health,

and hurtful altogether ; I wish Parliament would take up the

question with vigour." It was a sanitary monologue, and showed

great philanthropy on the part of the reflective gas. It happened,

however, that an amateur philosopher heard the speech, and at

once he got up an electric light, set it in front^ of the gas, and

lo ! out of that selfsame gas there were going up columns of

black smoke (he called it unconsumed carbon, and was relieved

by the effort) as surely as there were rising great smoke clouds

out of the factory chimney ; and looking at the horrible effusion,

he said—" Physician, heal thyself."

It is very curious to observe what pranks a man will play ; how
painfully pious he will be on one side of his nature, and with

what villainous grace of manner he will hob-nob with the devil

on another. You would say that a throat that can take down a

camel can have no difficulty with a gnat, but you are mistaken.

The camel goes down easily, as if it liked the dark and perilous

way ; but the gnat sticks and will not go. Take your own case

by way of example. You would not for the world listen to a

preacher who read his prayers. You ask, what earnestness can

there be in such a man } You demand to know where his piety
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is ? " Read a prayer, indeed, no, that I will never stand." So

your conscience puts in a word for itself, and insists that it never

shall be snuflfed out, " no, not if I have to sit at home and *ead

my Bible by the dim light of a tallow candle." And you are an

authority I am sure upon the dim light of a tallow candle
;
you

have a right to speak about it
;
you know it well ; it was by the

dim light of that selfsame tallow candle that you falsified your

income-tax return, and wrote a letter that broke another human
heart. May we not truly say unto thee, thou whited wall, thou

ghastly travesty of manhood. Physician, heal thyself.'* Oh, the

pranks of self-contradictory man ! He goes east and west at the

same time; he has one rule for himself and another for his

fellow-creature ; he robs God to pay man ; he mortgages

eternity to pay the debts of time ; he pawns his soul to give his

body a holiday. " How abject,—how august is man !

"

You would on no account be five minutes late in coming to

public worship. You make a point of this. You say, " How
people can come in after the service has begun I cannot under-

stand ; I wonder they don't consider how they are disturbing the

congregation ; it is monstrous." You are quite right in saying

so. I go heartily with you. But the remarkable thing is this,

that you, so punglual and scrupulous a man, so estimable, and

so severely critical, should have forgotten that, although we are

half-way through the quarter, you have not yet paid your pew
rent. That is very remarkable. It shows that " the best of men
are but men at the best," and how needful it is that before we

foam at the mouth about other people's short-comings we should

see that our own reckonings are not seriously out at elbows.

Perhaps, nay surely, we would be kinder to one another in all

these judgments if we knew more about the particulars of each

case. We judge other people by ourselves too much. We
forget that every case has its peculiarities, and that a knowledge

of these is indispensable to a complete and just judgment. I

saw this strikingly illustrated in a garden the other day. The
day was one of the brightest of the spring ; the pear blossom

was fully out ; the apple blossom was just on the point of break-

ing forth ; the young chestnut leaves were broadening in all the

richness of the most vivid and tender ^x^k^T). ; and near at hand^

5
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yes, in the very midst of all this vernal beauty, were many fine

old laurels and hollies that had braved and outlived the wild

winter. And you cannot tell how impertinent the young leaves

were to the old ones !

" We must confess," said they, "that we do not quite like the

company we find ourselves in."

An old holly did not appreciate the criticism, and was not at

all sorry when a breeze brought its prickles down upon the face

of one of the mocking juveniles.

"We must say," continued the new-comers, "that you look a

little old and shabby, you are somewhat brown and smutty
;
you

have not dressed yourselves properly for our society ; we have

been talking the matter over, and we feel a little humbled by

being mixed up with such muddy green."

A fine old laurel undertook to reply ; the holly was for battle

and the cedar was for contemptuous silence, but the laurel said,

" Let me speak to the fresh young things a moment."
" Did you ever see the snow } " asked the laurel.

" Never," was the instant and unanimous reply.

" Did you ever see the month of January .?

"

" Never," was the choral response.

" Well, then, let me speak to you and tell you something.

We poor old things are called evergreens ; we keep awake all

the year round ; the north wind and the east wind cut us and

scorn us and do their best to blight and ruin us
;
great masses

of snow fall upon us and make us white for days and weeks to-

gether ; we are pierced by the frost, and rocked by the storm,

and chilled by the cold. It is different with you. The sun

calls for you, the warm breeze welcomes you, when you come
the birds come

;
you sleep all the winter ; we watch you go to

sleep, we see you waken again ; we are always here, so you must

not expect to see us as fresh and beautiful as you are ; we do
the best we can in your absence, and now that you have come,

we are nothing thought of: you get all the praise and we get

none
; we are pleased when people praise you, and we are glad

to be the dark foil which sets off your young beauty."

It was by something of the same process of reasoning that an

old northern baronet met a difficulty in his family. That old

baronet was a stern domestic ruler, largely made up of shirt
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collar and shoe buckles, great in power of lecturing ever^'body,

but extremely unwilling to be lectured in return. The old man
was much opposed to stooping and lolling, and round-shouldered

children, as was proved by his conduct.

" Sit up ! I tell you, or you will be double presently : if there

is one thing above another I dislike it is to see my children

getting round-shouldered. Sit up !

"

Now the youngest son—generally the spoiled one of the

family—had observed that the stern old baronet was himself re-

markable for the roundness of his shoulders, and after an

unusually prolonged and severe lecture from the paternal chair

he wrote (with chalk) on the paternal coat —" Physician, heal

thyself." The old baronet knew the writing, and smiled as he

read the exhortation. If the eldest son had written it, disinherit-

ance might have followed ; but the youngest was different.

" Bless him, he is only a child, and you cannot put an old head

on young shoulders ;
" having so said, the baronet brushed off

the chalk, went downstairs, and said,

—

" Sit up ! I tell you : don't double yourself over the table in

that ridiculous way ; it is most absurd to act so. You may tell

me that I am inclining (!) towards being slightly round-shoui-

dered myself, but remember my age ; think of the burdens I

have had to carry. When I was young I was as straight as a

larch ; when you are as old as I am you may be pardoned if you

stoop as much." Having said this, the old baronet withdrew,

allowed himself the luxury of a pinch of snuff", and meditated

much upon the power of meeting emergencies in the family.

A marvellous old man was that same baronet, a determined

enemy of all sham and unreality, and an inveterate hater of all

hypocrisy. It vs^as indeed a favourite maxim with him that no-

thing of the nature of a sham was to be borne with for an instant.

"All must be real," said he, " away with all pretence and make-
believe and appearance, and let everything be solid through and

through ; I will not allow anything about me that will not bear

the strictest investigation. ' That was the old baronet's creed,

and he was never ashamed to avow and defend it. Paper collars

were his strongest aversion, if we may except aluminium gold,

which when brought under his attention excited him with inex-

pressible disgust. " It is a sham," said he, " a vile mockery, an
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impudent deception, a villainous, mendacious, flagitious, and

audacious attempt to impose upon the credulity of an unsuspect-

ing community !
" The baronet was but little relieved even by

this copious malediction ; there was yet much to come, but the

power of adequate expression failed. I knew the baronet well,

and was fond of the gruif old gentleman, for there was genuine

kindness in his husky soul. I remember his taking me one

summer evening under a beautiful drooping ash that was on his

lawn. We sat long and talked much, and in the course of our

varied conversation he touched with his usual vigour upon this

subject of shams ;

—" Tell it not in Gath," said he, remembering

it was Sunday and that a little Bible would be seasonable, "tell

it not in Gath that we live in a day of paper collars ; it is enough

to make our forefathers turn in their graves could they but know

it
;
paper collars are incompatible with the most elementary

respectability." I did not strongly contest the opinion, as the

baronet rose immediately upon declaring it, and as he stooped

under the drooping tree he left something behind him, some-

thing in the branches, a dark something, a glossy something,

—

a Wig!

"Judge not that ye be not judged. With what judgment ye

judge ye shall be judged, and with what measure ye mete it

shall be measured to you again. And why beholdest thou the

mote that is in thy brother's eye, but considerest not the beam
that is in thine own eye ? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother,

Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye ; and, behold, a

beam is in thine own eye } Thou hypocrite, first cast out the

beam out of thine own eye ; and then shalt thou see clearly to

cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye." This is Christ's

practical preaching. And let me tell you that practical preaching

is evangelical preaching. It may not sound so in the first hearing

of it. You may ask. Where is the Gospel } Where is the Cross ?

Where is justification by faith } But if you attempt to carry out

practical preaching in daily service you will find that you need

every element in the Priesthood of God the Son, His Divine

teaching, his sacrificial blood, His mediatorial intercession, to

give you strength to do your duty. It may seem an easy thing

to keep all the commandments and to do the whole work of the
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literal law, but unless you are constantly under the direction of an

adequate motive you will fail in the execution of your purposes.

Whence is that adequate motive to be derived ? In answer to

that question we must point to the Cross of Christ and the Spirit

of God. Lord, I am weak, help me ; sinful, cleanse me ; obsti-

nate, subdue me
;

poor, enrich me ;
—" a guilty, weak, and

helpless worm, on Thy kind arms I fall."
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" Treasures of wickedness profit nothing."

—

Prov. x. 2.

N business you say that some things are worth what

they will bring and no more ; if this is so with the

treasures of the wicked, you will find their exact value

in the text as it was appraised and determined by

a very wise man. This is one of the proverbs of

Solomon, and Solomon had a right to speak about

the value of wealth, honour, station, and renown. He was not

a fox speaking about grapes that were beyond his reach ; he

was rather speaking about the commonplaces of his own royal

and magnificent position. He had worked his way along

every line of human success
;
gold and silver, purple and fine

linen, horses and chariots, palaces and gardens, were all his, and

upon the whole of them he wrote. Vanity of Vanities—a veering

and empty wind.

There was no greater man in all merchandise in his day than

the mighty X at the West End of London. He had the magical

fingers that find gold in ashes and pick the stars out of the waters

in which their shadows tremble ; long fingers, lithe and soft,

worth more for business purposes than all the jewels that sparkled

upon their supple joints. Mighty indeed, even to overvvhelming-

ness, wasthe mightyX of the high end of London. He could make
a lather of the sea like a leviathan, or he could glide in a saucer

like a minnow. All depended on " circumstances," as he himself

admitted in confidential circles ;
" Know your man," said he,

"add up the tricky probabilities of a case, and play the devil, or

ape an angel, accordingly ; that is my plan ; and here is the

result,—five hundred assistants, two hundred needlewomen,
twelve thriving branches, fifty thousand in consols, fifty thou-

sand in London and North-Westerns, fifty thousand in bank
shares, fifty thousand debentures in the magnifico pendissimo-
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auriferous Golconda : gentlemen," he would continue, " if any of

you can rhyme that, favour me with an effort ofyour muse."

It has always, however, been difficult for any muse to find a

rhyme for "thousand." It is an awkward word to match. I

have set it as a task in Crambo, and the unlucky poetaster has

never counted me as a friend. It was the same with the stunned

and dazzled hearers of the mighty X ; rhyme for thousand they

could find none, so they paled before him, and only wondered

whether he would stake out the moon in building lots, or permit

the sun to come up as usual to-morrow morning. " I have no

patience," said the huge and ever-growing X, " with men who do

not succeed in business; muddlers, sir, and dufifers all, they have

no Go in them, they have not energy enough in them to blow

out a candle ; if a man is not worth fifty thousand at forty-five

he is a bungler,—I had almost said a beast."

" But may there not be difficulties in the way ?
"

" Difficulties, sir, there may be ; I admit it ; I have found them ;

but when I have found a difficulty what have I done with it ? I

have slapped its face, sir, twisted its neck, drawn its teeth, and

bundled it out of the top-storey window ; that has been my plan

from the first. I have delighted in seeing a difficulty coming up-

stairs, well knowing that it was a culprit ascending the gallows."

" But surely some good men have not been prosperous in life,

Mr. X; you must have met such."

" Good at what, my dear sir 1 What do you mean by good

men } If a man is not good at money-making it is impossible he

can be good at all. An owl could see that at midday. Good !

Eheu ! that reminds me of a young man who had the imperti-

nence to introduce his family affairs to my notice on one occasion.

He wanted a rise upon his half-sovereign a week, and he told me
that his mother was an invalid, and his sister an imbecile, and

his father—heaven knows what ; but I cut him short by giving

him notice to quit ; he was a good young man no doubt ; a long

way too good for me, so I removed him to a cooler climate. No
nonsense in business, say I ; if a man is in your road put a

wheel through him, and compound with your conscience by

throwing a shilling into the hospital box."

" An awkward creditor is conscience, Mr. X."
" So he may be, but he always finds me an awkward debtor.
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What is conscience, sir, after all ? Did you ever know a con-

science that would not sing small for one glass of wine ? One

sniff of chloroform will put any conscience to sleep ; besides

that, conscience has no commercial faculty."

So the mighty X revelled in his fifty thousands and gloried in

an arm that was never raised but in conquest and triumph. All

that he had he had won by his own might. There might some-

where be a Shadow called Providence, but he had never seen it,

and he owed it nothing. " Chew the cud," said he, " and keep

a quiet tongue in your head ; watch your chance ; see a man
slipping down hill, keep your eye upon him, and when he can

hold on no longer bid him your own price, and he will snap at

it ; an old song will go a long way under such circumstances ; I

gave two hundred and fifty for a stock once and sold it for five

thousand ; that's the sort of game that keeps the spirits up."

" And what became of the man you bought it of.?"

" Never heard. Probably hung himself. There's an average

in these things, you know ; suicide is a matter of percentage
;

say one in half a million, it is not a high rate, you know, and it is

a deliverance for the poor creatures, for what can be worse than

suspense }
"

" But if you had helped him .'"'

" Helped him ? He helped me, don't you see ; and the clerg}'

tell us you know according to the old saying that it is better to

give than to receive, or some such remark, so he had the better

of me, for he was giver and I was receivei-. But in all these

things there's a margin. So many people die of measles, and so

many come to bankruptcy, and no puzzling of my brains can

change .the figures."

So the mighty X, swollen and red, revelled in his boundless

success, offered incense to the genius of Luck, made a margin

for occasional madness, and said no man was worth a puff of

smoke who could not live upon the interest of his interest, and

build a castle with the shadow of his capital. Oh, how mighty

was that mighty X !

Let him enjoy his triumphing.

Come with me on a pastoral visit, and let us read the tragical

book of actual life. How wise would we all be if we studied
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human nature more ! Read humanity if you would be great

scholars, great thinkers, and great preachers. But this is aside.

We will call here first ; a dingy street truly, and very tumble-

down houses ; battered doors, badly-mended windows, squalid

children, foul air. Upstairs, please. It will soon be down-

stairs if you don't take care, for there is a fateful creak in every

step. Higher. That's the door,

" It is all the long hours of standing, sir, that has brought it

on. She ought to have stopped weeks and weeks since, but, poor

thing, what could she do }
"

" Lodger }
"

" Yes, sir. Comes out of the country. It's all the standing."

" What do you mean by the standing }
"

" Behind the counter, sir ; they never sit down from morning

till night except for a few minutes at meals. Hour after hour

they stand till their poor limbs are black with weariness. She

can hardly get upstairs when she comes back at nights, and then

she just throws herself on the bed and lies like a dead thing."

" But might they not sit down if they wished to ?"

"Oh dear, no! Such a thing would not be thought of. There is

not such a thing as a chair behind the counter, so there is nothing

for it but standing."

" Whose place of business is she in ?
"

" In a house at the West End, sir, name of Mr. X, I think
;

yes, I know it is. The great X."

Downstairs again. Out of the road a moment to let this poor

creature pass : pale, emaciated, weak as a reed that is bruised,

—

another lodger, no doubt. Now go down. Take care, I see day-

light through that next half-landing. Round the corner we will

make another call ; that is the place ; down the court, third door

on the left.

" How can she have anything to fall back upon, when you

think of her wages, sir ?
"

" Are her wages small ?
"

" She embroiders clocks upon stockings, sir. There are two

clocks on each stocking, that is four on a pair, and for doing a

dozen pairs, that is forty-eight clocks, she has one and ninepence,

and has to find her own silk."

" Is she clever at her work .''

"
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"She is, sir, and so industrious; hardly ever goes out ; if the

children bring her a ha'porth of violets she is as pleased as can

be ; but she keeps on and on with her work, and still hardly

makes enough to keep body and soul together."

" Who employs her ?
"

" Mr. X, sir
;
great place at the West End."

Go next door. A house full of girls and little children. Quite a

brisk trade going on here. Two or three sewing machines, click

click ! Money is made in this den, so we have hit upon the lines of

good fortune at last. Carpet-bags, I declare, in piles and heaps.

" How many is that, Sarah .'"'

" That's the round dozen."
*' That's two-and-sixpence more, then," said the first speaker,

and so saying she yawned, stretched up her thin arms, and said

she would try to get a nap for an hour.

" What," said I, " do you mean to tell me that you get only

two-and-sixpence for making a dozen carpet-bags .'^"

"That is all, sir."

" Who employs you }
"

" Mr. X, sir ; West End : very large place : we dare not ask

for more, or we should be turned off altogether, there are so many
girls starving, and now we have to find our own thread." The
poor young thing nearly fell asleep as she feebly made reply to

our inquiries.

These are the true working-classes, for whom it is impossible

to feel too much sympathy. For the great hulking fellows who
make thirty, forty, and fifty shillings a week, and grumble because

they are asked to do half an hour's extra work ; the lazy fellows

who are content to work half a week that they may have money
enough to drink the other half, I have no words strong enough

to express my disgust and loathing. They are not worthy of the

honourable title of " working men." The working man who is

faithful to his name is an honour to society ; he is part of the

chief strength of the nation, and no reckoning is complete which

excludes him from the calculation. I admire any man who
knows his work, and does it with right good will ; I gladly call

him gentleman and friend ; but there are men who name them-

selves amongst the working classes who do not know what work

is ; they are hirelings always, they are robbers often. I expose
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them as a duty ; I would name them in every public place that

honest people might avoid them ; I would not hesitate to bring

them to the whipping post every Saturday, for there alone could

they receive their proper reward for skulking, shuffling, stealing

five minutes before twelve and five minutes after one, men who
are the disgrace of civilisation and the burden of honest and

dignified labour.

The mighty X grew mightier day by day, for his purse grew

larger, and the Jordaii of his business overflowed its banks.

" Not a penny will ever I part with byway of charity," said he
;

" a miserable set of women came to see me this morning to ask

for a rise of threepence a dozen on the carpet-bags, but I gave

them a scare they will not soon forget. I dismissed them at a

moment's notice, and employed another lot at a penny a dozen

less. These people must be put down, sir ; there would be no

standing their sauciness if you gave them an extra spoonful of

sugar. But I'm the man for them, and that is well known in the

trade. Other men would have to listen to them, parley with them,

compromise and haggle and come to terms, but not the invin-

cible X, sir, never! One word of complaint, and they find

themselves in the ditch before they know they have begun to

speak." So the mighty X prospered, until his eyes stood out

with fatness, and he had more than heart could wish. The
twelve branches became twelve separate trees, and the fruit of

each was abundant and delicious. " Doctor's bills," said the

mighty X ; "don't know what you mean, sir; throw physic to

the dogs is my motto
;
your illnesses are all shams, all make-

believes, sir ; look at me, and say if I do not support my doctrine

by my appearance." And the mighty X throve more and more.

He pulled down his barns and built greater, and gave his soul a

lease long and unencumbered. Roses sprang up in his footprints,

frost melted under his smile, and failure bloomed into success

when his reviving breath fell upon its withering poverty.

The curtain falls here, and what is going on within we know
not. I hear a sound as if men were falling behind the half-

illuminated screen, but my hearing may have deceived me.

There are dull, stifled tones in the air, as of trouble unable to tell
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its tale, yet determined to be heard. The lights rise and fall

suddenly ; now a flash as of lightning, now a mutter as of

thunder remote, now a shudder as if an avalanche had plunged

from unmeasured heights ; everything indistinct except the

sense of confusion, disorder, and uncontrollable tumult. Yet

the screen is only tinted canvas ; a thin veil, indeed, but no eye i

of man can penetrate the secrets which it hides.

" Poor woman !

" said a gruff voice, " I would give you five

thousand guineas this moment if you could make me as happy

as you are. I heard you singing as I stood behind the hedge,

and your voice was very sweet to a broken-hearted man. Pardon

me."

The young woman was taken aback, and could but timidly

answer, " Oh !

"

" I am as rich as a Jew, but there is not a sadder soul than

mine on the earth this day. I could not have spoken if your

music had not touched me. Pardon."
" I am very sorry," said the young woman.
" My only son is dead. My only daughter is dead. I offered

the doctor ten thousand guineas for each of their lives, and

twice ten thousand more, but they sickened and withered and

died, and one day has made me an old man who wants to die

too."

There was a pause.

" What was it you were singing .'*

'

"A hymn, sir.

" ' There shall I bathe my weary soul

In seas of heavenly rest,

And not a wave of trouble roll

Across my peaceful breast.*"

" Would you oblige me by singing those words again } I like

them "

The young woman sang them again through sheer pity, and

the compassionateness of her feeling did not spoil the music.

"'Weary soul,* indeed," said the man, "mine is weary

enough. I do not know which way to turn. The world is like

a great dark pit. Do you make a livelihood by singing .?"
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" Oh no, sir ; I make carpet-bags for Mr. X at the West End,

and I can only get out on a Sunday like this for a little fresh

air. Ours is hard work, sir, and we have to work hard or we

could not live by it."

The next week every woman in the employment of Mr. X had

her income doubled, and ]\Ir. X said he had not felt so much
relieved since the grave closed upon the darlings of his broken

heart.



THE PERVERTED WAY.

" The foolishness of man perverteth his way : and his heart fretteth against

the Lord."

—

Prov. xix. ^.

rjHE doctrine of this text is, that when a man gets wrong

in his way of living—wrong in his habits, wrong in his

conduct—he begins to fret against God, to find fault

with the Lord, and to get up all possible objections

against religion generally—against ministers, against

churches, and, in short, against any person or any-

thing that excites his shame or reminds him of his guilt. Let

us get a clear notion of the exact point that is to be illustrated.

Suppose a professor of religion, who has been living consistently

and happily for years, somehow to have cooled in his religious

ardour, and to have given way to questionable habits ; in that

case we have one half of the text
— " the foolishness of the

man has perverted his way." What, then, is the thing that

follows } Instead of confessing his sin, and mourning it with

the deepest self-reproach and penitence, he begins to think

that, after all, religious obligation is too stringent, or that God
should have taken better care of him, or even that it is more

the Lord's blame than his own that he has gone wrong. Then
he finds fault with the ministry, fault with the services, fault with

the Bible, fault with everything, and finally becomes the servant

of sin without reserve and without disguise. Thus we get the

whole text—" The foolishness of man perverteth his way, and

his heart fretteth against the Lord."

I once knew the man Y well. He then cared much for the

ministry of the Word. He loved God's house better than his

own, and would have doubled the golden hours of the Sabbath,

so keen was his delight in everything heavenly and sacred.
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There was sunshine on his face ; there was music in his voice
;

the very spirit of joyous liberty animated his walk and conver-

sation. Judge, then, of my surprise when he said to me,

—

" My rehgious views are not exactly what they used to be
;

I feel a little inclination towards a rather more liberal mode of

thinking ; I fancy, you know, that we may be a little too tight-

laced in our notions."

There was nothing wrong in his tone as he said this, so I

merely remarked :

" It will be a long time before some of us are too wise, and a

longer time still before some of us are too good," and we parted

with a friendly " Good-bye," I thinking no more of the incident

than as a passing fancy of an active mind.

When we met in the same street again, he saw me twenty

yards off, and suddenly turned aside, so that we had no chance of

speaking. This had never occurred before ; but there was nothing

more remarkable in it than that it had not done so. When we

did meet, however, he did not return my look with the calm,

steady eye which I so well remembered in earlier days. There

was uneasiness in the look ; the glance was excited and inquir-

ing rather than assured and trustful. " It may be some upset in

business," said I, "and he will tell me all about it when it is over;

business life has vexations of its own." Presently he began to

attend my ministry only once a day, and to whisper to his fellow-

seatholders that he was not getting as much good as he used to

get, and that his interest in the place was declining, and that,

in fact, his theological standpoint was changing, and that the

ministry generally was lagging behind the times. Rumours of

this kind could not but make me uneasy. I was certainly work-

ing hard, and preaching with undiminished fervour
;
yet I gave

myself to prayer still more, and cried mightily to God for help

to save the souls of them that heard me. When Y was absent

from his pew, I reproached myself for being unable to cope

with his growing intelligence and respond to the demands of his

enlarging desire for instruction and sj-mpathy ; and when even

his once-a-day attendance became irregular, I thought of re-

signing my charge and giving some better man the field which

was fading under my poor culture. But before doing this, I

determined to see Y himself, and to explain that my ability was
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unhappily unequal to my will as a student and teacher of

Christian truth.

"Well," said he, "the old way of looking at things suits me

no longer. I take a turn in the fields now on Sunday morning,

and put the last number of the Advanced Thinker in my pocket

;

and, without meaning a shadow of disrespect to you—mind that,

against you personally I have not one breath to breathe—I must

say that I get more good than I ever did at church."

"That is certainly a wonderful change on your part," said I
;

" but no doubt you have acted as an honest man, though I

certainly think as a mistaken one."

"The fact is," said he, "I have taken a dislike to the old

orthodoxy. I want something broader, something more liberal

—

if you will excuse me, something more rational and pro-

gressive."

" Now," said I, " one word before we part. I am quite

willing to discuss the whole question with you ; but, until we

have done so, let me ask you not to try to lead away any of my
people by putting your new notions into their heads. Let you

and me come to an understanding first, and then we can work

upon something like equal terms."

From the uneasiness of his manner I inferred that he had

already probably committed himself in this direction, and was

intent on making himself as active in the propagation of his

heterodoxy as he had formerly been in the propagation of his

Christianity. His new ideas had called him to a new apostleship.

And how uncharitable should I be to question his sincerity

!

Had not the man as clear a right to his convictions as I had

to mine } Was it noble on my part to shut any soul up in the

small cage of my own creed .? It must have cost Y a good deal

to cut himself loose from his old moorings, and society had

always been debtor to daring men who had discovered new

islands and continents in the creation of Thought. I was thus

communing with myself, and creating a partial sympathy with

my speculative and erratic friend, when I suddenly encountered

the leading solicitor of the parish, with whom I was upon

agreeable terms.

" Bad business this about Y," said he; "and not likely to do

your church much good."
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" You mean as to his change of views," I remarked.

" I know nothing about his views," said the solicitor; "but

it will be more than I can do to save him from criminal pro-

ceedings in this miserable share-gambling business he has been

drawn into. I am breaking no confidence in saying so."

" You amaze me ; I never heard of it."

" You will hear too much of it before the month is out. He
will be charged with conspiring with other persons to get false

quotations on the Stock Exchange ; also with drawing up a

prospectus ever}^ sentence of which is neither more nor less than

a gross deception ; and that the upshot will be his ruin is as

certain as that we are standing face to face."

"Well, I am literally dizzy," said I. "Surely he would have

mentioned the matter to me if he had seen it in this serious

light."

" He sees nothing," the solicitor retorted ;
" the fact is,

he is all loose together. It is well enough known that he has

not been on the line for a long while. I believe him quite

capable of trying to escape the hand of justice ; but he will find

himself mistaken."

So saying, the solicitor left me—left me dazed and stupefied,

yet with a key that opened many a mystery in the recent action

of Y. Instantly the words of Solomon flashed through my
mind—" The foolishness of a man perverteth his way, and his

heart fretteth against the Lord "
; a man gets wrong practically,

and then seeks to quiet his own reproaches by trifling with his

religious principles. But what was I to do .' New responsi-

bilities seemed to be crowding upon me. Should I write to

the unhappy man } Should I drop a hint of what I had heard ?

Should I ask him to call upon me } The matter was more than

private ; the Christian community would be censured, and

Christianity itself might be reviled. A few moments decided

me. Resolved to act the part of an honest man, I went straiglit

back to Y ; but not before someone else had called upon him,

so that I had to wait in a side-room until he was disengaged.

There were several magazines on the table ; amongst them some
numbers of the Advanced Thinker, which I looked at with un-

usual curiosity. The titles of some few of the articles were :

The Bible Theory of Society both inadequate and mischievous ;

4
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The Bible Idea of Marriage neither philosophical nor

beneficent ; The Ten Commandments considered as ten hin-

drances to progress ; The Christian Church proved to be a

social nuisance ; and, to my horror, I found a short article

headed. The Immorality of Morality, and signed by Y himself!

The very title of his article seemed at once to put the seal of

truth upon all that the solicitor had hinted at, and to disclose

a depth of depravity that appalled me. I closed the Advanced

Thinker, and my eye was arrested by an advertisement on the

cover. It related to directors, and shares, and premiums, and

dividends, and further information was to be had by applying

to Y. How sick at heart I was in that side-room ! I knew the

room well enough, for, in years gone by, I had prayed in it with

my friend, and my friend had prayed in it with me in times

of difficulty ; but now the very walls seemed to be putrid, and

the air was heavy and suffocating. An angry altercation

outside recalled me to the business immediately in hand. In

a moment more I was in the private room with Y, who said,

with ill-feigned humour:
" How is it that lawyers will never give one a straightforward

answer } I was just blowing one up for humming and hawing

instead of speaking out like a man in earnest."

As he said this he turned his eyes uneasily away, and then,

rearranging his papers, he added: "You are soon back again.

Had you forgotten something }
"

" No," said I ;
" but I want to mention to you a new trouble

that has come upon me, and to get you to help me if you

can."

"Trouble, eh?" said he. "Some dissatisfied seatholder,

ch?" But in saying this, he still rummaged amongst his papers

and averted his eyes from me.

"Not exactly that. In some respects this is the greatest trouble

I have known in my public life."

" Well, what is it ? " said he. " You are as bad as the

solicitor,—why don't you speak out ? I hate all these ghostly

hints. For mercy's sake let us hear what it is." His face was.

white enough as he said this, and in his voice there was an

acerbity never in it in his better days.

" How would you feel," said I, " if you had been told that
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there is disease in your heart which might take you off any

moment ?
"

" Well, on the whole rather comfortable," said he. " I wish

I was taken off somewhere."

"All depends upon one's preparation," said I.

"Leave that to the undertaker," said he, mockingly; "he
can prepare your body for the grave, and that is all the pre-

paration that is needed."

"Beware," said I.

" Come, sir," he replied, " don't lecture me ; I hate being

lectured. If you have heart-disease, you won't improve it by

lecturing me."

That one remark showed how great was the gulf that was

fixed between us. Up to this time he had been at least out-

wardly civil, but now the cloak was thrown off, and the hideous-

ness of a complete debasement was no longer concealed.

The change in his face was quite startling. Every line had

been twisted into a knot of suspicion, and the pure colours ol

earlier times had run into one another, and culminated in an

expression of trouble and excitement most painful and even

threatening in its intensity.

" Papa," said a child's voice through the slightly-opened door.

" Away with you," was the sharp answer ; and then to me :

" Confound these mewing and puling children 1 they quite

startle me when they come to the door in that ghostly manner.

I hate these ghostly tricks. Why didn't the foolish thing come
straight in } I do detest these whimperings that are mysterious."

" You are far more nervous than ever I have seen you before.

May I use the privilege of an old friend, and ask if there is any-

thing the matter .''

"

"Nothing in the world," replied Y. " Never was happier in

my life—never !

"

My heart sank within me as the man said this. I rose as if

about to leave, and having taken possession of the door. I

turned upon Y, and said :

" I suppose you are aware that you have ten years' penal

servitude before you ?
"

" My God !
" said he ; "you are giving me heart-disease now.

What do you mean }
'
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I was not going to be carried away by his excitement. " You

know perfectly well what I mean. You have been playing the

rogue, and the day of exposure and penalty is at hand "

"Do you mean to insult me in my own house?" he

interrupted.

" I mean to tell you the truth in your own house," I steadily

continued. " Your excitement is wasted upon me. You have

covered your immorality by a pretended change of theological

principles
;
you have been hiding your theft and lying under

the flimsy cover of w'hat you call advance.d thought ; and I now

make a demand upon you."

" What is that } " he inquired, in something of his old trustful

tone.

" I will tell you what it is. Your conduct will cause the truth

to be evil spoken of. You have exposed Christ Himself to

scorn. People will say, * There go your Christian professors

'

when they see you standing in the dock, when they see the

handcuffs put upon you, when they see you given over to the

gaoler ; and I demand that you make a written confession that this

has come not ofyour Christianity, but of your wan/ of it, and that

you plainly say that all your vapouring about advanced views,

and higher criticism, and exploded orthodoxies, came out of a

corrupt heart and not out of an enlightened and convinced in-

telligence. If you are yet out of hell, I ask you to say this I

"

" Oh my God," said he, " it is too true ; leave me
;
your look

scorches me through and through."

" The foolishness of man perverteth his way, and his heart

fretteth against the Lord." So we return to the old true doc-

trine. Difficulties will be explained by-and-by. By-and-by we

will know why you began to find fault with your pastors and

teachers ; by-and-by we will know why you skulked away from

the church you once professed to love ; by-and-by we shall get

the explanation of suspicious looks, unfriendly tones, ungenerous

speeches, and illiberal acts ; by-and-by the curtains and screens

and veils of a skilfully elaborated hypocrisy shall be torn to rags

and flung away by hands that cannot be resisted ; and in that

day the secrets of all hearts shall be revealed, and the wounds

you have inflicted upon the heart of Christ shall be avenged in
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remorse pitiless as the undying worm, in agonies intolerable

ac the eternal fire.

Oh, thou whited sepulchre, lover of sin and wallower in the

mire of corruption, dost thou think to escape the hand of God
because of some pretended change of theological standpoint ?

Is there not a chamber of imagery in the heart that explains it

all ? You are tr}ang to serve two masters, and the vicious ex-

periment is a failure. You want to eat bread at God's table and

to drink poison at the devil's. And what misery you create by

your infernal deceit ! Tou break your minister's heart by pre-

tending that he is unequal to your intellectual necessities, when

all the time you are serving the devil in secret, and cannot bear

the disturbing appeals of a faithful ministry. You pretend to

see things in another light, when in reality you are seeking a

deeper darkness under which to perpetrate your infamy. You
resign your church membership under the plea that you cannot

get food for your soul, when you know that if you do not skulk

out of the back door you will be driven out at the front with

the brand of a criminal on your brow. You put your neck

under the yoke of sin that you may live the life of passion, and

then you say that you have changed your views upon the

subject of prayer ! Oh, villainous human heart ! Deceitful above

all things and desperately wicked, truly ! Know that heart as it

really is, and then tell me if aught but the very blood of God the

Son can cleanse its guilt ! The Atonement is no dream of a

vivid fancy, no speculation of an active intelligence, no climax

of theological rhetoric, it is the Divine answer to the infinite

necessities of Sin.

By special appointment I saw the man Y in his cell before he

was removed to his penal destination. A few weeks had made
an old man of him. The interview took place by his own re-

quest, and I was glad of it, because it showed that his sense of

right had not been utterly destroyed. His look, so troubled, so

full of pain, haunts me even now, and his tones resound in my
ears as an appeal that cannot be silenced. I had but little to

say, for I felt the uselessness of reproachful anger ; but he had

enough to say, and he said it with fearful intensity of manner,

looking straight at me, and never hesitating for a word.
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"This is the upshot," said he ;
" there is only an inch of iron

between us here and there, but we are separated by an im-

measurable distance. I am a bad man ; worse than you think

me to be, so bad that it is actually some comfort to me to be on

this side of the iron and not on that. Believe me, I was not

always bad. Once I loved the church, and my best memories

come back to me in my dreams. Thank God for the possibility

of living some of the dear old times over again in my sleep.

My days will be dreary enough, but at night I may see some-

thing of you all in my dreams. I make no excuses. I am to

blame wholly and absolutely, and am without shadow of defence.

I thought I saw an easy way of becoming rich, and I was tempted.

Having gone a few steps on the wrong road, I ceased to pray

;

a few more, and religion became a burden to me ; I wanted to

get rid of the idea of God altogether, and to persuade myself

that the Bible was without inspiration and authority. I blotted

every memory that might have restrained me ; I stifled every

voice that reminded me of my better self. I left the church ; I

avoided the family ; I plunged into vice ; and I am here to-day

writhing under the torment of inexpressible remorse. My only

comfort is in my punishment. I welcome my degradation as a

relief. Think of me as having made this confession. Hope, I

have none ; mercy, I dare not ask for ; when I am chained with

a gang of felons I will feel that no criminal in the black herd

has a heart so foul as mine."

My pity was touched by the man's tone, and I attempted to

speak of the mercy of God,
" No," said he, " don't speak so to me. Keep that gospel for

the heathen who never heard of God ; I have had my chance

and lost it ; I had one foot in heaven, and I have fallen back

;

—God is right ; I am wrong. Farewell !

"

A heavy door closed upon the unhappy man, and we parted

for ever. " The way of transgressors is hard." O Lord, " hold

thou me up, and I shall be safe." " Keep me from presumptuous

sins." Bind me to the Cross, and let my only liberty be in cap-

tivity to the Son of God.
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l^^l, O you believe in prayer, as it is described and enforced

in the Bible, or have you so many difficulties about

the subject as to keep your mind in a state of anxious

doubt ? As a Christian teacher, I do not consider

it wise to ignore the misgivings which agitate other

minds, or even to turn a deaf ear to the exceptions

often roughly urged by more refined objectors. As " it soothes

poor misery, hearkening to her tale," so it often diminishes,

and sometimes destroys, opposition to allow it full opportunity

of expending its force. An objector who did not always pause

to consider the least offensive way of putting a case, boldly said

to me, " Your Bible says that ' the prayer of the wicked is an

abomination unto the Lord ' ; now, one would think that the

prayer of the wicked would, on many accounts, be a pleasure

to Him."

" I undertake to show," said I, "that the prayer of the wicked

is an abomination, not only to the Lord, but also to all men of

common integrity ; and, to put the matter still more plainly, I

undertake to show that the prayer of the wicked is an abomina-

tion \.Q yourself

r

" Show it, then
;
you have an eager listener," my interlocutor

replied.

" First of all, then," said I, " we must establish a mutual

understanding on one or two points. Will you tell me whether,

in the course of your experience, you have ever known any

insincere or selfish men ?
"

" I need not hesitate about that," said he ; "I have known
too many such."

" But have you ever come into close relations with them ?"

" Rather too close," was the instant reply ;
" some of them

have wronged me more than once."
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" That will do as a starting-point," said I. " Now, suppose

that a man who has wronged you asks, beseeches, prays, that

you will give him credit, what will be your answer ?
"

" Show him the door, and help him to it," my interlocutor

answered. " Certainly I should. Impertinent rogues ! they

would not hesitate to come this moment, if they thought they

could get over me."
" But why should you thus roughly treat the request } Are

they not needy men, and is it not in your power to help

them ?
"

" Of course they are needy men, and needy rascals too ; but

for such plunderers, I should have been in a very different state

to-day. I have no patience with them—not a bit of it : they

get up in the morning to plunder, and go to bed again to

prepare for it." My interlocutor became quite excited, and so

gave me base enough for my argument.

"I see your position," said I, "and it is a sound one; the

prayer of the swindler would be an abomination to you, not

because it was 2i prayer, but because the man who offered it was

still a swindler in his heart, and he was prepared to repeat his

imposition on your good nature : is that so }
"

" No doubt of it ; I would not believe a word he said—far

from it."

" Then," said I, " let us take a precisely contrary case
;

suppose that a man, in whose honour you have entire faith,

should ask you to extend his credit, in consequence of his being

reduced to unexpected necessity; how would you act under

such circumstances }
"

"I would grant his request at once; yes, and with pleasure

too."

"But why would you do so.''" said I ; "let us go into the

reason."

"Because," said my interlocutor, "between you and me,

honest people are not easily found in this upside-down world,

and when they are found, they should be encouraged—that is

my creed ; " and so saying, he became radiant with self-com-

placency.

"I think your doctrine does you credit,' said I ; "character

ought to go for something ; but do you know, ' I continued,
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" that you are proceeding exactly according to the law of prayer

laid down in the Bible ?"

" How so ? " he quickly demanded.
" You have admitted that the prayer of the wucked is an

abomination to you ; and in your second statement you have

shown that in responding affirmatively to the request of an

honourable petitioner, you accept the principle that ' the

effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much.'
"

" I never quoted these words," said my interlocutor ;
" these

are Bible words, and I have nothing to do with such lan-

guage."

" You did not quote them," I answered ;
" but, certainly, you

have acted upon them, nevertheless."

" How so }
"

" Simply because your conduct in both cases turned upon the

character of the petitioner : when the insincere man asked you a

favour, you suspected him, because his whole life was a witness

against his veracity ; but when the honourable man asked you a

favour, you responded with cordiality, because you had confidence

in him."

" Even admitting all that," said my interlocutor, " we expect

more from God than from man. I may not be able to overcome

my dislike of the bad man, but we are given to understand that

God is full of love, and that makes all the difference between

Him and ourselves."

" Your doctrine," I replied, "is only good so far as it goes
;

but as it does not go far enough, the reason on which it is based

involves a fallacy. It is true, to use your ow-n expression, that

God is full of love, but it is also true that He is full of wisdom
—not only is He full of wisdom, He is also full of justice. Now,
to regard the bad man's prayer and the good man's prayer with

equal favour may seem to be very loving, yet the love would be

exercised at the expense of the wisdom and the justice. But

even the supposed love itself would not in reality be love, it

would be something worse than unreflecting emotion ; it would

be an immoral and consequently a demoralising sentiment.

Then, on the other hand, look at the effect of such an adminis-

tration upon those who endeavour to live conscientiously towards

God ; it would put dishonour upon all pure aspirations and all
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honourable endeavours, and throw moral proportions and rela-

tions into utter disorder."

"But," said my interlocutor, "how is God to answer the

prayer of the wicked except through the medium of His love ?
"

"There," said I, "you unconsciously change the attitude of

the argument
;
you must draw a broad distinction between the

wicked prayer and the prayer of the wicked."

" Will you explain }
"

" Yes ; the wicked prayer is the prayer of the man who wishes

to be delivered from the mere consequences of his wickedness

;

he will sin again as soon as the hand of vengeance is taken off

him, and insult the very mercy to which he owes his deliverance
;

on the other hand, the prayer of the wicked may be a prayer

inspired by a sincere penitence and an earnest desire to know
God's salvation. Is not that evident ?

"

My interlocutor said, " Yes," with somewhat of hesitation.

Noticing the hesitation, I continued :
" Let us illustrate the

case in this way : here is a prodigal who has exhausted the

patience of his father ; many a time he has promised amend-

ment, and as often as his father has held out the hand of

forgiveness it has been abused. The prodigal has been driven

by poverty and hunger to use the language of submission, and

as soon as his selfish purpose has been answered, he has again

fastened the ' serpent's tooth' of his ingratitude in the heart of

his father. Through a continued course of conduct of this kind

his declarations of penitence have come to be among the worst

phases of his badness. But suppose that by some means the

prodigal was brought to use the language of genuine repentance,

and that his father had reason to believe that every word came
from a humbled heart, the prayer would indeed still be the

prayer of the wicked, but it would no longer be a wicked prayer

—do you accept the illustration ? Does it afford you any hint

of my meaning ?
"

" Your argument," said he, " is intended to show that God is

influenced, so to speak, by the character of those who pray to

Him ; and you seem to think that it is right that God should

have respect to a man's character before He answers a man's

prayer."
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•' Of course I do ; and what I want to fix your mind upon

specially at this moment is, that you yourself proceed upon the

same principle in daily life."

"That is my difficulty," my interlocutor replied; "it is all

very well to say what we ourselves do, but we expect to find

something diflferent in God."

"And you do find something different in God," I answered

emphatically. "Not diflferent in the essential principle of right

—for what is morally right anywhere is morally right ever}'where

—but different in the proportion between finite and infinite,

between a shallow, changeable, and selfish aflfection, and an

immeasurable and eternal love."

" I confess," said my interlocutor, as if returning from absorp-

tion in his own thoughts, " that I have thought it unworthy of

the Infinite and Everlasting God to pay more attention to one

man's prayer than another."

" But I deny that He does," said I, " in any sense which

involves a merely arbitrary partiality ; it is not a question as

between one man and another, but between one character and

another ; and you yourself operate upon precisely the same

principle, and if that principle were set aside, society would be

disorganised and destroyed. Can you point to a single instance

in the Bible in which God heard the prayer of the rich man, or

turned away from the prayer of the poor } I put the question

thus purposely in order to shift the ground from character to

mere condition^

" I do not know that I can give you any such instance," my
interlocutor replied somewhat oflf-handedly.

" But," said I, "I am perfectly sure that you cannot give any

such instance ; I challenge you to find it. On the other hand,

you can find instances in which the poor man has been answered
when the rich man has been sent empty away. Yet what I want
to point out most distinctly and emphatically is, that the result

did not in any degree whatsoever turn either upon the wealth or

the poverty of the respective suppliants, but solely upon their

disposition, and I wish to know from you whether this is not
perfectly reasonable }

"

Whilst my interlocutor hesitated, I continued

—
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" You object to the principle that ' the effectual fervent prayer

of the righteous man availeth much,' yet that principle holds good

wherever virtue is followed ; it holds good in the bank, in the

warehouse, in the family, in the school, and in all the relations

of honourable life : that principle is, that sincerity should be

influential, and insincerity should be despicable ; in other words,

an honourable man should have more importance attached to

his words than should be attached to the words of a self-seeking

and heartless dissembler ; and I contend that an inversion of

this principle would upset and destroy everything that makes

life real and valuable."

" Then," said my interlocutor, " am I to understand you to

lay down the doctrine that God would answer the prayer of the

very worst man if that man went to Him with a sincere desire to

be heard and answered ?
"

"I believe so most heartily," said I, "provided that the

prayer itself related to a proper object."

" But what do you mean by a proper object ? " he inquired.

" I mean the forgiveness of sins, the direction of the way of

life, the gift of wisdom, and blessings of that nature ; not peti-

tions that are selfish, unreasonable, or out of proportion to the

relations which are divinely established between God and man."
" Ami to understand, then," my interlocutor continued, "that

there are subjects of prayer that are forbidden ? ]\Iust men
keep within certain lines of request when they attempt to pray ?

Why should not they ask for anything whatsoever without limita-

tion or barrier of any kind ?
"

I answered, " There are undoubtedly forbidden subjects of

prayer ; there are circumstances under which men cannot, with

due regard to the sovereignty of God, say more than ' not my
will, but Thine, be done ' : you must admit that man cannot

always see the effect of his own prayers ; he does not know all

the conditions by which he is surrounded ; he does not see the

exact bearing of his own circumstances ; he does not deal with

a complete case, but with a life that is constantly in transition
;

and a consciousness of his ignorance should cause him to leave

the answer wholly to the wisdom and grace of God."

"Well," said my interlocutor, "whatever you may make of

this department of the subject, however much you may refine
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your position until it becomes unintelligible to a common mind

like my own, perhaps it will be as well for me boldly at once to

say I do not see what good can be done by prayer under any

circumstances. Look at this case," my interlocutor continued,

as if he had come upon a conclusive illustration :
" an atheist

sows his fields and reaps a good crop ; a praying man, as you

would call him, sows his fields, and though he prays for a

favourable harvest, and does all his work in a most intensely

religious spirit, possibly his harvest may be quite a failure—his

harvest may indeed be less than the harvest of the man who
never prays at all. What advantage has he ? What comes of

all his elaborate religiousness ?
"

" Will you," said I, " allow me to answer one question by

putting another } As a mere matter of fact," I continued, " we

know that many an honest man has failed in business, and many

a swindler has made a fortune. I suppose you allow this ?
"

" Of course I do."

" What, then, I have to ask—what, then, is the advantage

which virtue has over vice ?
*'

" What," he replied, "is the bearing of your question on the

subject in hand ? I want to see how you bring the two things

together, and what argument you are going to work out of

them."

"The bearing is this," said I; "broad conclusions should

not be drawn from narrow premises. If all prayerless men had

good crops, and all prayerful men had bad ones, there would be

some force in your illustration : but as your case is not only

singular, but so extremely hypothetical as to be almost impos-

sible, you are not justified in drawing very wide inferences from

it. Still, looking at the case exactly as you put it, there may

be something said in the interests of prayerfulness. In propor-

tion as the man really and truly believed in prayer and in all

that prayer implies, he would have the advantage of further

believing that the failure of his harvest had some good purpose

to serve ; he might, indeed, never be able to discover what that

purpose precisely was, yet he would be supported by an un-

doubting faith that God was in some way enriching and strengthen-

ing him by the very disappointment. Such a man as we have

described does not fix the answer of his prayers, and presump-
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tuously say, ' Unless God shall give me precisely such and such

a reply, I shall not believe that there is any advantage in prayer.'

He lays his case before God, tells his Father what the desire of

his heart is, and is then resigned, if not positively joyous,

though his prayer be not answered according to his own short-

sighted sagacity or delusive hope."

"But," said my interlocutor, "don't you think that this is

merely a sentimental advantage."

" To you," I replied, " it is undoubtedly a sentimental ad-

vantage, because, your present state of mind being sceptical, you

could not avail yourself of it : the advantage does not belong to

men who have taken up an antagonistic position in relation to

the doctrine of prayer ; it belongs exclusively to the men whose

whole spirit takes its tone, so to speak, from the heavenly rather

than the earthly, and to whom it is a most substantial and in-

valuable advantage."

" I confess," said my interlocutor, " I cannot follow you there.

All your arguments about my not understanding this, that, and

the other, seem to prove that your religion is shut up in a great

cloud of mystery, and when we object to your doctrines, you try

to shut our mouths by telling us we don't understand them."

I was not displeased with this burst of accusation. At all

events, it showed an interest in the subject, and by so much it

gave me ground to stand upon. I thanked my interlocutor for

his frankness, and said, " After all, it is true that the under-

standing or reverent treatment of mysteries depends upon the

state of the mind—spiritual things are spiritually discerned

—

great subjects are not to be treated in an off-hand manner

—

scholars are not to set themselves up as teachers—and you and

I, however much we may think of ourselves, ought to remember

that there is a dogmatism of unhelief as well as a dogmatism of

faith ; it is quite possible to be as exacting in rationalism as it

is in Christian theology ; and I have yet to be persuaded that

the men o'i no creed are one whit more liberal than the men whose

religious belief is well defined." After thus giving him lecture

for lecture, I asked him to proceed with the subject immediately

in hand.
** Why," said he, " you praying men are always challenging God
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to work a series of miracles, or in some way to upset the laws of

nature"

" That," said I, " is a bold statement ; will you particularise a

little ?
"

" Look, for example,'' he continued, " at a case of sickness :

here is a little child dying, and the mother, a genuine Christian,

is praying night and day for its recovery
;
yet she might as well

spare her prayers, for the child dies. Then, again, look at a case

of plague: you Christian people go to church and pray for its

cessation, and perhaps in the very act of prayer some of you may
be cut down. Or look at a poor man who is well known to be

religious, who is in distress ; for weeks or months he has been

praying that God would open his way to an honest livelihood,

but nothing comes of it all ; his children are starving, and his life

is daily more and more of a burden to him. Now," said my in-

terlocutor, in a bold, clear tone, " of what use has prayer been

in such cases as these }
"

" It does not seem to have been of much use," said I ; "yet I

am not unwilling to go over the ground you have traversed, and

to show you how Christian faith enabled me to look at the

subject. Let us come to your two main cases. A godly woman
prays that her sick child may recover, yet the sick child dies ;

therefore, say you, what is the good of prayer ? Now, pardon

me for saying that your notion of prayer seems to involve the

very dethronement of God ; according to your theory, God should

not have a will of His own—the moment He is asked by any of
His creatures to do anything. He should do it ; now this may be
a very pleasing theor)- of prayer, but it is a most humiliating
theory of Divine government. If your theory of prayer were
true, one would not ask, 'What is the use o{ prayer? ' but ' What
is the use of God ? ' You say that the mother prays for the dying
infant, but you forget that both the infant and the mother are
themselves the children of God ; and what is our qualification for
saying that God should do one thing and leave another undone ?

Seeing that both the mother and the child are God's, who are
we that we should tell God which of His children He should take
first ? But does the poor mother get nothing for her prayer ?

Does her supplication end in denial, or in silence which amounts
to mockery ? Has God no way of enriching the hearts which
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He bereaves ? Is it nothing to have had wrought in the spirit

the conviction that it is well with the child ? Is it nothing to

be brought to the state of mind which regards human life as a

divinely-arranged plan, in which the sorrows and the joys are

adjusted and intermingled with infinite wisdom ? You are to

observe, therefore, that answers to prayer are given in different

ways : prayer may be answered, whilst the special petition may

not be granted ; true prayer does not presumptuously say, ' I

must have my way
'

; it says rather, ' Let God be God, the child

was His before it was mine—not my will, but God's, be

done
!

' And this is not stoical or sullen resignation, it is filial

acquiescence ; it is the spirit which says that the Creator must

know more than the creature. Then, again, you say, Christian

men go to church to pray for the cessation of a plague, yet

while they are in the very act of praying they may be struck by

the pestilence ; therefore, you inquire, What is the good of

prayer ? In reply to this bold representation of a case that is

barely possible, I say we must know something more about the

plague before we can give an opinion about the difficulty ; if

men pray instead of attending to the common laws of nature,

the prayers of the careless are an abomination unto the Lord
;

if men attend to the common laws of nature and pray also, still

they may be victimised by the slothfulness and impurity of their

neighbours, and it is certainly no argument against the Divine

government that one law is not maintained at the expense

of another. Not only so ; if your argument proves anything, it

proves too much
;
you are aware that the person who has done

everything in his power to obey the laws of health may fall

a victim to an epidemic, and on your principle I should be

entitled to ask, ' What is the use of cleanliness or sobriety }
'

The fields of an industrious man may be blighted, and on your

principle we might ask, ' What is the good of industry ?
' And

if the field of a vicious farmer should happen to be fruitful, your

theory would permit the question, ' What harm is there in

vice }

'

"But apart from these considerations," I continued, "your

notion of prayer is little short of an absurdity. You complain of

the inefficacy of prayer because every desire is not instantly

satisfied ; but, as I have just reminded you, if such were the
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case, the difficulty which is apparently relieved at one end is

infinitely increased at the other, because God would be the mere

convenience of His creatures, and His government would be

reduced to a fiction. Even an earthly parent does not grant all

the requests of his children ; is it of no use, therefore, for a son

to consult his father ? A physician does not always accede to

the wishes of a patient ; is it, therefore, of no service to have

medical advice ? A teacher often denies the request of the

scholar ; is it unwise, therefore, to appeal to the teacher, and to

be guided by his opinion ?
"

Whilst I paused for a moment at this point, my interlocutor

said,

—

"The Bible particularly says, 'Call upon me in the day of

trouble, and I will answer thee.' This is plain enough," he

continued. " Now, I have known many men in trouble,

and they have prayed time after time without getting any

answer."

" I think," said I, " you go too far in making that sweeping

assertion. You are not in a position to say what answer they

have received ; I allow that they may not have received the

answer which they expected, but I have more faith in the

answer than in the prayer, because I have more faith in God than

in man. There is one answer which God makes to all prayer that

is offered in a right spirit : He creates a state of mind which enables

the suppliant to accept the wants ofdaily life hopefully and even thank-

fully. I think I am right in claiming this as the highest use of
prayer. It gives man to realize his true relation to God, it

humbles his ambition, it encourages his dependence, it enables

him to take a comprehensive and unselfish view of life. You
say men have not been answered in the day of trouble ; I con-

tend that, if the conditions of true prayer have been forthcoming,

they have been answered, our only difference being as to a defi-

nition of the term ' answer,' which we can mutually accept. You
measure Divine answers by human replies

; you bind God to a

Yes or No ; you confine Him within the limits of the request,

not thinking that by so much as He is God, He is able to do
exceeding abundantly above all that the suppliant can ask or

think."

"Well," said my practical interlocutor, "an answer is an

5
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answer after all. If a Christian asks God for daily bread, I don'

call it an answer unless he gets the very thing he has asked for.

I think you will admit that to be common sense."

" I really cannot admit it to be common sense," said I, " until

I know more about the case than you have told me, or perhaps

can tell me. A man came to me to beg ; I did not give

him money, but I told him where to get work; he got it, and

now he honourably supports himself by it. Did I, or did I not,

answer the man's prayer } I mention this to show that it is

possible, whilst apparently rejecting a man's request, to do more
for him than he had ventured to expect. I acknowledge frankly

that to the receivers and observers it would appear to confirm the

doctrine of the efficacy of prayer, if all petitions were answered

literally and instantly ; but we forget all that is involved in such

an arrangement. God is excluded from the argument by being

practically divested of will, knowledge, grace, and in fact all the

qualities and attributes which are essential to Godhead, and the

theory is a humiliating illustration of the one-sidedness of all

reasoning that ignores the Supernatural and Invisible. I am
not sure that the prayers of the best men do not quite as much
reveal their ignorance as their wisdom. We do not know the

whole of any case ; we see but fragments of our own circum-

stances ; we do not know what is best for ourselves. The trouble

we would escape may be a minister ofgood to us ; bodily affliction

may work out the refinement of the spirit ; the disappointment

which grieves us to-day may occasion us high enjoyment to-

morrow. Yesterday a son importuned his father to allow him to

travel by a certain train, but the father resolutely said. No. The
son was angry, sullen, resentful ; he chafed under his father's

supremacy, and longed to be his own master. This morning

news was received that a terrible accident befell the train, by

which every passenger was killed or injured, and to-day the

disappointed son thanks and blesses the father for a decision

which saved his life. It is thus that our Heavenly Father

governs us. He disappoints us that He may bless us ; He puts

aside our little prayer that He may enrich us with unexpected

answers ; He drives away the momentary cloud by light which

brings morning into the heart."

"Well," said my pertinacious interlocutor, "there seems to
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me to be a good deal of mystery about the whole thing ; I can

make nothing of it."

So much for our interview. I do not attempt to clear the

subject of prayer of all mystery, nor, indeed, can all mystery be

cleared from any religious subject. Two or three most important

things are perfectly certain to my own mind, and upon them I

rest in entire confidence. First of all, God is infinitely wise,

gracious, and powerful ; secondly, man is shortsighted, change-

able, and weak ; thirdly, events often take unexpected turns, and

yield meanings quite unlooked for. When I go to God in

prayer it is to submit, not to dictate ; to lay before Him my cir-

cumstances, to express my desires, and to put myself wholly into

His hands, concluding every prayer with " Not my will, but

Thine, be done." Having confidence in God, I know that His

answer, though opposed to my desires, must be best. I cannot

prove it by mere argument ; I must wait. What are my days

but a span ? what is my life to God's eternity "^ In the end I

shall see that God's mercy has been quite as much shown in

denying some prayers as in answering others, and that where I

murmured at His delay I should have rejoiced in His forbear-

ance. I would stand before God as a loving child, frankly tell-

ing Him all that is in my heart, and then saying, " Fathei ! I

can see but a little way into things ; I am always making mis-

takes of one kind or another ; do as Thou pleasest, for Thou
dost all thinsrs well."

The principle of prayer seems to run through all social life.

The little child prays in its own graphic way before it can put

its wishes into words. Poor men put their requests before men
that are rich. The scholar prays the help of the teacher. The
sufferer prays the physician to aid him. The traveller who has

missed his way prays the passer-by to put him in the right road.

The citizen prays the Senate, and the Senate prays the Sove-

reign. From these circumstances, it is clear that what may be

called the principle of prayer operates throughout the whole

plan of social intercourse—men need help of one another;

the rich man needs the poor, as well as the poor the rich.

In fact, society is a system of dependencies, and social prayer
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is a condition of progress. Now, let it be supposed—I ask

for nothing further than an assumption—that man should by

any means become conscious of wants that cannot be satisfied

by any of the sources of mutual help ; let him come to a point

at which friendship is utterly powerless—a point where the

teacher's wisdom is exhausted, and the physician's skill is un-

availing, and where his most constant and loving adherents are

compelled to own that they cannot do anything more for him ;

—

let it be further assumed that the man who is thus driven to

extremity has faith in God, in the Almighty, All-wise, Ever-

loving Father, and if these two conditions be assumed, they

furnish a conclusive reason for the exercise of prayer. In fact,

the man who is conscious of wants which transcend all ordinary

sources of satisfaction, and who has faith in God, must pray
;

with him there is no question of hesitation or probability, it is

simply a gracious necessity. Even in the absence of a command
to pray, the heart would have been a law unto itself ; the soul

would have addressed the God in whom it confided. I put the

doctrine of prayer on no merely arbitrary basis
;

prayer is

natural, is instinctive, is, in short, necessary as an expression of

spiritual life.

My friend, to whom I put this view of the case, said :

" With me it is not so much a question whether prayer is

natural, as whether it is effectual. Are the prayers of men
answered, or are they not 1

"

"Not an improper question," said I, "and not difficult to

answer, because there ought to be evidence enough in the

religious history of mankind to settle the inquiry instantly and

satisfactorily. Now, as a mere matter of fact, there is a religious

book, whatever may be its value, which distinctly says, in nearly

every variety of expression, that prayers have been most fully

answered. You are bound as a candid inquirer to observe that

this subject is not left as a mere matter of inference—it is not

darkly hinted at—it is repeated and insisted upon throughout

the whole Bible
; you find it in Moses, in the Psalms, in the

Prophets, and in all the Christian writings
;
prayers are recorded,

answers to prayers are specified, encouragements to pray are

urged in the most fervent terms, and reproaches on account of

the omission of prayer are not spared : now, the responsibility
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of dealing with this evidence is forced upon me ; I have to say

whether it is true or false ; it is too copious and emphatic to be

got rid of in an easy manner. If I am determined not to believe

in prayer, of course I can treat Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David,

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Peter, John, Paul, and a

great multitude of other witnesses, either as dupes or knaves

;

but as I am a candid inquirer, earnestly desirous to know the

truth, and to obey it, I must deal with their evidence in a

judicial manner. Now, let me ask you, as if all those witnesses

were actually standing before you and awaiting your answer, how
do you propose to treat their evidence ?

"

" Well, I confess," said he, " I should like to have some

evidence nearer my own time to deal with ; I feel a difficulty in

grappling with testimony so ancient and so scattered."

I smiled at the novelty of the request, and said, " Don't

imagine that time can impair facts
;
your own evidence wdll one

day be very old, and perhaps it will be called in question

because it is not five centuries nearer the day of some prejudiced

controversialist. If a statement is true, it is not true in its

accidental relation to time, but essentially and unchangeably

true ; if, therefore, I come to recent evidence, you must not

imagine that I forego the consistent and overpowering testimony

of ancient saints. Now," I continued, gravely and fervently,

" we shall come very near your own day, and in doing so I put

myself before you as a witness that God is the hearer and

answerer of prayer; mark me, I assume the responsibility of

saying that my own prayers have been heard and answered."

"All of them } " my interlocutor inquired.

"That is not the point," said I; "you cannot judge such

questions as we are discussing by numbers ; our decision does

not turn upon the word all or some ; I take a very clear position

in the matter—namely, that if one prayer has been answered,

your theory is upset. Understand me ; if one prayer, at any

time and under any circumstances, has been answered, the

argument is conclusively settled in favour of the doctrine of

prayer. Clearly so, because all the conditions required by the

argument are fully satisfied—viz., man in need, man addressing

God, man receiving God's replies ; so you assume a heavy

responsibility in rejecting the doctrine of prayer, nothing short
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of the responsibility of denying that any prayer has ever been

answered, under any circumstances whatsoever, since the world

began."

My friend was astounded at having all this responsibility

charged upon him
;
yet, on reflection, he owned that he saw no

logical escape from the extremity of his position. I urged his

further attention to this view of the case.

" Remember," said I, " you are not at liberty to conclude the

argument in your favour, even if you can prove that ninety-nine

prayers out of every hundred are not answered
;
you are bound

to account for the single exception, and I further think that

you are shut up to some such course of reasoning as this : Here

is one answer to prayer, this one answer makes it clear that God
does, under certain circumstances, reply to human requests ; it is

probable, therefore, that there has been something amiss in the

circumstances of those who did not receive answers to their

prayers. You must either do that, or charge God Himself with

caprice and partiality, in which case He would no longer be

God". Now," said I, " will you allow me to suggest that you do

not appear to know what prayer is, but you may correct me, if

you can, by defining it ?
"

" Why," said he, " prayer is simply telling God what you

need, and asking Him for it."

" Nothing more ? " said I.

" Nothing more that I know of," he replied.

" If a stranger asked you for a sovereign, would you give it

to him ?
"

" Probably not."

" But why not } " I inquired ;
" you must have some reason."

" Because I should not know the man, nor should I know
what he wanted with the money."

" Very well," said I, " that is a proper reason ; but change

the case : if your child, two years old, wanted a sovereign,

would you give it him }
"

" Certainly not, because he would not know what to do

with it."

''Then," said I, "go further; if your son, who is twenty

years of age, wanted a sovereign, would you give it him .''

"

" I might, or I might not," said my friend ;
" I should hear
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his reasons for asking for the sovereign, and, if I approved

them, very likely he should have the money."

"At all events," said I, "you would claim the right of

decision."

" Undoubtedly."

"And under any circumstances," I continued, "you would

make a diflference between a stranger and your own son }
"

" Naturally so."

" Then," said I, " why do you object to God acting precisely

on the same principle .^

"

"Because," said my friend, triumphantly, "there cannot be

any strangers in the sight of God."

"Think," said I, " think for one moment, before you content

yourself with that answer. You have already said that if all

men were sons, their reasons should be heard, and only if those

reasons were good, should the requests be granted ; but," said

I, " do you really think there cannot be any strangers in God's

sight ?

"

"Why how is it possible ?" my friend inquired ;
" He made

all men, and of course He knows all men."
" Only in a very limited sense/' said I, " are you right ; but

for all the purposes of this discussion you are wrong. Are you

not aware that a son may have made himself a stranger to his

own father } Cannot the deepest and tenderest relations be

disorganized, and even destroyed } It may be that fathers may
be driven to disown their children, and to hide themselves from

their faces. Now, the same book that teaches the doctrine of

prayer teaches also a doctrine of human nature, which plainly

shows that men have fallen from sonship, they are strangers in

heart, they have corrupted themselves, and gone astray: God
says, ' I have nourished and brought up children, and they have

rebelled against me ' ; and this fact must have its bearings on

the doctrine of prayer."

We paused for a moment. We were moving rapidly into

some of the most difficult questions in religious thinking, and
it was important that we should keep the immediate subject

closely in hand, lest it should become intermingled with matter

which might impair its unity.

" Come now," said I, " let us go back to your definition of
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prayer ; you say that prayer is telling God what you want, and

asking Him to give it ;—now, in order to bring the subject more

fully out, I deny that this is a proper definition of prayer."

" Then," said my candid friend, " I don't know what prayer is.

What fault have you to find with my definition of it }
"

" Your definition," said I, "is incomplete : first of all, it does

not go far enough ; and secondly, it does not include or even

recognise the conditions on which alone men can either truly

pray or be successfully heard."

I gave my friend an opportunity to assume the defensive, if

he pleased ; instead, however, of stubbornly insisting on his own

definition, he took the only course that was open to a candid

and earnest inquirer.

" Tell me," said he, " your definition of prayer, and I shall

see whether I can accept it."

Thus invited, I replied :
" Let us, in the first place, clear the

ground by pointing out what prayer is not. Prayer is not the

last resort of selfish fear ;
prayer is not a mere convenience of

which men may avail themselves under painful pressure ; prayer is

not an experiment by which the creature may play upon the

good nature of the Creator ; prayer is not an occasional impulse,

or an intermittent exaltation of the mind. Thus much for the

negative side. What, then, is prayer affirmatively.? I should

describe it as a habit of the soul, or the right mood of the mind

towards God. Man cannot always be using the language of

prayer, or assuming the attitude of formal devotion : prayer is an

expression of trust, of reverence, of love
;
prayer includes more

than supplication, it includes communion ; prayer is not an

assertion of our own will, it is an eff"ort to know God's will, and

a disposition to do it; true it may mean asking, but always

asking with a confession of ignorance and weakness on the part

of the petitioner."

" Then," said my friend, " how do you account for so many

prayers being unanswered .?

"

" First of all," said I, " let us be careful how we use the word
' unanswered ' in reference to any prayer. We do not know
always what the true answer is. God has many ways of at-

tending to the desires of those who love Him. In the next

place it is clear that in the case of an unanswered prayer the
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difficulty must be either in the intent of the prayer or in the

disposition of God. This narrows the ground. Now, with this

alternative before me, I do not hesitate to say that I would

rather suppose ignorance or other deficiency on the part of man,

than accept the doctrine that God is indifferent to the circum-

stances of such as truly commit their way to Him."

Having given this answer, I put my friend once more into a

leading position.

" Tell me," said I, " what you would propose as a substitute

for prayer .?

"

" I should just let things take their natural course," said my
friend.

" But what is the natural course of things ? " said I.

" Why, letting events pass without asking God to interpose

in any way."

" Indeed !
" said I, without attempting to soften my tone of

indignant irony. " Would you like your child to let events pass

without asking your assistance or advice t
"

" Of course not : but then he is a child ; he does not know
the ways of the world, and he needs all the help that his father

can give him."

" On that very ground," said I, " we need the assistance of

God. What is the oldest and greatest of us but a little child in

God's sight ? Are we not ever}' day making mistakes and

falling into snares } Are we not exposed to evil suggestions,

and deceived by our own counsel } You say, ' Leave things to

their natural course, let things alone, never say a word to God
about them.' You turn away from Heaven the look of expec-

tation, and silence the voice of praise. Jesus Christ says to

men. You have a Father in heaven, He cares for you. He
numbers the very hairs of your head ; pray to your Father in

secret, and He will reward you openly."

" A magnificent theory," said my friend ;
*' I wish I could

accept it as true."

" For my part," said I, " it has been accepted as true, and
every day brings its own peculiar joy in the doctrine. Now,
hear me for a little while. Jesus Christ said, 'Ask, and ye shall

receive
' ; the Apostle James says, ' Ye ask and receive not,

because ye ask amiss,' plainly showing that something more
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than mere asking was required. Look at the case of a child

asking a favour of a parent. There are three circumstances

under which a child may be said to ask amiss—first, if he asked

in a spirit which asserted an independent right ; second, if he

asked merely for the sake of increasing his means of self-

indulgence ; third, if he asked simply for the purpose of making

an experiment on his father's good nature. Under any of these

circumstances we could understand the reason of rejection
;

how much more so when they find a place in the petitions

which are addressed to Heaven .^ It appears to me that two

things are often overlooked in considering the obligations and

advantages of prayer :
—

" I. That in the sight of God all men have lost their moral

standing. When a man prays, his attitude should indicate guilt

and shame ; he should put his hand upon his mouth and put his

mouth in the dust; yet men talk as if, morally, they were God's

equals, and complain if their depraved and feeble words do not

engage all the powers of Heaven on their behalf.

" 2. That having lost their moral standing, men have also

lost their intellectual vigour. We really don't know every side

of our own circumstances. Our best-considered actions are

often but so many blunders. Supposed blessings may be con-

cealed temptations—supposed calamities may be blessings in

disguise. An answer which may please us to-day, may to-

morrow become an embarrassment and a mortification. If all

our prayers were answered, we should often have to pray that our

prayers might be reversed, and that our next prayer might be

wiser than our last.

" Now, with these two things in view, it is clear to my own
mind that God must not be judged by what we are pleased to

call answers to our prayers. We are bound to protect the name
of God from profanity, and this obligation binds us to the

alternative, that the prayers which are ineffectual are best

answered by not being answered at all."

" I confess," said my friend, " that in taking the view of God
which you have now given, you have put yourself into a very

strong position ; in fact, I don't see how to dislodge you."

" Everything," said I, " in an argument of this kind depends

upon the view which is taken of the Divine government, and
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you are bound, I submit, to start the inquiry from the Divine

rather than from the human side : What is God ? What is His

position in the universe ? What is the moral purpose of His

government ? Having just notions of these subjects we may
descend to other inquiries : What is man ? What is the term

of his being ? What is his moral condition ? What is the

value of his judgment ? What are the peculiarities of his circum-

stances ? Then will come a third series of questions : Is man
commanded to pray ? Is he encouraged to do so ? Is it in

harmony with his best instincts to seek other and higher help

than his own ? The Christian teacher has a clear answer to all

these inquiries, and therefore he is at rest on the subject of

prayer. You are by no means to understand that the subject is

devoid of mystery, but you are to understand that however much
mystery there may be connected with the doctrine of prayer,

there is nothing but mystery without it. I put this view of the

case fearlessly to your own reason. Given the existence of a

God, almighty, all-wise, all-gracious ; given, also, creatures

who are capable of receiving a revelation from Him'; creatures

who can think, legislate, and set up a society on a moral basis ;

creatures who, by daily mistakes, prove themselves to be

irgnorant, and by daily failings prove themselves to be weak;

—given these conditions, and the naturalness and even necessity

of prayer can admit of no debate. There will always be diffi-

culties about the method and scope of Divine answers, because

men cannot see beyond a very limited range, and they are

generally impatient with everything that seems to thwart their

own ideas of what is best for them. It is not easy to get quite

down to the point of self-crucifixion—not easy, when some
favoured desire is urging itself upon the heart, to risk an appeal

to God which may elicit a command to destroy the suggestion

which promises to secure great enjoyment. Yet this point must

be reached before the advantages of prayer can be fully

realized ; but when it is reached, prayer becomes the sweetest

and the most practical exercise of the highest faculties of the

spiritual nature."

To the pressure of argument may I attempt to add the

stimulus of exhortation } It is with prayer as it is occasionally

with intellectual work. Often, writers shrink from their unin-
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viting tasks, consciously unable to perform them ; yet, as they

may be more or less under the strain of necessity, they over-

come their reluctance to attempt a beginning, aftd, after severe

self-discipline, the subject yields itself into their hands, rewarding

them with a success heightened by the remembrance of the

difficulty. So with our most sacred religious exercises. We do

not always enjoy an equal sense of God's nearness and precious-

ness ; we do not always feel equally inclined to seek fellowship

with God
;
yet, if we persist in urging our way to the throne of

grace, we shall find that by overcoming difficulties we have

increased our capacity to receive Divine blessing, and prepared

ourselves for other attempts to exclude us from the Divine

presence. If we pray in this spirit of hallowed determination,

we shall pray importunately. If God be silent, we shall not

restrain prayer—if He answer not immediately, we shall yet

continue until the cloud gives promise of rain. Importunity, as

between a child and a parent, is often properly regarded as a

sign of disobedience, and we are not to forget that even as

between man and God the same inference is just. Everything

depends upon the subject which engages our importunity.

When we are importunate in insisting on having our own way

in the affairs of this life, we put ourselves in a false position

before God—our importunity may be our sin ; but when we seek

spiritual refinement and sanctification, when we desire to know

God's will that we may do it, we may tarry with holy determina-

tion before the throne, in the exercise of self-renewing patience,

until we receive abundantly the riches of Divine grace. Do you

complain that you cannot pray ? I encourage you to try. Say

from the heart, " God, be merciful to me a sinner," and you have

prayed ; nay, more, lift up your heart in unuttered desire, and

the offering will be accepted as prayer ; tell God you would pray

if you could, and He will surely teach the dumb to praise Him.

Do you wish to know the way of access to the Father } It is

through His Son Jesus Christ. There is no other way, " No
man cometh unto the Father but by me." " Whatsoever you

shall ask the Father in my name, I will do it." Jesus Christ

sends us to the Father, and bids us use His name. We are

sinners, yet we are heard through the Saviour—we are rebels,

yet there is a living Mediator—we are stained with manifold
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and aggravated sin, yet there is a fountain opened for sin and

for uncleanness. Whilst we are praying for ourselves, Jesus

Christ is praying for us : He is the intercessor ; He represents

us before God. " Men ought always to pray and not to faint."

" In everj'thing by prayer and supplication make known your

requests to God," and in the blessed peace which will suffuse

your heart and give it a sense of dominion over all earthly

circumstances, you will have the best assurance that God is the

hearer and answerer of prayer.



HUZ AND BUZ.
' Huz his first-born and Buz his brother."

—

Gen. xxii. 21.

^ HEY were so unlike one another that it was simply

absurd to call them brothers ; the one believed every-

thing and the other believed nothing ; the one gave

away all he had and the other gave away nothing he

could keep ; the one hated the east wind, and the other

said it suited him, which was probable from the fact

that his hair was a species of discoloured hay, and his skin much
dappled without being in any degree picturesque. Huz had

many a long wonderment about the sky and all its lights and

colours, but Buz took them as matters of course, and when
questioned about them announced that as a matter of distinct

resolution on his part he neither knew nor cared, and he would

be " blessed " if he did either. So these two brothers never

could hit it, but contrariwise spent their time in many a sharp

wrangle, and Huz, in particular, was in some danger of having his

time upon the earth called up short and abrupt. But it is no

business of mine to trace their nagging and snarling on small

matters, but to show how they acted towards each other in the

consideration of religious questions, and how Huz had to find

his way to heaven along the road which was raked by his

brother's fire.

It is a mistake to suppose that brothers are necessarily akin,

except physically ; in soul they may be absolute strangers ; they

may speak difi"erent languages, and be in every respect unknown,

unlike, and uncongenial. You cannot therefore reason from one

brother to another, saying they must be both alike, good or bad

;

it never has been so since Cain slew Abel, or Jacob deceived

and ruined his brother Esau. It seemed perfectly plain to Buz

that there was no God ; he had no doubt about that ; it was as

plain as that the sun shone or the rain fell ;
" because," said
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Buz, " if there is a God, why don't He show Himself ? that's

what I say ; why don't He show Himself ? I stand by that

;

come, come, say I, none of your flinching and shirking, I put a

plain question and I want a plain answer, why don't He show

Himself ?
"

" Are you sure," said Huz, " that you could bear the sight, if

it should be disclosed ?
"

Buz knew he could bear it well enough, and he stood to his

ground, and nothing would stir him, and his point was, " Why
don't He show Himself ?

"

" Well, Buz," said the elder, " one question, if you please

—

which is greater, the thing made or the maker of it ?
"

Buz admitted that the maker must be greater than the thing

made.
" Now," said Huz, " I am not going into any learned argument

with you, because you know well enough that I am not learned,

but I will ask you to do one thing,—it is now midday, there is

not a cloud in the summer sky ; now look straight at the sun

until I count sixty."

Buz said he would be " blessed " if he would, for his eyes

were of some use to himself if they were of no use to anybody

else. " I am not a-going to make a fool of myself to please

you nor nobody, Huz."

"That is quite enough," replied the elder; "I fancy that if

you cannot look at the thing made you might have some diffi-

culty in looking at the Maker of it."

" But why don't He show Himself } " Buz retorted with

parrot-like scepticism and poverty of expression.

" Just because you could not bear the sight of Him. It is in

mercy that He keeps behind the cloud. You cannot look at

His sun
; you cannot bear the gleam of His lightning ; so He

tells you to look at those things you can bear, and to find Him
in their simplicity and beauty, and by-and-by you shall see more

of Him."
" By-and-by," said Buz, with a pith of emphasis which

evidently relieved him.

" Yes, by-and-by ; I lay great stress on that. It is not as if

God had said, You never shall see me ; I will hide myself for

ever ; the longest earthly life is but a span ; we cannot see
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everything here ; we have the promise ; let us wait, let us hope,

let us have faith."

"Then why don't He put things right ? " said Buz, changing

his ground ;
" why don't He do that ? Why don't He chop

down them Turks ? Why don't He fetch down the Pope ?

Why don't He put an end to kidnappers and suchlike cattle ?

Tell me that !

"

" Who are the Turks, Buz ?
"

" Why, of course, the people that live in Turkey ; a gosling

could ha' told you that."

" And who is the Pope Buz }
"

" Why, of course, that old sinner in Rome, the old fellow

with the three crowns on his foxy head—he's the Pope."

" And who are the kidnappers, Buz ?
"

" Why, the brigands, the fellows that prowl about the woods,

and pick honest travellers off the roads. I am astonished at

your ignorance."

Huz was not satisfied with these definitions. They did not

go far enough for a mind like his. They were childish, not

philosophical.

" Buz," said he, " you and I may be Turks, I may be the

Pope, and you may be a kidnapper."

Buz would be " blessed " if he would stand this, either from

Huz or any other man. He never would allow himself to be

called a Turk. He might not be all he ought to be, but he was

no Turk, and he repelled the charge with indignation.

Huz was not alarmed by his fury. He waited, as a religious

man always should ; and when the foam subsided, he said

—

" Turk and Pope and kidnapper are mere accidents : the

constant quantity is human nature. You are geographically

a long way from Turkey, but you may be the worst of Turks for

all that."

Buz would like Huz to prove that, or he would insist upon

an ample apology.

" I can prove it easily
"

" Do it, then," said Buz, snappingly, and with marked un-

belief of tone.

" You belong to a trades' union."

" Certainly."
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" You and your fellow-members struck work because there was

a man in the same employment who did not belong to the

union ; he was a man well on in life, a respectable man, a
capital worker, civil, industrious, and agreeable, but he wanted
to be independent, to spend his labour as he thought best

;

and you all combined against him, got him out of the works,

branded him, took the bread away from him and his family,

and did all in your power to ruin him : then you sang ' Britons

never will be slaves,' and made fine speeches about liberty and
manliness and independence ; now, the men that could do
these things are Turks, Popes, and kidnappers all in one

—

base fellows not fit to live."

Buz had' not heard this tone before in his brother's speech,

and was rather startled to find that a man who could pray could

also have strong opinions about human rights and social

usages.

" So," continued Huz, " it will be well first to find out who
are the Turks before making so many suggestions as to the
best way of treating them. What is bad in Turkey is ten
thousand times worse in England. I thank the God you
despise that He is not so ready to cut men down as you think
He ought to be."

" Well, well," said Buz, '' there is n(5 occasion to get into a
passion about it ; I was only asking why He don't show Him-
self, and why He don't put things square and right, for even
you, I suppose, won't say that things are very smooth and
glossy."

"You cannot /?/r^ men to be right," said Huz.
" I am not talking about men, I am talking about things, and

what do we want with all these coughs and cattle plagues and
potato diseases and locusts and water on the brain ? " said Buz,
mi.xing his talk, as he was wont to do when an argument fell un-
evenly upon him. " I'm blessed if I know what occasion there
is for them

; particularly cattle-plague." Buz continued, in view
of his having recently bought a cow that his children might
have plenty of milk—" particularly cattle-plague."

" Yes," said Huz
;
" what do we want with prisons and hang-

men and turnkeys and hulks and treadmills ? Why don't you
throw them out of society, and turn the site of Newgate gaol

6
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into botanical gardens, and make Portland prison into an

aquarium ?

"

" So we would," said Buz, with premature triumph, " if

people would only behave themselves : that's the point
!

"

" So it is. Buz, and that's the point on my side. If people

would only behave themselves we should soon get rid of all the

things you mention ; but people do 7iot behave themselves
;
they

are corrupt, unclean, unjust, untrue, mean, selfish, and vile

altogether, and God puts them in prison, arrests them, fines

them, flogs them, and gives them heavy burdens to bear."

" But," said Buz, " why did He make them to tumble and fall

and make fools of themselves .^ He had the making of them,

and I'm blessed if He should not have known better."

" But He did not make them to fall, Buz ; He made them to

stand straight and to walk uprightly. Why did you bring up

your boy to use profane language ?
"

•' I never did bring him up to use profane language, and you

know it, Huz."

"But didn't you teach him to speak ?"

" Yes, I did teach him to speak."

" Very well ; don't you see that if you had not taught him to

speak, he never could have used profane language } If you had

kept him out of the way of hearing speech, he could not have

used one ugly word. You taught him to speak, encouraged him

to speak, rewarded him for speaking, and now you turn round

upon him and blame him for using improper language."

Buz said it did not follow that because he had taught him to

speak he had taught him to swear.

"Quite right," said Huz, "that is what I want you to see.

Man is not a machine. He is not a contrivance in leather. He

is not a new adaptation of india-rubber. If he could not stand,

he could not fall ; if he could not curse, he could not pray ;
the

two things must go together. Great gifts bring great dangers.

If the fire could not burn down your house, it could not cook

your dinner."

" Well," said Buz, " I know we are going on from one thing

to another, and I'm blessed if I know where we will end."

" What do you mean by going on from one thing to

another.^"
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" Why those people, you know, Huz ; the people that say we

come from heaven only knows what, and we are going on

nobody knows where."

" Development, eh ?
"

" That's it, Huz ; I fancy there is something in that, you

know."
" There's a very great deal in it. Buz."

" That's what I think. Going on, like, you know ; moving

up, and so on."

" Yes, but there must be something to move up from. A chip

fell off a carpenter's bench quite twenty years since, and it's now

standing in my bedroom, having grown into a chest of drawers."

" Nonsense!" said Buz, incredulously.

" Moving up !
" said Huz. " IMoving up, you call it ; very

good advice, Buz ; first a frog, then a rabbit, then a calf, and

finally a hippopotamus—moving up and getting on."

"Well, well," said Buz, " you may laugh as you like, but you

know there are a-many things I cannot see."

" Possibly. How did you get that mark on your chin }
"

" Chin }
''

"Yes."
" What mark ? I didn't know there was a mark there."

" Why, use your eyes."

" Use my eyes ? What nonsense you talk ; how can any man
see his chin }

"

" What, can you not see your own chin ? INIost remarkable !

Most preposterous ! A full-grown and intelligent man who can-

not see his own chin ! Why, then, Buz, I tell thee, it is just

possible that a man who cannot see his own chin may not be

able to see round a corner ; may not be able to see through a

sheet of blotting-paper ; may not be able to see all the mystery

and all the glory of the great God."

Buz, being at that moment short of an answer, said he didn't

know what he had done to deserve being spoken to in that way,

which drew from Huz the remark that Buz was not keeping strictly

to the subject. " Never mind, Buz," said he, " I will tell you a

short story, and that will bring us round to the point again :—

A

certain king made a feast unto his servants, and said unto them,
* I will give any man amongst you a thousand guineas if he can
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see his own eyes ;
' but they all gave up the hopeless task. * I

will give,' the king continued, ' the same sum to any man who
can walk on one foot without jumping, just go straight on easily

and quietly
;

' but once more they all gave up the task as useless.

'I will,' added the king, 'give the same sum to any man who will

tell me exactly what I was thinking of at six o'clock this morn-

ing :
' but no man won the money. ' Last of all,' said the king,

' I will give any man a thousand guineas who has seen or can

show me his real self' Then up arose the servants, and each

claimed the money: but the king said, * Wait until it is proved.

Your legs cannot be your own self, because they might be cut

off, and still you would live; so with your arms and hands; so

with your ears, your eyes, your teeth ; they might all be removed,

alid still you might live. Your body cannot be your whole self,

for your body does not think, dream, vow, repent, love, or

hate ; if it does, then it will do so when you are in your grave.

What you think to be yourself is 7iot yourself
;
your real self no

man hath seen, neither can see, any more than a man can see

his own eyes.'

"

"And what does all that prove } " said Buz.

" It proves that there are things we cannot see, there are

things we cannot do, there are things we cannot explain, that

this is true about things we know well enough as facts and

realities, and it is probable therefore that our not being able

to see God may not prove that there is no God to be seen."

" But," said Buz cheerfully, " what about a looking-glass }
"

" Well, what about it ? Can you find a looking-glass that

will show you a thought, a motive, an intention, a dream ?

The looking-glass only shows the skin, it does not show the

man."

Buz studied a moment, and admitted the general queerness

of things; then he put his confused feeling into the form of a

question—"After all, Huz, what good does, this religion of

yours do for you } What do you get by it ?
"

" Why does an eagle fly ? " said Huz.
" Made to, I suppose," Buz replied.

" But how did it come to be made to ? Why was it not made

to swim ?
"

" What's that got to do with my question }
"
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"Everything. I feel that I 7}iust worship; I cannot help

praying ; I do not pray because it is merely logical ; I pray as

the eagle flies, because I must do so, I must go out of myself,

I feel, I yearn, I desire, I pray. That is how it is."

•' But I don't want to pray."

" You do pray for all that. You say, ' I wish "so and so would

happen ; I do hope he will come ; I do sincerely desire that she

may stay ; I do trust it will rain soon ' ; that is how you use your

wings, much as if an eagle were to flutter round a lamp-post

when he might dip his wings in the sun."

Buz said he never fluttered round no lamp-post, so it was no

good tr}-ing to come it over him in that way.

"Then let me have my turn and ask you a question. Buz.

You have asked me what my religion does for me, now let me
ask you what your non-religion does for you ?

"

" It does nothing at all. If I have got none, I suppose it

cannot do much. If it's none it's none."

" There you are wrong again. Buz, as you have been wrong

all the way through. I will tell you what your non-religion

does for you. It helps you to cheat yourself; it assists you in

putting your conscience to a dishonourable sleep ; it encourages

you in your self-indulgence, your meanness, your greediness,

and in ever}' bad habit you have formed ; it draws a veil over

your eyes, so that you cannot see things as they really are ; it

dwarfs your life, it shuts out eternity, it tells you that there is

no punishment for sin, and it says to you, 'Eat and drink, for to-

morrow you die '
;
your non-religion is a deceiver and liar and

murderer ; it tricks you and befools you, and leads you on and

on to the edge of the precipice, and in a moment of darkness it

will push you over and mock the agony that can neither hope

nor pray."

Huz and Buz did not meet again in conversation for nearly

a month, and when they did meet there was a marked change

in the tone of the younger brother; he was, too, somewhat

haggard in look, as if his conscience had suddenly got a hearing

and wounded him by unexpected and severe accusation.

"I tell you what, Huz," said he, "there's a good deal in

what you say. Mind you, I don't want to pray, and I am
mot going to church with you, so don't suppose nothing, you
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know ; but I know one true thing you said, and I'm blessed if

I can get rid of it ; it's a sticking leech you have laid on me this

time, and a famous biter. Huz, my boy, when you said that my
non-religion helps me to get along more as I like to go you

hit the right nail on the head and nowhere else. That's just it.

What could a man like me do if he had got to carry religion

about with him .^ I like to get the better of every man in a

bargain, and religion might hinder me ; I like to give' full

swing to every passion, and religion might hinder me ; I would

sell off my own father, lock, stock, and barrel, if I could make

a sovereign by it, and religion might hinder me ; I could not do

these things if I believed as you believe ; and I want to do them,

I like doing them ; they give me about the only joy I have on

earth, and that's the reason, Huz, that I don't light my pipe at

your stove, or take a row in your boat."

Buz made a true speech that day, though he made it against

himself, and returned a verdict against himself upon every count

in the indictment. As he walked home alone he said to his

own ear :
" Huz is right though, and I am wrong ; he is the good

man, and I am the bad one. Huz will sit up all night with any

sick old man in the parish, and pretend that sitting up is the

sort of thing he's fond of: he's got a night-school, and a

Sunday-school, and a soup kitchen, and I'm blessed if I know
what more he's got on his hands, and it is all this religion of

his that does it. And what am I doing } Chaifering, and

finding fault, and picking holes in other people's characters, and

nothing more ! Asking questions, and raising objections, and

arguing with anybody that will answer me again. Now if I was

ill or poor, could I go to any of the fools that mock religion }

Would they divide their loaf with me ? Would they sit up with

me at night and cheer me, and try to comfort me } Not a bit

of it. Miserable cowards, they would shrink off, and leave me
to sink or swim as I might be able. No. It would be dear old

Huz that would stand by me. He would snuff my candle at

midnight, and give my pillow a shake, and lay a wet cloth on my
head. I know his womanly ways. And it is all his religion that

does it."



THREE SISTERS.

HERE are three sisters in our glen, of famous names,

and beauty rare and tender. I will introduce you, if

you will, and you shall form your own impression and

expend your admiration as you please. The glen

itself is a spot not to be passed by without notice

;

its ruggedness and its beauty both, are unique, and

never to be forgotten when once seen ; cliffs and rocks and

chasms unfathomable, and out westward a water which soon

widens into the great sea,—solemn sea ! mysterious sea I thunder

in prison ! yonder it is at the glen end, smiling now, and

gleaming as if well pleased, but keenly resentful if challejiged

by the wind ! The glen has its wedding altar, its schoolhouse,

its playground, and its quiet churchyard, but of these I do not

speak except as they rise and fall in the story of the Three Sisters.

The eldest sister, what of her ? So calm, so resolute 1 An
earthquake would not affright her, nor does she fear when the

sea roars and is troubled. I have spoken to her, standing on the

cliff edge, looking at the mighty water when tortured by the

tempest and pouring its boiling floods upon the reeking shore,

and in reply to my inquiring whether the stormy scene did not

awaken her fear she said with a quiet smile, Look how many

things are unshaken ; there is no quiver in the sun, there is no

excitement in the mountain, and the rock is not moved by the

blustering wind ; if all were tempest I might be filled with alarm,

but when there is so much tranquillity I view the paroxysm of

the maddened sea as but the flutter of a moment
;
presently the

water will be still, for the wind will have died. I have met her,

too, in the graveyard where my friends lie, companions, children,

counsellors whose wisdom made me wise, gone, for ever gone,

leaving nothing behind but a silence intolerable as mortal pain.

I showed her where the chief of my friends lay, child and mother,

buried in the same coffin, and I told the dreary tale of daily and
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nightly suffering borne with invincible bravery, and though the

tears were in my eyes there was no sympathetic response upon

her still quietly smiling face ; but there was sympathy in her

rich voice,—a tone that went straight through to my heart,—as

she said, Thy loved ones shall rise again ; he that believeth in

Christ, though he were dead, yet shall he live, and whosoever

liveth and believeth in Christ shall never die,—believest thou

this ? I did believe it on the spot ; my soul seemed to open it-

self that it might receive floods of new life ; and I left the church-

yard as if the resurrection were passed already 1 Oh, sweet was

that tender voice ! Its tones were gospels. Its music was a

great exposition. 1 asked her to give me the living water that

made her soul fertile and kept at bay the fierce temptations of

the heart's thirst, and she said. Ask of Christ, and He will give

thee living water ; it shall be in thee a well of water springing

up into everlasting life. I asked how she could be so calm in

such a glen as ours ; the sea thundering upon its cliffs ; the

cross winds writhing amongst its rents and chasms, and the

mocking bird hooting from the churchyard elms, and she said, I

live in God ; I sink vexatious Time in calm Eternity ; I bring

the power of an endless life to bear upon the restless day ; there

is more than can be seen even in the meanest lot, even the

shadow has a shade beyond, even death has life in it as the ice

has fire,—believest thou this } I could not help believing it, she

spoke with fervour so subdued but glowing, and looked as if she

were the very incarnation of God.

The second sister, what of her } You forgot everything in

the glory of her kind and sparkling eyes. Her eyes never

seemed to be fixed upon a particular object ; they took it in,

indeed, but it was in some further and wider look. Standing on

the same cliff and looking at a similar storm, she seemed also to

be looking at the shore beyond and to hear an undertone of

music in the swirling and roaring blast. I remember seeing a

ship in distress in a tremendous storm, and expressing my fear

that it would be overwhelmed in the infinite gulf, but she said,

No ; it will outride the tempest, and be brought, battered indeed

and much torn, to its desired haven. I asked her how she knew ?

and she answered, By a spirit not to be put into empty words I

know it because I know it ; it comes to me by revelation ; fear not
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if Christ is in that poor ship, it will ride into port and all hands

will be saved. It was the same in all our talk. When I pitied

the poor, she said, Poverty is wonderfully compensated in the

Divine plan of human life ; when I sympathised with sickness,

she said, Sickness is the road to immortal health ; when I told

her of a family broken-hearted because of a wild prodigal, she

said, Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the

morning ; when I told her of a mother bewailing the death of

her first-born, she said. Her look will now be upwards, and she

will see angels in the stars.

"Ah," said I, "you and your sister have never had grief;

you are rich ; you are strong
;
3-ou have friends ;

you cannot

sympathise."

The suggestion did not offend her. " How little you know of

us," said she, "and how little is known of us in this glen of

ours. I could surprise you if you think of us as you have just

said. We are ourselves indeed children of the wilderness and

the storm. It may be said of us in no irreverent sense that

there was never room for us in the inn. We know the great sea

out yonder better than you know it. We were ' rocked in the

cradle of the deep.' We have wandered up and down the earth

without home or friend ; we have been hungry and cold and

weary
;
yet I never knew my sister do more than lower her voice

in our deepest sadness, and even I, though not so strong as she,

have been enabled to say in the utterest darkness of the

wintriest night, God will help us until the day break and the

shadows flee away."

" But," said I, " w-ere you never afraid in all your lives }
"

" Only," she replied, "when we looked at things in a wrong

way, or looked at them in themselves ; when we made life small and

narrow, and self-confined within the boundaries which we could

see and handle ; but we soon escaped from this common tempta-

tion, and rejoiced in an ever-widening and ever-brightening view

of the infinite plan of the dear God ; then we saw how little are all

the things round about us, and how foolish it is to mistake the part

for the whole."

And the third sister, what of her } Like and unlike the other

two ; to the excellences of both she added a charm that was all
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her own. Every beggar knew her and blessed her ; every

vagabond felt that he could tell his lying tale to her with some
hope of being relieved in his distress ; every woman that wanted

to be her better self again sought her and was .offered a helping

hand. Of her it miglit truly be said, Her candle goeth not out

by night ; she stretcheth out her hand to the poor; she reacheth

forth her hands to the needy ; she openeth her mouth with

wisdom, and in her tongue is the law of kindness.

She was indeed the summer-life of that wild glen. She would

spend the night with the mother nursing her sick child ; she

would write the letter which the illiterate mother would dictate

to her far-away boy ; when others were weary she would put on

her strength ; there was no clamour in her voice, no self-assertion

in her manner ; she would stand to let the meanest sit ; she

would deal her bread to the hungry, and help an enemy to bear

a load up the steepest hill ; she thought the bad man would be

saved at the last, and the worst woman would be snatched from

the burning. She said that the bigot did not mean his

sectarianism, that the fallen soul had still a chance to be redeemed,

that God was pitiful and kind to all. So constant was she in

this testimony, so clear, so simple, so faithful, that throughout

the glen it was said of her by good and bad alike, " She beareth

all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all

things,—the three good sisters are with us. Faith, Hope, and

Charity, but the greatest of these is Charity."

Faith, Hope, and Charity, these three : may we not change

the figure altogether and justly speak of these three as one ?

Think a moment. Do they not grow into each other, and at last

culminate in /ove ? Is it not thus daughters have done virtuously,

but thou excellest them all ? With them, first the blade, then

the ear, then the full corn in the ear. Does not Faith become

Hope, and do not Faith and Hope become Love ? Meta-

physicians may find it convenient to make subtle distinctions,

but in practical experience love is the true result of intelligent

faith and hope. More than this : if we do not ripen into pure

and noble love, our faith and hope are not living realities, they

are mere names, shadowy and useless. Here, then, is a just

standard by which to measure our Christian growth, What is

the degree of our charity } Our answer to that question
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determines our personal Christianity. It is worse than vain to

say that we are orthodox in creed if we are heterodox in spirit.

What if our formal theology be exact, complete in all its particu-

lars, and accepted by all the courts of Christendom, if we are

destitute of charity, and if consequently we bite and devour one

another, always taking the mean view, suspecting, distrusting,

defaming our fellow-believers and pilgrims.^ Even the truth

may be untruthfully spoken. The truth itself is to be spoken in

love. If we say that we have spoken the solemn truth, that may

be the simple fact ; but if the truth has been a mere letter and

not a gracious, patient, redeeming power, we have grieved the

Spirit and hindered the Gospel. Our continual object shoirld

be to find the best in every man, in every church, in every creed,

to find indeed " the soul of good in things evil," a son of

Abraham in Zaccheus, a "woman" in the " sinner," a heart that

can be broken by a look in the coward and recreant. " If any

man have not the spirit of Christ he is none of His." The spirit

of Christ was a spirit of pity, compassion, hopefulness, and re-

demption ; even in Christ Himself the faith and hope were sub-

ordinate to the infinite love ; and God the Father makes Himself

known to us by the love which expressed itself in His Son. My
brethren, if we love not, we know not God, for God is love.

"Though I speak with the tongue of men and of angels and

have not love, I am become as sounding brass or a tinkling

cymbal ; and though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand

all mysteries, and all knowledge ; and though I have all faith,

so that I could remove mountains, and have not love, I am nothing;

and though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I

give my body to be burned, and have not love, it profiteth me
nothing ; love suffereth long and is kind ; love envieth not ; love

vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not behave itself un-

seemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no

evil, rejoiceth not in iniquity but rejoiceth in the truth, beareth

all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth

all things,—now abideth faith, hope, and love, but the greatest of

these is love,"—without whosetender presence and gentle ministry

this glen of ours would become a waste howling wilderness.
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LIVE near a town where no God is acknowledged,

and where, therefore, the people have undertaken to

do everything for themselves. The town is a very

quaint one, as old as the twelfth century, and having

nothing new about it but the New Providence, or every

man his own deity. There is only one man in the

place who opposes the idea ; and he is tolerated only on the

ground that he was born in the town, and that he is approach-

ing the age at which every member of his family died. The

old church has been turned into a railway station, the

Methodist chapel into a police office, and the other chapel into

a co-operative store. Parsons there are none ; Sundays there

are none ; Bibles there are none. There is no mistake about

this matter; this is an out-and-out case of the New Providence,

in which weather, harvest, cattle-plague, life, and death are

managed by human will and human hands alone. I live a

couple of miles out, and often drive in to see how the little

deities are getting on. The people allow me to be present at

their councils, and to ask all sorts of questions, because they

say they are bent on converting me to their manly and indepen-

dent theory of life, and I am equally bent upon exposing its

shallowness and denouncing its iniquity.

The people are quite remarkable-looking, somewhat quaint,

not seldom odd, and now and then weirdly out of keeping with

general human resemblances. The prevailing expression of

face is that of keenness, suspicion, cunning, and eagerness.

There is certainly no aspect of repose, nor is there any sign of

contemplation or mental transport. It is only just to the people

to say that up to a given point they have succeeded admirably.

The drainage of the town is perfect ; the art of white-washing

has been made a branch of practical chemistry, and public baths

are the most paying property of the tow-n. The principal
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difficulty hitherto of the New Providence has been to do away

with the cemetery. Several meetings have been held over this

question. Once, indeed, the Mayor himself (the chief of the

atheists) was in the chair, and the resolutions were moved and

seconded by Aldermen alone. But the cemetery still remains.

Once the town council held a secret all-day meeting about this

matter, and passed resolutions of the most stringent kind

;

but the cemetery still remains. Once a special committee, con-

sisting of men whose incomes were over a thousand a year,

walked the death-ground all night, and shook many of the

smaller gravestones, and whispered to one another in the cold

midnight wind—but the cemetery still remains. How to do

away with the necessity for it is a question which the New Pro-

vidence has not been able to answer. The doctors have really

done a good deal towards keeping sickness out of the town, but

somehow Death comes and reaps his harvest without the pre-

liminary seed-time of sickness and pain ; and so long as Death

comes the cemetery must, as a matter of course, remain. But I

must tell you some of the processes which had to be completed

in setting up the New Providence, and then we can return to

the cemetery.

" Now," said the Mayor (always the ardent leader of the

atheists), " we must have no half-and-half work ; we must cut

deep and spare not, always remembering the good old saying

that ' Well begun is half done.'
"

So places of worship were deconsecrated ; Bibles, hymn-books,

and volumes of divinity were burned in the market-place ; food

was eaten unblest ; beds were sought without prayers being

said ; at birth there was no thanksgiving, at marriage no bene-

diction, at death no hint of resurrection. But the religious

idea had got into other forms and places, and must be rooted

out. The Englishman had to burn Shakespeare and Milton, for

the God of the heavens was acknowledged reverently by both.

The Scotchman had to give up Burns ; and the Irishman,

Campbell ; and the Welshman had to give up every Bardic

strain—for God was in every one of them. Pictures, too, had to

be torn down and burned. And Music had to be ransacked and

depleted, and the Messiah, Creation, Elijah, and all the list to

which they belong, were cast into the crackling and devouring
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flames. And letters of long ago—before the New Providence

Set in—had to share the common fate ; letters in which love was

called a child of heaven, in which grandmothers prayed for

grandchildren, in which fathers prayed for wanderers and

prodigals, in which friends prayed that the river might be dried

up when the pilgrim passed through— all were torn from their

hiding-places, and thrown into the roaring storm-fire ; and the

Mayor and the Aldermen, having watched the triumphant fiame,

and seen the last inch of wh;te paper fall in the hot pit, said the

work was well done, and now the town would be its own heaven,

and the people their own gods. But one thing had been for-

gotten. So masons were sent to the cemetery to cut out all

epitaphs that were tainted with religion. Away the sacred

words were hewn, " I am the Resurrection and the Life"
;

"Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord"; "Death is

swallowed up in victory" ; "Present with the Lord"—away they

went, crumbled into disregarded dust. Yet one mason's arm.

fell powerlessly at his side. He came to his own child's

grave,—some three feet long,—and on the stone was, " Of such is

the kingdom of heaven" ; he applied the chisel, lifted the mallet,

but struck not, hastening away to smite some other stone with

double force—and force the less precise that tears filled and

blinded his eyes.

" Now," said the IMayor (and the Aldermen said the same),

" we are nearer perfection than ever we were before ; there is a

white streak in the east, and the morning of liberty dawns." But

that very day the old religious difficulty reappeared, for a new

Alderman had to be sworn in, and had to say " So help me, God."

It was arranged that the words should mean nothing; that when

the Alderman said " God," he should look significantly towards

the Mayor, and so pass on. Thus the New Providence was

openly installed, and the town became an irreligious island, around

which flowed the putrid water of non-theism, separating it from

the continents of religious civilisation. Still the rain came when

it was not wanted ; still the young died before their time ; still

the delirious song of man-worship was stopped by bad harvests

;

still the force of human will was broken by influences without

figure or name—ghosts without colour, spectres without shape,
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weird things to be damned if they could be spoken to, and to be

burned if they could be got hold of.

The Mayor, whose chief enjoyment seemed to be in utterly

destroying all traces of religious impression, said there was an

Achan in the camp, and until he was discovered progress was

impossible. So inquest was made. Some Bible must have

escaped the fire, or some yellow letter must be mouldering in a

secret drawer. Every man was ordered to make search, under

penalty of being denounced as a traitor and expelled as a villain.

The secret was discovered ! It was found that the work of de-

molition at the cemetery had not been thoroughly done, for on

one stone were left the words—" Of such is the kingdom of

heaven." That was the Achan. To inflict upon that Achan the

most ignominious punishment, the parent of the child was him -

self ordered to cut out the epitaph with his own hands, and he

did it—did it thoroughly ; so thoroughly that the wind blew

through the rent he had made in the stone, and in doing so

whistled as one who mocks and taunts an unequal foe.

Still the cemetery remained ! Every week some new grave

was dug or some old grave was opened. The IMayor was power-

less, the Aldermen were dumb, the inhabitants were troubled. If

the old alone had died the disturbance would have been but no-

minal, for old age goes away with the naturalness and beauty of the

westering sun ; but children died ; fair maidens died ; young men
died ; men in their prime died ; and the speech of the town was

filled with such mournful words as "widow," "orphan," "child-

less," and "desolate"! There must still be an Achan in the

town. The Mayor said so ; the Aldermen said so ; healthy and
wealthy atheists said so too ;—at length it was discovered : the

man who had cut out the child's epitaph died, and hidden amongst
his things most prized was the panel he had cleanly cut out of

the gravestone, bearing the sweet words—" Of such is the

kingdom of heaven." It was broken with a hammer ; it was

ground into dust ; the dust was burned, and the ashes were

scattered on the river, and so the old town had momentary rest.

Still the cemetery remained !—a very wilderness of death.

Nothing would grow in it. The trees were mere skeletons. No
birds sang in them. No fragrance exhaled from them. Flowers
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withered as soon as planted. So the cemetery was in very deed

the desert of despair. Men who were laid in it seemed to be

twice dead, because of its continual wintriness. The secret was

discovered at length. Years ago the ground had been episcopally

consecrated, and holy prayer had floated over the quiet acre.

That was it. Now the ground must be disinfected ; so lewd

men cursed it, base men spat upon it, and flippant men mocked the

spirit that brooded there. Still, Death came : old Death, black

Death, cruel Death, impartial Death ;—on and on it came ; every

day it came; the spade of the sexton never rested, and the tongue

in the heavy bell was rarely silent. Aye, that was the Achan, the

bell 1 the bell ! The Mayor said so, the Aldermen said so, the

Councillors of the town said so with one consent. The bell had

some kind of religious influence : some said it was popish, some

superstitious, all inconsistent. So down it fell, and was thrown

into a furnace, and it came out in molten fire, and, being rolled

into a ball, it was plunged into the middle of the river amid the

profanest execrations. Thus the work was completed: churches,

chapels, altars, pulpits, Bibles, poems, pictures, letters, epitaphs,

and bells were cast away, and night fell on the town a very

burden of darkness.

And it came to pass that a maiden, fairer than ever had been

seen before, came to the town and took up her abode in the prin-

cipal inn. She was unattended except by a single servant. For

a week she was hardly seen by the townspeople, but when she

did go abroad she excited admiring and most respectful interest.

Week by week she quietly lived amongst the people, speaking

gently and kindly to every one, and making friends without ex-

citing jealousy. Tall and fair, with eyes of light and a voice full

of sympathy, smiling on the poor and caressing little children,

how could she fail to awaken notice and conciliate esteem } All

this she did week by week, and did it as if by an undoubted

right. She asked many questions, and soon found that the town

was without God, and therefore without all that is implied by

that sacred term. Not a word of reproach escaped her lips.

She lived on quietly, and quickly added to the number of her

friends. One day she asked if she might plant a tree in the

cemetery, and leave was immediately given, the Mayor in par-

ticular being most anxious that this should be done. It was a
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small laburnum, which in due time put forth its leaves and its

drops of gold. It was a new sight in the cemetery, for every

other tree was chilled as by a curse. Surely there was blessing

in the maiden's touch. Surely her smile was a warm summer.

Once she asked if she might invite all the poor children of the

town and make for them a happy evening in the council chamber,

and permission was eagerly accorded. No such evening had

children spent in that town for many a month. No hard questions

were asked, no lecture was given, no task imposed ; the lady but

sang, and told children's stories, and gave each child a flower

ordered from a neighbouring town. Henceforward, the children

loved the lady, and were ready to stand, fifty thick, between her

and danger. She said she liked to nurse the sick, and to

sympathize with persons in distress, and in these particulars she

was greatly in request, and so for many a day she worked as no

other lady had ever worked in that atheistic town.

In twelve months the lady sent for the IMayor. She was ill.

She wished to say something to his Worship, but was embarrassed

by struggling emotions. On the first occasion she could but

look at him
;
yet such a look was hers as the ]Mayor was hardly

likely to forget—so calm, so piercing, so heart-rending was it

!

He was requested to call again the next day ; and he called, and

the fair lady was able to communicate with him.
" You have no religious advisers in this to^\n "i

" said she in an

inquiring tone. " I am proud to answer, we have not," said the

Mayor. " Is it because you are too good or too bad } " inquired

the lady. " Because we are not superstitious, madam," was the

instant and emphatic response. " Then you have not destroyed

religion in order to silence accusing consciences } " The Mayor
repudiated the ungenerous suggestion. "One question, Mr.

Mayor, if you please, which may appear to savour of vanity

:

What impression has been formed of me in the town .'* " The
Mayor answered her that her name was held in general reverence ;

every one admired her ; he himself, he was not ashamed to say,

was simply her idolater ; anything in the world he could do to

prove his esteem, and he might say his fatherly affection, he

would gladly do. The only myster)' was how such a lady could

have given herself up to such a life of self-sacrifice for the good

of others. That certainly did puzzle many of the townspeople.

7
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" Are you quite easy in your conscience, Mr. Mayor ? " said the

lady with stunning abruptness. His Worship started, but made

no quotable reply. After a painful moment he said : " You
excite me, INIiss ." " Call me ' Alice,' Mr. Mayor, if you really

entertain fatherly regard for one so young and friendless here."

The Mayor stood up, and changed in colour violently. " You
remember fair Alice of the High Hills } You remember your

crime towards her.? You remember the baby Alice, left at Lord

Prudhoe's door with the inscription round its little throat } You
remember fair Alice's death in the river—near the deep place

where the cemetery bell was flung } I have heard all my story

—

I am the foundling Alice. Good-bye,—only one thing could

make me forgive you and work here as I have done ; good-bye,

—only one thing—never forget it—I suffer, I forgive, I deny

myself, I do it all—all—every whit of it
—

' for CHRIST'S
sake.'"

When Fair Alice (who must now be known by her mother's

name) died, there was quite a new feeling in the godless town.

Her death could not be taken as a matter of course, even by

persons who had most utterly renounced religious thought and

hope. A practical difficulty, too, had to be dealt with in the

matter of the maiden's burial. Fair Alice seemed to belong to

the whole town, and as no one outside came to enlighten the

people as to her position and relationship, it was felt that the

town as such must undertake all needful responsibility. The

Mayor, the purport (not the fact) of whose last interview was an

inviolable secret, felt that this was the only course that was open,

and expressed his willingness to bear the whole expense of the

interment if the Council would allow him to monopolise that

honour.

" That must not be so," said one Councillor, " for in this

matter we all stand on an equal footing : the maiden must be

the care of the whole town, and no invidious distinctions must

be drawn between his Worship and the humblest inhabitant."

This opinion was contested. " His Worship," said another

Councillor, " is for the time being the host of the town—in a

sense, one may say the father of the town—and therefore he

may well be allowed to assume a sort of parental relation to the

Vweet lady whose death we mourn."
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" ' Parental,' " said another Councillor, " is too strong a term
;

yet I vote in favour of the Mayor's suggestion, and all the more

so that, as he has no children of his own, he may well take

special interest in this fairest of all young creatures."

So it was at last decided. His Worship selected the spot in

the bleak cemetery where Fair Alice's laburnum grew, and that

spot he unwittingly consecrated by such sighs as are the

beginning of prayer. As the May sun was setting, the JNIayor

stood under the laburnum, and rested himself by leaning an arm

against it. He was alone. The great red sun was just going.

The Mayor would then have looked upward to the sky and

sought comfort in its deep blue, but how dare he look in that

long-neglected direction ? The sun sank, the stars came out,

the Mayor pressed his lips to the tree, and silently went

home.

How to bury the dear child was the immediate question.

Was she to be laid down in silence } What would have been

her own wish could she have been consulted ? The custom of

the town was one thing ; but the feeling of such a visitor was

another. The Council met, and the subject was considered.

"Did she express any wish to you, Mr. Mayor, in your final

interview 7
"

" None whatever, gentlemen."
" Did she refer to any one outside the town whose wishes we

could accept as her own }
"

" She did not, gentlemen."

One Councillor said :
" This is unfortunate. By one sentence

she might have dispelled the mystery, yet that sentence was not

spoken ! One little word might have been as a great light, and

yet her lips were sealed ! We can but regret it. I, for one,

think that some kind of religious service ought to be held over

this exceptional grave."

The matter was compromised by the nearest religious layman

being asked to read some portions of Scripture, but all prayer

was forbidden. The Mayor was loth to turn away from the

open grave. His look was long and tender, and his last act was

to pluck a handful of laburnum bloom, kiss it, and sprinkle it

upon the nameless coflin. The Mayor resolved to put a broken

column, made of purest marble, over the maiden's grave, and, in
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view of the compromise as to the service, he asked the Council

whether some inscription could not with propriety be engraved

upon the pedestal.

"What would you suggest, IMr. Mayor?"
"I hardly know. One of the verses read at the grave struck

me very much. It was to the effect
—

' when my father and my
mother forsake me, then the Lord will take me up.' That might

be appropriate."

" Far from it, gentlemen," said an emphatic voice, " for this

would be to cast a slur upon persons who were probably of the

very highest repute. What do we know about the young lady's

father and mother ? We are bound to let them alone, whatever

else we do ; is not that your own opinion, Mr. Mayor }
"

The Mayor was saved from answering the question by a

Councillor, who said :
" This is really not a matter for our

decision. It was on a former occasion pointed out that, as

the Mayor had no children of his own, we might fitly allow

his Worship to adopt this dead child ; along with the adoption

certain rights must be conceded ; amongst those rights is

undoubtedly one to select an appropriate inscription ; and

though I feel that the one which has been named may cast an

undeserved reflection upon persons unknown, yet I submit the

whole case should be left in the hands of the Mayor."

This view was unanimously adopted by the Council. Under

the laburnum tree there stood in due time a broken column,

which mutely told its own tale of life incomplete and purpose

killed in the bud. That stranger's grave was the one picture

of the cemetery. The townspeople flocked to it on Sundays,

and one person in particular was affirmed to visit it nearly every

night in the week. It began to be whispered that white figures

had been seen under the tree in the pale moonlight ; and it was

confidently predicted, in vague but emphatic terms, that who-

ever lived long enough would see wonderful things happen at

that grave. So the weeks came and went. The children told

over again the stories which Fair Alice had related, and old

people would tell in evening shadows how gentle she used to

be in time of pain and sorrow.

It was now November, and therefore the election to the

mayoralty was due. Would the Mayor allow himself to be
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re-elected for the third time ? It was thought he would, and
on being consulted he put himself in the hands of the town.

On the ninth of November he was duly sworn in, every one
noticing with how distinct and strong an emphasis he pro-

nounced the words, " So help me, God.'' The last word had
not been spoken so in the town for many a month, hence the

observation which its fervent utterance attracted. But how
changed the Mayor was. Changed every way : so much paler,

so much gentler, so much humbler in manner. People dated

the change from the burial of Fair Alice, and wondered how a

stranger could have been so deeply affected by her death.

When the anniversary of the children's meeting in the council

chamber came round he asked and obtained permission to

hold a similar meeting himself, and on that occasion he pre-

sented every child with a photograph of Fair Alice's grave,

mounted on a card, which bore in gold the unexplained in-

scription—" For CHRIST'S sake."

" Please, sir," said a little girl, " can you tell us a story like

the lady .?

"

" No, child, I cannot, or I would be pleased to do it."

" Please, sir, where has the lady gone .'*

"

Forgetting his atheism and his worldliness, the Mayor warmly

said, " To heaven, child ; to God's bright heaven."

Week by week the Mayor regularly left the town every Satur-

day and returned every Monday. For a long time no one knew

the purpose of the absence, but it was discovered that he went

away that he might attend the Sunday services in a sweet little

country church in a village ten miles distant. How long the

ivy had crept over its gables no reckoner of time could say.

The inside walls were rich with old tablets in brass and marble.

The old wooden dial, with its big gilt figures, had marked the

morning and the evening to many generations. In one par-

ticular pew the Mayor would always sit—a pew over which a

noble marble slab told for how many years the Troopcotts,

of the High Hills, had supported the charities of the parish

—

Frederic Troopcott, Esq. , Welbeck Troopcott, Dame Alice

Troopcott, and many more, every name standing for a large

donation towards the maintenance and clothing of the poor.

The Mayor read thj list every Sunday as a kind of third lesson.
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and then pressed himself against the hoary wall which it seemed

to hallow.

Make it April now, and let us see what is happening in the

town. Are those men in the cemetery building something ?

Yes. What is it they are building ? Guess, if you can. A
sexton's house ? A mortuary } Or is it a wayside inn just

beyond the graveyard boundary } No. None of these. It is a

church. That church is being built at the Mayor's sole expense.

The laburnum tree, almost in full blossom, will nearly cover the

south-west window, and the broken column will barely touch the

window-sill. The Mayor has told his story to the Town Council

and to the leading inhabitants of the town, and permission has

been unanimously granted to him to put up the building. The
plans of the architect show that no money is to be spared. In

the chancel there is to be an inscription in gold—" In Memory
of Fair Alice of the High Hills. For CHRIST'S sake,"—and in

the eastern window there is to be painted glass representing the

woman who lighted a candle that she might seek the piece she

had lost.

Now it is November and the church is finished. The Bishop

is there, and holy prayer is said, which is sealed by the Mayor's

emphatic "Amen." The act of formal consecration is about to

begin, when the venerable prelate says that the Mayor wishes to

speak one word. The Mayor rises from his seat, advances to

the communion table, and then, pale as death, says, or rather

sobs—" God, be merciful to me a sinne—for CHRIST'S sake
!'

Men breathed freely as if all had been done possible to frail

human nature, and at the moment there shone in the sombre

November sky a broad blaze of light, which filled the church as

if angels had come to its consecration.

" Mr. Mayor," said the senior Alderman at a Council meeting,

" it is perfectly clear to me that this is much more than a merely

personal matter. If your action has been right the town is

bound to follow you. Our atheism has been municipal as well

as individual, and therefore we are bound to consider what ought

to be done in our corporate capacity."

" That is clearly so," said the Mayor, " and it is for the Council •

to speak plainly. But before we proceed I may lay before you
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a memorial addressed to the Court of Common Council by the

mothers of this town."

The memorial set forth that every mother's heart had been

deeply touched by the action of his Worship the Mayor, and that

though the memorialists viewed his former conduct with inex-

pressible repugnance, they recognized with thankfulness the part

which he had taken with such manifest repentance. They con-

cluded with the expression of their opinion that it would well

become the inhabitants of such a town to spend a day of humilia-

tion and prayer, beseeching an offended God to pity and forgive.

" Gentlemen," said the Mayor, when the memorial was

adopted, " I begin to feel that happier days will dawn on our

ancient town."

A venerable Alderman said
—

" I feel as if heavy chains had

dropped off my weary limbs, and as if sweet youth were now

returning. If my days have been without God, my nights have

been troubled with His presence. Over the night we have no

control. Again and again
"

" Ah," said a young Councillor, without intending any dis-

courtesy by the interruption, "you have touched the very marrow

of the question."

" I say that," continued the Alderman :
" over the night season

w€ are powerless. Again and again, I say, I have had dreams

of a singular character—yes, visions not traceable to merely

physical causes ; all this experience I have tried to thrust into

the grave of silence and forgetfulness, but I have not succeeded."

"I\Iy nights," said another Councillor, "I would not live over

again, could I help it, for worlds. Until recent time I have never

known what darkness really is ! When the plain light is round

about us life seems simple enough, but the darkness brings its

own burden and its own mystery."

So the Council meeting was turned into a kind of religious

service, and strong men were not afraid of signs of weakness.

A new warmth glowed in ever}' man's heart, and a new tender-

ness softened every man's speech.

" God forgive us every one," said the senior Alderman.

" For CHRIST'S sake," added the Mayor in a solemn tone.

Whilst all this was proceeding in the Council, something

similar was taking place in the families of the town.
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" I am sure," said the Mayor's faithful old housekeeper, " I

be almost afeerd o' master, he's so strange, and cannot sleep,

and is ready to give anything away to almost anybody."

" That shows his repentance," said an old lady of seventy.

" Repentance !
" said the housekeeper ;

" more folks should

repent nor master. I dunno about this here repentance ; I only

know as master is getting whiter nor ever, through frettin' night

and day."

"That shows, I tell you, that he really means what he says."

" And what else should he mean ? " said faithful Esther. " In

course he means what he says ; and I am sure I never heard him

say nothink about nobody, and I don't care who hears me say so."

In another conversation it was whispered that the Mayor had

called upon a very poor young couple, to whom a child had been

born, and had said how pleased he would be if they would call

the little stranger ''Alice''

" And he promised to buy a cradle for it," said one.

'^ And if he do," said another, whose grammar was feeble, " I

be bound I do I tells ye—I be," and so the sentence opened a

way to the listener's imagination.

"And there's another thing as he be a-doing of," said a third

party.

" And what be that, George, if not a-troubling of you too

much .?

"

" I know what it be," said George ;
" summat fine, I tell ye."

"Well," said a fourth, "he's rose my wages two shillin' a

week, and what that s for is more than I can quite make straight,

for I get up no sooner of a mornin'."

Throughout the whole town this new feeling rapidly spread.

Everybody was kind to everybody. Who could send the nicest

things to the sick, who could devise some new enjoyment for the

children, who could do most for the deserving poor, who could

be most forgiving ? These were the questions which every heart

was asking, and the asking of which made every heart happy.

All nature, too, seemed in sympathy with the moral resurrection

of the town, for never was the sky known to be so blue, or the

grass so green, or the birds so tuneful. The morning was a

new hope, and the evening a new benediction day by day, and
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men were glad in heart beyond the telling in mere words. When
the people were asked to account for this new feeling, and all

the sacred sacrifices which accompanied it, they could give but

one answer,—short, simple, sublime,—each said that the blessed

work of helping others was done with infinite cheerfulness—" for

CHRIST'S sake."



ON THE KELSHAM ROCKS.

" He is a Jew who is one inwardly."—RoM. ii. 29.

^ HERE' can be no doubt that the property of Akrabbim

was bounded by the coast line on the south, though

the wealthiest neighbouring landowner disputed this,

and made the defence very costly to the patient Jew.

Squire Virgoe, as he was locally known and accosted

by every one, hated the Jews, although he knew posi-

tively nothing about them but their name, the very mention

of which, he seriously declared, seemed to blister his tongue.

Virgoe was distinctly a man of emphasis ; Akrabbim was a

man of patience. Virgoe was a name that had been associated

with the property for many generations—so long indeed that

it often went by the name of Virgoeland, whereas Akrabbim

had not been more than a dozen years in the neighbourhood,

and had brought with him no traditions of the kind which Virgoe

held in most esteem. Virgoe said he liked "a bit o' real old

cheese, and never cared for cheese that was of one colour." The
meaning was never cleared up.

" What the Jew wants, sir," he would say to the Vicar, " is the

right to make a sort o' staircase down the Kelsham rock so

as to get secretly down to the sand : that's it, sir, and I call it a

Jewy sort o' trick."

The Squire had gone through the usual old-world process of

schooling, but somehow he had fallen into loose ways of speak-

ing, both as to grammar and pronunciation, and therefore he was

often looked upon as a man of very imperfect education.

" They tell me, sir," he would say to the Vicar, as they sat

together in what the Squire termed the Snuggery, " that the

Jews have always been a vagabond lot, and that- what is said

about them in the Bible is not half as bad as it might have been

if the writers had spoken out."

"Oh no, Squire' said, the good-natured Vicar, who knew
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infinitely more about the sea, its shipping and its fishing, than

ever he knew about theology, " the Jews are pretty much as you

find them, you know—pretty much. I don't know there is much
more to be said about them, you know. On the whole, you

know, I fancy they are dying out. This (pointing) Ak don't

seem a bad sort, you know ; he may have probably got a few

Christian habits, you know—cigars, and so on, and various

refreshments
"

" Tut," said the Squire ;
" putting on all those Christian ways

I call downright hypocrisy ; I call it nothing short of aping us for

the sake of getting on in the world ; tell me one thing, Vicar,

and I'll ask you no more."
" What is that ?

"

" Has the Jew ever given way to the Christian habit of coming

to church one single time since he has been in the parish ?
"

Here the Squire filled two tumblers with what he called " real

old English home-brewed," and waited in patient pride for the

Vicar to reply. They took their tumblers and looked at each

other across the yellowy foam, but said nothing for a moment.

The Squire did, however, mentally remark that he had " pinned

his man," as he drew his breath prior to the final drain.

" There you've got me," said the Vicar pathetically. " And
got you. fast, too, I reckon," said the Squire; "and I tell ye,

Vicar, I don't care how many Christian habits a man's got, if he

don't go to church I would not give the neck of a brass button

for him. Help yourself to a cigar, and I'll order a drop more

beer. Jews!" said the Squire bitterly, as he pulled the bell-

rope.

" But," said the Vicar, " fair's fair, you know ; and we are

bound to admit that the Jews are a very ancient race."

" Oh, very*' said the Squire, in a tone which stood for

argument. " Their antiquity is disputed by none," continued

the Vicar. " No more is the Devil's antiquity," remarked the

Squire. The Vicar was soon posed on such matters, having but

a general knowledge of Jewish history, and a very strong indis-

position to collect detailed information and evidence. The
Squire was left with a very deep impression that he had utterly

floored the Vicar, and that if he had given his mind to it early

enough in life, he might have been able to maintain an argument
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in the vestry meetings against " any churchwarden that ever

stood on two legs." The Squire was quite exhilarated by the

beer and the argument, and felt strongly inclined to have a

" go " at Akrabbim himself with a view to the Jew's personal

humiliation and intellectual destruction. At all events, the

Squire already saw his way through the formidable argument of

antiquity, and the rest would be sure to come when wanted.

Said the Squire to himself, " I see this thing only needs a little

more pluck, and I am bound to win the day. Look how I

toppled over the parson. Never saw a man so doubled up in my
life. Didn't know it was in me. You never can tell how you

can swim until you get into the water."

Akrabbim was in very deed a Jew : tall, slim, dark almost to

blackness, with eyes that settled on their object with a rest-

fulness utterly without fear. It turned out on inquiry that he

had never been in business, that he was a member of a high

priestly family, that his own destination had been the synagogue,

but that circumstances had prevented the accomplishment of his

purpose, and that he had been left in the enjoyment of an ample

fortune. Akrabbim spent his time in literary pursuits, surrounded

by such a library as could hardly be found out of London. For

the last three or four years he had allowed himself to be on

speaking terms with Mr. Virgoe, being more willing than the

Squire to let bygones be bygones in the matter of the litigated

boundary. They had called upon one another only once since

the partial reconciliation, and upon that circumstance the Squire

grounded his decision to call a second time. A brief series of

inquiries brought the Squire immediately to his purpose, for he

longed to demolish the ancient Jew in argument.

" Now, as to the Jews," said he, " and all that, you know,

what about it } How do they stand as regards the English

nobility }
"

" In what respect, sir ? " said Akrabbim solemnly.

" In respect of anything, you know—in respect of religion

and suchlike—you know the English nobility are uncommonly

attached to Church and State. So they are not a lot of atheists

and Radicals that have no respect to God. Now, how do you

stand as to God ?

"
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Akrabbim bowed himself, and said, " Is not God in the

height of heaven, and behold the stars how high they are ?
"

" Oh yes," said the Squire, " that is just what we say, and if

that is what the Jews say, I don't see they can be so very bad."

Then said Akrabbim—" Densities are a covering to Him that

He seeth not, and He walketh on the circumference of the

heavens."

" I admit all that," said the Squire, " and no one ever heard

the English nobility deny it—nothing of the sort."

And Akrabbim continued—" Dost thou know the rollings of

the density, the wondrous works of Him who is perfect in

knowledge }
"

" There, again," said the Squire, " I admit it. Oh yes, of

course ; and I say that if the Jews believe these things, I

don't see that they are worse than we are. I did not quite

understand it before."

Then Akrabbim added—" Can any understand the dissipatings

of the density, or the tumultuations of His tabernacle }
"

"Well, I never," said the Squire; "these are regular Bible

words I think—and no mistake. I call that Scripture ; and I'll

have a word with the Vicar about it. I really never understood

the Jews before. Good-morning ; and I mean it when I say

thank you."

" Good-morning," said Akrabbim :
" think well of the seed of

Abraham ; for if the heavens above can be measured, and the

foundations of the earth be searched out beneath, I will also cast

off all the seed of Israel for all that they have done, saith the

Lord."

" I admit it," said the Squire, " I tell you candidly. I see it

now."

Akrabbim turned into his librarj-, and, resuming his pen, he

said:

" Though his excellency mount up to the heavens, and his

head touch the density, yet shall he perish."

The Squire was glad to be in the open air again, where, as he

said, he could see real men and women about him, and take a

common-sense view of things, though he was bound to admit

that there was some difference between Jews and Infidels ; and

he supposed they must be a kind of Turks or something of that
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sort. He would see the Vicar about it, and talk it over, and see

if anything could be done in the parish with the view of clearing

things up, and bringing about a better understanding " as regards

things in general."

But the Vicar had gone from home, and the gentleman

elected as his substitute was a very different man, and would,

of course, have no interest in such matters. He was a young

man burning with religious zeal, and always abounding in

Christian labour. No such voice as his had ever been heard in

the parish church, and no such appeals had ever addressed

themselves to the parish heart and conscience. Nothing would

satisfy the Squire but that he must tell the young man about the

Jew. He thought the story would amuse him, and help the

time to pass cheerfully in a rather secluded parish. It was an

excellent joke. Over a tankard of home-brewed the story would

go " like a house on fire "—a favourite illustration of the

Squire's.

" I do assure you," said the Squire, " that the man is a

Jew!''

" So am I," said the young ecclesiastic, whom we will now
call the Vicar.

" You 2i Jew,'' said the Squire, "and doing duty in the parish

church !

"

" Yes," said the Vicar, " a Jew, and doing duty in the parish

church."

" Then what on earth do you make of it 1 " said the Squire :

"this is a knife without a handle. I can make nothing of it.

A Jew 1

"

" Yes. Are not you also a Jew ?
"

" God forbid ! I am a Christian born and bred and baptized.

Me a Jew 1 Why, in my baptism wherein my godfathers and

godmothers "

" Yes, yes, Squire Virgoe," said the Vicar, "that is all beside

the mark. I want you to see that he is a Jew who is one

inwardly."

" But I am a Christian, I tell you ; born, bred
"

" Possibly ; but you may be no Christian for all that."

" No Christian } My own Vicar would not have said so.

He knows that for generations we have been Christians
"
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"That is impossible," said the Vicar.

" Impossible ?
"

" Quite."

" But I tell you it is a fact. The family Bible will prove

" Never," said the Vicar, without moving a muscle.

" The parish register will prove it ; everything about me will

prove it."

"What is a Christian, Squire Virgoe .?"

" Well, pardon me," said the Squire, " this is uncommonly

childish talk. One would think a baby could answer the

question. Why, of course, a man bred and born in England,

and brought up in the Church, where he was baptised and con-

firmed : if he is not a Christian I should like uncommonly to

know who is one."

" I will tell you," said the Vicar, " that such a man may be

more of a dog than a Christian."

The Squire was insulted. Over another tumbler of home-

brewed he vowed to let his own Vicar know what had happened,

and to have the Jew driven out of the parish church. " Let

him go to Akrabbim," said he, " and if they are Jews, let them

hob-nob together and talk nonsense from morning till night.

And there his home-brewed stands, without his having drunk

a drop of it ! I call that an insult." The home-brewed was

part of the family history, so not to taste it was to reproach

whole generations of baptised Virgoes.

That night Akrabbim was hard at work in the Kelsham

rock. There he had made an observatory in which he could

watch the courses of the stars, and write his notes on broad

sheets which he counted more valuable than gold. That night

he was showing how it is that a planet descends to the lower

apsis of its elliptical orbit, and in the intervals of his severer

studies he magnified the God of gods in solemn and noble

tones—" Who hath cleft a channel for the rain-torrent, or a

track for the flash of thunder ? Who by wisdom can count the

clouds, or slant the bottles of heaven ? Who can fasten the

links of the cluster, or unloose the fetters cf the giant ? " And
casting his solemn eyes upon the sea which dashed against

the Kelsham rock, Akrabbim said—" Who shut in the sea with
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doors when it burst forth from the womb ? There [poetising

rather than literalising] is that Leviathan whose scales are

soldered together as with a close seal. Canst thou play with

him as with a bird, or pass a rush-rope through his nostrils, or

fill his hide with darts, or his head with fish spears ? Great and

marvellous are Thy works, Lord God Almighty !
" The sea

roared as if in trouble, the stars gleamed from behind thick

clouds as if recognising a friend in the rock, and the whole

scene might have formed the background of the sublimest

tragedy.

Down on the sand was a young man who wondered what the

light meant in the Kelsham rock. As he looked upward, the

whole heaven became black, and an infinite wind shook the sea

with indescribable violence. Blast on blast the great storm

came, the very Spirit of tempest seemed to be riding upon

the tremendous billows and frightening them into frantic

wildness. The baptised Virgoe had gone to bed, under the

impression that he would probably hear news of wrecks in the

morning—for in years gone by they had occurred on the Kel-

sham rock. Gratefully remembering his godfathers and his

godmothers, and drinking a glass of home-brewed to their

memory, he had sought the comfort of repose, tenderly saying,

" Pity the poor creatures on the sea." The young man below,

a mere figure without a name, had placed himself on a safe

footing on the roadway up the rock, and there he stood as one

who expects a catastrophe and is ready to assist. Akrabbim's

window lay well back in the sheltering rocks, and was in no

danger from the thundering and boiling billows. One long

roar ! Another fold of darkness over the whole sky ! Again !

Again ! And behold, a gallant and majestic ship is shivered on

the Kelsham range ! Virgoe is asleep. Practically, he is as

dead as his godfathers and his godmothers. But how strong

and eager is the young man ! He seems to see in the dark, and

his clear young voice has a touch of prematiire age in its

assuring and hopeful tone. Another man has joined him.

They are strangers to one another, but in sympathy and service

they are united and devoted friends. Here is the ship, but

where are the passengers .? Strange as it may appear, there

were but three living creatures on that grand ship—three young
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girls lashed to the masts. All the other passengers had perished ;

so that the work of philanthropy to which the two men had

devoted themselves in sacred purpose was reduced to the

smallest dimensions. But the work was well done. Akrabbim's

house was the warm hostelry, and the young Vicar was friend

and man-servant to all. No daintier hands than those of the two

men could have waited on a queen ; and as for their devoted-

ness, it was such as to make it impossible to say which was Jew

and which was Christian. The young Vicar spent the brief

remainder of the night as Akrabbim's guest, and silently, in his

own chamber, offered the first Christian prayer ever breathed

within its hospitable walls. As for the three ship-wrecked

ladies, suffice it here to say that every want was cared for, and

that in due time they found their way to their respective desti-

nations.

" It was a night, and no mistake," said Squire Virgoe to the

young Vicar the next morning. " I thought I heard someone

tr}-ing to knock us up at the farm ; but I said to myself it was

not a night to turn out in, so I m.ade myself comfortable."

" Do you suppose that your neighbour the Jew was astir ?"

" Not he, I'll be bound," said Virgoe ;
" or if he was, he was

carrying on some kind of antics in that hole in the wall he's got

there. I never could make out what he wanted with a place of

that kind."

"Was any one saved out of the wreck, do you imagine.

Squire ?
"

" Not a soul—all lost, poor creatures. I knew it was a bad
night for sea-going people. I quite expected there would be
wrecks. We have not heard the worst of it yet. I have seen

many wrecks on these old rocks, but I have never thought it

wise for a landsman to have much to do with them. By the

way, who's this coming hobbling along ?
"

The approaching figure was that of a man nearly dead with

cold. He was soon recognised as a sailor, and, on speaking to

the two gentlemen, he removed all doubt as to his circum-

stances.

" Last night's wreck brought me here. I was out in a coaster

which went down, and, so far as I know, I am the only man
saved. I tried to get into the farmhouse yonder, but could

8
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make no one hear, so I lay down in the straw yard all night, and

this morning I am nearly dead with cold and hunger,"

The Squire took the Vicar aside, and said—" Suspicious-

looking character. Let us direct him to the workhouse. This

is the w^orst of this neighbourhood—people are thrown on one's

hands unexpectedly."

" I will take charge of him, Squire ; don't trouble yourself,"

said the Vicar,

" Will ye ,?

"

" I will."

" You had better not. You are a stranger here, and you don't

know what trouble
"

" Oh, never mind that," said the Vicar; " the man may drop

down dead whilst we are disputing about him. Come with me,

sailor."

When the Vicar and the sailor arrived at Akrabbim's house,

the Jew was in the observatory poring over a diagram represent-

ing the relative proportions of the aphelion and perihelion

distances of the planet Mercury, A word recalled him to

common affairs.

" In the name of God, certainly, for our fathers were strangers

in the land of Egypt." So the sailor was refreshed, without

questioning; his destitution was his passport to the Jew's

confidence, and the more he was cheered the more the Jew was

satisfied, and the more cordially the Jew returned to his task of

proving that if gravitation is a constant force, it must perma-

nently assert the advantage it has acquired.

The young Vicar's period of service at Kelsham was coming

to an end. The Squire rejoiced in the prospect of his own
Vicar's returning. " A nice sort of Vicar," said he, " who never

troubles you about anything, and not a youngster like this who
is as busy as a washerwoman," The young Vicar had made up

his mind to let the Squire know his opinion on some matters a

little more clearly than ever. Said he :
" Squire, I am going

from the parish, and I cannot quiet my conscience until I have

warned you against trusting to your godfathers and your god-

mothers for salvation. They can do nothing for you. You
seem to think that to be christened is to be a Christian, Nothing

of the kind. It is a delusion and a lie. I love the dear old
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Church quite as much as you do, and I love all her holy

ordinances. I live in her service, and I hope to die in her

bosom ; and for that very reason I must warn you, lest you

perish in your sins, and your blood be required at my hands.

Whatever may become of the Jews, it is not for me to say ; but,

so far as you are concerned, the course is absolutely clear.

Renounce your self-righteousness ; break up your trust in

traditional Christianity and family respectability; and, having

done this, go humbly to the Cross of Christ, and there say with

all your heart and soul, ' God, be merciful to me a sinner.'

That is my advice, it is in very deed my heart's desire. Good-
bye."

" You seem to be a sort o' INIethody," growled the Squire.

" Never mind," said the Vicar; "think o[ what I say, and not

how I say it."

" You said I was a Jew," added Virgoe.

" That was my mistake," said the Vicar ;
" I was too hopeful

then. I didn't fully grasp your character. I hope the time will

come when you will know how deeply true it is that he is a Jew
who is one inwardly."



TWOSIDEDNESS.

OVERHEARD two travellers (whom I did not see)

contradicting one another in the most positive manner

upon a subject which did not seem to admit of two

opinions. I can give you word for word what each of

them said, and then you can judge for yourself Bear

in mind that both the travellers started from the same

point and went to the same place, and took as near as

they could do exactly the same line. Now listen, and say whether

you ever heard any contradiction so flat and positive.

First Traveller : The way was most difficult, and, indeed, full

of peril. The plantation must be ten miles in length. The

trees are as thickly planted as possible. Here and there I saw

what might have been the lairs of wild beasts, and now and again

I heard the click of what might have been the firearms of high-

waymen and bandits. In making my way through the gloomy

wood I often crouched in fear, and sometimes climbed into trees

and rested for hours- For a mile at a stretch the way was so soft

and slippery that progress seemed impossible. A weary time,

and no mistake ! Thoughts of turning back made my steps

uncertain, and fear of being on the wrong road often took away

all my strength. Nevermore will I cross that ghostly wood 1

Second Traveller : I never crossed so rich a plantation before,

and never enjoyed more ample hospitality. What a sea of living

green ! What waving meadows, bespangled with blossoms 1

What strongholds to live in ! I spent hours upon hours in cross-

ing that plantation, simply because of the exquisite enjoyment I

realized. There I met many of my kindred, and exchanged

greetings and confidences without stint ; and there I found the

feast awaiting me whenever I chose to rest ! Beauteous wood !

Gem of the landscape ! Pet of the sun !

Those are the two statements, and I leave you to say how far

they agree. From behind a screen, I cross-examined the
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travellers, without shaking their evidence. Each stood to his

word without budging an inch.

" Was it the same plantation ?" I inquired.

" Undoubtedly," was the instant reply.

" But is there no possibility of mistake ? " I anxiously con-

tinued.

" Not the slightest in the world," came from both speakers a

once.

I came from behind the screen, and lo ! the mystery was dis-

solved in a moment, for one of the travellers was a man and the

other a bird ! There was no contradiction in the statements

;

there was only difference in the point of view. That is the

explanation of a good many controversies in human life, and

most of all in the Christian Church. There are walking minds

and there are flying minds ; reason trudges on foot, faith flies

on broad wings ; some men carry the world as a burden, other

men keep it under their feet ; some men groan as they walk,

other men sing as they fly. Be mine the bird mind ! When I

can fly, why should I walk ? Have I not imagination .? Have I

not faith ? I will walk in the open spaces and on the plain

roads, but over woods of mystery, and rocks of hardship, and

deserts of sand, I will fly, and thus hasten to the security and

rest of home.

Two other travellers, starting from the same place and going

to the same place, had a conversation almost identical with the

foregoing. I heard the second conversation also, and can

report it word for word ;

—

First Traveller : What an awful voyage we have had ! The cap-

tain, who has lived a lifetime on the sea, says he never encoun-

tered such winds. At times I was sure the ship would split in

two, and that every soul on board would perish. One day instead

of making head we were driven back a hundred miles. Every

passenger suff"ered agonies of sea-sickness. Day by day brought

us more trouble than we could bear, and the endless nights

plunged us in silent dejection. Thank God, it is over ; and as

for the sea, farewell

!

Second Traveller: Ever-glorious sea ! How I have enjoyed

this wondrous run ! What a mystery of peace ! what an apo-

calypse of beauty ! How silent, how noble, how ineffably grand,
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these hiding-places made for prayer, and hallowed by the very

spirit of rest ! Who would dwell on earth if he could always be

in the sea ? This is the great assembly of all waters ; all the

rivers are here, and the torrents, and the silver threadlets that

whiten the rocks down which they roll ; and here are the rain-

clouds that blacken the whole sky. Glorious sea ! Would that

men could look upon its secret depths and rest awhile within

the rocks which are hidden like treasures of gold. I love this

great and wide sea, and call it home

!

Here, again, is a marvellous conflict of testimony. It is the

same sea in both instances, yet by one traveller it is denounced,

and by another almost adored. As in the former instance, so in

this, the difference was wholly in the point of view, for one

traveller was on the sea and the other was in it ; the one

traveller was bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh, and the

other was a tenant of the deep, made by its Creator to live and

breathe and have its being in the infinite waters, and in this lay

the secret of the contradictory testimony. Yet there is enough in

the parable to teach me many a lesson. I would pray for a deep-

diving mind that can never rest on mere surfaces, and I would

ask to be hidden in depths of thought which are never troubled

by winds of speculation, and I would yearn for the power of deep

thinking which brings deep peace. God of love, hear this prayer

of mine, and hide me far away from the bluster of storms, and

the petulant wrath which vexes the sea-surface into fretful pain.

Take away from me all fear of sinking, by taking hold of my
hand, and comforting my heart with Thy tender grace. Faith

plunges into deep waters. Faith casts out all fear. The waters

that would drown unbelief will sustain and bless the trust which

never doubts their infinite gentleness. Surface-thinkers have no

rest ; every wind can get at them, and every fog can put out

their timid and anxious eyes.

It seems to me that there is a whole philosophy in " the

point of view," and that the sure finding of that point is the

best solution of all dispute. We have just seen how speakers

can contradict each other, and yet both be right. I remember
another instance in which this was clearly proved. I was seated

in a quiet corner of my garden, considering how I could contrive

to see most of the earth in a short space of time. Brought up
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in a green valley watered by the least pretentious of rivers,

diligently obeying the church bell every Sunday, going the

accustomed round of duty without reluctance, I was suddenly

seized with a strong desire to go beyond my native hills, and

see what I could of the wide world. In this mood, a visitor,

who knew the world well, called upon me, and fed the flame of

my desire.

" Go," said he, " and make haste, for every hour is precious.

It is a grand world. I say so on the authority of my own senses,

and I risk our friendship on the issue. I have climbed every hill

of any celebrity ; I know the head of every famous river ; I am
familiar with the features of every zone : sit no longer under

these cherry trees, but go out into the whole earth, and praise

Him who made it all."

" It will repay all toil and cost, you think ?
"

" Repay } " said he, in a tone of dignified aggravation ;
" it

will renew your youth, it will inspire your imagination, it will

give width and boldness to every mental faculty, it will bound-

lessly enrich your information, it will make a man of vou.

Go !

"

" Yet," said I, rather to test his temper than to express my
feeling, " there is a good deal of beauty round about this very

spot ; even the cherry trees you despise are children of the

sun."

He rose to go, and I thought something of disdain gave

stiffness to his figure. What he really felt I could not make
out, for at the instant of his departure another visitor drew nigh

and required attention.

"A little longer," said I, " and you would have been too late.

I am going."

The stranger presented an aspect of extreme dignity; in fact,

I never saw my idea of royalty so nobly embodied. The face

was supremely calm, and the eyes—can I ever forget them ?

—

seemed to wander with familiar reverence through infinite

spaces. The voice was soft and rich, with that exquisite minor
which suggests timidity, but really means the religiousness of

courage.

"Going.?" said the voice interrogatively, repeating my last

word.
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" Yes ; I am going. I have outlived the valley, and now I

want to see the world."

"You see it now," said the tender voice, '"this handful of

dust is the world ; there is nothing more : let your fancy

multiply this, and you need not stir."

" But the mighty rivers ? " said I, in a suggestive tone.

Pointing to the blue vein of water in the green valley, he

said, "All the rivers are ///^r<? ; close your eyes, look with your

fancy, and you will see the Ganges, the Amazon, and the

Euphrates all in that blue Tyne."
" But the mountains on whose shoulders heaven rests ?"

A faint smile softened my visitor's face. Pointing to a hill

below which the sun was sinking, he said, " They are all there,

the Caucasus and the Andes, the water-sheds of Asia, and the

rocky ribs of swart Africa are all /here ! Multiply that hillock,

and it will vie with the Dwhalageri."

" Then you would rather dissuade me from going ?
"

"Because there is so little to go to. You have everything at

home, if you have the Divine fancy which turns wine into blood,

and stones into altars. If you have that fancy, you need not

go ; if you have it not, it is useless to go ; the world is a cipher

to every man who does not himself supply the unit."

The visitor passed away, and I was left alone.

What was I to do ? Surely one of the testimonies must be a

mistake. An object cannot both be little and great, abject and

august. What can the strangers mean ? I wish they could

commune with each other, and reconcile their glaring contra-

dictions. I wish I could bring them together. Who is this

coming ? It is the venerable clergyman—how radiant his fine

face is

!

" Well," said he, " you have been highly favoured with

visitors to-day."

"Surely so," said I, "yet they have left me in a strange

stupor. Who are they ? They have been talking upon the

same subject in the most contradictory manner."
" Pray what subject was that ? " inquired my reverend

friend.

" The world we live in," said I.

" Now see," the clergyman continued, " if you can make
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them out from the description I will give you. I met the first,

and he said he must hasten home before the falling of the dew,

and long before night came on, and the more so that he was

perusing with passionate interest the last journals of Living-

stone, and had just come to the puzzling current in Lake

Tanganyika. Not far from the loam field I met the second,

who for some moments did not recognize me. His eyes were

on the fields of Heaven, watching the blossoming stars. I stood

beside him a while, and marked the working of a strong emotion

in his placid face. Now, who were the men }
"

" I do not know."

" Then let me tell you. The name of the first is Geography
;

the name of the second is Astronomyr

The mystery was again dissolved ! As a matter of fact,

there was no contradiction between the speakers. There was

only a difference of standpoint, and that difference accounted

for everything. So it is in Christian thinking and action : one

man is a geographical Christian, and another man is an astro-

nomical Christian ; the one occupies himself with ceremonies,

observances, attendances, commandments, and regulated

programm.es of daily conduct ; the other says, " What doth

the Lord thy God require of thee, but to do justly, to love

mercy, and to walk humbly with God ? " The one has a Creed,

the other has Faith. The one studies the letter, the other

yearns to commune with the spirit. They are both right.

The one is not entitled to exclude the other as heterodox, nor

must the geographer call the astronomer a dreamer, or the astro-

nomer call the geographer a drudge. It seems to me that a

right interpretation of this parable would adjust many a

Christian controversy. One school says that Christ was JMan,

another school says that Christ was God. They are both right.

One is the geographical view, the other the astronomical. The
views do not necessarily, though they may perversely, exclude

one another. If at a meeting of the Royal Astronomical

Society a man proposed to read a paper on the sources of

the Nile he would not be allowed to do so, not because the

existence of the Nile is denied, or its importance undervalued,

but because such a question does not rise to the level of astro-

nomic science. So, if at a meeting of the Royal Geographical
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Society any one proposed to read a paper on the comparative

density of Mercury and the Sun, his proposal would be dis-

allowed, not because of astronomical unbelief, but because of

geographical devotedness. The idea of an astronomer exclud-

ing a geographer from his confidence and regard is no more

preposterous than is a transcendental theology denouncing a

scrupulous and persistent morality. "This ought ye to have

done, and not to have left the other undone."

It is more and more wonderful to me how the same objects

can be described in the most contradictory ways, and by the

most sincere and credible witnesses. An instance in point

occurred in a description of the very dale in which I live—the

green and peaceful dale of Tyne. One visitor goes into wild

ecstacies about it ; he speaks of its ancient castles of Kielder,

Thirlwall, Bellister, and Langley ; of the foaming Forces of

Clargill, Ashhill, and Nent, where, in the words of quaint

Spenser,

'
' The waters fall with difference discreet,

Now soft, now loud, unto the wind they call,

The gentle, warbling wind low answering "
;

of its churches, towers, halls, and wondrous footprints of ancient

Rome ; in imagination he goes bird-nesting and nut-gathering in

the neighbourhood of the cleanest and sweetest villages that ever

gathered on the banks of a quiet river ; and by the hour together

he will tell of the beauties hidden from vulgar eyes, the flowery

dells, the primrose banks, the green woods carpeted with

hyacinths. Like the Reedwater Minstrel :

—

" He'll sing of Raylee's woody vale

Where rippling streamlets flow,

Where eglantines and lilies pale

And rathe primroses grow ;

Where waving birks and hazels brown

O'erhang the flowery brae ;

W'here throstles hail the blushing morn

Wi' many a tuneful lay."

Such ecstacy as his would crowd our river banks with pilgrims

who love quiet beauty and heal the shattered hearing with the

balm of rural peace. He says he has never seen a withered leaf
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in all the dale, or a grave that was not wrapped in softest sward,

tipped with homely but tender flowers. He says the dale is in

some respects as beautiful by night as by day, a very apocalypse

when the broad moon gives new figure and colour to the holy

scene. So much for one description. Another visitor tells me
not to believe a word of it, and says he only wishes he could see

the fabulist to contradict him to his face. He says the dale is

inclement, dreary, without feature, leafless, and birdless, and all

the talk about bird-nesting and nut-gathering is made up by an

unscrupulous fancy. The river is to him but a narrow, black,

sluggish burn ; the castles are ragged with snow that is ashamed

to be seen in such gaping ruins ; and the so-called forces are but

so many big icicles. Now what am I to make of such testimony ?

The witnesses have never met; the witnesses can never meet ; if

they could cross-examine one another in my presence I might

reduce the evidence to order, but that is simply impossible. I

can only see one of the witnesses at a time, and the one never

has a civil word to say of the other, so I am bewildered and

undecided. Yet, now that I think of it, why should I be .'^ A
moment's reflection brings my mind to balance. I see it all

now. The witnesses contradict one another, and avoid one

another, and depreciate one another, because they cannot help

it. How can they do otherwise when the one witness is Summer
and the other witness is Winier ?

I asked the dale itself—my sweet dale of Tyne, loved of me in

childhood, and loved in growing age—to say something about

this remarkable diff'erence of opinion, and its speech I can give

word for word. This, said the June-lighted valley, is an

illustration of the great law laid down by Jesus Christ when He
said "If any man love me, I will manifest myself to him." The
whole philosophy of spiritual revelation may be said to be given

in that one sentence. June loves me, so I tell her everything :

January chills me, so I fall dead under his icy hand. The picture

has nothing to say to the blind man. The mountain never

speaks to the ox that grazes on its slopes. IMusic never visits

any soul except on special invitation. The poet talks only to

poets. Holiness confers with Purity—" Blessed are the pure in

heart, for they shall see God." So with all authors. We get

from them what we bring to them. Euclid is a poem to the
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geometric mind ; Milton is a revelation to the poetic soul. The

law is as strong in the direction of badness as of goodness. He
who loves the devil most knows most of the devil. To love vice

is to be a learned scholar in the school of the infernal spirit.

Some men are so little learned in the arts of the enemy as to

expose themselves to the interference of the policeman and the

magistrate ; they are such clumsy servants of their bad master as

actually to be imprisoned, and to be otherwise punished by the

laws of their country ; others, again, are such adepts in the art

of doing that which is forbidden that they can manage to build

up a reputation for respectability while they are actually engaged

in practices which cannot bear the sight of day—so silent are

they, so skilful, so deeply do they love the devil, that they

receive from him the most secret manifestations, whilst they can

look abroad upon the unsuspecting world with a face which

simulates the appearance of innocence. The law is impartial.

To love is to know ; to love is to have ; to love is strength ; to

love is life. Thus did the dale talk to me, and thus did I

learn wisdom. Beware of incomplete evidence. Hear both

sides. Do not imagine that men are prejudiced against the

view they do not represent, for they may be simply unaware of

its existence. Above all things, remember that at present, here

on the cold earth, and here but for a handful of days, we know

nothing as it really is, and must wait for the all-completing and

all-explaining heavens. Have we not seen that even facts may

be only half-truths } Have we not seen that every speaker is

necessarily bounded by his own nature, and must therefore view

everything from his own particular and exclusive standpoint }

Then wait. Do not force conclusions. The dawning day is at

hand. " Oh, rest in the Lord, and wait patiently for Him."
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R 0-DAY we celebrate the birth into our world of Jesus

Christ the Son of God. That birth occurred eighteen

hundred years ago, so that time enough has elapsed to

enable us to discover its influence upon human society.

In this discourse I propose to consider the state of

England on this very Christmas day, and to inquire

whether the purpose of Jesus Christ's birth has suc-

ceeded or failed, so far as this small island is concerned.

In the first place I will put before you the view of a supposed

enemy; let us say the view of a Turk, who has long been

studying the peculiar characteristics of English society. His

report reads thus :
—" I have been in this country a long while,

and for twelve months past I have had many an opportunity of

knowing exactly what Englishmen think of Turks. The Turk

has been the uppermost subject of English criticism for a year

or two. He has been spoken of as mean, cunning, treacherous,

false, cruel, rapacious, infernal ; wholly detestable and infinitely

vile ; lithe as a serpent, loathsome as a leper, fierce as a tiger,

and black as a devil. The air of England has been full of

frankness respecting my countrymen, and has not always been

easy of respiration in my individual case. Finding this country,

with a holy cross for its symbol, assuming such a lofty tone of

virtue as against poor Turkey, I have taken pains to inquire

into its authority for speaking so severely in the name of justice

and honour and the virtues in general ; and, truth to tell, I have

found that authority to be very small and very incomplete.

This is a strange country, most certainly. Let me tell you

something about the people. I go into an omnibus and I find

written there, ' Beware of pickpockets.' Very good, say I,

you are a nice people. I go into the courts of justice, and who

do you think is being tried ? Not little ill-behaved boys, but

solicitors, superintendents of police, chief inspectors—the very
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men who have been chosen to protect the country, and when
they are sentenced they whine and cry like threatened hounds.

Well, say I, you are indeed a nice people, just the very people to

lecture poor Turkey. I go into the Stock Exchange, and I hear

more lies told in one short winter's day than I could write down
in a whole week in summer ; the men are hatching reports,

starting rumours, taking in the innocent, robbing the widow

and orphan, and gambling all day long; when it suits them
they praise my country, when it suits them they blame my
country ; money will turn the scale either way. So I say. You
are a very nice people. Then I go into the church to see what

is done there. It is very much like going into the Stock

Exchange. The people there buy and sell livings. The livings

are often disposed of by auctioneers. If you bid five hundred

pounds and another man bids five hundred guineas, he will get

the cure of souls, and you won't. The bishop speaks, and the

clergyman contradicts him. The bishop brings him to the

law, and the people give him a testimonial. Then I go again

in the omnibus and see * Beware of pickpockets,' and I say,

Which 1 The big ones or the little ones ? Then, in this fine

heaven of a most morally salubrious country they have a chapel

as well as a church. Chapel bites church, and church scratches

chapel. The chapel minister must not preach in church, and

the church minister must not preach in chapel ; but they meet

one another at luncheons and say they are overflowing with

brotherly love and hope to meet one another in a better land,

perhaps meaning Turkey. Chapel is very queer and church is

very queer, so I go again in the omnibus and I see * Beware of

pickpockets,' and I say, I see now what you mean, and I say to

the omnibus man, That is very strange ; why do people have

any pockets } If the people had no pockets they could not be

picked ; and the man calls a policeman to give me in charge on

something which he calls suspicion, but the policeman is not

there, so he shakes his fist at me, and calls me a Turk, and says

something which is not like church, and lets me go. Then I

go again among the courts, and husbands and wives are being

divorced, directors are being charged with fraud, merchants are

suing one another for damages, Adam is sentenced to three

weeks' imprisonment for kicking, smashing, and half-killing
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Eve, and a little boy is sent to prison for six months for stealings

a turnip ; so I come out, and go in the omnibus and see

' Beware of pickpockets,' but I say nothing. I hasten away to

see the Prime Minister, and as I go along I ask a man where

the Prime Minister lives, and the man says, ' Beware of him ;

he has no principles ; he has no conscience ; he has no policy
;

he does not care what laws are passed, so long as he can keep

his office and his pay
;
you go and see the man who was Prime

Minister before him.' So I go to see the Ex-premier, and

another man says, ' Beware of him ; he has radicalism on the

brain; he harasses all interests; he disestablishes churches;

he approves of the eastward position,' and much more the

man says, and then I wonder why they do not take them both

up on suspicion ; and then I remember that perhaps the police-

man is never there when he is wanted ; so as I cannot see those

very great ministers who spend their time in trying to strangle

one another, I go to see the physicians and the surgeons and

the doctors, and what do you think 1 find } I find church and

chapel, and ' Beware of pickpockets ' over again. I just do

find that, and nothing else in this garden of the soul, this very

holy England, that celebrates the birth of Christ by getting

very much drunk. One doctor says bolus and another says

globule ; Globule calls Bolus a butcher, and Bolus calls Globule

a quack, and the hydropathist says, ' Beware of pickpockets.'

And Bolus will not speak to Globule, though Globule says, ' Let

us make it up and begin again
' ; and Bolus says, ' Never, as

long as I live I will leech and blister and cup and bleed, and
do things with scientific vigour.' And I say to myself, Why
are they not all taken up on suspicion 1 And I say, ' This is

sweet Christian England ! This is the land that passes resolu-

tions against Turkey! These are the people that say. Drive

the official Turk out of England bag and baggage, and let

him perish in the hot sand I '

"

I confess that my defence against this imaginar}' enemy is

not so complete as I could wish it to be. I wish I could give
the lie direct to every word of this supposed report, but as a
matter of fact I cannot do so. What can I do, then } I will

recommend this Turk, as he says he is really anxious to study
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English life, to take up his lodgings in a professing family of

orthodox views, so liberal as to attend church in the morning and

chapel in the evening, and to have a few friends to a quiet tea,

and a harmonium between the hours of public service. For the

time being the Turk must suppress his scruples, and accommo-

date himself to his circumstances in order that he may see the

home side of middle-class English life.

He has hardly settled in his lodgings until he runs down-

stairs in the utmost eagerness in answer to the loud cry, " Turk !

Turk!" but he finds to his amazement that the people are

calling in a large dog, and he returns to his room declaring that

when he gets home he will have an enormous dog of his own

and distinguish it by the name of " Christian." Every day in

the week except Sunday he eats his meals in his own room ; on

Sunday he joins the happy circle on its tea-drinking way to

chapel, and is entranced by the music of a harmonium purchased

on the thirty years' system of wearing a thing out and then

denying you ever had it. He finds the cat a large institution in

a Christian family. The cat eats his bacon ; the cat runs away

with his clothes ; the cat drinks his milk ; the cat makes away

with his cheese ; the cat upsets his brandy bottle ; and the cat

looks none the better for it ; it is lank, forlorn, consumptive,

permanently engaged in nightly excursions upon the roofs of

adjoining houses, and as permanently engaged in dozing before

the fire all the day. He is about to suggest that the cat be

taken up on suspicion, but painful memories bring the sug-

gestion to an untimely end. With a Turk for a dog, and a

thief for a cat, he finds that a little amusement of some sort

would help him through the long evenings, and be useful to

him in many ways. The idea is good. This quiet little family

often has a quiet little amusement in the way of dark seances, in

which departed spirits pinch the ears and tap the heads of

loving friends who have come together to sit in the dark, and

take whatever Providence may send them under the table. The
Turk liked this. It touched his veneration and his fancy, and

might, perhaps, have made a Christian of him, had he not

discovered the hand of a medium stealthily groping for the

pocket where his money was ; but he said nothing, and did
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nothing farther than to thrust a pin into the thievish hand,

which made the medium say that there was one unbeliever

present, and that the spirits were angry, and mischief might

follow if they did not light the gas, and quiet the air by playing

the harmonium. The Turk asked what an unbeliever was, and

was giggled at as very ignorant ; and when he quoted the

eleventh commandment, " Beware of pickpockets," the people

said they did not see what he was driving at, and the quiet little

party broke up in confusion, and soon after the Turk, worn out

by the incorrigible cat, changed his quarters, and drew- a moral

from the instructive past.

When he had gone, IMaria confessed that she had taken two

bottles of pomatum, but she always understood there w-as no

harm in taking things from a Turk. Bertha owned that she had

taken three bottles of scent, which she would not have taken if

she had not thought that, very likely, he got it for next to

nothing on account of its coming from " somewhere foreign."

And the youngest son acknowledged that he had taken two

handkerchiefs on the same understanding—viz., that Turkey

handkerchiefs cost nothing, and he had taken them more by

way of curiosity than anything else ; but he wanted none of the

Turk's handkerchiefs, and he wished he had never seen them—

a

statement which owed its truthfulness largely to the fact that

a washerwoman had stolen them from him, and he had nothing

to show for his cleverness.

It is useless, and worse than useless, to deny that these things

are occurring too frequently in a country which professes to

keep Christmas Day as the birthday of its Lord and Saviour.

The moral condition of England this Christmas morning is

simply appalling. We may disguise it, we may shut our eyes to

it, we may quote occasional and accidental circumstances in

mitigation of it, but there is the humiliating and infamous fact,

that, after centuries of Christian civilization, this country is

drinking more intoxicating drink than it ever did, has more
paupers than it ever had, pays more magistrates than it ever

paid, has more prisoners than it ever had, and is more shocked

and stunned by daily crime of the most aggravated kind than at

9
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any previous period of its history. These reflections may well

throw a gloom over the Christmastide of any thoughtful man.

Of course, we shall be made to forget these things by wassail

bowls and mistletoes, pantomimes and boxing days, but there

they are, eating the very life of society, emasculating its virtue,

and turning its honour into a ghastly mockery. For my own
part, I have no doubt that England is in a worse condition

morally to-day than at any previous period of her history. Not
in appearance, not in an outside way, not institutionally ; we
are more cunning in our wickedness, more delicate in our

iniquity, more courteous in our blasphemy. But "the whole

head is sick, and the whole heart is faint," and the Saviour

whose birthday we keep is still weeping over the cities of this

fair land. I will say nothing further of those who are outside

the Church, but will ask you to look within the so-called Church

of Christ itself. What a spectacle is there ! Look at its

anonymous journalism ; what malice, what sneering, what un-

charitableness, what determination to magnify the personal

above the universal. Look at the ever-contending sects,—one

saith I am of Paul, and another, I am of Apollos : are they then

not carnal, and do they not walk as men ? And look at our-

selves as individuals. So long as we are not contradicted,

we are amiable Christians ; so long as the preacher says what

we like, we are steady in our attendance upon his ministry ; so

long as every taste is gratified, and every whim is humoured
;

when the doors are shut and the windows are opened and the

fire is stirred, and the curtains are drawn, just as we wish,

we think the world is not a bad place to live in, and that upon

the whole society is better than it used to be. Out upon such

puling folly ! It is a gratified selfishness that speaks, and not a

far-sighted and profound philosophy. You, old man, sleek and

orthodox, what would you do if you were put out of your pew, or

served last at table, or contradicted in your favourite proposi-

tions ? Where then your serenity ; where then your evangelical

views .'' And you, young maiden, suppose your father to oppose

your going to the party, and your mother to decline buying

your favourite ribbon, and your brother to excuse himself from

asking a companion of his to the house ; where, then, your

^" Hold the fort," and " Ring the bells," and " Sweeping through
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the gates " ? When are you going to be a real Christian

woman, and not

" Like some tall girl that rears her pawky chin,

Swells from her boots and midway leaves her crin
;

Though rolling dust upon her skirts may spread,

Eternal nonsense rattles in her head " ?

I shall, of course, be reminded that we have more churches,

schools, hospitals, asylums, and charities of every name, than

we ever had before. This is quite true. But even a church is

not a paradise. Even a school may have rough winds blowing

through it. Even a charity may be a bone of contention with a

little extra meat upon it. But take them as good things, and

make the most and best of them, and still we mav well be

reminded of the possibility that some men

" Compound for sins they are inclined to,

By damning those they have no mind to."

It may be relieving to the feelings, after having done sortie

meanness on the Stock Exchange, to give an extra guinea to the

ragged school ; and after charging a man six-and-eightpence for

calling upon him when he was out, and you knew that he was

likely to be out, and you had no intention of finding him in,

it might revive a dejected conscience to throw the odd eight-

pence into a collection-box, and to charge another client an

extra shilling for having done so. Oh, men and women of Eng-
land, "Judge not that ye be not judged, for with what judgment

ye judge ye shall be judged, and with what measure ye mete
it shall be measured to you again. And why bcholdest thou

the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but considerest not the

beam that is in thine own eye } Or how wilt thou say to thy

brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye, and

behold a beam is in thine own eye } Thou hypocrite, first cast

out the beam out of thine own eye, and then thou shalt see

clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye."

Accepting as I do this account, purposely made grotesque

here and there, of the moral situation of England to-day, what

have we, as Christian men, to say to it ? What becomes of

Christ and His Christianity } The question is infinitely solemn.
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and no earnest man will attempt to shirk it. ]My answer is, that

by no one is our moral hideousness so pathetically recognised,

and so absolutely condemned, as by Jesus Christ Himself. I

must insist upon the distinct acknowledgment of this fact. The
Master must not suffer because of the crime of the servant. It

is Christ who blames us ; it is Christ who mourns over us ; it is

Christ who suffers most by this moral treason and practical

blasphemy with which I charge His followers. No word of His

can we quote as sanctioning our dishonourableness. No act of

His can be brought in as the precedent of our villainy. We
must protect Him from the unjust attacks of men who would

trace our evil behaviour to His spiritual influence. He is pure,

He is holy, no taint disfigures His beauty, no flaw mars His

completeness ; not because we follow Him, but because we do

not follow Him, are we self-convicted and abased this day. No
word can we allow to be spoken against our IMaster. Blame us,

but spare Him. He ever calls us to pureness, meekness, mercy,

love, quietness, and beneficence. He bids us let our light shine

before men. He charges us to remember that we are the salt of

the earth ; He calls upon us to be forgiving, gentle, true, and

patient, that we may be the children of our Father in heaven.

Bad as we truly are, we cannot be silent when our Lord is blamed.

He hath done no sin, nor can guile be found in His mouth ; He
is all-glorious ; His purity is more lustrous than the glory of the

sun. Oh, wound Him not by foolish and unjust reproaches, for

He is holy, and altogether Divine and incorruptible is the Son of'

God.

Is, then, the world without hope ? If we are waxing worse

and worse, and filling up a cup that seems to be deepened by

its very contents, what is the end to be ? Shall the wilderness

never blossom as the rose } And shall the rough places never

be smoothed ? And shall the devil make continual encroach-

ment upon the kingdom of God } Where is extrication from

these thickening difficulties } Where does the sun of hope strike

the infinite mass of stormy cloud ? My hope is still in Christ.

What His method may be I cannot tell. Some say that He will

purely come again, and reign in power and great glory, and in a

day do the work of a thousand years. I know not ; I will not
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dogmatise. Some say the result will come by a sudden and

mighty spiritual quickening in the hearts of men ; they will see

Christ as He is, and mourn their piercing of His side with bitter

but healing penitence, and turn to Him with full purpose of

heart, and then His soul shall be satisfied. What the method

may be I cannot tell. All methods are Christ's. It is mine to

watch, to pray, to serve, to wait. Come as Thou wilt, O Christ,

but come quickly ! Even so, Lord Jesus, come quickly ! Hasten

the wheels of Thy chariot, and let us quickly see Thy face

!

Thou knowest what this word " quickly" means, for Thou didst

use it once Thyself. Thou didst wish the treason of Judas to be

accomplished "quickly," for Thou wast straitened in agony until

it was done. Come quickly, for the enemy is rejoicing. Come
quickly, for Thy servants say, " Our Lord delayeth His coming,"

and they do violence. " Thy kingdom come." Even so, Lord

Jesus, come quickly. The giants of Oath mock our prayer ; the

daughters of Askelon say that we cry to an empty Heaven ; and

the Sadducees tell us that there is no Spirit in all the temple of

the stars. Our hearts are weary. Is it our sin that keeps Thee

from us ? Does our iniquity explain Thy delay ? Lord Jesus,

come quickly ! Thou didst come in Thy birth, and we crucified

Thee. Come now, in Thy glory, and reign over us. Come.
And when Thou comest, abide with us.



THE GREAT QUEEN.

CERTAIN man went forth to find a Queen of whom
he had heard many things that touched his hope and

made him glad. He was told how kind she was to

every one ; how rich ; how ready to give all she had
;

and how she made those who found her richer than

merchants and loftier than princes. And it came to

pass that this man took his staff in his hand and went

forth to put to the test all that he had heard of this Queen, so

great and kind, and as he said farewellto those at home, he

added that he would soon return and tell the stirring tale to his

children and his friends. He took but little with him, for he

said he would soon be home again ; a week at the most, and he

would come back rich and strong, if all that he had heard should

prove to be true. So saying, he passed the little wicket, waved

his hand, and went on his way without fear or shame.

On the third day he came within sight of the great Queen's

house, and when he saw that it stood on a high hill, and knew

that behind it must be the great and wide sea, he felt a little

afraid. But he was sure there must be some way up to the

house, else how could the Queen herself get into it .'' So he

took heart again, and went on like a brave man. Now began

the slope. Then came a wicket not larger than the one he had

passed three days ago at his own house, and there he was told

to leave his staff. He left it, and went on. Presently he was

spoken to by someone hidden in a large shrub, and the word he

heard was, " Go home again ; what thou hast heard is untrue ;

go back, and dream no more." But the man saw the great

Queen's house in front, and therefore he thought that what he

had heard from the bush was a lie, so on he went. Then he

saw a sweet child plucking fiowers, and he said, " Is this the

right road?" And the child said, "Yes." He asked again.

Is the great Queen at home ? " And the dear chiM said, " She
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is always at home," and having said this, she gave him a sweet

white flower she had just plucked. " They grow nowhere else,"

said she, " and my mother is always glad for those who come to

see her to take one ; it will not die, it is not like any other

flovv^er you ever saw." The man was pleased ; he said, " Thank

you much ; my little girl shall have it when I go home." On
he went, and as he went the house seemed to go back and to be

farther from him. Then the road took a sudden turn, and for a

time he lost sight of the great Queen's house altogether. A
voice then said to him, " Go home ; seek her not ; they are fools

who come this way." The man was afraid, and wished he had

not given up his staff, but still he went on, until the road turned

again and divided into two parts, one going to the left and the

other going to the right. What to do he could not tell. Should

he go and ask the little girl } She might be gone, and then his

time -would be lost. He would try the left road, but he soon

found that it turned downwards and not upwards, by \vhich he

knew it must be wrong, for the great Queen's house was on a lofty

hill. Then he turned to the right hand, and that brought him

round by a high rock which overhung the narrow path, and

threw a very deep shadow on the road. The rock was between

him and the sun, so the wind was cold, and the outlook was

bleak and chilling. And there came a voice out of a cave saying,

" Turn back
; go home ; think of those you have left behind."

Then the man trembled, and thought he would return, and he

would have done so had he not seen a boy higher up, whose

hand he thought was beckoning him forward. So on he went

again, and soon the road began to go upward. This pleased the

man, for he knew that the great Queen's house stood on a high

hill. But just here the road was very rough ; it was like the

channel of a mountain torrent ; stones great and small choked

up the way ; still, on he went, and as he went the light came
again, and the wind ^vas warmer, and the flowers were blooming
at his feet. Then the great Queen's house came in sight, and

the man's heart \vas full of joy. What a house it was ! So high,

so \vide, without a stain or flaw of any kind, the sun gilding

the windows with rich light, and rare plants climbing high up
the sunny walls. But there was no one to speak to. Where was

the boy } Was it a boy or was it a man who looked like a boy
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through the distance ? All was silent. A feeling of strangeness

came upon the man, and turned his gladness into fear. The

road had been long and not always smooth ; here and there,

indeed, it had been quite dangerous, and now that he had

walked it every inch he knew not what to do. What he thought

was a door was not a door at all. The door would be on the

other side, but he saw no way round, so he wandered and

strained his eyes, and almost wished he had never come. But

his trouble was over in a moment, for a friendly voice said to

him

—

" Hast thou come to the feast to-day ? " And the man
answered, " What feast ? " " Hast thou not heard that the great

Queen hath killed her beasts, she hath mingled her wine, she

hath also furnished her table ; she hath sent forth her maidens,

who cry upon the highest places of the city. Whoso is simple let

him turn in hither, as for him that wanteth understanding, she

saith to him. Come eat of my bread and drink of the wine which

I have mingled. All things are ready }
"

" But," said the man, " I did not know there was a feast. I

heard that the great Queen would make me rich ; is not that

true which I have heard ?
"

"Certainly; length of days is in her right hand, and in her

left hand riches and honour. She is more precious than rubies,

and all the things thou canst desire are not to be compared unto

her. Wouldst thou see the great Queen of Light }
"

" For that purpose have I come all this weary way," said the

man.
" Sawest thou not her Son upon the hill where the road is

roughest ?
"

" I saw a young figure, but knew not who or what it was."

" It was the great Queen's Son ; if the Son shall make thee

free, thou shalt be free indeed ; he alone can take thee in ; he

will find an open door for thee in that solid wall, yea, the seven

pillars shall bow before him rather than entrance shall not be

found."

Then the man turned round, and behold the Son was at hand,

and with many a welcome did the Son bring back the man's

shrinking confidence and fading hope. " Yea," said he,

*' forsake her not, and she shall preserve thee ; love her, and
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she shall keep thee ; exalt her, and she shall promote thee ; she

shall give to thine head an ornament of grace, a crown of glory

she shall deliver to thee "
; and, so saying, the unseen door fell

open, and sounds of music were heard from those who had

gathered at the great Queen's holy feast, and the man went in

and beheld the Queen ; her eyes were as the sun shining in a

deep lake, and her voice was solemn, sweet, and peaceful as a

voice heard in a glad dream.

" And hast thou come alone ? " said she.

" I have left my friends at home," the man replied, " and now,

I would they were all here, and that we might never go else-

where."

"And thou hast seen the sweet child ?" said the Queen.

The man remembered. It was the little girl. He looked at

the white flower, touched it lovingly, and smiled as one smiles

who is well content.

" And didst thou find enemies on the road ?
"

" Yea, surely, and they urged me home again."

" Blessed are all they that overcome," said the great Queen.

And as she said so a new window seemed to open in the western

wall, and the man felt as if he passed into a trance as the Son

gently led him forward. When afterwards asked about it, the

man said—" He showed me a pure river of water of life, clear as

crystal ; in the midst of the street of it, and on either side of the

river, was there the tree of life, which bore twelve manner of

fruits, and yielded her fruit every month, and the leaves of the

tree were for the healing of the nations. And when I would have

passed over, the Son said to me, ' Strait is the gate and narrow

is the way, but strive to enter in.' So I awoke, and I was glad

with a new joy."

Then the man knew that the great Queen's name was Wisdom
;

that her shining house stands upon a high hill ; that the road is

rough ; that enemies are here and there upon it ; but he also

knew that one sight of the great Queen's face was worth ten

thousand times the trouble he had gone through in climbing to

her sunny and holy dwelling place.

"My only fear," said the man, "is going home again; the road

is so long and some parts so rough."
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"Ah, no!" said the Son, "thou returnest by another road,

for her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are

peace." So the man followed down flowery slopes, where no

lion was, nor any ravenous beast had ever come, and swiftly did

they come to the wicket, and away went the man, staff" in hand,

to bring his dear ones to the great Queen's house. His children

saw him, and shouted welcome, and ran to greet him, and when

they saw him there were tears in his eyes, but they were tears of

joy. Then the good wife came and plied him with many ques-

tions, and said :

" Oh, such dreams have I had ! I thought I should never see

you more ; dreams about enemies lurking in bushes, and about

wolves, and little children, and steep places, and 1 am so glad

it is not true."

"It is every word true," said the good man ; "I have gone

through it all, and now we must make haste, for the great Queen

waits."

"And are you rich } " said the eager wife.

" For ever !
" was the brief reply.

And the explanation came little by little. At first it was

disappointing, but by-and-by it was better, and then better still,

and at last they all started together, and thanked God they all

found the way to the great Queen's house, and every one was

blessed and enriched and crowned. They lived for ever in the

great Queen's house, and never went out but to do the great

Queen's errands. And such errands they were—to ask the poor

and the sick and the mean to come ; to bring in the hungry, the

thirsty, and the heavy-laden ; to tell the wanderers that whoso-

ever would might come in, and to assure the very worst that none

would be turned away.
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" My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not."

—

Prov, i. lo.

HE exhortation is excellent, we admit, but how far is

it possible to live aright simply because one is ex-

horted to do so ? Do not exhortations fret us, and

tempt us to tell the exhorter to mind his own business

and to let us alone ? This is specially the case when
we are but too painfully aware that the man who is

exhorting us has himself worn out every passion, satisfied every

appetite, and now in the hours of personal exhaustion has set

himself up as a social moralist and reformer. As if an old tiger

had lost his teeth and his claws and his power of running, and

had advised all young tigers to control themselves when an

animal of gentle blood crossed their path. Herein a young

preacher should have an advantage over an old one, for though

he is in the very thick of all the temptations which make life a

danger, yet he stands on the solid rock, and illustrates in heroic

conduct the principles he inculcates Vv'ith earnest eloquence.

How easy to tell me to be good ; how hard to show me how 1

I want to be both bad and good. I want to sin, and I want to

pray. I want to serve God and to serve the devil too. There

are two voices within me, and each pleads strongly ; each has its

own eloquence ; each its own fair argument.

The one voice says—Why were your passions given to you if

not to be gratified ?—They are not of your own creation : they are

part and parcel of your very being
;
you must not trifle with

your instincts, you must not maim your impulses, you must be

a whole man, for incompleteness is humiliation and failure.

The right way to treat your passions is to let them burn them-

selves out. Conquer by exhaustion. Run through the fire,

and on the other side you will find fields that will repay your

culture and your patience.
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The other voice says—Self-control is the first duty of man.

No single passion should be allowed to rule the rest if its

ruling have any possibility of mischief in it ; life is not to take

its cue from passions that are self-exhausting, but from judg-

ment that grows by exercise, and that by the purity of its

nature moves upward into the Infinite and the Divine. You

confess that your passions are self-exhausting, that very con-

fession is itself an argument ; do not determine the abiding by

the casual; do not measure by false standards; do not navigate

the ship by its own false lights, but by the planets which cannot

mislead.

Oh, wear}', weary life, what shapes affright it, what voices

thrill it, what destinies move it by contradictory inspirations ! I

am sitting now under the shadow of a quiet country church ;

I have come out to this sweet green place to cool the burning

torment that has been scorching me. I have been tempted,

moved forward by invisible pressure towards perdition, and for

a moment I have fled away for rest. How can I sin with all

this beauty round about me ? This church itself is a mute

appeal ; that grey old tower is a stair-way up to Heaven, that

ancient door opens upon holiness and liberty and palaces full

of angels and blessed ones saved from earth ; and the slumber-

ing landscape, the gleaming water, the cots of honest labour

and uncomplaining service ; I nestle nearer the church for

safety ; the devil cannot touch me here, the wind from hell, so

hot, so fierce, cannot hurt me in this sanctuary ; and, lo, as I

reason thus, the subtle tempter says. Did not David eat of the

shewbread when he was an hungered ? Appease thine hunger,

O tortured soul, and then thou canst pray and be free. Then

the madness returned upon me. Sudden dizziness made me
sick with fear. Yes ; I would, I would at once ; David yielded

and ate the sacred bread, so would I yield, then cry and pray

and be forgiven ; and as the foot moved towards the forbidden

goal, another voice said. Did not David's Son say, Get thee

behind me, Satan .? Did He not repel the seductive devil .?

He waits to give thee strength and to repeat in thee His own

great victory 1 Thus I was tortured, drawn towards hell, and

yet constrained towards Heaven ; cursing and praying in one
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tumultuous breath. What happened in that fierce conflict ? A
woman came to me from behind the church—I know not

whence, mayhap from a grave—and said to me :
" Poor soul,

I have a garment for thee the wearing of which will give thee

rest : it is old yet new ; the squire sleeping under yonder

sculptured slab wore it, and blessed me for its comfort ; the

prodigal sleeping under a dishonoured sod in the corner of deep

shadows wore it, and said it was the only relief which touched

the fire of his pain ; the blighted girl plucked it from my hands

and blessed me for its use ; take it, then, it will cool thy blood,

still the throb of thy aching head, and lull thy conscience into

deep repose. Take it. Wrap it well around thee, and lie down

to sleep. It is an ample robe ; kings have worn it, and mean

men and weak women and giants clothed with strength : let

me throw its folds around thee, and thou shalt pass into a

beautiful dream, hearing music, seeing helpers, and catching

sight of green spaces and haunts of summer far away, yet soon

to be reached and never to be lost. See the robe! Say the.

word, and it shall enclose thee as a soft yet invincible defence."

She held the robe aloft in the air. It was bright with spangles,

and a delicate aroma v/as wafted from its ample folds. I looked,

I paused, I approached, and as I came near I saw the name

of the robe, written largely, and the name was Forgetfuhiess.

Before I could ask the woman to throw it upon my shoulders

another woman came straight out of the church itself; pensive

yet beautiful was her face
;

gentle but penetrating was her

voice. In her hand was another robe, and she begged me to

put it on without delay. Her speech was earnest, as if time

might not last out its hurried syllables ;
" Put it on, and all

shall be well with thee ; many mighty men have worn it, and

won victors' laurels ; weak men have tried it, and it has given

them giants' strength—take it now, and even now thou shalt

have strength and triumph." The colours were not so fascinating

in this case as in the other. The robe, indeed, was no fancy

dress. The name was written upon it as if in blood—a warlike

name—a name around which a world's heroisms might gather
;

that robe was named Resistance, and it was embroidered with holy

words:—" Resist the devil, and he will flee from thee"; "My
son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not."
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Nor was I alone in this conflict. As I returned that day from

the quiet church, wearing so placidly and dreamily its whole

century of years, I met many a man wending his way to the

battle-field I had left. One filled with the very spirit of cove-

tousness, another stirred by uncontrollable ambition, another

who would sell his soul for money, another urged to debauchery,

another who had thought of suicide as a release from pain,

another who had thought of fraud as the direct road to success,

another who was tempted to falsehood that he might be spared

the pain of confession and the loss of restitution. The two

women with the two robes were waiting for them at the church.

What became of them I know not, farther than that on my next

visit to the same spot there were signs that many new graves

had been dug and had been filled up in haste, as if the diggers

had gladly escaped from the unwelcome task of working at

unblessed graves.

" My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not." Their

tongue is smooth with fatal eloquence. In very deed they

"entice" men; they lie in wait for the unwary, and pounce

upon those whose expectation they have lulled to rest. They
ask for only one step at a time, but it is a downward step, and

the way back is hard. But mark the happy word "consent";

the answer is in thine own power ; they cannot force, they can

only entice, and thou canst answer the beguiling and insidious

tongue. Lay up good store of answers. " Let the word of

God dwell in thee richly," and thy word will be no sword of

man's making, but a dart of lightning plucked from the quiver

of God.

Terrible is the enticing tongue !
" Try once, will you }

The game is very easy, and many a man has won a fortune by

it." The young man looks. " Come ; there is no harm in it

;

you can try for a single shilling ; that won't ruin you even if

you lose." The young man looks. " We are playing ourselves

more for pastime than anything else, only it makes the game
more lively if there is a small stake." The young man puts his

hand in his pocket, brings out a shilling, plays the trick, and

wins ! "Ah, young man," says the crafty tempter, "you have

done this before, and yet you looked as innocent as a kitten.
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Now, if this had been for a hundred pounds, where should I

have been ? " " I never touched the game before." " Well

enough for you to say so ; but there is luck in your touch such

as I never saw in any other man's. Come, give me a chance

to get my shilling back." The young man thinks this is fair ;

tries again ; wins again !
" What a fool am I," says the old

gambler, "to let myself down in this way; it must be because

I am playing for silver ; let us have a turn for half-a-sovereign
;

not more, just a touch of gold and no farther." The young

man looks, hesitates, agrees, plays, wins ! What can he do but

treat the loser to the liquor he loves best } To say " No

"

would be inhuman. It has now begun. There is food enough

for a dream ; material enough for a large castle in the air.

Watch him. Let five years go by, then look into that hot,

reeking, pestilent den ; see the man whose face is an agony
;

youth all gone ; hope just passing in despair ; every nerve

strained ; the eyes bright with passion—he throws, loses, curses

his life, and dies, and his pockets are rifled by the man who
allowed him to win the first shilling!

" My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not." This is a"

parental appeal. It is a father's voice; it is a mother's cry;

it is God's own appeal ! I have the deepest sympathy with the

young in their struggles and temptations and conflicts. It is

not easy to be good. It is not easy to vanquish the devil. It

is not easy to climb up the jagged rocks and cliff's which frown

above the abyss into which we have fallen. But God will help

us if we cry to Him from the pit of distress and helplessness.

What opening of eyes comes after consenting to do evil

!

What abysses yawn at the very feet of the sinner ! Abysses that

might hold a hell, and give range enough for devils too many
to be counted. What an hour was that in which our eyes were

first opened ! I remember it too well. So do you. A form

without a name sweetly enticed us, and we gladly followed : how
winsome the features, how gleaming the tender eyes, how soft

and persuasive the subtle and suggestive tone ! Away across

a daisied meadow, soft as velvet, and hedged with snowy May
blossom, with many a happy bird carolling in the sunny air.

It was delightsome beyond all other gladness. At last the
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heavenly road had opened before our fascinated eyes and sloped

upwards to yet unconceived and undescribed enjoyments.

Another trill, and the air itself quivered with sympathetic

pleasure Still the nameless Form went on, and still we gaily

followed • here the meadow dipped a little, and there it rounded

into gentle knolls rich with buttercups ; a thrush note, to which

the air again vibrated with joy; a silver thread of water running

through an emerald vein; a great dome of blue; a broad and

mighty sun that could never set in night !
Beyond the blossom-

ino- hedge the road is a little rougher, but what of that ? A

score of steps and the miry way is cleared, but in those dozen

steps the traveller is splashed, and so he takes away the stain

of his first small trial. Now the broad road opens upon another

landscape, rich with woods and hills, made solemn by deep

shadows, and the road becomes here and there slightly

dangerous, for steep rocks are close at hand. The traveller is

still glad. The Form still lures. The air is still sunny and

calm But round the sharp angle there is a critical step to be

taken; only one ; a bound is wanted, and the traveller s heart

fails ; he will try ; no ; he cannot try ;-he will go home, for he

has had enough ; he turns, and lo, close behind him is a serpent

preventing his going back. How now ? Better take the leap

than face the venomous foe. Yes. He takes it,-and the

serpent withdraws. A little climbing recovers his spirits, and

the fresh air blows away the delusion that he has seen a serpent

at all He will call at yonder cottage and rest awhile
;
sweet

little place; a peaceful home. He goes in, and the nameless

Form is there; it shines on the wall, it throws an odour of

roses upon the air, it sends a thrill of music through the happy

house. Another hour, and the serpent is forgotten. It was no

serpent. It was a twisted shadow thrown by a gnarled tree.

It was not the place for a serpent, so a serpent it could not be.

Now the young traveller will return, and he is allowed to follow

his own will. But this is not the road, is it ? What other road

can it be ? r

"I do not know," saith he, "but I have no recollection of

having been just here."

" Go on," says the nameless Form.

On he goes, and suddenly a deep place opens before him.
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" Now I know," says he, with a new tone in his voice, "that

this is not the road. I will return to the cottage."

He turns, and the serpent lifts itself up in deadly attitude and

shows its empoisoned fang. The nameless Form passes into the

serpent ; the young traveller sees the transmigration, and shakes

from head to foot. Blue sky there is none. The birds have

fled. The flowers have closed. The streams have shrunk into

the earth.

" Now, swear to be mine," says the serpent ;
" swear, and be

set free."

" I cannot."

" Thou Shalt."

" I will not."

" Thou must," and so saying, the fang passed closely by the

young blanched face.

" What shall I swear }
"

" To be mine ; to speak my words, to sing my songs, to go my
errands, to take my pay ; in a word, to have a short life and a

merry one."

" But I did not mean this."

" No matter. This is the crisis. Resolve."

" But I cannot."

" Thou must," and again the fang darted and threatened

death,

" My God, what shall I do }
"

" Swear."

" But what will come of me in the last day ?
"

" I will take care of that," said the serpent with a hiss that

was like a bitter laugh.

"My God, what shall Ido.^"

And as the young traveller said this a Voice answered,
" ' My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not.' " The

serpent heard the Voice and writhed, and its writhing sent the

agony of fire into the young man's heart. And again the Voice said

the same words, but in a keener tone, which the serpent seemed to

understand, for it coiled and withdrew a little. And presently a

fair Form shone upon the young man's astonished vision, and

yet, though fair, it was marked by traces of pain, but of pain over-

come. Sweet beyond all other music was the tone

—

10
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" I have come to seek and to save the lost."

" My God, I am lost," said the young traveller, and a flood of

tears showed hovi' true was the sad confession.

" Wouldst thou go home again, poor soul ? Wouldst thou be

liberated ? I am Jesus. I have come to save thee," and as He
said this the serpent aimed its fang at His heel ; but He turned

and set His fearless foot upon the serpent's head and crushed it

as if a rock had fallen upon it, and then He said—" Believest

thou, O young soul, that I can take thee home ?
"

" Lord, I believe !

"

And that night high above the stars there was joy pure as

heaven, for the angels saw the Redeemer's conquest and were

glad.



JOB'S COMFORTERS: SCIENTIFIC SYMPATHY.

*' \Vhere are thy gods that thou hast made thee? Let them arise if they can

save thee in the time of thy trouble."

—

Jer. ii. 28,

"Go and cry unto the gods which ye have chosen ; let them deliver you in

the time of your tribulation."

—

^Judges x. 14,

'* Thy calf, O Samaria, hath cast thee off."—HosEA viii. 5.

HERE was a man in these latter days whose name was

Job ; the same was a follower of Jesus Christ, and his

delight was in the law of God, from whom was all his

expectation. Job went amongst men as one who

ceased not from prayer, nor hesitated to declare the

sufficiency and joyfulness of a life of faith in the Son

of God. Day by day he blessed his bread in the

name of Heaven, and set the Lord always before him as the

source of his strength and the giver of every good gift. And
unto Job were born sons and daughters, and as for his wheat-

fields and orchards, they were fruitful beyond measure. And it

came to pass that a sudden blight fell upon the whole fortune

of Job, and that Job himself was bowed down in weakness and
in great fear. His children perished out of his sight, and his

ground brought forth abundantly no more ; and it was as if

God had forsaken him in unexplained and terrible anger, and

given him over as a prey to the enemy. Yea, his wife also

spake not the word of sympathy, but talked of death as the only

release from grief so unendurable. Now, when the new leaders

of human thought heard of all the evil that was come upon Job,

they came every one from his own place : Huxley the Mole-
culite, John Stuart the Millite, and Tyndall the Sadducee. And
when they lifted up their eyes afar off and saw Job more a

shadow than a man, they whispered to each other, " This comes
of religious faith," and they hastened towards him with swift

feet. So they sat down beside the shattered man, and in less
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than seven seconds Stuart the Millite began metaphorically to

throw stones at his bewildered head.

"Just what might have been expected," said he; "this

comes of your star-gazing, and of reading the patriarchs, instead

of watching the markets. I always say that a man brings all

this sort of thing upon himself, and that as he makes his bed,

so he must lie upon it. Excuse me. Job, if I don't speak in the

old mealy-mouthed way. Be your own God, and then pray

as much as you like."

But Job answered and said :
" Oh, that my grief were under-

stood, and that ye could heal the pain that is in mine heart

!

for then would I bless you as those who speak wise words.

Behold, this cometh not of mine own hand ; for wherein have

I dared the Most High to overwhelm me .''"

Then answered Huxley the Moleculite, and said :
" Cease

from thy languishing, nor let thy repining any longer be heard.

Understand thou that this disturbance is entirely molecular : by

some means or other the molecules have got into a disordered

condition, and that singular whity-brown fluid found in the

heads of human animals has become a little addled, diluted,

or otherwise injured, and hence these phenomena. All animal

life is more or less subject to this visitation, and, viewed

scientifically, yours. Job, is a singularly beautiful case."

Whereupon Job moaned in the bitterness of his soul, and

cried, saying: "Oh, that my children were about me as in the

days that are gone, and that I could recall the light which made

my home a scene of gladness 1 If not, would God I might die

and be at rest ! My children ! my children ! whence have ye

fled from me }
"

Then answered Tyndall the Sadducee, and said :
" Thy

children have melted into the infinite azure of the past, as all

living things must melt. They have gone again to the dust

;

but in their decomposition there will be liberated gases and

other elements, which, mingling with ditto ditto, otherwise

flying about, and on the outlook for whatever they can extract

from dead individuals, will contribute somewhat to the nourish-

ment of animals and plants ; and in this way the children of Job

will be of great use in the chemic economy of nature."

Then was Job full of indignation, and his soul was over-
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whelmed within him. "Miserable comforters are ye all," said he;

" and yours is the wisdom of fools. Have ye seen sore trouble,

and has your day been suddenly turned into night, or have your

eyes stood out with fatness, and your souls been long at ease ?

Know ye what it is to be carried away as with a flood, and to be

thrown down by an irresistible arm } Your words are strange

to me, and your speech without savour."

Then answered John Stuart the Millite, and said :
" Are thy

children more than the children of other men that they should

live for ever ? Reform the sanitary arrangements of the countr}',

return a thoroughly representative parliament to St. Stephen's,

give women the franchise, and let all leading articles be signed

by the names of the writers, and then we may look for better

health, higher wages, and more general comfort. This you may

call utilitarianism, but I call it common sense."

And Huxley the Moleculite said : "Why grieve for children ?

and why moan and groan over the inevitable .'* You should take

a scientific view of all things. What my friend the Sadducee

has said is strictly scientific. We live upon one another all

through and through creation. We find the origin of proto-

plasm in the vegetable world ; the plants drink the fluid con-

taining carbonic acid, water, and ammonia, and thus maintain

themselves in vigour, and then the animals in their turn eat the

plants and perform a high feat of constructive chemistry by

converting dead protoplasm into the living matter which is

appropriate to itself."

Thereupon, in paternal anguish and rage, Job smote Huxley

the Moleculite to the ground ; and Tvndall the Sadducee

exclaimed, "Why this, O Job }" And Job answered in bitter

sarcasm :
" The molecules ! And God do so to me, and more

also, if I smite you not one and all for your madness and cruelty.

Oh, my children ! my children !

"

But Huxley the Moleculite, and John Stuart the Millite, and

Tyndall the Sadducee, reasoned with Job, and besought him to

restrain himself, and off'ered to lend him their complete works to

while away his childless hours and his consuming sorrows.

^Moreover Tyndall the Sadducee answered, and said ;
" We are the

founders of a new school, we are the valiant leaders of a new

age, and we are prepared to suffer a good deal of advertisement,
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and are willing to risk all the consequences of a remunerative

circulation of our books : let me speak to thee, I pray thee, nor

let thine anger be too hot."

Then Job answered, " Say on." And when Huxley the

Moleculite had retired from Job according to the square of the

distance which formerly separated them, Tyndall the Sadducee

opened his mouth, and said, " What is thy complaint, and what

is thy desire, that we may answer thee }
"

And Job answered :
*' My complaint is that I am sore wounded,

and that my life is impoverished and filled with woe. The
delight of mine eyes is taken away, and no longer is mine ear

filled with music. They that knew me turn away from me, and

they that understood me are numbered with the dead. Oh, that

I might have my request, and that God would grant me the

thing that I long for ! even that it would please God to destroy

me ; that He would let loose His hand and cut me off ! Is there

not a God in heaven, and is not He King over all the earth }

Why is His hand heavy upon me, and for what reason hath He
shut up my soul in darkness } Answer me, if ye have under-

standing."

"We will answer thee," said the Sadducee, "and let thee

know the measure of our wisdom. We have stretched our minds

across cosmic spaces and cosmic periods, and have seen the

sufficiency of matter to grow and re-combine, and produce start-

ling effects ; we have seen nothing indeed of which matter is

incapable : it seems to be its own secret and its own origin.

Still there is an Inscrutable Power somewhere ; we know

nothing about it ; neither does any man. There is, we own, a

Secret which we cannot make out ; and our resolution is never

to attempt its explanation. For my own part I have not even a

theory of magnetism, much less a theory of the universe. Let

us keep within our own limits, and lay down our work at the

call of Nature. Be quiet. You are in trouble ; you have lost

your children
;
your high social estate is gone. Be it so ; take

these things philosophically, and don't let your courage fail

you."

"Beside," added John Stuart the Millite, " as our knowledge

of Nature extends we shall get more command over disease, and

even death itself. When public baths are more known and
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appreciated, and the higher education of women is advanced,

I imagine we shall dry up nine-tenths of the troubles of life."

"O fools and hard of heart!" said Job, "have you no more

answer to my grief than this ? When a man's life is desolate,

will a theory of magnetism recover his comfort and peace ?

When he has discovered the tomb in the midst of his garden,

will the ballot make his heart glad with unspeakable joy ? You

tell me there is a Secret in the universe which you cannot

explain ; but because you cannot explain it, is it therefore

impossible of explanation ? There is a stone which I cannot

lift ; does it therefore follow that no other man can lift it ? Is

there healing for my body, and none for my soul ? Is there

bread for my physical hunger, and no food for the fiercer hunger

of my heart ? You mock me ;
you wish me to give the lie to my

own consciousness
;
you tempt me to commit spiritual suicide

;

—miserable comforters are ye all !

"

" Still," said Huxley the Moleculite, with chastened air, " we

must be scientific. Let me lay it down that matter and spirit

are but names for the imaginary substrata of groups of natural

phenomena."
" And pray who told you that ? " said Job. " You chatter

great words with glibness, and make fine speeches, but you find

for me no fountain in the wilderness, nor can you assuage the

swelling of my woe. Is there not something deeper in life than

you have yet touched ? A wounded spirit who can bear } Will

not God hear me when I cry, or will He hide Himself from my
approach } Can a man live upon the wind, or satisfy himself

with hard words, or rest his head upon the sharp rocks ? Have
you had pain like mine, or have ye lived in gaiety, and sat at

the table of plentifulness ? When did the lion rend you, or the

wolf lie in wait for your appearing } Ye know not whereof ye

affirm, else would your speech be chastened, and your words be

few."

Then up rose Tyndall the Sadducee, and hastily said :

" Should not the multitude of words be answered ? and should a

man full of talk be justified ? Let me ask Job a question or two

that may comfort him in a rational and not in a sentimental

manner. What is the vegetable world but the result of the com-
plex play of molecular forces } What is it which tears the car-
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bon and the hydrogen from the strong embrace of the oxygen ?

Is it possible for the undeflected human mind to return to the

meridian of absolute neutrality as regards ultraphysical questions ?

Let Job consider these and a million similar questions if he

would be really comforted. Let him read Fichte in the morn-

ing, and commit Emerson's poems to memory on Sundays, and

always keep by him a good translation of Plato ; and above all

things let him doubt those who pretend to see in cholera, cattle-

plague, and bad harvests evidences of Divine anger. And now
that I am speaking I will make a clean breast of it at all hazards.

Prayer is wasted breath. The law of gravitation crushes the simple

worshippers in the Methodist chapel while singing their hymns,

just as surely as if they were engaged in a midnight brawl. Job

must hold his feelings in control. Let the Moslem give way to

them in his battle-cry, and the Red Indian wake the echoes of

his hunting grounds with such wild howls ; but when Job can

attend scientific lectures at the Royal Institution, or take a

course of evening lectures at the School of Mines, he ought to

conduct himself in a rational way in time of misfortune, and

show himself to be a philosopher."

Then answered John Stuart the Millite, with unusual warmth :

" I, too, have been in trouble, but I needed no sackcloth, nor

scattered any ashes on my head. I took a philosophic course.

I mounted a philosophic steed, and sped away from my trouble.

If Job will hear me, he shall know how to keep distress under

his feet, and to defy the threatening storm. What time I am
afraid I flee to metaphysics, and when conscience threatens to

get the upper hand of me I consider the functions and the

logical value of the Syllogism. When my father, who would

never allow me to have any convictions about religion different

from his own, melted into the infinite azure of the past, I com-

forted myself under such melting by testing Berthollet's curious

law, that two soluble salts mutually decompose one. another when-

ever the new combinations which result produce an insoluble

compound or one less soluble than the two former ; and the

comforting effect of the experiments was remarkable,—so much
so, that in an ecstasy of scientific surprise and delight I almost

wished that he had melted sooner, that I might have had longer

possession of this prze, Oh, that Job would do something of
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the same kind ! He would forget the past in a trice, and be as

happy as I am. Let me put you in possession of a secret, if by

doing so I can rally the dejected Job. When I die there will be

found in my desk the manuscript of my Autobiography, and so

sustained was I by philosophic reflection during its composition,

that never once in its pages have I mentioned my mother I

Nobody could know from my Autobiography that I ever had a

mother ! That is what I call self-control ! Other people talk of

their mothers, and their mothers' influence, and their mothers'

prayers, and their mothers' example, but I never own the

relationship ; I keep on the airy highlands of philosophy, and

avoid the close and relaxing valleys of sentiment. Once, indeed,

I was about to give way to the common folly, but I recovered my
self-restraint by showing the fallacious reasoning which has been

founded on the law of inertia and the first law of motion, and I

never lost my balance again. If Job would take some such

course, his grief would be for ever dissipated."

And to the same eff"ect Huxley the Moleculite, who had insen-

sibly increased his distance from Job :
'* I have often steadied

myself under a stunning blow by remembering that protoplasm,

simple or nucleated, is the formal basis of all life. This has

been a great comfort to me in many distresses. When death has

invaded the household of any of my friends, I have always proved

to them that all living powers are cognate, and that all living

forms are fundamentally of one character, and they have invari-

ably thanked me for my sympathetic and consolatory expressions.

One dear old friend of mine, who suddenly lost all his income in

a railway crash, would, I believe, have died of a broken heart, had

I not asked him to compare in his imagination the microscopic

fungus—a mere infinitesimal ovoid particle—with the gigantic

pine of California, towering to the dimensions of a cathedral

spire ; and my friend no sooner complied with my request than

in a wave of victory, as Tyndall the Sadducee would call it, he

was lifted far beyond rolling stocks and permanent ways with

their fickle dividends and their treacherous attractions. It is

very pleasing to me to find that there is in science that which
will heal ' a mind diseased.' Job, be encouraged by our words ;

rest upon them as upon a sure foundation, and in passing through

the various experiences of life always remember that a nucleated
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mass of protoplasm is the structural unit of the human body.

This you will find a catholicon for human ills."

Then Job arose from the ground and turned his face towards

the heavens, nor spake one word to those who offered him

stones for bread. In his eyes were standing great tears, and on

his countenance was the stamp of unutterable grief. Then the

Lord took up his cause, and answered his comforters out of the

whirlwind :

—

" How old are ye, and what is the measure of your days .''

Ye mighty men and mocking comforters, answer me, that I may
know the strength of your understanding and the dignity of your

judgment. What will happen on the morrow } And can you,

who are unable to turn over a single page of passing time, read

all the volume of eternity gone, and comprehend the measure

and the reason of all things } Is the universe without a Maker,

a Guardian, a Friend ? Are there no boundaries set to power,

and is there no watch appointed over ambition .^ Can the eagle

soar quite into the sun, or build his nest amidst the forests of

the stars .-' Can any man deliver his friend in the day of death,

or travel with him into the great waters and return from the gulf .''

Is there no angel of mercy spreading mighty but gentle wings

over all the world, sending the seasons in their course, the rains

in rich showers, and the fire to warm the earth all summer long }

Are there no mysteries in life which make you pause and for a

moment turn your flippancy into, at least, an appearance of

sobriety } Know ye the invisible bonds which keep you within

an appointed sphere } Can you shut your door upon those

powers which wither your pride and take away all the sap ofyour

strength .'* You call me a Secret and an Inscrutable Force, and

ye deny my power to reveal myself to the children of men.

Who are you that you should set yourselves against Moses and

Davidj Ezekiel and Daniel, John and Paul } You have told my
servant Job what you can do in the hour of human darkness and

sore distress, and behold your helplessness and the vanity of

your strength !

"

Then Job cried aloud, " Though He slay me, yet will I trust in

Him ! He hath been with me in six troubles, and in seven He
will not cast me off. Shall not the Judge of all the earth do

right ? Miserable comforters are ye all, though ye are the men,
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and wisdom will die with you ! When you have exhausted your

petty science, what have you told me thac can touch the agony

of my heart or bring back the light of my house ? If_>'o«r theory

be right, why should I suffer all this misery when in a moment I

can end all my distress ? If this chastening be for no higher

good, why should I not interrupt it by the instant destruction of

my consciousness ? You mock me, but you have no satisfaction

for my heart. You throw hard words at me, but you have no

balm for my healing. Ye are as a bowing wall and a tottering

fence : I will not lean upon you. The Lord is my light and my
salvation. I had fainted unless I had believed to see the good-

ness of the Lord in the land of the living. O Lord, Thou hast

brought up my soul from the grave ; Thou hast kept me alive

that I should not go down to the pit. Thine anger endureth but

a moment ; weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in

the morning 1 I said in my haste, I am cut off from before

Thine eyes ; nevertheless. Thou heardest the voice of my suppli-

cations when I cried unto Thee, Lord, open the eyes of these

men that they may see my defence as Thou seest it !

"

And the Lord opened the eyes of the leaders of science, and

they saw, and behold the mountain was full of horses and

chariots of fire round about Job ; and the Lord opened their ears

so that they heard voices other than of men, saying, "The
chariots of God are twenty thousand, even thousands of angels

;

the angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear

Him, and delivereth them : He shall give His angels charge over

thee in all thy ways. The Lord of hosts is with thee, the God of

Jacob is thy refuge."

And the heart of Job was lifted up in praise, and through the

sob of his woe there came forth Alleluias unto the Lord. Yea,

he magnified his God, and praised Him with many psalms :

" Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all that is within me, bless His

holy name. He healeth the broken heart, and bindeth up their

wounds ; He is the God which fed me all my life long unto this

day, the Angel which redeemed me from all evil. I know that

my Redeemer liveth, and that my loved ones are standing before

Him, glad in His light and beautiful in His holiness. Praise

the Lord !

"

And it came to pass that Job's three comforters—Huxley the
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Moleculite, Stuart the Millite, and Tyndall the Sadducee

—

gathered together their inaugural addresses at the British

Association, their lectures at the School of Mines and the Royal

Institution, their dissertations upon the ballot and the higher

education of women, and returned with them to their several

places. And it came to pass as they journeyed that they came

near to a beautiful stream, spanned by a suspension bridge, nigh

unto which there nestled the thatched cottage of a ranger in the

woods.
" That," said Stuart the Millite, " seems to be an ideal house,

though so simple and unpretending. How clean the place is,

and sweet-looking, and how these tangled flowers on the front

brighten it and give it quite a jewelled appearance ; and a

beautiful peep of the river must be caught from that western

window."

And it came to pass as they drew near to the house that the

ranger in the woods leaned himself against an aged tree, and

seemed as if he did so in heaviness of heart. And it was even

so, for lifting up his eyes and seeing three men bearing many
books, he said unto them

:

" Be ye learned men who can tell us what to do when we are

dizzy and senseless }
"

" Perhaps indeed we can help you a little," said Huxley the

Moleculite ;
" at any rate we are quite willing to try."

" Come with me then, and see what is in the house. I lost

her mother but a twelvemonth since, and now she's slipping

away."

But Huxley the Moleculite and Stuart the Millite and Tyndall

the Sadducee shrank from the man, and in remembrance of the

sufferer they had left they dared not to speak of the sympathy of

science.

" But mayhap you will pray with the child, and not pass by

her on the other side. In such books as yours there must be

something for broken hearts like mine. It is but a step or two

to the girl's bedside. Come !

"

" It would be but wasted time, my friend," said Stuart the

Millite, " for we have no power over the laws of nature."

" But cannot you speak comfortably to the child 1 for she says

the river is very cold, and, bless her, her feet are very young."
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" You are not so very near the river, my friend," said Stuart

the Millite. Whereupon the man turned away, and answered

with a great sob.

And it came to pass as the leaders of science had gotten away

to the height of a distant hill, that they laid down their books

and rested a while. And presently Tyndall the Sadducee opened

his mouth, and said :
" We have been out of our depth to-day,

and perhaps we had no business along this road at all. These

books of ours are invaluable in their places, and very likely they

are indispensable to the higher education of the world; but

there are two men along this road who somehow need some-

thing that we have not got to give them. It is no use con-

cealing the fact, or making it look less important than it is. I

wish a great poet would arise who could sing these woes to sleep

and charm us out of our ill-fortunes."

And it came to pass that the Lord turned the captivity of Job

and made him glad with new joy ;
yea, He crushed for him the

finest of the grapes and gave him wine with His own hand ; and

upon his wheatfields and orchards He sent the benediction of

sun and shower until their abundance returned and was multiplied.

And Job rebuilt his altar and bowed down before God with all

reverence and love, and sang the praises of the Most High with

a loud voice, and made a joyful noise unto the Rock of his

salvation. And in the day of his prosperity. Job sent for the

books of Huxley the Moleculite, John Stuart the Millite, and

Tyndall the Sadducee, and read them all with an attentive eye.

Then he rose up, and said :
" O wise yet foolish men ! your books

are full of knowledge and instruction, and mighty men are ye in

the fields of learning. But have ye forgotten that there is a

spirit in man, and that the inspiration of the Almighty gives him

understanding } Know ye the way into the heart when it is in

ruins ? or can ye lift up those who are pressed down by the hand

of God 1 Keep your learning in its proper place, and it will

help the progress of the world ; but attempt not with it to heal

the wounds of the heart. Not to your wisdom but to your

simplicity will God reveal Himself :
' He hath hidden Himself

from the wise and prudent, and shown forth His beauty unto

babes : even so. Father, for so it seemed good in Thy sight.'
"
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And the woodman's little girl ? Was the river so very cold

when her young feet touched it ? We cannot follow far along

that drear road, nor see far into that great darkness. But there

was no splash in the water ; there was a quivering in the arch

which spanned it, from which the ranger knew that his child

had been taken, not through the river, but over the bridge, to

the mountains of myrrh and the hills of frankincense.



RIGHTEOUS AARON.

" Thou h}'pocrite, Erst cast out the beam out of thine own eye ; and then shalt

thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye."—-Matt. vii. 5.

N arrangement of this kind would considerably post-

pone the enjoyment of having anything to do with our

brother's eye, and would indeed considerably interfere

with the occupations of religious society. If you forbid

a man to drink and swear and gamble and steal, you

almost shut him up to the one pastime of finding fault

with other people, and he encourages himself in the mis-

chievous notion that by finding fault with other people he is

showing what a very excellent man he himself is. More real

harm may be done by five minutes' malicious gossip, than ever

was done by five minutes' swearing, drinking, or gambling. The
most horrible things I ever heard of in my life, things the most

murderous in spirit, have been said by Christian ministers about

one another, and by members of the same church about their

fellow- members, not the less cruel that they were said with a

whine, and mixed up with a good deal of flattery, and not the

less deadly that they were spoken in confidence, or whispered in

secret. Terrible will be the judgment day for such people ! If

we are not gentle and charitable and noble in our treatment of

one another, it will avail nothing for us that our creed was ortho-

dox, and that our church was neither established nor endowed by

the State.

Come with me to a place of vision, and you shall see my mean-

ing in many a figure. You shall hear poor old Righteous Aaron

talk, a man rich in silver hair, and far on along the road which

he supposes will land him among the angels and the saints in

glory. Righteous Aaron has kept all the commandments, in the

poverty of the letter ; he has repeated them, walked round them,
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framed them, praised them, turned them into unwilling rhyme,

made much of them, introduced them to his friends, painted

them on his dinner ware, rung them like a peal of bells, and in

many ways has patronised and applauded the whole Ten, and

would have done so had they been ten more, yea, even with

double rapture and double satisfaction. It never was any

trouble to Righteous Aaron to keep commandments. He was

"to the manner born." He was regular in all his habits and

tame in all his wishes ; never did he mount the wild ass and ride

far into the wilderness on the errand of fools : never did his

bones crack and melt under the burning of an intolerable fire

;

no hag ever tempted him to pass the deep stream on coggling

stones, that would have betrayed his trembling feet ; Righteous

Aaron was on his guard,—Righteous Aaron saw through it all,

—

Righteous Aaron never got up in the dark,—Righteous Aaron

never lay down in the light. Always the same ; always cool

;

always reckoning; always suspecting that his own shadow might

any moment leap up from the earth and stab him to the heart.

Circumspect was Righteous Aaron : looking all around ; buying

in the cheapest, and selling in the dearest ; keeping no spare

bedroom ; drinking no costly wines at his own expense ; always

on the outlook ; avoiding all scrapes ; condemning all extrava-

gance ; denouncing all giddiness ; a model man was Righteous

Aaron.

And it came to pass that Righteous Aaron had a difference

with his third father-in-law as to the amount of a marriage settle-

ment, and Righteous Aaron took a righteous and ten-command-

ment view of the matter, and would on no account speak to his

father-in-law. His father-in-law forthwith became a most dis-

honourable and dangerous person, a man to be suspected, dis-

trusted, and shunned ; a man who would trifle with his word

and thrust the cruel knife into the tenderest sensibilities of

mankind. Righteous Aaron would forgive him if any man could

show him one word about forgiveness in the ten commandments.

Righteous Aaron said that people should never do anything that

needed to be forgiven. He himself wanted no pardon. His

maxim had been to defy the law by keeping it, and not to do

things that required to be explained, accounted for, condoned,
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and forgotten. Righteous Aaron took his ground there, and
shook his staff at stars and comets and threatening thunder-
storms. He would have his rights. He insisted on them. He
demanded them. No man, father or father-in-law, should trifle

with the holy lav/ of paying Righteous Aaron what Righteous
Aaron thought was right. If Mrs. Aaron remonstrated Mrs.
Aaron was referred to the ten commandments; if the junior
Aarons spoke they were referred to their several bedchambers

;

if any example were quoted, it was referred to a neighbour's dog-
kennel as its only proper receptacle. Righteous Aaron said fair

was fair; Righteous Aaron quoted imprecatory Psalms to any
one who suggested that he might accidentally and unintentionally,
and with the purest motives in the world, be partially mistaken
to the extent of a millionth part of the shadow of a pin point;
Righteous Aaron would not admit it ; would admit it if he could,
but could not

;
was far from stubborn, indeed he hated obstinacy

in ever)^ one, and never would trifle away his time in arguing with
anybody who could show him that he was even suspected of being
wrong.

Righteous Aaron knew all the decrees of eternity ; knew exactly
who were vessels of wrath, and because he was well aware that
they were made for endless cursing and burning, he took upon
him to make his own calling and election sure by giving them
many a foretaste of their bitter destiny. Righteous Aaron made
short work of every objector, and heartily damned every doubter
before his time. Righteous Aaron was a great dissenter, and as
such he never could see how it was possible that any man
could ever get to heaven who did not sing out of his hymn-book
and, indeed, he would not guarantee the salvation af any one
who did not sit on his side of the chapel. Righteous Aaron
thought he had said his prayers when he called the Church of
England sister to the Mother of Harlots, and imagined that
he had taken part in the collection when he had declared the
Pope to be the Man of Sin, and shown the family likeness between
Napoleon and one of the beasts mentioned in the Revelation.
Righteous Aaron carefully catalogued the personal faults of the
minister, the deacons, the church members, and the seat-holders
in general. He kept very critical schedules, and audited his own
account without claiming any exception for errors or omissions.

II
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The minister v/as a little too fond of sentiment, pathos, and

poetry ; and Righteous Aaron had often observed that such

ministers came to an ignominious end, and were set up as the

flay crows of the pulpit as a warning to posterity. One of the

wives of the general company of seat- holders was too dressy, and

might corrupt the simplicity of his own house ; another was

no lady because she once trod upon his hat without seeing it

;

one of the members was no gentleman because he spoke too

loudly in asking him for a subscription ; another was a profligate

and a scapegrace because he liked a modified liturgical service.

Righteous Aaron had no faults worth naming, but such as

they were came to light in process of all-revealing time. True,

he was unforgiving ; but who could think of dwelling on a fault so

venial "^ He lent his money at fifteen per cent., and held a bill of

sale for it, and watched the borrower as a cat watches a doomed

mouse. But that was neither here nor there in such a mass of

excellence as Righteous Aaron. He had a large income from

weekly tenancies, and his rents were collected by a villainously

low limb of the law, a compound of civet-cat, tiger, and horse

leech, who issued summonses on Tuesday for rent not paid on

Monday ; but who would think of raking up so small a stone to

throw at the head of a man who hated the Mother of Harlots,

and had strong opinions about the identity of the red dragon

and the goat with the short-horn .? Uncharitable, indeed, would

Righteous Aaron have thought us if we had mentioned foibles so

minute as against excellence so vast and dazzling. Oh, Righteous

Aaron 1 thou wast a blight upon the Church ; honest men saw

thee and gnashed their teeth ; little children felt thy coming,

and ran away to find the sunshine ;
young people watched thee,

and were discouraged in every attempt to become professors of

religion ; bad men knew thee, and laughed at a morality which

every action of thy life contradicted and blasphemed. Farewell,

a long farewell 1 May the mould in which -nature cast thee be

never found again

!

From Righteous Aaron to Charitable Amos we must step

across the diameter of Creation, yet they were both members of

the same church as they were citizens of the same city. Charita-

ble Amos was sometimes thought to be " soft," but only by

people who never looked below the surface. Charitable Amos
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was sure the young people were the better for a good deal of

amusement. He liked to see their faces bright, and to find joy

in every tone of their voice. As for prodigals, he never thought

they were quite so far away as their mothers imagined, and for

that reason mothers came to him to tell their heartaches and the

fears that made them pale and weak as they thought of the boy

and girl far oif on stony places or on wild waters. " Look for

the best in every one," said Charitable Amos ; "there is always

something good even in the worst, and if you will find it out and

speak about it you may save a soul."

"I believe," said one to him, "you could find some good in

the devil himself."

" If I went far enough back I could," said Charitable Amos
;

" but I am more particular just now," he continued, " that the

devil should find no ill in me than that I should find some good

in him."

" But come now," added the friendly critic, "you must admit

that Righteous Aaron is not exactly a model man }
"

" He is very regular in his attendance at the public services,"

remarked Charitable Amos.
" But is he not cross and stingy and mean and canting }

"

" Do you not thus throw too many stones at a man's head all

at once.''" he inquired; "and by throwing so many myself I

should be afraid that he might pick one of them up and hit me
with it in return."

So Charitable Amos thought the best, hoped the best, said the

best, and many a self-condemning man warmed himself into

vigour again by the glowing benevolence of that grand old

Christian. Amos was a dissenter, but saw how even a papist

might be saved, and when he said that Church people were just

as good as anybody else, Righteous Aaron called him a trimmer,

a turncoat, an equivocator, a double-dealer, an Achan in the

camp, a Jonah in the ship, a canker-worm in the tree, a wolf in

sheep's clothing, a subtle, clandestine, smooth-faced, oily-tongued

enemy in a painfully thin disguise. It was thus that Righteous

Aaron kept up his principles and brought his adversaries into the

light of what he called a " withering exposure."

Charitable Amos was but poor in conversation, for he had no

unkind word to say against any living soul. The absence of
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slander makes conversation insipid. It was for this reason that

Charitable Amos was mightier in prayer than in talk, and more

effective in sympathy than in criticism. By a chance which

Charitable Amos never foresaw, or he would have foreclosed, a

little diary fell into my hands, but as there was no name upon it,

I knew not for a long time to whom it belonged. I was obliged

at least to glance at it, to find out its ownership, if I could.

Some of its entries I can never forget. They read in a fashion

like this:
—"E. F. has paid me back one pound of the twenty-

five which I lent him, and he really seems to be a changed

character. I have great hope of his future. D. G. sent for me
the other day. Bailiffs in the house. Ten guineas wanted.

Paid the money, and then we all sat down together, and cried

for joy. The little girl said, ' God bless you, sir,' and I was

quite broken down. I shall keep up my interest in this family,

and specially look after the dear children. H. K. in great

trouble. Her only son has run away after embezzling his

employer's money. Went to see the employer, and found him

willing to forgive everything on confession, and payment of half

the amount. I guaranteed the money, and I have no doubt

the young man will make an ample apology."

Thus was Charitable Amos (for the diary was his) writing a

revised and illuminated translation of the New Testament, and

proving the depth and power of his faith by many a sacred

labour.

What was the spirit of Christ 1 Was it not a spirit of com-

passion, gentleness, and hope } When the woman taken in

adultery was brought before Him, what did He say } He said,

" Neither do I condemn thee, go and sin no more." When
Simon condemned the woman who was a sinner, what did Christ

say .? He said, " Her sins, which are many, are all forgiven her."

When He spoke of the return of the lost, what said He 1 He
said, " There is joy in the presence of the angels of God over

one sinner that repenteth more than over ninety-and-nine just

persons that need no repentance." When He beheld the want

and misery of mankind, what said He } He said, " They that

are whole need not a physician, but they that are sick." When
did He put reproach amongst the virtues ? When did He call

His disciples to criticism ? When did He teach the art of
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mutual severity ? Christianity, my friend, is the very spirit and

essence of heavenly charity, or it is nothing. Christianity is the

love of God. Christ did not come down to earth to save us,

because we were so good, but because we were so bad. " God
commended His love towards us in that while we were yet sinners

Christ died for us." " Herein is love, not that we loved God,

but that He loved us, and sent His Son to be the propitiation for

our sins. Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one

another." " If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother,

he is a liar: for he that loveth not his brother whom he

hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen }
"

But my brother hath trespassed against me ! Then so much
greater shall be thy love in pardon. " If ye forgive men their

trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you ; but if ye

forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive

your trespasses."
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S there not a spirit in man, and doth not the inspira-

tion of the Almighty give him understanding ? You
know—jyou who have meat to eat that the' world

knoweth not of—what it is to be drawn into long con-

fidential intercourse by an interlocutor who listcjis as

if he knew nothing, and yet answers as if your very

heart lay naked before him—an interlocutor who asks

questions that sound the dark depths of your most guarded

secrecy, and startles you by replies that fall like flashing light

upon the gloomiest passages of your life. Often, indeed, this

invisible companionship fills you with deadly fear
;
yet often,

also, it soothes you like a holy benediction. You are made to

feel that your intercourse, though in secret, is distinct as thunder,

and that the sigh which you would gladly keep from men,

becomes loud as the stormy wind in the ear of your spiritual

auditor. Men who are accustomed only to the vulgar dialogue

of the streets, or the sinister intercourse of the market-place,

cannot understand such companionship ; they see the movement

of your lips but not the attitude of your soul, and believing you

to be holding a pensive or fanatical monologue, they bestow upon

you a look divided between a smile and a sneer. It is in my
heart to speak specially to you to-day—to you who dream even

at noontide, and know what it is to be alone in the most cla-

morous crowd. I will come to visions and revelations of the Lord :

a thing was secretly brought to me, and mine ear received a little

thereof ; a spirit passed before my face—it stood still, but I could

not discern the form thereof ; an image was before mine eyes,

there was silence, and I heard a voice saying

—

"Turn to the beginning of thy days, and tell me what thou

seest."

" My boyhood," I replied, " is to me but a shadow, yet is

there one figure in it still most vivid and affecting—a poor little
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orphan standing at his mother's knee, asking questions to which

she could only answer that her ' staff was broken.'
"

" But," said the Voice, "were not wings given to her instead

of the staff? And pray thee, which is better, the staff or the wings ?

Thou art puzzled, not knowing what is meant by wings being

given to thy widowed mother ; let me tell thee, then : when we

bore away thy father and set him among the angels of God,

there came into the aching heart of thy mother such desires,

prayers, and aspirations as she had never known before, and

these new experiences were as wings by which she ascended to

heaven, and on which she rested until blessed answers satisfied

the importunities of her impoverished and wounded love."

" She was answered, then, was she ? " I timidly, yet hopefully,

inquired.

" Answered richly," the Voice replied ;
" her heart was suf-

fused with peace, her very countenance was refined and bright-

ened, and thou mightest have seen with how tender a reverence

her sad eyes turned again and again to the silent but fascinat-

ing sky : that sky became to her as a serene and comforting

Presence."

" O good Spirit," said I, " speak still further of this to me

—

my childhood has waited thus long for interpretation."

" I have access to the Life-book of mankind," continued the

Voice, "the book as it is written by God Himself; and if thou

couldst compare it with the life-books which men write about one

another, thou wouldst know how foolish is the wisdom and how
selfish is the love of men: the biographer says ^dted,'' the Redeemer

says ' born^
',
the biographer says 'night,' the Redeemer says

'morning' ; the biographer speaks of the orphan and his loneliness,

not seeing the gentle angels sent of God to watch the fatherless

child,—the biographer moans over a speck of dust in the church-

yard ; angels rejoice over a new-born brother. It is with men
even as it is with the sun ; when one nation is retiring to rest in

the darkness of night another is welcoming the morning, so

whilst the body is lost in the shadow of death, the sainted soul

has ascended to the fountain of life."

" Were we wrong, then, when we said God was unkind in

desolating our home ?
"

" How desolating it ? " said the Voice. " Dost thou know that
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God never desolates His children ? He only took from you the

physical form of the man so dear to your hearts : the spirit was

still near you ; nor can men who are yet in the body ever tell

how precious are the influences exerted upon them by glorified

saints. Men cannot know enough of God's movements to enable

them to form a true judgment of His ways. We have been with

Him age upon age, until there seems to be an eternity behind us;

we have seen the burial of generations more than we can number;

we have been permitted to discover part of the plan of the outer

worlds that light the way to a higher universe, which again is

but the dim reflection of His resplendent footstool ; but the

Father Himself is guarded by flaming and blinding light, towards

which the first-born of the cherubim may not look but with veiled

eyes."

"Alas !
" said I, " we measure things by our little day."

"And so measuring them," the Voice continued, "you make
great things little and little things great ; I cannot explain to

thee the mingled sensations which agitate us when we see the

vain attempts of men to construct instruments which shall

measure creation and discover the number and force of the

pulsations of the universe : your chronometers tell you nothing

about time but that it is go7ie
;
your telescopes are impotent

devices to reduce the inconvenience of blindness ; and your

microscopes are the dim windows through which you see but

shadows of the under-worlds included in the boundless empire

of God."
" Then we are but little children still ? " said I.

"And ever will be," said the Voice; " what you who are yet

upon the earth call fathers, are such only intermediately and

temporarily ; there is only One Everlasting Father, who grants

but a momentary charter of parentage to His creatures, and

in the end absorbs and unites all power in His own blessed

dominion : we shall always be little, because He can never be

less than infinite. Thou thinkest of thy father as if he had right

of life in himself, not knowing, else forgetting, that our every

pulse is a loan from the One Eternity of the One Life. Now,

look again down the shadowy years, and tell me what thou

seest."

" I see a youth with a Book in his hand, which he is about to
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cast away—none other, indeed, than the Book which claims to be

inspired by God : the youth wants a fuller book, he complains

that many a question has been left unanswered, and he stumbles

in dark places like a benighted traveller ; he would throw the

book from him, yet an invisible hand is restrainingly laid upon

him."

" That hand was mine," said the Speaker ;
" thou wast in my

charge. Men can never know what I may term God's difficulty

in granting a written revelation of Himself. A perfect revelation

to an imperfect humanity would be as a dazzling light poured

upon a diseased vision."

"But the youth," said I, "whose dim outline is barely dis-

coverable among the shadows of vanished years, appears to be

distracted by the contradictions of the Book."
" Because," the Voice instantly replied, " he did not know

that contradictions are but separate parts of consistency : day

and night contradict each other ; so do summer and winter ; and

every man's own life is full of contradictions., which are often

most discouraging to others, and only reconcilable in his own

consciousness. Besides, the letter, as the body, must always

fall below the demands of the spirit. God's Book is little more

than a book of hints ; it is, indeed, but the promise of a revelation.

Dost thou complain of an acorn because it is not an oak }

Dost thou decline to teach the alphabet because it is not a

treatise } Dost thou refuse to plant a root because it is not a

flower } I bid thee wait, and I charge thee to hold fast by

present blessings. Knowest thou not in the intercourse of men
that even emphasis itself is often a revelation } Couldst thou hear

God pronounce His own word, thou wouldst find all contradic-

tions reconciled, as earthly dissonances are refined and har-

monised in the heights of the great mountains."
" Then," said I, " dost thou encourage me to consider the

Bible as alphabetical }
"

" Certainly," the Voice replied ;
" certainly an alphabetical

revelation for an alphabetical life. Men who are wise in their

own conceits talk of the present life as if it were eternity. To
me it is given to hear and understand much of the language of

the animal world, and thou wouldst smile at many things I hear

in that region. Two creeping insects were holding secret
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conference beneath the mossy pebble that shuts in their little

world, and one of them scorned the idea that any living creature

could fly so high as a tree, and the other sternly pronounced it

impossible', two little bright-breasted birds, twittering on the

edge of an aquarium, agreed that it was absurd to suppose that

any creature could exist under water, and at the same moment

two golden fishes declared that it was impossible to live out of

it—so difficult is it for one world to understand another, or even

to believe that there is any other world but itself. Believe me,

earth is but an initial state ; the Book is an alphabet ; the great

revelation is yet to come."

" And now," said I, " another vision of the past is before me :

I see a youth laying his hand tremblingly, yet lovingly, upon a

great Cross, and I hear him saying with stifled yet urgent voice,

' Lord, I believe ; help Thou mine unbelief.'

"

" The crisis of thy life," said the Voice, " and many angels

rejoiced in it before the presence of God. Thy father saw it,

saw it as he never could have seen it upon earth, and no words

can tell thee the fulness of his joy. To thee,^' the Voice

continued, after a momentary pause arising from my emotion,

" the Cross was then a new object ; to us there is no object

so old. Heaven itself is centralized in the Cross—all worlds

look towards it ; all holy beings render it obeisance ; all true

service is inspired by it."

" I thought," said I, " the Cross was specially designed for

sinners ?
"

•' In one of its aspects it is so truly," the Voice explained
;

" but the Cross is many-sided as the universe : it is for the

redemption of sinners, but salvation is a fuller term than

redemption, and therefore we say that the Cross is for the

saving, the keeping, the preservation of all ; sinners go to the

Cross to repent ; angels go to it to meditate and adore—to

sinners it is the way to Heaven ; to angels it .was as the secret

of God countless ages before sin was known—men speak of the

Cross as historical ; angels speak of it as contemporaneous.

The Cross will never be taken away, for it is the necessary bond

of union between subordinate life and the sovereignty of

God."

I had a question to put which caused me to hesitate: it came
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to my lips, and then swiftly retired to the heart that had urged

it ; at length, with earnest reverence, I said

—

" Do not many men regard the Cross as a sign of the sangui-

nary vengeance of God ?
"

** Truly so," said the Voice, " but only because they see it in one

aspect, and approach it along the line of a depraved criticism

rather than the line of a profound knowledge of sin. In the

hands of a tyrant the rod is an instrument of cruelty ; in the

hands of a father it is the medium of loving correction. It was

not man that suffered on the Cross, but God Himself; on the Cross

thou dost not see merely a broken body, but also a broken heart
;

God did not slay a man, He Himself became a man that He
might be slain ; for only by the shedding of blood could He at

once protest against the sinfulness of sin, and assure the sinner

of the possibility of recovery and sanctification."

" But," said I, and my tongue well-nigh clave to the roof of

my mouth, " but can God die ?
"

"Ah," said the Voice, "thou feelest now the inconvenience

of language ; we are in a region of thought in which words

betray us alike by their feebleness and their ambiguity. By

death thou meanest the cessation of existence, and herein thou

art mistaken. To God death is the agony of life : to bring the

highest idea of His relation to sin within the comprehension of

men who were themselves sinful, and by so much disqualified to

follow the sublimity of God's thinking, it was necessary that He
should show himself as a man, and become obedient to the

death of the Cross ; and because He stooped that He might be

seen, men charge Him with vindictiveness and cruelty."

" We did not think of death in connection with God," said I.

" No," the Voice replied, ** because you know not the nature

of death : you think of death as extinction
;
you apply the word

death alike to the disease of a dog and the disease of a man

;

you say that the beast dies ;
you say also that the man dies ;

your words are thus false by reason of indiscrimination and

incompleteness. When seed dies, is it not that it may become

fruitful ? Doth not the winged butterfly emerge from the torpid

chrysalis .'' Doth not the brightest joys flash from the blackest

sorrows ? If thou wilt say, God cannot die, I will answer, Neither

can man die : the body dies, the shell perishes, the earthly house
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dissolves, but the spirit is untouched by the spear of the

destroyer. When a man's child deeply sins against him, physical

death would be a solace to the wounded parent ; it is the heart-

death that ploughs wrinkles on his face and makes him old too

soon. On the Cross of Jesus Christ see not a display of vengeance

but a revelation of love ; deeper than the bodily crucifixion is

the mighty struggle in which mercy rejoices over judgment."
" Could not men have been forgiven without all this suffering

on the part of God } Could not the tragic scene of the Cross

have been spared .^

"

" Thou speakest in ignorance," said the Voice, " not knowing

all the deep meaning of forgiveness. Forgiveness is the costliest

of all deeds. Men can forgive but the injury, they cannot forgive

the sin ; no sin is confined between man and man ; sin touches

the whole universe ; it ascends to the throne of God, it poisons

all the relations of the soul ; it must do so ; the felon may
restore the ill-gotten property, but how can he restore his

innocence .^ The unrighteous man may cry in the bitterness of

his soul, but what detergent can remove the black stain from his

dishonoured life } No, no ; believe the revealed word (often,

indeed, mysterious to the feeble reason of shattered manhood,

yet true, sublime, and most gracious), there is no way back to

holiness hut through sympathy with the redeemiiig death of the

blessed God.'"

" We know," said I, " that sinful men should suffer for their

sins, but we see not why the holy God should undergo suffering

and death as Jesus Christ did."

"The holy God," replied the Voice, "must do one of two

things. He must, by virtue of His holiness, either destroy

sinners from off the face of the earth, and so testify to the abso-

lute and incorruptible righteousness of His government, or He
must descend from His infinite elevation, and moveHis rebellious

creatures towards penitence and holiness by setting Himself at

the lowest point of being, and showing how death may be made

the condition of new creatureship. As to His not suffering

because He is holy, thou knowest not the nature of holiness.

Holiness must either be a judgment or a redemption ; it must

burn as an unquenchable fire, or yield itself as a reconciling

sacrifice ; and as to holiness saving God from suffering know
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thou that holiness alone can truly suffer in the presence of sin

;

by so much as the heart is holy, is it susceptible of anguish by

reason of the transgression of others. Knowest thou not that the

musician is agonized by false sounds, which are undetected by

a hearer who knows not the mystery of music ? Are not artists

pained by lines and hues which mean nothing to the untrained

eye ? Is not taste often shocked where vulgarity is unmoved ?

It is even so with God. By the infiniteness of His purity does

He suffer through the wrong-doing of His children."

" Do not men think," said I, *' that Jesus Christ was in some

sense the innocent victim of Divine wrath ?
"

"Truly so," was the instant answer; "but their thought is

ignorant and profane. They regard God as merely looking on.

To them He is a third party in a tragic process, and they

wonder that He should be appeased by the blood of His well-

beloved Son. Out of their ignorance comes their sin. God is

not a third party, He is one with His Son Jesus Christ. Jesus

Christ was God made visible. He that had seen Jesus Christ had

seen the Father. I teach thee, therefore, that God Himself was

the Priest, the Priest Himself was the sacrifice, and that the

sacrifice was the blessed alternative of judgment."

"And this sacrifice," said I, "is the penitent sinner's

standing-ground before God }
"

" Yes
; seeing that God Himself was enabled to move from the

point of judgment to the point of sacrifice, He invites the sinner

to meet Him there, and as the sinner enters into sympathy with

the Divine attitude, he realizes the hatred of sin and the love of

holiness, which show that he is renewed in the very spirit of his

mind, and that his apostasy has been succeeded by adoption
into the family of God."

" Knowest thou," said I, " of any of the ways of men which
would help me to understand this more perfectly }

"

"Thou shalt find," said the Voice, "in the outworking of

family life the clearest hints, though always imperfect and often

misleading, of the spirit and law of God. When a son deeply

wounds the parental heart, by some special enormity, the spirit

oljudgment is necessarily evoked, and so long as that spirit holds

the dominion of the parental heart, reconciliation is impossible

—not impossible through vindictiveness, but through righteousness ;
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but if in the father there be such depth and richness of nature

as will enable him to realize the most heart-wringing sorrow on

account of violated truth or purity, the son may meet him in the

same spirit

;

—meet him in the spirit of rig}itcoiis7iess he never

could ; in the realm of righteousness he has no standing-ground

whatever ; only in the depths of a coinmon sorrow can he meet

his insulted and dishonoured father."

" But," said I, " if God had remained at the point of righteous-

ness, might not \.\i& penitent sinner have found access to Him ?"

"Thou forgettest," said the Voice, " that if God had remained

at the point of righteousness, the sinner could not have lived
;

righteousness demands instant judgment, * in the day thou

eatest thereof thou shalt surely die ' ; let thy mind dwell upon

this fundamental fact ; and see how this urgent demand of

righteousness was met by the forethought of love, inasmuch as

Jesus Christ was not the transient figure of a day. He was ' the

Lamb slain fro}7i before thefoundation of the ivorld'' ; God was not,

if the language of men may be used, to be developed by circum-

stances ; He is the same from everlasting to everlasting."*

"Another question presses upon me," said I ;
" are there few

that be saved }
"

" Whosoever will, may be saved," the Voice replied ; and my
interlocutor passed away.

Alone, and in a silence that oppressed me, my mind suddenly

saw the whole course along which the spiritual visitant had con-

ducted me, beginning with the mysteries of Providence, and

ending with the mysteries of Grace. One thing impressed me
above others—namely, the perfect consistency of the Divine

nature ; God's way amid the events which make up our daily life

is dark and often undiscoverable, so is His way of working out

the salvation of men. God never comes to us, as it were, in

white light ; He rather darts an occasional ray of glory upon us

from the pavilion of thick darkness, and by these intermittent

revelations our way is to be directed. At no point are we per-

mitted to become familiar with His method ; He will show us a

star, but we must not touch it ; He will cause a flower to grow

upon the grave, but will not hand us the keys of death ; He
awakens many a cheering note in the intertangled and melan-
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choly forests, through which lies the narrow path of our life, but

we may not penetrate the sombre and perilous solitudes. This

is for the chastening of our ambition, and the training of our

strength. We must be still before God. If we understood Him
altogether we should no longer be men ; we love Him, and

therefore grow in understanding. He conducts us, not towards

exhaustion, but towards ever-expanding capacities of mind and

heart. The oak rises, flourishes, dies ; empires are ploughed up

by their foundations ; the most splendid monuments of civilization

wane and vanish ; but the renewed mind, the sanctified heart,

will grow for ever, unimpaired by wasting ages, finding even in

their satisfaction an incitement to profounder worship and wider

service.

The cultivation of spiritual studies should be conducted in a

deeply religious spirit, lest we pass the boundary, and find our-

selves in a forbidden land. We may think, but we dare not press

our curiosity upon the secrecies of God. " Secret things belong

unto the Lord our God, but the things that are revealed belong

unto us, and unto our children, that we may do all the words of

this law." It is not enough to dream of God, we must lay hold

of Him, as it were, with all the might of our love, and reveal Him
to others in the light of a life whose springs are in heaven. To-

day I have spoken of visions, yet are they visions full of practical

meaning ; if I have spoken from within a veil, I have yet sought

to speak according to the word of the Lord. Beware of the

spirituality which impairs your sympathy with all that is actual

in human life ; and beware of the materialism which binds you

to the dust, and offers you nothing but the grim destiny of the

grave. To the listening ear the Spirit will ever speak some word

of inspiring hope ; let us say, with simplicity of heart, " Speak,

Lord, for Thy servant heareth." He can still speak. His speech

of love will never end. His revelation of light will never cease.

He will take us into His chamber, and hide us there till the

storm be gone ; and when it is gone He will open our eyes

to behold wondrous things out of His law.
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OU know the joys of early morning in May—morning

in the country which lies far away from the blight

of city smoke ; only in such country can IMorning

show herself as she really is ; in other places she is

veiled and disguised, as if the spirit of fear had laid

hold upon her, or as if her delicacy shrank from the

tumult and noisomeness of city life. Not long ago I saw

Morning in her fullest beauty ; she smiled upon the hills, and

shed her blessing on the valleys like a priestess of the Most

High God ; orchards clothed with garments of many colours,

fields rich with luxuriant pasture, gardens fragrant with many

flowers, were all within sight ; and as for the pure, healing,

invigorating air, there was quite a busy population thronging its

broad, free thoroughfares ; birds were curving and darting in all

directions, singing and chirping as they went their early errands
;

winged insects were intent on pursuits with which no stranger

might intermeddle ; from every tree there sounded a hymn not

less touching because often abrupt and always incomplete

;

Iambs were gambolling, and even soberer cattle were not

indisposed to return to the innocent follies of their youth. The
whole scene had upon it the bloom of hope ; the most decrepid

life could hardly have resisted the spell of its renewing power

;

it was a morning that symbolised Resurrection and Immortality.

Standing on a hill-top a youth approached me, and soon

showed that he was of a dreamy, contemplative, idealistic cast

of mind ; he had a world of fancies quite his own ; he read

messages on the green trees, and heard calls in the music of

birds, which were concealed from duller men. From the

excitement of his face I correctly inferred that his nerves often

had the upper hand of him : he was all motion ; there was life

all over him, so to speak, hence he was afflicted with a sensibility

which occasioned him many a pain beyond the common lot of
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upon mine ;
" what does it mean ? Think of your own riddle,

and there's the answer !

"

" You puzzle me," said I; " what connection is there between

my riddle and that sound ? My riddle is, ' What is life ?
' and

that is the sound of a musical instrument."

" Ha, ha !
" said he, " the enigmatist requires an interpreter.

Why, sir," he continued, " you must put one thing to another,

and' let your imagination give wings to your logic ; that is the

sound of a trumpet ; it is a sound that means battle, and battle

means victory ; shut your eyes, and you will see all my meaning

with the eyes of your mind—I see," he eagerly continued, " a

hundred banners high in the sunshine, and on their silken surface

there are letters of gold. I see thousands upon thousands of

spears, bright as if they had been dipped in lightning ; I hear

men talking to one another of spoil and victory and honour ;

—

Oh, sir, that—Strength, Joy, Conquest—that is life !

"

Still we did not understand one another fully ; for the youth

and I seemed to be living in different worlds. Instead of finding

in him the simplicity of young life, I found a manner of expres-

sion almost romantic ; it would have been affectation if it had

been found alone ; but as it was in perfect consistency with all

the other features of his character, it was felt to be something

deeper and better than a mere conceit. As we wandered slowly

down the hill I was well aware of many an inquiring glance

being directed to me by my companion I thought, too, that

perhaps my eccentric interlocutor was secretly rejoicing that he

had kept the enigmatist at bay; but opportunity of testing the

case was lost by the unexpected appearance of a maiden, who

seemed to embody the very spirit of the lovely Morning. On
her brow was the seal of wisdom, in her carriage there was the

fearlessness of innocence, and about her altogether there was

the all-revealing luminousness which moral reptiles dread and

avoid. She hailed my companion with girlish frankness, and,

with something like banter of tone, she addressed him.

"And how have things looked this morning?" said she;

" come, brother, give me a straightforward answer, for once;
"

and then she looked at me, and her look was an explana-

tion.

' We nave been trying to answer a riddle," said I, "and if you
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will pardon me, I will venture to say that your brother's replies

have been somewhat figurative."

She turned upon me an expression of countenance which

plainly said, " I know it all ;
" and then added, interrogatively,

" a riddle ?"

" Yes," said I, " and, if you please, I will put it to yourself

—

What is life ? " I cannot easily forget the penetration and

brightness of her look, as she stood in reflective silence ; she

took but a moment to see through the mystery, and then she

answered, " ' What is life ?
' Why, it is A HOPE."

II.

Summer noonday makes one glad of the shade of a great rock

or a friendly tree. The sun is a fierce opponent when he

strikes from his highest point ; how gladly then do we hasten to

the shadow, and let the burning conqueror have everything his

own way! Within a most hospitable shadow I met a group of

hard-working men taking their midday rest, and talking to one

another about the unexpected turns and difficulties of life. They
were men of mature years, just past their prime, yet strong in

body and clear in mind. They did not talk about life in a

bookish manner, nor did they talk about it off-handedly, but with

mingled sobriety and humour, which made their homely talk

quaintly pathetic.

" Five-and-twenty years ago," said one of them, " I never

thought I should have been where I am now."
" Five-and-twenty years ago," said another, " I was as wild

a youth as ever lived, going headlong to the gallows ; and I

should have gone, too, but for something I cannot talk about."

" Five-and-twenty years !
" said a third, musingly—" why I

would not for the world go through the next five-and-twenty

years as I have gone through the last."

" Very likely not," a serious man rejoined; " but life comes

to us a day at a time ; we never have to open two gates at once,

and that's how we bear so much."
" Two gates at once !

" the former speaker retorted, in a tone

of surprise; "some of us seem to have to open forty gates at

once, and we can find neither the handle nor the kev."
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"That's true," a new voice replied; "it seems to me there's

nothing but gates to open, and the gates seem to have made up

their minds not to be opened."
" It's a puzzle, isn't it ? " another inquired, giving his head a

general turn, so as to address the question to everybody in the

group. " I call it a puzzle," he continued ;
" what with trying

to keep body and soul together, bringing up your children—God
bless them !—giving them a bit of schooling, and going about

from one place to another seeking work, it seems to me we are

always beginning and never ending ; we turn up just where we
began."

This was unanimously declared to be a sensible opinion ; so

the S])eaker felt encouraged to proceed.

" Just like my little girl, bless her. She has given us more

trouble and more joy than all the other children put together ;

for we never thought we could rear her. Why, bless you, for

three weeks at a time I have never had my clothes off
"

" That's not the subject, friend," said the man who had

confessed that he would have gone headlong to the gallows but

for something he couldn't talk about ; and there was nothing

ungentle in his tone as he made this interruptive remark.

" Well, I was going to say," the speaker resumed, " that as

she was knitting last night, and getting on capitally, down
dropped the needle, and she had all her stitches to pick up

again ; that's just what we all do ; we knit and knit, and just

when we want to get on a trifle faster, out drops the needle, and

we have a world of picking up to do."

" Don't think me hard, friend," the former speaker interposed,

" for stopping you just now ; for the fact is, I cannot stand

much about little children suffering ; I know all about that ; I

have lost three little girls myself, so I can tell you there's a soft

place in my heart ;
" and so saying, he turned away his head

from the company.

I ventured to put in a word here.

"You seem," said I, " to take rather a gloomy view of life.

Not long since I heard a young couple say that life is a hope, but

you don't seem to think so."

An ironical but not disrespectful titter followed this remark.

" That's exactly what I used to think," said one of the men
;
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" there was always something saying, ' Come on a few steps

further,'—and the further you went the further it went ; and so

there was nothing but disappointment and vexation."

" It would be very different," another added, " if every man

could live his own life, without having anjiihing to do with

anybody else's life ; but things get so mixed up together, till

they're just like a thousand pieces of string that have got all

twisted and knotted, and you can't make anything of them."

"Worse than that," a severe critic replied; " it seems to me

there are too many of us for this little bit of a world ; so men

are tumbling over one another, and it goes badly with the weak

ones ; and then," he continued, without showing the point of

connection, " when things seem to be over, and done with, they

come up again years and years after, and take hold of you like

so many constables."

"That's a good 'un," said a rough- looking speaker, his eyes

brightening as if he had suddenly met a friend ;
" ha ! ha !

you've hit it there. I go to seek a job, and just as things are

putting themselves together comfortably, and I see my way

clear to a pound a week, a man comes up, and says he to me,
' You used to work for So-and-so ? ' Says I, ' That's right ;

'

says he, 'That's fifteen years since.?' Says I, ' Right again ;

'

and something comes into my throat. Says he, ' Yes, I know,

my man ; my uncle was foreman there, and he told my brother

that you were turned off, but not for being a teetotaler ; is that

right .'*

' So I begin to cough, and to talk rather queer, and I

am told that there's no opening at present for a new hand."
" That's just how things come round and round," said one of

the company ;
" you think a thing is dead and buried, and so it

is ; but there is sure to be a ghost, or somebody's uncle told his

nephew, who mentioned it to his half-cousin, and so the thing

dogs a fellow's footsteps right away to the miserable end."

" Isn't that exactly what I said ? " a former speaker insisted
;

"things are all knotted together, and there's no getting them

sorted ; you see, if every man could keep his life quite lone,

things would go a good deal straighter."

" But now," said I, " it is only fair to put the other side of

the case : suppose our friend there, who was reminded of what

he did fifteen years since, had at that time been a sober man

—
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suppose he had pleased his employers, and made himself a good

name—wouldn't he have found that a very good piece of string

mixed up with the knot ? You must not think that life is a

one-sided affair."

" True," said one of the men ;
" fair's fair—if a man sows

barley, he cannot reap wheat, and if he makes a chimney-sweep

of himself, he must not imagine that people will mistake him
for a miller."

" Well," said I, " that's good common-sense ; now, if you will

allow me, I will ask you a question : If you had to tell me in

one word what life is, what word would you use } What is

life .?

"

A man who had not spoken during the conversation said,

" I think that question has been pretty well answered by the

talk we have just listened to, but if we have to put it into one

word, I should say—life is a maze^
" So say we all," the men of middle age replied ;

" the answer

is quite right—life is a thicket, A labyrinth, A MAZE."

III.

Has not Evening charms of its own, as well as hopeful Morn-

ing and fiery Noonday } Does it not, in tender eloquence,

speak of work finished and rest well earned 1 It comes upon the

day like a benediction upon the prayer of labour, and is a hint

of the Sabbath, as the Sabbath is a hint of Heaven. It is the

serene old age of the exhausted Day. It wears the sunset as a

crown, and passes away to the great Shadow through the

glimmering portals of the early stars. It is true that there is a

touch of melancholy upon the tranquil countenance of Evening,

but its pensiveness is not sorrow. All endings have pathetic

meanings : all victories have in them something of the sadness

of battle. Tell me of a more beautiful picture than that of an

old man, white with the snow of score upon score of years, quiet

with the holy peace of a good conscience, seated under the

yellowing foliage of an aged tree, on an evening in advanced

autumn. The picture is complete in pathetic consistency:

descending life, retiring sun, decaying foliage, vanishing year

—

many evenings gathered into one ! I remember such a scene

;
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I remember, too, my brief interview with the venerable patriarch

who was its central figure.

"I live in the past, sir, and not in the present," was his first

sentence.

" Why not in the present .?" I ventured to inquire.

" Ah, sir," said he, " the present is not to be compared with

the past ; life is hardly worth living now ; things have changed,

sir, and changed for the worse."

"Are you very old ?"said I, in a respectful tone.

" So old, sir, as to be almost young again," he replied. " I

shall soon have done with the journey now ; I have passed the

eighty-fifth milestone."

" And you don't care much for the things that are going on

just now ?
"

"The fact is, sir," said he, looking steadily at me through his

worn and feeble eyes—"the fact is, \ forget them. Tell me of

anything that happened in my life sixty—aye, and even seventy

—years ago, and I shall remember everything about it ; but do

you know, sir, I cannot remember what happened yesterday."

" Now," said I, " there's one question I should like to ask

you, if you will be good enough to allow me—How does life look

now you see it from the far end ?
"

"Ah !
" said he, " I can tell you how it looks to me. I often

go back and see it all. I think of births, marriages, and deaths
;

I go over the histories of all the families I have known, and

I say to myself—Where are the children and the children's

childem .-^ I think of all the rich men that I have seen become
poor, and of all the poor men that I have seen become rich

;

I walk over the churchyard and read the lettering on the tomb-

stones ; I go from street to street in the town where I lived, and

count how often the signs have changed names ; I talk to young

men about their grandfathers ; and when I get a good long talk

with anybody who is about my own age, why, sir, it seems as if

my old heart was becoming young again "—the old man paused

here, and a strange light gave new meaning to his face.

" And what does it all look like } "said I, holding him to the

subject.

"Look like }" he repeated; "why, sir, it looks just like A
DREAM."
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So Morning, Midday, and Evening had each its own answer

to the question, What is life ? Youth said, It is a hope ; Man-
hood said, It is a maze ; Old Age said, It is a dream ;—and in

these answers I found nothing but sadness. The beginning was

beautiful, the progress was exciting, but the end was full of pain :

a hope that is lost in a tangled thicket, a thicket that leaves

upon the mind nothing but the haze and mystery of a dream,

such cannot be a true interpretation of the tormenting problem

of life. I met an Interpreter who set these answers in a right

order. " The answers," said He, " are correct ; life is indeed a

hope, a maze, a dream ; but whoso believeth in Me shall find

that this order shall be reversed : youth shall be a dream ; man-

hood shall be a strife ; old age shall be a hope ! When the

traveller passes the last milestone, there shall arise upon the

vision of his soul a light in which he shall not so much as see

the momentary shadow which men call death."

The Gospel of Jesus Christ does not leave life a dream; it

blesses it with a hope !
" Blessed be the God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ, which according to His abundant mercy hath

begotten us again unto a lively hope," " which hope we have as

an anchor of the soul both sure and steadfast " ;
" tribulation

worketh patience ; and patience, experience ; and experience,

hope ; and hope maketh not ashamed " ;
" now the God of

hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that ye may
abound in hope through the power of the Holy Ghost." What
is the efi"ect of this hope on our life } Is it an occasion of

indolence, of self-neglect, of presumption as to the future .'' The
answer is clear and final

—
" Every man that hath this hope in him

purifieth himself even as He is pure" ;
" having therefore these

promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all

filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear

of God." The splendour of our hope is to be the measure of

our discipline

!



ON REVELATION.

{Read this Parable after page 30.)

THOUGHT much of my friend's admission that I had

spoken to him so humanly ; it threw me back upon

Jesus Christ's method of teaching: how He turned

common hfe into a religious argument ; how the signs

of the sky, the flowers of the field, the birds of the

air, and the sheep of the pasture, became illustrations

of His doctrine ; how He compelled men to make one

admission after another until He left them without excuse ; and

how by the omnipotence of gentleness He sought the sway of

the human heart. My friend responded to sympathy, and bowed

himself before the claims of common-sense. He had a wonder-

ful moral nature ; almost morbidly conscientious, yet most unsus-

pecting and generous in all his interpretations of human conduct.

But for this generosity I should have formed a different estimate

of his religious difficulties. Had he been narrow, suspicious,

and misanthropic in his general views of life, his theological

scruples might have been attributed to mere love of disputation,

but I knew him to be frank, liberal, and magnanimous, always

ready to console the disconsolate and uphold the cause of the

weak—never withholding the admiration due to merit, and

always more than willing to magnify the excellencies of his

friends. Yet this noble spirit had become deeply overshadowed,

and the darkness sorely disquieted him, so much so that he often

openly complained of a restlessness which was as hard to endure

as a great affliction. Always prepared to receive instruction, he

would never endorse a conclusion until he had tested all the

links which connected it with first principles. The reasoning

power which had been ignored or dishonoured by his early

religious teachers now asserted its supremacy with an emphasis

which would have been immodest but for the prevailing diffi-
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dence of his character. They who unduly bend the bow must

be held responsible for the violence of the recoil. To a reli-

gious teacher my friend brought at least one decided advantage

—

the advantage of having a deep interest in religious questions.

Opposition is better than indifference. The man who denies

every proposition you make and argues vehemei)tly for the other

side is in a healthier state of mind than the man who is utterly

indifferent, who cares nothing whether your doctrines are right

or wrong, and who has scarcely life enough to listen to the words

which are specially addressed to him. You may tame a roaring

lion, but you can only bury a dead dog.

On the day appointed for our second interview my friend

found his way into my study, and, after brief salutations, laid on

the table a pocket copy of the Bible, and said in a subdued yet

emphatic tone

—

"There ! that is my difficulty. I am prepared to go with you

in all you say about the importance and even the necessity of

Faith ; but what am I to make of this book ? I cannot receive

it ; it confounds and mocks me. I have read it, every word, and

I decline to accept it ; that is my position. Can you get me
out of it }

"

"I can tell you why /received it," I quietly answered, think-

ing it better not to resent something in the tone that sounded

like self-satisfaction ;
" but before doing so, let us see how far

we occupy common ground. When we look at the points on

which we are agreed we shall know more distinctly our points

of difference."

It was a brilliant summer day. The prospect from my study

window was one of uncommon beauty ; the far-off wood was

gracefully yielding to the breeze ; the meadows were beautiful

with the richest green ; the fruitful hills vied in loveliness with

the luxuriant vales ; everywhere was plain the handiwork of an

agent mightier than man.
" Look out of the window," I continued, '"' and tell me what

you think of that book. That book, at least, must have had an

author. Will you tell me what you think about its authorship.^"

My friend quickly replied : there was a flush upon his intelligent

face as he said
—" God wrote that book, every word and syllable

of it—pray don't mistake me for an atheist ; if you want plain
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speaking, then, I tell you at once that an atheist is a fool ;—yes,

God wrote that great and lustrous volume."

" So far, then," I replied, " we have two distinct and important

points in common ; first, we have God, and secondly, we have

God as the Author of Nature. I tell you candidly, that if you had

denied the Divine authorship of that book of light and hill and

dale, I should not have argued with you ; in my opinion an

atheist is a madman ; I have nothing to say to him ; he is not

within the pale of reasoning. So let it be understood between

us that we are thoroughly agreed that God is the Author of the

book of Nature. Now tell me, if you please, what inferences you

have drawn respecting the Author of this book.''"

" Why, of course," said my friend, " that He is all-powerful and

all-wise. There is such clear adaptation of means to ends, and

such a control over the mightiest forces, that I am compelled to

the conclusion that God is wise and powerful, infinitely so. I

hold this faith most firmly, as firmly as the most devoted

Christian can hold it, and I am prepared to contend for it under

all opposition."

I replied—" So far, then, we are still on common ground ;

now let me put to you what may appear to be a very simple

question—Why do the soil and the light and the air and the dew

so combine as to produce fruit } I mean, why could we not

have had sky and earth, hill and dale, wood and water, without

any produce such as corn, or fruit, or roots suitable for food }

Pardon the simplicity of the question, and its apparent irrele-

vancy."

"Why, that is plain enough," my friend answered ;
" of course

man requires nourishment. He could not live without food, so

God has made the earth productive under certain conditions. I

should think that does not admit of two opinions."

" Then dc I understand you to say that the human body is not

ji?//"-supporting } That it requires external aid } That it must

appropriate the products of the earth, or else die ?"

" Certainly, I do say that : a man cannot live without food."

"Very well; still we are on common ground," said I; "the

fact which I wish to be remembered is, that man's physical

nature has not within it self-sustainedforce

;

—it must go out of

itself, so to speak, for elements of nutrition and growth ;—to put
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the idea into somewhat of a fanciful form, the body must read

the book of Nature ; it is not its own book ; it must study the

pages of creation, and go by their instructions : is it so ?
"

" Yes ; man has physical faculties for appropriation and

digestion, but of course he must go to nature for the mate-

rials on which those faculties must operate. That is plain

enough."

"Well, now let us turn the conversation a little," said I.

" How is your boy doing at school .^ don't you miss him very

much .?

"

"Very much indeed," my friend answered; "but we send

him a box of things every now and then."

"What do you mean by a box of things .''
" I inquired.

" Things we know he likes ; things to eat, things to wear,

things to play with ; nothing comes amiss to boys."

" Quite so ; I see he is like all other boys ; still I wonder you

don't tvrite to him now and then."

" Write to him !
" my friend exclaimed. " Of course we write

to him ; we write every week regularly, and I am not sure that

we don't write to him twice a week sometimes."
" But what can he want with letters," said I, " when he gets a

box of things so often } isn't a box better than a letter } is it not

absurd on the boy's part to want any more writing from you than

the mere label on the box ?
"

" Ha ! ha !
" my friend replied. " Tom wants to know the

news, and he never writes a letter without putting in one corner

' Write soon,' which he generally underlines at least three times
;

and I tell you plainly, it would be a bitter thing for us if he did

not want letters from home."
" Then I understand you to say that it would not be enough

for you to know that he enjoyed the boxes of things
;
you are

glad he does that ; but you want to have intercourse with his

higher nature, to know his mind and his heart. I am right, am
I not .?

"

" Entirely."

"You would not like him," I continued, "to take the boxes

of things as \.{ anybody in the world might have sent them ;
you

wish him to think of them in connection with his parents, with

his home, with love and wisdom on your part ; in short, you wish
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him to get at the moral purpose as well as the physical uses of

what you send ?
"

" Most undoubtedly."

" Then we are still on common ground ; now let us come back

to the book of Nature. If you will allow me to use a homely

phrase, God sends you boxes of things ; He sends the corn,

the fruit, the flesh of beast and bird, and the thousand comforts

of nature. Now, are these enough ? You say it would be a

bitter thing for you if your boy did not want letters from home
;

do you think it can be a pleasant thing to God to know that all

you want is the box of things,—that you care not for His

thoughts, nor for the love that fills His infinite heart } Would it

not be a heart-breaking thing for you to know that your boy

greedily devoured or used the things you sent him, but left your

letters unopened }
"

" It would grieve me beyond everything," said my friend, " if

I thought my letters were not read ; but such a monstrous thing,

on the part of my child, I cannot allow myself to imagine."

"A monstrous thing indeed," said I; "but take care how far

you go in your admissions; you may be preparing a rod for

your own back. Has God not sent you any letter ?
"

"The book of Nature," said my friend, "is His letter, and

I read it."

"Hold!" said I; "the book of Nature is not the letter but

the box of things—the box of things sent for the physical sus-

tenance of man ; but suppose your child was to read the label

on the box you send, and say, ' That is my father's writing,' and

to content himself with drawing general inferences respecting

your disposition towards him, I ask you plainly

—

would that

satisfyyou ?"

" Most certainly it would not satisfy me ; it would grieve me
exceedingly; and if you can show me that God has written a

letter to me, or to mankind in general, I shall read ever}' word
of it as I would wish my son to read every word of mine."

" This is right in point of disposition," I replied ;
" what we

have still to do is, to ascertain how far we are upon common
ground. Now, will you tell me how far you believe God to be

powerful and wise 7
"

" I believe Him to be all-powerful and all-wise ; there is no
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limit to His power or His wisdom : nature teaches me at least

tliis much about Him."
" All-powerful, you say ? " I replied ;

" then will you grant

me this much—viz., that so far as mere power is concerned, God
could have sent a letter to His creatures—mark you, I put it, in

the first instance, on the low ground of mere power—will you

grant this .^

"

" Of course I will ; that follows necessarily ; if He is all-power-

ful. He must have power to do this."

" So far, then, we are still on common ground ; now the re-

verse of your position must also be true—viz., that if God has

not written a letter, it is not for want o[power to write it."

" Certainly; that may be granted."

" Then as you grant that, we may advance a step further, I

understood you to say that the body has not a self-sustaining

power ; it must appropriate suitable elements which are outside

of it, and which were provided for it by this all-powerful and all-

wise God. Now, if this be the case with the body, is it not also the

case with the mt7id ? Has the mind within itself all the elements

necessary for its internal sustenance and growth, or must it draw

from other minds ideas and impulses for its own enrichment

and quickening ? To put the matter in an extreme form, take it

thus :—Put a child upon an uninhabited island ; let it have every-

thing necessary for its bodily sustenance, but no opportunity of

conversation or instruction ; shut off all other mind, and leave

the mind of the child entirely to itself—what do you imagine

would be the consequence ?
"

" I suppose," said my friend, " that under such circumstances,

without instruction, without books, without any means of com-

municating with the intelligence of the world, the mind would

not be unlikely to degenerate into imbecility, or into positive

insanity."

•' Well, however that may be, I think we are agreed that the

mind, like the body, needs something beyond itself to stimulate,

enrich, and satisfy it. What is your opinion upon that point .?"

"I grant all that," said my friend ;
" but cannot we stimulate

one another } Do not authors teach readers ? Don't the wise

instruct the ignorant }
"

" Very true," said I ;
" and that in itself is a proof of the very
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thing I am contending for ; but who instructed the first man ?

You may say that the field grows not only food, but also seed

for the next crop ; but who sowed the first seed ? Where did

the first seed come from ? You may say that the sun lights the

earth ; but who kindled the sun ? Take the case of the first

man ; on whom did he depend for mental expansion and illumina-

tion ?
"

" Of course," was my friend's reply, " he depended upon God
for his mind as well as for his body ; but had he not the book

of Nature to read ?

"

" Think of your own boy," I answered ;
" he has the box of

things ; see what occasion that gives for profitable reflection !

He m.ight look at every article you send, and moralize upon it

very sagely. He might say— ' How well this garment is made
;

how exquisitely the different ingredients have been mingled in

this cake ; with what thoughtful regularity this box arrives, how
neatly it is packed, how legibly it is directed.' All that he could

say ; but has not the lad a heart ? Will not his soul go out after

his parents in glowing admiration and love and thankfulness ?

Will he not earnestly desire to have intercourse with the hearts

that cared for him with all this care ? I ask you this, and let

your innermost soul answer."

My friend looked at me with eyes that shone with a significant

light. I knew that his fatherly heart was the true vein to work.

I knew that there is nothing through which a man can see so

far towards God as the love which he bears to his own child
;

so I held the telescope to his eye, and urged him to look at God
through it.

" I know this," said he, " that if my boy were to care more for

the box than for me, I should consider that he had lost his heart

altogether."

There was a delicate pathos in my friend's voice as he uttered

these words, and that pathos gave me hope. I never despair of

a man who responds to a tender tone. So long as a man is

moved at the sight of human misery, or feels a pang in his breast

when even a strange child's coffin is borne past him, or rises

against injustice, or lightens honest industry with a smile, there

is something in him to be wrought upon,—a root out of .which

may come flowers or fruit. I knew that there was root enough
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in my doubting friend ; we only wanted to get the dew and the

light down to it.

"Well, then," I continued, "let us work from that point.

You would think that your boy had lost his heart altogether

if he cared about the box and not about the letter; he would

simply be a sensualist, caring for bodily enjoyment, and not

heeding the mind or heart. I think you would be right in

thinking so of him. Now, according to my view of the subject,

God has given us this great bounty of nature ; He sends it

regularly; He never forgets seed-time or harvest ; He sits above

us and pours down ten thousand thousand blessings of life and

nature, of health and reason, day by day. Is it enough to

care for the gifts without caring for the Giver } Are we mere

machines, having a faculty for eating, a power of appropriation

and absorption } Have we no hearts } It seems to me, that

if we were right-minded, there would go up from the deepest

depths of our nature a cry for a revelation of the All-powerful

and All-wise Being who gives us life and breath and all things

freely to enjoy. We should give ourselves no rest until we

knew more of Him."
" In all this argument," my friend said, " you have proceeded

upon the principle that God is a Father; now where do you

get that principle }
"

" I get it out of the very Bible which you reject !

"

" On the other hand," said he, " I proceed upon the principle

that God is the Creator."

" Then let us argue the question on your own ground,"

said I ;
" and first of all let us make it clear that God is more

than a Creator. We shall take our stand on Natural Theology,

without opening the Bible at all. Let me ask you what you

mean by ' Creator' ?
"

" I mean that God made all that we see—the heavens and

earth ; that He set them in appointed places, and gave them

appointed laws, and that everything exists by His will and

power,—that is the general sense in which I use the term

Creator."

" For all practical purposes that will do," said I. " Now
you will allow that God has not merely created things,—that

is, merely brought things into existence,—but that He has
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adapted one thing to another; that there is d. purpose running
through all things

; that there is, in short, a marvellous inter-

dependence and consistency in creation ?
"

" Certainly," said my friend, " I allow this ; one thing is

adapted to another,—the soil to the seed, the light to the
eye, the air to the lungs, and so forth."

" Very well
:

then while the fact of the creation gives us
a Creator, the maimer of the creation gives a wise Creator ; do
you allow this ?

"

" I allowed it at the very beginning ; I said that God was
aJl-powerful and all-wise."

"True; now look from nature, comprehensively so called,

and tell me who created man ?
"

" God created man, of course," said my friend.

" Then will you be good enough to say what relation there

subsists between man and God } You have admitted that there

is a wise adaptation of the soil to the seed, the light to the eye,

the air to the lungs, and so forth,—now will you say whether
there is a similar point of unity or adaptation between man and
God.?"

"Most certainly I think there is\ I contend that man should
worship God in the great and beautiful temple of Nature ; he
should thank God for the bounties of His providence, and
cherish a thankful spirit, and a reverent spirit too."

"Wait a moment, then," said I; "let us keep before our
minds the fact of your boy being at school ; and let us imagine
him cherishing a thankful spirit to an anonymous friend who
had sent him a box of things. Now you think that on your
part such a spirit would suffice in relation to God, yet on the
part of your boy you would deplore and deprecate it."

" Yes
; because I do not know so much about God as my

boy knows about me."
" But how can you know so much about Him when you

will not read His letter }
"

" Show me that He has written a letter," he answered, " and,
as I have just said, I will gladly read it every word."

" Have you read the Bible ?
"

"Yes."

"Does it purport to be a revelation from God ?'

13
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" Certainly it does."

" What proof have you that it purports to be a Divine revela-

tion ?
"

" It constantly says that it is such. Times without number

it says, ' Thus saith the Lord ' ; and all its writers are constantly

referring to what the Lord has said or the Lord has done."

"Then such being the case, I think that you will allow that

the Bible is either what it claims to be, or it is not what it

claims to be ; and if it is not what it claims to be, it must really

be the worst book imaginable. Mark the argument ; the Bible

cannot be merely a very good book, or a good enough book in

its way, as the common phrase is; it lays claim to too much to be

considered in that light. One of two things it must be,

—

either a distinct revelation from God, which it avows itself to

be, or a horrible lie and most revolting blasphemy. It professes

to record God's words and God's acts upon the earth ; to

foretell the future ; to describe the world to come ; and to lay

down the duty of man : all this it does in the name of God,

with most impressive and appalling solemnity. Nov/ I ask you

whether this book can occupy any middle position,—whether it

is not either from heaven or from hell }
"

" Certainly," said my friend, " it is, at any rate, not to be

ranked with common books ; it must occupy an extreme posi-

tion ; but may it not be regarded as a poem, or parable,—

a

great work of imagination }
"

" In answering your question, let us clear our way by one

or two preliminary inquiries : does the Bible profess to be a

poem or a parable—I mean the Bible as a whole .?

"

" No ; it does not profess to be such."

"Very well; then according to your own showing the Bible

would be something that it does not profess to be."

" Well," said my friend, " but are there not many works of

fiction which have about them all the appearance of veritable

histories } They have the names of persons and places, and an

arrangement of events which is so continuous and consistent

as to present all the external evidence of being literally

true. May not the Bible belong to this department of

literature ?"

"Another preliminary question, if you please," said I. "Are
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there not some portions of the Bible which profess to be

parabolic or poetic ?
"

" There are several such portions."

" Then consider how much force attaches to this admission.

Where one part is distinctly set forth as a parable, and another

specially written as a poem, does not this very circumstance

show by implication that the other portions are to be regarded

as historical ?"

"Certainly it has a bearing in that direction."

" If I sent you a letter, and marked several of the paragraphs

as parabolic, or otherwise imaginative, would you not conclude

that the paragraphs which are not so marked contained state-

ments of fact which were to be interpreted in the natural and

customary manner ?
"

" I don't hesitate to say that I should do so."

" Well ; now here is a Book several parts of which are dis-

tinctively poetic or parabolic, put down as such, put so clearly

that no child can mistake them ; I press you, therefore, with

this question, Does not the very fact that some portions are ^narked

as parabolic give to other portions a historic aspect?''''

My friend saw the inevitable bearing of this inquiry, and hesi-

tated in replying. I took occasion, consequently, to simplify this

view of the subject.

" Suppose," I said, " in pointing out a number of flowers to you,

I distinctly said that five of them were artificial, should I not leave

it to be inferred that the others were natural ? Or suppose that

in calling your attention to a number of coins I pointed out

some that were bad, should I not thereby leave upon your mind
the impression that the others were good ? So when the Bible

says this is a parable, and that is a poem, I take this very dis-

crimination as a proof that the other portions are not to be

regarded as imaginative. Am I not right ?
"

My friend still hesitated, so I proceeded

—

"Well, now, that we may have the argument clearly before us,

let us see how far we have kept together. We believe in God
all-powerful and all-wise. We agreed that He wrote the Book
of Nature ; that He has, at least, the power to do as much by

revelation for the human mind as He has done by nature for

the human body ; that if, along with the box of things, as we
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called the productions of the earth, He has sent a letter, we
should be guilty of ingratitude if we did not care more for the

letter than for the material gifts. We have agreed that there is

a Book which, at all events, purports to be a letter from God, and

that if it is not the best Book, it is the worst Book ; but you at

last suggested that it might be a work of imagination,—the

answer of poetry to the great riddle of God, the universe, and

man. In reply to this last suggestion, I have said that some
portions of the Bible are distinctly marked as parabolic, and

that this circumstance leaves the other portions to be otherwise

regarded and valued. If no such distinction had been made in

the Book itself, your ground would have been so much stronger;

but the fact of this distinction leaves you without any foothold.

This is how the argument stands at present. Now let me tell

you why, apart from the answer already given, I reject your theory

of the Bible being merely a work of art—an elaboration of ex-

cited genius ; and you must pardon me for suspending the dia-

logue, and aspiring to be your instructor. I believe in the God
of Nature, the all-powerful and all-wise Creator and Sustainer of

the universe. I see Him in the light ; I hear Him in the winds ;

I feel Him in all the evolutions of the seasons ; but I want to know

more of Him. There is a keen hunger of the heart which no

product of nature can appease ; there are strugglings and mount-

ings of the soul which tell me that man is more than dust ; there

are wars and tumults of the spirit which convince me that man
has lost his equilibrium. I feel a 11 this,and I want soviethingio meet

such conditions, and satisfy them. Under these circumstances

the Bible is given to me. I examine it. Mystery upon mystery

comes up as I proceed ; but I discover a marvellous correspond-

ence between the doctrines of the Book and the instincts of the

heart. No other book ever spoke in so deep and clear a tone to

my ?oul ; it seems to know the whole range and compass of my
nature, and to meet me at every turn. It -speaks the native

language of the heart ;—it talks of sin and sorrow, of guilt and

tears, of mercy and hope, of immortality and heaven. There is

much I cannot understand. There are some things which appear

contradictory ; but not more contradictory than day and night,

summer and winter, bane and antidote, youth and age. All the

time the heart feels thrilled, and lifted up, and fired with the
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lofty ambition of new-bom love. I feel that the Writer of

Nature is also the Writer of Revelation ; I see the same breadth

of wisdom, the same vastness of power, the same boundless

generosity, the same shadow of mystery wrought by the same

Light of Divinity. The spirit within answers to the Spirit

without, as a lost child would answer on a dark, wild night to a

distant voice that called him to hope and rest ; all this I feel. I

get beyond the mere letter. I see that discrepancies are only

incompletenesses, that faded ink is not to be mistaken for

unequal power ; and as I should not deny the God of Nature

because of the blunders of the agriculturist, so I should not

deny the God of Revelation because of the slips of an incompetent

or inattentive scribe. Now tell me," said I, " how far you go

with me in this method of putting the case."

" I own," he replied, " that there are times when I do wish to

know more than Nature seems to be able to tell me—yes, I

remember" (this he said in a musing tone)—"Nature is too

silent for me many a time. It was so when I buried my first-

born, a bright and most comely boy, in whom I was to have

lived my own life over again. It was a dark day when I laid his

young head in the grave. I feel a chill in my heart, even now,

as I think of it. A letter from God on that day would have

been of some use to me."
" And there was a letter for you," said I. The tears were now

gathered, and for the moment he had no words. I continued,

endeavouring to touch the wound with a delicate hand, " The

letter said— ' Suffer little children to come unto me, and forbid

them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.'
"

That word seemed to bring him nearer to the Bible than any

he had heard for a long time. But he could not proceed with

argument. When men's hearts are conscious of great aching

and poverty, logic is a poor barren thing to them. I bade him

good-bye, to which he replied by a friendly grasp more fervent

than usual. I reasoned upon his case thus : Men may come to

the Bible in one of two different ways ; they may come in a

captiously critical spirit, resolute in maintaining foregone and

most prejudiced conclusions, or they may come in a childlike

spirit of inquiry, their eyes blinded with such tears as sharpen

the vision of the soul. The Bible is most precious to those who
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need it most. Its special adaptation is towards guilt, misery,

and want. I can imagine a man who has never lost a child

having many cavils to urge ; but I cannot imagine any man,

standing by the grave of his offspring, not being touched into

tenderness by a book which told him that the child-roots which

are buried on earth bloom as unfading flowers in heaven. It is

apparently forgotten by many critics that man has a heart as well

as a head ; he wants an answer to his emotions as well as to his

speculations. He gets through Nature, and cries for Life—the

voices of Nature confound and perplex him, the voice of the

Spirit finds access to the wondering and anxious heart. True, I

cannot explain all the difficulties in the Bible, but what is there

that can be fully explained, even in our own life ? We contradict

our own selves, we are constantly leaving our very identity

behind us ; our life, if true to the highest law, is a daily correc-

tion of itself; and surely we have had drill and sorrow enough

to teach us that explanation is itself only another side of mystery,

and that what is called conclusion is only a sign that another

chapter is just about to begin.

It occurred to me that probably a good purpose might be

answered by committing to writing a brief and almost elementary

statement of my own relation to the Bible, and offering to make
that the basis of further inquiry ; not that I wished to take the

lead out of my friend's hands, but to save the conversation from

the risks of unprepared answers on either side. My friend's

state of mind required that we should begin on very general

ground, leaving the hardest speculative questions to be taken after

some of the most pressing moral difficulties had been considered.

In our last interview my friend made a most important admission

—viz., that sometimes Nature—his great idol—was too silent

;

that specially in his overwhelming sorrows did" he feel mocked
and defied by the speechlessness of his majestic and brilliant

god. I felt that this admission was capable of being turned to

the great advantage of the argument, and made it the starting-

point of m.y paper. When my friend returned, I explained that

I had written a brief statement, which I wished him to hear, and

on receiving his cordial permission, I read as follows :

—
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" In our last interview you acknowledged that Nature was

sometimes too silent for you ; that there are periods in your

history when you wish to know more than Nature can tell you.

This I regard as ^presumption (in the meantime I use no stronger

word) in favour of the doctrine that some revelation has been

made. There is a Book which professes at least to contain

intelligence immediately from God. Now, I submit that the

inquiry which this circumstance necessitates should start from

the point of human want. How far does this Book—making

such great professions—meet and satisfy the consciousness of

man } Man does not want merely dates, names, certificates of

local incidents, or anything of that kind. He wants something

better, something deeper. When the heart is hungering, when
the brain is aching under the pressure of some great problem,

when light and darkness are swiftly alternating on the way of

life, this Book is put into my hands. It is not likely under such

circumstances that I should fritter away time in inquiries which

do not touch the very core. The heart becomes impatient with

petty details ; its urgent questions press tumultuously upon the

Book, and if these be not answered with a considerable measure

of satisfaction, it is driven back by the shock of a mortal

disappointment. How, then, does this Book respond to the

inquiries of the soul } Let us ask it a few questions, and listen

to its answers :

—

" How is the existence of man to be accounted for } I would

know something of human life—how it came to be, and how it

will develop in ages to come. Can Nature tell me } Does the

light know the secret, or will the winds whisper it, or is it told

by the voice of the thunder } No. But the Book says—God
created man, created him in His own image and likeness. Now
this is an answer beyond anything that mere Nature has told

me. Whatever be the value of it, in the meantime it is certainly

such a testimony as creation has not given me. What shall I do

with such an answer } Let me take it to my consciousness, so

to speak, and ascertain how far it meets the wants of the heart.

Is there, then, about me anything Divine } Am I conscious of a

nature superior to evejlhing about me .? Is there a royalty

which says, I am greater than the sun } Is there a hunger which

cannot be appeased by the products of earth .? I know there is.
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—it is not a lesson I have learned from the outside, it is a truth

which is inwoven with my very constitution. There are instincts

of lordliness in man which are to be accounted for, and the

answer which the Book gives (whatever may be its value) is that

man was created in the image and likeness of God.
" Then another question forces itself upon me. I know that

I have some dispositions which are bad ; there are times when

my nature seems to be rebellious, tossed with unholy tumult, or

fired with most ignoble ambition : what is the meaning of this }

Can Nature tell me } Will the sea tell the secret, or the volcano

answer the mystery } Why am I not always calm .? Why are

my desires not always pure and elevated } This experience

must be accounted for. Nature is silent ; but the Book says,

You have lost your moral equilibrium
;
your heart has been

estranged from God
;
you have carried your instincts of mastery,

right enough in themselves, too far, and you are now enduring

the consequences. This is the answer of the Book; how shall I

test it } By taking it to my consciousness. My heart is it^: own

witness on the subject. I knoiv that my ways have been per-

verted ; I know that when the right has been before me I have

deliberately chosen the wrong ; and now that the Book tells me
that I have lost my centre, my nature confirms the testimony,

saying, this Book has put into language a feeling which I

could never adequately express.

" I inquire again : What is the destiny of man ? Is he but as

a leaf that buds and blooms and perishes ? Is the grave the full-

stop of this strange difficult literature of life ? Can Nature tell

me ? Are the withered leaves the answer } To me the inquiry

is intensely interesting and exciting. I have seen men die, and

little children vanish like bubbles on the stream. Where are

they } Where are the beings so patient in suffering, so self-

oblivious in love, so self-reserved in power and joy .? I ask

Nature ; but she is silent. I study her processes, but they are

only partially analogical. I reason, speculate, and desire

;

amidst all this the Book says—Death is but the shadow of life
;

the grave is not a goal, it is but a changing-place ; there shall

be a resurrection of the dead ; mortality shall be swallowed up

of life ; death itself shall die ! What shall I do with this answer.?

Do with it as I did with the others. Does it meet my necessity ?
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does it satisfy my hope ? It certainly does so. Nature did not

touch the question, but the Book answers it with fulness and

emphasis. It sheds light precisely where light was most needed,

and such light I cannot allow to be extinguished. The heart

would sink in dismay but for this revelation of the meaning of

death, this light upon the mystery of the future.

" Then I revert to the sinful tendencies of my nature. Can

they be overcome } I should be deceiving myself if I pretended

to have thought and acted always in harmony with principles

which I know to be right. Being my own judge, I pass sentence

against myself. I own to having thought bad thoughts and done

bad deeds ; and the question presses upon me how such thoughts

and deeds are to be taken away, and how the disposition to

repeat them is to be annihilated. I feel that men are trifling

with me when they say that I have 7iot been bad, not been false

to myself, not been unfaithful and ungrateful towards God.

Under those circumstances I go to Nature, but she is dumb. I

ask her if she grows one plant whose juices are good for moral

healing, but in her Gilead there is no balm. I ask if she has

any holy fountain at which hearts can be cleansed, but she mocks

me with unsympathetic silence. I am not idealizing when I

speak of human guilt ; it is a fact ; the stain is broadly marked

upon ever)' man, the tokens of a great fall are strewn upon the

whole expanse of society. The Book meets the difficulty. When
I ask, Is there any cleansing for man } it answers—There is a

fountain opened for sin and uncleanness. When I ask, Can sin

be borne away ? it answers—The Lamb of God taketh away the

sin of the world. When I ask, Can the disposition to commit sin

be destroyed } it answers—God will put His Spirit within man,

and make him perfectly holy. Thus I get from the Book answers

which I cannot get from Nature. Every question lawful to a

finite agent has been anticipated and answered—answered so as

to meet the immediate necessity, and yet so as to give promise of

fuller revelation according to the expanding capacity of man.
** Now look at the difference between your position and mine.

You say that you worship in the great temple of Nature ; but

Nature leaves the deepest questions of your heart without an

answer, it finds death an enigma and leaves it a mystery, it sees

you weeping but has no power over the fountain of tears, it
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observes you looking wistfully to the future but never withdraws

the veil. Now, on my part, I pass through Nature as through

a porch to the inner temple of revelation : there, provision has

been made for every question which bears upon character,

condition, and destiny ; and I beg you specially to observe that

such provision has been made in revelation alone. I have no

choice in the matter; it must be either the Bible or nothing

—

either this light, whatever the degree of intensity, or darkness

which makes life miserable. Seeing that the Bible speaks so

directly to my deepest nature, however much of mystery there

may be about some of its words, and seeing that if I part with the

Bible, I part with everything that touches ?}iy most urgent necessities,

I have concluded to regard it as an authoritative answer mean-
while to all the problems of man's spiritual constitution."

In this manner I laid down a few starting-points for our second

conversation respecting the Bible, taking care to make the

position sufficiently general to avoid dogmatism, and purposely

personal, so as to give me the advantage of direct witness to the

truth of the doctrines affirmed.

My friend answered :
" I see you begin your inquiry from the

point of consciousness, and not from what may be called a

literary point."

"Just," I replied, " as a hungering man would begin with food

which had been placed before him, and not with agriculture or

physiology. A man must be directed by his necessities. Now
I wanted answers to the questions which I have just put, and

therefore I anxiously examined the replies of this Book. My
most urgent questions were not about the heavens and the earth,

but about my own nature—what am I, whence came I, whither

am I going ? These questions were uppermost, and by its

answers to these questions—and not by its method of dealing

with other subjects—I felt that the Book must stand or fall, so

far as my spiritual nature is concerned."
" Well," said my friend, " my own position with regard to the

Bible is that it is a very wonderful Book, that it contams

many beautiful things, things we cannot get anywhere else ; and I

think we should deal with it eclectically, taking out what is good

and leaving what we don't believe. That is my creed ; is it un-

reasonable }
"
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" First of all, then," I replied, " let us see exactly how much

of the Book we are prepared to keep ; we shall go into the

inquiry, ifyou please, as men who are really anxious to know our-

selves and our probable destiny. Now will you tell me, so far

as you can recollect, what the doctrine of the Bible is respect-

ing the origin of man ?
"

" The Bible says that God created man, made him out of the

dust, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life."

"Very well; now have you any better solution of the origin

of the human race }
"

" Why, there is the development theory," my friend answered
;

" animal life rising to more and more completeness and dignity."

" Well," I said, " not to turn off into ridicule, which it would

be easy to do, will you tell me on which side the greater

difficulty lies, the side which says that man is an improved edition

of some lower animal, licked into shape through long ages ; or

the side which says

—

God (whom you have admitted to be all-

powerful and all-wise) created man } Merely looking at the

question as one of mystery : there is, we allow, mystery on both

sides—on the side of development and on the side of creation
;

but on which side is there less of mystery .'' Remember that

even this lower life, out of which man is said to have been

developed, must itself have had an origin. We cannot take the

doctrine of development back beyond a given point ; we must

stop somewhere, and wherever we stop we have (apart from a

revelation) an insurmountable difficulty. Now merely as a

question of mystery, not as a question of truth, on which side is

the greater difficulty }
"

My friend answered, " There cannot be any hesitation about

that. I have, so you say, allowed God to be all-powerful and all-

wise, and when I am told that He made man out of the dust of

the earth, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, I see

nothing in that which is inconsistent with omnipotence, or

which indeed is incompatible with natural reason."

" That, however," I answered, " was merely a preliminary

question ; will you now say what Nature tells you about the

spiritual constitution of man } You have the heavens and the

earth to read ; now say what they have told you about man's

spiritual being."
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" I don't know that the heavens and the earth, as such, have

thrown any light upon man's moral nature."

*' Well, then," I continued, " will you recall your impressions

about the Bible upon this matter ? To bring the subject to a

point, will you say of what quality God made man's spiritual

nature, according to the showing of the Bible?"
" I understand that God made man's nature like His own

;

and as He is good, no doubt He made man good : that is how
I understand the case to be put in the Bible."

" And is there anything unreasonable in this }
"

" Certainly not."

"Then will you say further how the Bible accounts for the

fact that man did not remain good } As a mere matter of fact,

we know that man does commit evil, and what I want to know
in the meantime is, how the Bible accounts for human sin."

" The Bible says plainly that man disobeyed the instructions

of God ; but what I cannot understand is, why God should have

made a being who was capable of falling."

"That is perfectly clear," I replied, "but that subject must be

reserved for separate discussion ; we shall come upon it before

our inquiry is concluded. Now, therefore, if you please, clearing

the field of all subordinate matter, let us come at once to two

or three testing questions : you have the great fact of human
sorrow to account for ; what is the best answer you have ever

heard to the enigma of grief.'' Or, to put the question in

another form, can you give a better answer than the Bible gives

—

viz., that human sorrow is the fruit of human sin ? We have

become so familiar with that view of the case, that we are apt to

overlook its originality ; what I wish you to do is, to forget as

far as possible all discussions, difficulties, and prejudices respect-

ing that answer, and to look at it as an answer just given,—sin

;the cause of sorrow, the universe taking up arms against its

rebellious occupants. Have you any better solution to suggest .^"

" I know," replied my friend, " that sorrow is a fact ; and

when I attempt to reason upon it from a natural point of view,

I cannot believe that it is the result of good behaviour. If ever

I say an angry word to my child, it is because he has been doing

something wrong ; I never frown upon him when he has been

doing right : so that if I take my own family government as the
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basis of inference, I should say that all suffering is directly or

indirectly caused by false action on the part of man."
" Very well, then, that is the explanation of the Bible respect-

ing the misery of the world
;
you say it harmonises with your

own consciousness, it finds an echo within your own heart. Now
take another point : you referred in our last interview to the

death of a child ; death is a mystery to natural reason : standing

by the side of the grave, I wish to know if this is the end of man,

or if there is anything beyond. The Bible said to you, when

you buried your child, * Of such is the kingdom of heaven
'

;

and I now ask you whether you have ever heard a better answer

to the mystery of death ?
"

" It is an answer which pleases me," said my friend ;
" I like to

think of my child being in a world of perfect purity and happi-

ness : I revolt at the idea of so much beauty and loveliness as

were embodied in my child being lost in the grave. I find no

fault with your answer ; if true, it is the best answer of all."

" You say, ' if true ' ; in the meantime we are walking in the

light of consciousness, not of verbal criticism ; what I have to

ask, therefore, is whether your heart does not respond to the

announcement as one which meets its deepest desire ?

"

" My heart delights to think that the child is living, and

living, in perfect bliss ; but this perplexing question will thrust

itself upon me : Cannot the consciousness which approves also

create } Throughout the whole argument you have been judging

by consciousness ; but I feel as if the faculty which approves

might first have created the very things which it does approve,

and that thus our answers to sorrow and death, and all the

phenomena of life, may be simply poetic conceptions, strong

wishes expressed in authoritative language."

" I am glad of the suggestion," I replied ;
" it proceeds upon

a great principle, and introduces us into a most fruitful field of

argument. I do not hesitate to attach very high importance to

the speculative power of the human mind ; it is, in fact, to this

speculative power (comprehending within its range the anxieties

and aspirations of the heart respecting a true solution of life

and destiny) that Divine revelation addresses itself. It is, in

fact, the point at which God and man are able to meet in

spiritual conference, and apart from which man is a mere
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animal. I want you to understand me very distinctly in this

part of our argument, because some rude inquirers have ap-

parently run away with the notion that Divine revelation and

human thinking stand on opposing planes, and consequently

that so-called Divine revelation seeks to thrust itself upon the

human mind as a foreign and insoluble element. Now, to my
thinking, the very term revelation implies a capacity to receive

what is revealed : to a blind man you cannot reveal a colour

;

to a dog you cannot reveal a work of art ; there must, in some

degree, be correspondence of quality between the mind making

the revelation and the mind receiving it. The power of intuition

is the characteristic glory of man. Now, all this I do not

merely admit—I fervently insist upon, and claim as the distinct

standing ground of the Christian advocate. With regard to

your suggestion, that human consciousness may have created

the doctrines which it approves, the answer already given seems

to me to be perfectly satisfactory."

" What was the answer.?" said my friend ; "for the moment
it has quite escaped me."

" You remember," I continued, " that in our last interview

you suggested that the Bible might be viewed as a work of

imagination, a parable, a poem, and that we agreed—at least, so

I understood—that this could not be so, for the obvious reason

that the Bible lays claim to too much for that suggestion to be

true. The Bible claims to be the Word of God ; it uses a

language which would amount to falsehood and blasphemy if it

were but an effort of human genius ; and, therefore, unless we

are prepared to discard the Bible altogether, we must give

weight to the special claim which it insists upon."

" Then," said my friend, " in what light are we to regard the

doctrines of the pre-Christian thinkers } I find gods in

Homer ; I find immortality in Plato ; I find virtue in Aristotle

;

and I find something nearly as high in morals in many heathen

writers as I find in the Christian writings. What do you make
of these things }

"

"Allow me," I replied, "to say that you do not sufficiently

recognise the value of a most important admission which I have

already made—viz., that maris power of speculation is his cha-

racteristic glory. I hold the Bible doctrine, that man was created
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in the image and likeness of God, that for a time he held loving

communion with his Maker, and that after the moral crisis

called ' the Fall ' he retained, in a mined condition indeed, the

great faculties with which he was originally endowed, and that

ever since he has been as a blind man, groping his way back to

the starting-point. Old echoes still linger in him ; old forrris of

beauty still seem to float before the vision of the bewildered

brain ; he retains broken memories, half truths, partial recollec-

tions, and in his more earnest moods he has so put these

together, as many a time to touch the sublime reality by coming

within the very shadow of God. It is to be distinctly re-

membered that God never left Himself without witness in the

thoughts and hearts of men. No doubt Plato and Aristotle had

visions of truth which others did not see, and were the inter-

preters to their contemporaries of the most advanced truth of

their age. The labours of Plato and Aristotle are not to be

undervalued. On the contrary, they are to be held in high

esteem, not only for what they are in themselves, but specially

as demonstrative of a great want which the heart has continually

but ineffectually been endeavouring to supply."

" Then," said my friend, " will you point out the difference

in value between the speculations of the philosophers and the

statements of the Bible ?
"

" Before doing so," said I, " pardon me if I ask a question.

A common acquaintance of ours saw you in company with a

stranger a few weeks ago, and he told me that from your manner
you seemed to have something upon your mind which made you
look unhappy : he said he was afraid you had sustained some
pecuniary loss, or some bereavement ; but the manner of the

stranger had so much of indifference about it, that he hardly

knew what to make of the case. He once thought you were
trjdng to persuade him to some course about which he was
undecided. May I ask, if not intruding on privacy, what are

the facts of the case ?

"

" The fact is," my friend replied, " that I was stating some
of my usual religious difficulties to him, and pointing out to

him the importance of giving attention to deeper questions

than those which usually occupied his attention."

"Now then," I said, " will you be kind enough to point out
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the difference in value between the statement which I had

heard and the statement which you have just made ?

"

"The difference is this, that what you had heard was simply

a guess or speculation, but what I have told you is the fact

of the case."

" Precisely so ; and that is the answer to your own question.

Throughout the old philosophies you have bold guesses, daring

speculations, sublime imaginings
;

yet nowhere have you

certainly : but in the Bible you have ' Thus saith the Lord,' and

thus you have thrown upon you the responsibility of rejecting a

testimony which at least professes to be from God, and not

only so, but which answers the deepest questions of your moral

nature as they have never been answered before, and by so much

vindicates its claim to be considered Divine. Now will you tell

me what your recollections of my argument are ? Kindly put

it before me, as if you were putting it before a third person."

" What I have understood you to say is this :—that God, who

is all-powerful and all-wise, could, so far as mere power is

concerned, have made a revelation of His will ; that as He has

.

provided for man's body, it is not unnatural that He should

provide, with at least equal care and bounty, for man's mind

;

that man has deep w-ants which he has been seeking to supply

by various speculations, guesses, and hypothetical doctrines, all

of w^hich leave the wants very much as they found them, yet

all of which testify to a nature that needs a revelation, and is

capable of receiving one ; that there is a Book which professes to

be such a revelation as man requires, which answers the deepest

problems of human nature as they have never been answered

before, explaining the existence of sin, showing how it is to

be forgiven, shedding light on the mystery of the grave, and

opening up visions of the world to come ; and all this it does,

not conjecturally, but with an authority which, if not valid, is

the most audacious demand ever made upon human credulity.

That is what I understand you to have said."

" Your summary is right ; what I wish to be specially re-

marked is, that this is an argument founded upon the constitution

of the human mind. We have not entered upon any literary

argument at all ; I undertake to produce voluminous, and to my
mind satisfactory, evidence of a purely literary nature regarding
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the authorship, the consistency, and the validity of the numerous

productions which constitute the Bible ; but I look upon this as

a ver}- subordinate work : a book may be perfectly consistent,

grammatical, and even fascinating, yet it may not satisfy the

heart; on the other hand, a book may be rugged, ungrammatical,

and so incomplete as to appear on a superficial view to be

self-contradictory, yet it may penetrate, quicken, and enrich the

soul. My inquiry begins from the higher point,—What is the

relation of this book to the human mind ? How does it address

itself to human necessities ? And being satisfied on these

points, I leave inferior considerations to come up afterwards."

" Then do I understand you to mean," my friend interposed,

"that to you there are no mysteries in revelation ? Is everything

perfectly straightforward and easy of explanation .?

"

" I mean to say," I answered, " that there are as many
mysteries about the Book of Nature as there are about the Book
of Revelation, and that if I were to adopt your method of objec-

tion, I should repudiate the Book of Nature altogether ; from

your standpoint I should say that an}'thing more unreasonable

and more contradictory than the Book of Nature cannot be

imagined. Now, to show this I will, if you please, personate a

novice in physical science, and begin by asking you what makes
the sun go round the earth } Now answer me as you would

answer your own boy."

" * The sun does not go round the earth ; the earth goes round

the sun,' I should answer."

" Do you mean to say, then, that the earth moves .^"

" Certainly the earth moves."
" I deny it : it is perfectly motionless ; I cannot see it move

;

I cannot feel it move ; I cannot hear it move. Do you think I

can believe anything which directly contradicts my own
senses .'*"

" ' You cannot understand all this yet,' I should say. ' You
must get on with your simpler learning, and by-and-by you will

better comprehend the teachings of learned men.' "

"All very fine; but no learned man will ever persuade me
that seeing is not believing. How far is the sun from the

earth .?

"

" It is said to be ninety-five millions of miles."

M
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" Nonsense ; why we can see the sun, and yet we cannot see

the very next town, which is only twenty miles off, and there is

not a single hill on all the road ! No, no ; it will take a very

learned man to persuade me that the sun is farther from the

earth than Edinburgh is from London.

"From these remarks," I continued, "and a hundred others

which a novice might make, you see that the natural senses are

sometimes contradicted or defied by natural objects ; that much
study is necessary to comprehend some of the universally ac-

cepted dogmas of science ; and that a man would soon make a

fool of himself if he went by nothing but his own five senses.

Now let us suppose a man who declined to study practical agri-

culture because there are mysteries in scientific astronomy ! In

such a case we should have a mean opinion of the man's com-

mon-sense. Or suppose he would not risk the sowing of seed

because he did not understand why decomposition should pre-

cede germination ! In such a case we should probably deem

the man insane. Now what I want to impress upon you is, that

throughout all life we are bounded, limited, by great mysteries.

Nature itself is a great enigma. Your own physiology is yet an

unanswered riddle. The atmosphere is an unexplained problem.

Light has secrets to tell, which no man has been able to elicit.

Yet you reason thus :
* There are certain things which are plain

to me ; the earth does bring forth fruit ; the atmosphere is

charged with elements necessary to animal and vegetable life

;

light is essential to growth, and indispensable to the discharge

of every-day engagements : about all these things there are

mysteries which I cannot answer, yet I avail myself of their

practical advantages, and wait for solutions of difficulty.' In

thus reasoning I think you take the course of a wise man. With

regard to this Book," laying my hand on the Bible, " I reason

thus :
' 1 have many and urgent necessities as a moral being

;

questions press upon me which Nature cannot answer, and which

Reason cannot set at rest. T want to know many things respect-

ing myself: Am I an Atom, tossed by winds which rage without

law } Am I being borne on by a fate which is irresistible, or is

my life a plan conceived by a wise and beneficent Power .''

What is there beyond } What kind of morning, if any morning

at all, rises upon the night which men call death } To all these
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questions the Book replies, and its replies go more deeply into

my nature than all the speculations of philosophers, and they are

given without any marks of hesitancy or uncertainty, plainly

stating that they are from God, and throwing upon me the ter-

rible responsibility of rejecting or accepting them. I cannot

reject them. I feel like a voyager in a boundless sea, who if he

leaps from the vessel, leaps into the stormy deep without any

resources but his own poor strength and skill as a swimmer.

Theie are many questions I should like to ask, but enough is

plain for my present necessities; there are many veils I should

like to withdraw, but there are open beauties more than I have

yet fully appreciated. I could not bear a full sight of God
;

the blaze would strike me blind. What is given I shall keep.

I value it for the very mystery which overshadows it, for God
must be veiled so that the lustre do not destroy the vision of His

creatures.' This is my conclusion. If I give up this Book, what

willyou give me in return ? I have tried all you have to offer, and

found it wanting. If there are mysteries wilh the Bible, there

are ten thousand times more mysteries without the Bible. Avail-

ing myself, therefore, of your own argument, I abide by this

written revelation."

After all, said I to myself, when my friend left me, what have

such men to give one in place of this Book ? To take it away

is one thing, but to make it up by something as good is another.

Allowing that no book can ever fully show us what God is, or ever

make it impossible for us to ask hard questions (and these two

things I admit most fully), yet that is no ground for settingthe Bible

aside. The writer must always be superior to the writing : the

Inspirer must always be more than inspiration ;
yet the writing

may be of the highest value in a given combination of circum-

stances, and until it can be replaced with a completer statement,

it must be held as treasure given us of God for the saving of our

life. Suppose that I see in the window of a cottage overlooking

the sea a candle lighted for the benefit of sailors, and that I say

to the tenant of the cottage, " Because this candle is not the sun,

I will blow it out," my objection would be a simple absurdity.

Or, here is a little child with a letter from his father, written

in words of one svllable, and in great letters, suitable for so

young a reader. Suppose I say to him, " Child, this is not such
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a letter as your father would have written to me, and therefore it

is impossible he can have written it to you" would not such

reasoning show me to be neither a logician nor a man ? I cannot

but feel that there is a gracious adaptation of the method of the

Bible to the incompleteness of the human mind. There is evi-

dent re^traint in the revelation. We come suddenly to a pause

in directions which the mind would willingly pursue—the bright-

ness of many a prospect is modified by unexpected clouds

—

many an answer seems to be broken off abruptly—the propor-

tions of some things appear to be exaggerated ;—in all these

difficulties I find rest in the infinite wisdom of God. He who
made the mind, and who knows us better than we can know our-

selves, will suit the light to the organ which has to receive it, and

save us from revelations which, however flattering to our vanity,

would exhaust our strength and destroy our rest. We shall

know more by-and-by, when we exchange the printed page for

the Living Presence.

When my friend returned, he brought with him a sceptic of a

very advanced rank—a man altogether wanting in veneration,

whose dogmatism was such, that only by the severest self-con -

trol could I preserve the barest semblance of courtesy. The
man was afflicted with the incurable disease of faith in his

personal infallibility : he knew everything ; he saw through

everything ; he despised everything ; he himself was the prin-

cipal fact in the universe, and his opinions were the decisions of

supreme wisdom. One wonders how such a man ever came

into existence in this disorganized condition of society, but

having unhappily been so illtreated as to be brought into it,

there need not be any wonder that he should be satisfied with

the favourable contrast in which his own wisdom stood to all

the folly of a giddy world. It was quite an early effort of genius

on his part to throw the Bible overboard altogether, and one of

his first accomplishments, which he displayed long before he was

able to work for his living, was to sneer openly at his father's

wild habit of conducting morning and evening worship in the

family. When quite a boy he tried to make verses, which would

never rhyme, in ridicule of a set of dangerous individuals whom
he mysteriously referred to as "the cloth"; and before he had,
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in general opinion, but not in his own, arrived at man's estate,

he had turned his back on all places of Christian worship, and

sallied forth into what he called " the temple of Nature," that

he might throw into discord the sweet music which God intended

to be the accompaniment of a higher psalmody. Nothing was

so clear to his discerning mind as that everybody was wrong

in most things, and that where they happened to have one

spark of wisdom, they would instantly allow his superiority

as a thinker and his right as a lawgiver. He was not to be

classed with those modest persons who are always apologising

for being in existence, nor with any other persons whatsoever

—

he was himself; to that proud designation no embellishment

could be added by the most liberal and fertile ingenuity.

It w'as only because my friend was glad of someone, who had

a stronger will than his own, to rest upon in the extremity of his

distress as a religious thinker, that he sought the occasional

companionship of this eminent dogmatist. In point of dispo-

sition they had nothing in common—the one was a reverent

doubter, the other was a surly and vulgar disbeliever, who kept

incessantly and incoherently harping on two or three difficult

points.

" Why did God create a being that was capable of falling ?

Why did He not make man so that no temptation would have any

power over him } He creates a being who is capable of falling,

and after he has fallen pronounces a curse upon him. I say,

this is unnatural and unreasonable."

And he looked as though he did believe what he said. For a

moment I took no notice of the remark, knowing that coolness

is essential to success in such uncongenial encounters. Having
taken ample breathing time, I replied :

" Man could not have been good if he could not have been
bad ; strange as it may appear, the two things go together and
are inseparable."

''Prove that; how do you make it out.?" the disbeliever

instantly responded.

" In this way," I replied, softening my tone so as to throw his

into contrast, for there is nothing so vulgar as the rasping voice

of ignorant dogmatism—" in this way : goodness is not a nega-

tive quality ; it is not the mere absence of badness, but the
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dominion of the soul over vicious forces. Goodness, when

applied to moral agents, describes a mora quality; when applied

to inanimate objects, it describes mere adaptation. For in-

stance, we may speak of a good man and of a good house, but

the term good has not the same meaning in both cases."

" True enough," said the sceptic ;
" but why did God make

man capable of falling .? Keep to the point, if you please."

" Because," I replied, " God could not have made man upon

any other condition : He made the sun incapable of falling, and

all the stars incapable of falling ; but the moment you pass from

matter to life you multiply your danger ; increased life means

increased risk."

" I don't see that," said the sceptic.

" Do j'ou see it ?" I said to my friend.

" Partly ; but pray illustrate it."

" I drive a nail into this piece of wood to hold some article

until I return for it ; I also request a child to watch another

article for a time. On my return I find the nail where I put it,

I also find the child where I left him ; do I say to the nail, ' You
are very good for doing what I wanted to have done ' ?

Certainly not. But I may say to the child, ' You have been

good, and I thank you for doing me this kindness.' But why

not express my thanks to the nail ? Simply because the nail had

no will in the matter. The child /lad a will, and could have

foregone his charge ; and by so much as he could have broken

his promise he was honourable in keeping it. But put the case

the other way. Suppose that on my return I discovered that the

child had abandoned his position ; then I should see that in

passing from matter to life I pass from comparative certainty to

probable uncertainty
;
yet even the bad child is greater than the

nail, for his capacity of badness is also his capacity of good-

ness."

" But suppose that the child had not been capable of running
away, that he had been inclined to goodness only, and that no
thought of evil could by any possibility enter his mind, would
not that have been better ? " inquired my friend.

"Then," I replied, "he would not have been a child, he

would have been merely a tool, a thing; for all goodness implies

the exercise of will, and will is a term which involves the
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possibility of double action ; where there is no alternative there

cannot be any will."

" But why did God put that tree in the garden to tempt

the man ? " the sceptic somewhat fiercely demanded.
" First of all," I answered, " He did not put the tree in the

garden to tempt the man ; and secondly, in doing as He did.

He did what you do in your own house and business every day."

" That I deny altogether ; will you explain what you mean,

and prove it }
"

" You have a family }
"

"Yes."
" Do you set any limits to the liberty of your children ?

"

" Of course."

" WAy do you limit their liberty ?
"

" Because they are children ; they have not come to years

of discretion ; but Adam was a man, not a child."

" True ; so let us take the case of a man ; take your own
case, in fact, and let us see what ground you stand upon. Are

there any limits to your own liberty }
"

" Yes, there are many limits."

" Will you state a few of them ?
"

"Why there is property; of course I cannot innocently take

another man's property. There are laws of health ; if I go

beyond a certain point, I am punished for my intemperance.

There are social and commercial obligations, which, if not

honoured, would keep a man down in society. In fact, there

are many limits to my liberty ; but what have they to do with

the case of Adam and that hateful tree in the garden ?
"

" I wanted to bring out, first," I replied, " that children are

limited by a higher will than their own, and that men also are

limited by certam laws and forces, partly beyond their control,

and partly also of their own ordering and appointing,—that

men limit one another, purposely and necessarily ; otherwise

society would be disorganized."

"Well, and what bearing has all this upon the tree in the

garden }
"

" A bearing," I continued, " which I would express in this

way: all higher life must limit life that is lower than itself;

man limits the inferior animals which he employs in his service
;
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the parent limits the action of the child because of the child's

ignorance and inexperience; the employer limits the sphere of

the employed, making appointments, fixing times, and requiring

services ; the aggregate man called society limits the individual

man, determining boundaries, forbidding trespasses, and en-

forcing penalties : so that all through life we ourselves do pre-

cisely in our degree what God did in the case of the first man.

Now, when you bade your child beware of the fire, or the water,

or the edged instrument, or the dangerous place, why did you

put the temptation in his way ?
"

" I did not put any temptation in his way," the sceptic

answered ;
** it was for his own good that I warned him not to

go too near the fire."

" Very well," I continued, " when you tell a man not to eat

this and not to drink that, because they are poisonous or hurt-

ful, why do you put the temptation in his way ?
"

" I do not put the temptation in his way; it would be for his

own safety if I warned him."
** Very well ; now when society says to a man. You must not

go over this line, or break down that fence, or disturb your

neighbour, or endanger the health of your fellow-citizens, why
does the tyrannical power called society point out so many
forbidden trees } why should not all men please themselves, go

where they like, and live without law }
"

"Because life would not be worth having; our security is in

law. But why could not man have had full permission to eat of

every tree of the garden }
"

** Simply because there cannot be two infinites ; and where

there is an infinite and a finite, the finite must receive its

regulations from the infinite. Now you make too much of the

merely literal term * tree ' ; the question, however, is not one of

a mere tree, it is a question of the relation of the finite to the

infinite, of the creature to the Creator ; it is quite possible so to

dwell upon the word ' tree ' as to become insensible to the

great idea which it represents : that idea is one of order, of

right relationship ; there was, and ever must be, something

which man might do, and something which he might not do

;

and this fact of his moral constitution was represented (whether

figuratively or literally is not the question at this moment) by
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his relation to a particular tree. To point out a particular tree

as one not to be touched under pain of death may appear to

be arbitrary, but in reality it was a most gracious arrangement.

Man—as a finite creature—could not have had all power ; at

some particular point he must be given to feel that he cannot

go any farther with safety to himself, and it was better for God
Himself carefully to define the limit, and the result of trespass,

than to leave man in ignorance, and allow him to pass unknow-

ingly beyond the prescribed line."

" But why should there have been any prescribed line ? " the

sceptic persistently reiterated.

" From the very necessity of the case," I answered ;
" not as

an arbitrary arrangement, not as a capricious test of the new-

made heart, but from the very necessity of those relations which

the creature must ever sustain to the Creator. The moment you

increase the number of beings you necessitate arrangements of

gradation, order, superintendence, mutual care, and responsi-

bility. When God created the first angel, an order involving

duty, obedience, and limitation was established ; there must be

a forbidden tree in all created life, in heaven as well as on earth.

We have the same principle, I repeat, in constant operation in

common life, and we could not suspend it for a day wdthout

reducing society to chaos. When you say to a child, You may
touch everything in the room except the fire, you point out a

forbidden tree ; when you tell an apprentice that he may look

into every corner of the warehouse except into his master's

private desk, you point out a forbidden tree ; when you insist

that your expenses shall be kept within your income, you

point out a forbidden tree ; when you regulate your eating and

drinking, strictly keeping them within certain limits, you

point out a forbidden tree ; every order you give, every sum you

fix, every appointment you make, goes upon the very principle

of the forbidden tree. You cannot get away from this principle

;

it lies at the very root of all individual discipline, it is the prime

necessity of all social life. In talking about the forbidden tree

as you are now doing, you are proceeding upon a false principle

altogether. You suppose that God set a trap for man "

"Exactly so," said the disbeliever; "that is precisely what I

complain of—now answer thaty
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"Your supposition," I continued, "is not merely incorrect; it

is insane, according to my reading of the facts. Tlie great

principle, as it seems to me, which is represented by the tree in

the midst of the garden, is the principle of self-control, and the

prohibition imposed upon man involves, not a threat, but a

warning. When you tell your child that if he puts his hand

into the fire, he will be burned, you do not threaten him, you

warn him, and your word should be accepted as an expression

of love ; so, when the Creator told the creature not to overstep

certain boundaries because such trespass would result in death,

He did not threaten man with punishment. He mercifully pointed

out the awful consequences of a given course. In some cases a

man punishes himself, in others he is punished by society: you

may punish a man for breaking into your house, but he, punishes

himself when he puts his hand into the fire ; and this he does far

more surely to himself than you can do to him ; he may break into

your house, and by dexterity may escape punishment—he may

run away, he may defy you to prove his identity, he may cause

innocent men to be criminated—but when he puts his hand into

the fire, the punishment is instant, personal, and irresistible. It

is so with our relations to God ; they are so ordered that the

consequences of sin cannot be eluded ; we punish ourselves—we

actually carry the tormentor within us."

I was proceeding in this manner, when my friend, addressing

himself to the sceptic, said, in a reflective yet animated tone :

" I see now what I never seem to have seen before ; I see that

man's own nature is the best interpreter of God's : I have

always been looking at God and God's Book entirely from the

outside, never through the medium of my own nature."

"Precisely," I exclaimed; "that is the secret of much doubt

and discomfort in a man's religious experience ; but if you will

look narrowly into things, you will find that man in his little

sphere often does what God Himself does in His infinity."

" But," the sceptic interrupted, " could not man have been so

made as for it to have been an impossibility for him to fall ?
"

" No ; I say again. No. By so much as a man is finite, by so

much is he fallible."

" Then why did God make creatures who might possibly fall,

and who, if they did fall, must sufi"er such horrible agonies.''"
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" That is for God Himself to answer," my friend interposed !

" I believe Him to be all-wise, and though I cannot understand

why He made man at all, yet I will not doubt His wisdom. I

think if we deem ourselves clever enough to criticise the very

Being who created us, surely the Being who made us thus

wondrously clever must be wiser than any of His creatures. Our
own ability is one of the best testimonies to God's wisdom."

I had great joy in my friend as he said these words, and could

not but feel that sometimes even *' the wrath of man," the very

coarseness of unbelief, such as was painfully before us at this

moment, drives the higher order of mind to the affirmative side

of truth.

" Besides," I added, " we may look at this question also from

a human standpoint. You said that you have children ?
"

" Yes."

" Do you educate them ?
"

" Certainly."

" But is it not generally understood that the more highly any

man is educated the more is his capacity of pain increased ?

The untaught, uncivilized barbarian suffers less than an educated

citizen ; why, then, do you expose your children to the possibility

of enduring much pain ?
"

" Because," said he, " if they make a rigiit use of their educa-

tion, it will increase their happiness. If an uneducated man has

less pain, he has also less pleasure than a man who is educated."
" That admission," said I, " grants the whole argument which

I am anxious to maintain. The very fact that man is capable of

enduring such ' horrible agonies,' as you say, is itself an evidence

that man is capable of proportionate joy ; and, using your own
words, I would say that if man makes a right use of his

opportunities, he will realize all the gladness of which his soul

is susceptible ; but observe, all depends upon the relation in

which a man sets himself towards his opportunities."

"There is another point, too," said my friend ;
" if you had a

figure fashioned in the form of a child, made of marble, you would

have a child incapable of suffering. But would you care for such

a child.? Or take it in another way: suppose you had a child

which no rebuke could ever pain, which no fire could ever burn,

which no knife could ever cut—an unimpressible, insensate clod
;
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would you not think that such a child was more than a monster ?

Now the point which our Christian friend wishes to illustrate is,

that the gate, so to speak, by which pain enters is the very gate

by which pleasure enters, that a man's capacity of suffering is

also his capacity of enjoyment."

" Well, but what I feel," said the sceptic, " is this : it seerns to

me that man could not help falling ; he was fated to fall, and as

he could not help it, it was too bad to punish him for doing

what he could not help doing."

" Then," said I, " you simply make out that man is a fool ; now
remember \\i2Xyou are a man, and let me put a question or two to

your reason and conscience ; when you go home to-day you may

find that your servant has stolen some of your property ; will it

satisfy you to learn that your servant is of opinion that she

was fated to be a thief, and that she could not help stealing your

goods ?
"

" No ; but then I did not make my servant, and God did make

man."

"Truly so; and for that very reason you should be the more

lenient to your servant. Why don't you say— ' This woman did

not make herself; she cannot help her organization; she was

fated to be a thief ; if she had made herself, I should have

punished her ; but as she did not make herself, I will pity and

forgive her ' .'' why don't you talk in that style }
"

" Or," my friend suggested, " why have magistrates and judges ?

The practice ofcommon life condemns the theory of the fatalist

;

why should not the magistrates say, ' These prisoners were made

by God ; they were fated to be felons ; let us commiserate their

awful fate, and put up as well as we can with their felonious

courses ' ?
"

" Quite so," said I ;
" or put the same thing in another form :

on your way home a man knocks you down and uses you brutally
;

would you say, ' Poor fellow ! he was fated to do it ; he could not

help himself ; he must be faithful to his peculiar organization ' ?

would you talk so ? You could not talk in this style, unless your

doctrine were so far true as to prove that you yourself were fated

to be worthy of such treatment. Now, instead of talking about

man in the abstract, or the first man, fix your attention upon

yourself: there are two courses before you ; in leaving this house,
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you may leave as an honest man, or you may secretly appropriate

some of my property : do you mean to say that you really cannot

help taking something which is not your own ? Mark my words,

' reaHy cannot help it,' have no will in the matter, you are literally

compelled to be a thief?
"

" Certainly not ; I am not so far gone as that."

" This, however," said I, " is not a question of being ' so far

gone ': it is a question of nature, not of hahit. Now answer this

question : would you allow the plea of fate to save any man from

the punishment which theft, or murder, or forgery, or embezzle-

ment deserves ?

"

" Of course I should not ; it is due to society to punish the

criminal. But my point is this—when the criminal goes before

God may he not charge upon his IMaker the peculiarity of his

constitution, and reproach his Maker for having allowed him to

be placed in circumstances which overbore him ?

"

" My answer is—Certainly not. The criminal will not, upon

sober reflection, do that even now. He may have a fatalistic

creed, and by long habit may have come into a desperate con-

dition of depravity; but take him before he has become the

slave of his habits, and press him solemnly with the inquiry

—

Haveyou no power to resist the temptation to commit crime ? And as

a simple matter of fact he will at least hesitate before pronounc-

ing himself a mere machine ; and by so much as any man has

even the power of deliberatioti as to which of two courses he will

adopt, by so much he bears practical testimony to his responsi-

bility. j\Iark that : even the power of delibei-ation ; if he has any

faculty of calculating chances, any choice between this plan and

that ; if he can think, arrange, alter his plans, enlarge them,

postpone them, or modify them in any degree whatsoever, then

by so much he proves himself a responsible being, and responsi-

bility is irreconcileable with fatalism."

" Besides," my friend suggested, " something is due to the

testimony of universal consciousness ; the whole heart of society

goes directly against the doctrine of irresponsibility : all social

instincts cry out against it ; it is not tolerated in the family, or

in business, or in magistracy, or anywhere; it is an insult to

human nature ; it gives the lie to our personal consciousness."

My friend spoke with warmth, and as it appeared to me with
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truth which could not be gainsaid. The sceptic then shifted his

ground, commencing his attack from this point

:

" But why should the innocent suffer for the guilty ? What
have we to do with the sin of the first man ?

"

" The innocent must always suffer for the guilty," was my
reply ;

" it is a necessity of all related life. I undertake to show

\.\\dXyou would do in this matter precisely what you condemn in

the government of God."
" How so .?" said the sceptic.

" If you had a man in your service who had forged your name

to a document, what course would you adopt ?"

" I should bring him to punishment, certainly."

" But suppose the man had a wife and family dependent upon

him, would you not for their sakes pardon the offence and con-

tinue to employ the man }
"

" Certainly not; for many reasons, too: /have also a family

to provide for, and if the man were to repeat his offence, he

might in time bring ruin upon me and my house ; besides, as we

have said already, we owe it to society to punish the criminal."

" But if you deprived the criminal of his employment, would

you not cause his family to suffer }
"

" Certainly ; but he would be responsible for that."

" And if, in addition to depriving the criminal of employment,

vou imprisoned him, would not his family, perhaps as yet un-

born family, suffer in some degree for the sins of their father .?

"

" No doubt of it."

" Have we not, then, in the outworking of common daily life

this vicarious principle in constant operation—the innocent

suffering for the guilty?"

" Yes, we have, as a mere matter of fact; but could it not

have been otherwise with advantage }
"

" Certainly not
;

just see what purposes such a principle

serves, or might serve ; it shows the unity of human life—no

man lives UTito himself, humanity is a chain, and from link to

link a common influence runs ; it shows the influence of human

action, and should proportionately restrain men from evil

courses ; it develops the best instincts of human nature, caus-

ing man to consider the effect of his conduct upon others, and

educating man upon a basis of true socialism, lifting him out of
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his contracted individuality, and making him a responsible

member of a universal family."

" In addition to that," my friend said, " it ought to be pointed

out that there is an equitable principle in the whole arrange-

ment; it does not operate on one side only, as the objection

which has been started would seem to imply; if the innocent

suffer for the guilty, the guilty enjoy advantages from the

innocent ; and if children suffer for the evil deeds of their

parents, they also reap the benefits of a good parentage. This

is not a one-sided arrangement at all. If a man disgraces him-

self in business, his children will suffer; and if he honours

himself in business, his children will reap the advantage. I

think this ought to be pointed out, lest it should be thought that

the argument is all upon the side of suffering."

" Well, but," the sceptic said, " look at the case of a little

child who is in pain : it cannot express its wants : day and night

it may be in torture ; what has that little thing done to deserve

such agony } Is it not enough that men should suffer for their

own sins, without suffering for the sins of other people ?
"

" We have answered the latter question already," I said ;
" it

is impossible to confine the influence—whether good or bad

—

of moral actions to the actor. If you do a vicious deed in your

family, it may tell upon the character of your children, and if

you do a good deed, it may ennoble and inspire them. With
regard to the child suffering, we must be careful not to exalt

a sentiment into a law : man must be given to feel the neces-

sarily terrible consequences of sin ; and in some cases, as the

penalty of sin has come through the parent to the child, so the

check upon sin has passed from the child to the parent. Many
a man has been benefited by the sufferings of his child ; he

could not have been reached in any other way, but such suffer-

ing has brought him to reflection and contrition."

"Well, little children could have been spared suffering at any
rate," said the unbeliever.

" Then you make out that you are more anxious about children

than God is," said I ;
" and a man should be very careful how he

exalts his own sentiments of compassion above God's. Besides,

your own reasoning comes to this :
—

' God made me ; He created

all this generous feeling towards little suffering children ; He has
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actually made me more gentle and compassionate than He is

Himself; I am more Divine than God !
' Yet you confessed a

moment ago that you would punish the man who forged your

name, though his wife and children would suffer through his

sin !

"

"Yes," said the sceptic, "that is all right so far as the world

is now constituted : according to the present constitution of

things, I confess that events must go pretty much as you have

hinted ; but what I want to know is, Whether the world could not

have been arranged upon some totally different plan, so that we might

have escaped these things ?
''

" Upon that subject," I said, " my mind is at perfect rest.

God made the world ; God is the Author of human nature ; God
is infinitely wise ; what I cannot understand now I may be able

to understand hereafter ; as a creature of limited powers, I deem
it right to defer to the understanding of God. Life would be a

poor thing if we had no mysteries to quicken our mind, or no

difficulties to engage our powers
"

At this point my friend looked as if he wished to say something
;

I gave him the opportunity, and he said,

—

" I have been thinking about suffering children ; I recollect

what you said to me on the occasion of our second interview.

You said that, if I had known it, there was a letter for me on

the death of my own child, and that the letter said, ' Of such is

the kingdom of heaven.' Now I have been thinking in this

way : a child suffers and dies, but all children, if your creed be

right, go to heaven ; if they live to be men, they may, also as-

suming your creed to be true, risk the opportunity of doing so,

may in fact go to perdition : now, on your ground, may this

not be looked at as a compensation ?
"

"Certainly," I replied; "no child is damned on account of

his forerunners' sin ; as a necessity of his relation to those fore-

runners he must in many ways suffer, as he may in other ways

profit ; but so far as the future world is concerned, no child, no

man, suffers for any sins but his own. Then think of Jesus

Christ in relation to little children ; He loves them with all His

love, pronounces the kingdom of heaven to be of such, and

takes them from their sufferings into rest and joy."

"I must say I like that idea," said my friend.
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"Well, gentlemen," said the unbeliever, "you may sentimenta-

lise in this way if you like ; but for my part I shall follow the

light of science ; this is the age of science ; everything must give

way to science ; and, depend upon it, science will overturn your

antiquated and preposterous religious beliefs. Why, just look at

a recent discovery : a scientific man has shown that all physical

life has a common basis ; if you microscopically examine the

broad end of one of the little spikes, if I may so call them, which

grow upon the leaf of a nettle, you will find in it precisely the

same germ or base which you will find in a drop of human blood,

clearly showing that we are all merely natural growths—now
that" he added with much self-satisfaction, "is the kind of posi-

tive teaching which satisfies my mind."

"But not mine," I replied. "Pardon me for saying that you

treat your science very unscientifically. Take the case of the

nettle. I might say a word upon the difference between the

terms ' physical basis of life ' and ' the basis of physical life '

:

the former is intensely dogmatic, the latter is correct. But I

don't pause upon this point ; I rather ask you. What about the

other end of your nettle spike ? In the case of man we have a
' nettle ' that can sin and suffer, that can plan great projects and

carry them out, that can write poems and paint pictures, that

can write books and make laws, and it is this end of the ' nettle

'

that I wish you to think about, and it is to this end of the ' nettle
'

that the religious argument addresses itself. Christianity does

not seek to analyse your blood, but to save your soul ; Christianity

does not forbid you to study science, but it urges upon you con-

siderations which involve the destiny of your being."
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|AMUEL was expressly warned not to look upon the

countenance or stature of Eliab, the towering and

most king-like son of Jesse. May there, then, be a

discrepancy between the countenance and the heart ?

May a man's face be beautiful and his soul be

deformed ? If so, this should make us cautious m
our judgments, and should give a new tone to our criticisms.

Is there aught more revolting than the discovery, that under a

most beautiful exterior there may be a false or a cruel heart ?

Were life what it ought to be, the outward and the inward

would harmonise ; a smile on the face would mean a smile on

the heart
;
yea would mean yea and nay nay ; and everywhere

there would be perfect and incorruptible sincerity. The text,

however, puts us on our guard against mere appearances.

Judge not realities by appearances. Let me point out to you a

most thriving and prosperous man, whose case will explain

exactly what I mean. There is no question that in trade he

is very successful. Let me see. He keeps a gig ? Yes. He
keeps a waggonette, too, does he not ? Yes. He drives into

town every morning as well ? Yes. And generally has a flower

in his button-hole .'' Yes. His name is seldom seen on a

subscription list, and he makes but a poor figure amongst the

charities which are popular in the circle in which he moves.

He is called stingy and mean : people say sharp things about him

when his back is turned, and as for that unlucky gig of his,

it is favoured with criticism enough to cut the axle-tree in two :

people say, "And h'm riding in his gig !
" It is bad grammar,

I know, but wonderfully fine emphasis ! Appearances are no

doubt against the man. It certainly does look stingy on his

part when he puts down five pounds after a man in the same

ctation has put down fifty. It is enough, I admit, as human
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nature goes, to bring the gig, and still more the waggonette,

into contempt, and as for the flower in the button-hole, it is as

beauty wasted on a beast. In using this vigorous language

I am but quoting,—do not, if you please, mistake it for original

composition. The object of all these severe remarks never

hears one of them, and if he heard them all, I question whether

he would do more than smile forgivingly. If he cared to speak,

he could make a good speech on the subject, I know. Shall

I tell you what materials he has for a vindication ? He would

never tell you himself, so I may as well let you into the secret

lest you, too, judge him unjustly. His gig and his waggonette

are not merely ornamental ; they are useful in his business, and

are kept for use rather than for show, though of course they

must be seen. The fl.ower in his button-hole would be there if

he lived in a mud hut in Norway, not perhaps so nice a one,

but a daisy or a primrose, for from childhood he has loved any

kind of flower he could get hold of. You saw him putting

down five pounds just now, and you thought the figure looked

shabby without a cipher at the end of it ; but you don't know
that last year he paid a thousand pounds of his father's debts,

for his father, though an honourable man, had been ruined in

business ; nor do you know that only this morning, on which he

gave the despised five pounds, he sent a cheque for fifty guineas

to his two sisters, and that he sends them a cheque of the

same value four times in the course of every year ; nor do you

know that he is paying for the education of two brothers, and

that he is laying by what he can aff"ord to give them a nice

start when they are ready for business. All this you hear now,

for the first time, and in the light of it both the gig and the

waggonette acquire a new respectability, and even the shabby

five-pound note is of more value than the fifty sovereigns of

some other man. Judge not, that ye be not judged ! The Lord

looketh on the heart !

There is another side to this picture. Here is a fine dashing

fellow, who is the charm of every circle into which he enters.

A free-handed, genial, sparkling man. i\Iany a ten-pound note

he gives away ; many a subscription list he nobly leads. Wher-

ever he is known he is praised as a charitable man. Could you

have heard as I have heard him, your feelings would undergo no
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trifling change. I have heard his words in secret, and seen his

face when the true expression of the soul was upon it.

"Why not lessen your expenses .'^" said a confidential friend.

''Appearances,^' he sternly replied, "must be kept up. We
must get money somehow. What securities have we in hand ?

Mortgage them, sell them, do what you like with them,—only

get me what money 1 want."

A knock at the door is followed by the announcement that

Lady Grace has herself called for the annual subscription to the

County Hospital.

" Certainly," says our charming model ;
" twenty guineas

with pride and pleasure, my lady, and deeply indebted for the

honour of a call from such a collector."

It is over in a moment, over flashingly and joyously, so much
so, that Lady Grace thinks it a luxury to meet such a giver ; but

the giver himself is in his secret room with his secret friend,

seeking the solace of wine and cursing the very name of charity.

He dare not be less liberal. A diminution of his gifts might

awaken suspicion. He must keep the blacking on his boots and

the nap on his hat, for if he fail in surface, he will fail altogether.

He is made up of surface. A pin point could scratch it off. So

let him beware, for a touch may topple him over into his own

place.

" Yes," says a cynical hearer, " these are exactly my senti-

ments. I have often had my own suspicion about these givers."

Wait ! Nothing can be more unjust than such an inference.

Without great givers the charity of the world would soon come

to an end. It often requires the greatest moral courage to set

an example in this matter of giving liberally. Many a man who
takes a conspicuous position upon subscription lists would gladly

retire into the shade, but that he keenly feels his obligation

openly to testify to the goodness which he has received at the

Lord's hand. Do not suppose that a man is giving sincerely

merely because he gives sparingly ; nor suspect a man of giving

boastfully because of his munificence. I thank God for great

givers. We must not condemn the good with the bad. Each

case must stand upon its own merits, and herein is the joy that

comes of the assurance that " The Lord looketh on the

heart."
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]\Ian has a heart-life as well as a hand-life. It is upon the

heart-life that God looks, and upon it that He pronounces His

judgment. We cannot put all that is in our heart into our

hand. We may give but two mites, yet may have heart enough

to save the world. We may not be able to lay one stone upon

another, yet we may have built a temple unto the Lord in holy

purposes or loving dreams. Truly God takes the will for the

deed, and then speaks of it as if the deed itself had been accom-

plished in more than the fulness and beauty of the projector's

intention. The Lord looketh on the heart ! Man looketh on

the outward appearance, and his judgments are false and often

cruel ; the Lord looketh upon the spirit, so that not a sigh is

lost, nor a purpose undervalued. We do not know through what

discipline men have passed, what secret troubles are making

their hearts sad, or what early disadvantages crush their spirit.

One man goes forward to fifty years of age with hardly a day's

anxiety ; another struggles to it through a succession of the most

trying sorrows. We are not to regard both men as if they had

passed through a common experience. God knows our advan-

tages and disadvantages, and His judgment is the result of His

omniscience. There was a sharp discussion the other day in a

gentleman's kitchen. One speaker said to another, " I am
ashamed of you ; we ought not to be in the same house together;

you are common and vulgar-looking, beside being scratched and

chipped all over. Look at me ; there is not a flaw upon all my
surface ; my beauty is admired ; my place in the house is a place

of honour." The other speaker was not boisterous ; there was

no resentment in the tone of the reply: " It is true that you are

very beautiful, and that I am very common, but that is not the

only difference between us. See how you are cared for
;
you are

protected by a glass shade
;
you are dusted with a brush made

of the softest feathers ; everybody in approaching you is warned

of your delicacy. It is very diff'erent with me ; whenever water

is wanted I am taken to the well ; when servants have done with

me they almost fling me down ; I am used for all kinds of work ;

and there never was a scullery-maid in the house who did not

think herself good enough to speak of me with contempt." It is

so with men. Some of us live under glass shades ; others of us

are as vessels in common wear; but we could not change places
;
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each must do his proper work, and each will have his appro-

priate reward. The Lord looketh on the heart

!

There are two gravestones in yonder churchyard which

occasion a good deal of remark. You will be pleased to hear

something about them. The first is considered a marvel of art.

The marble and the granite of which it is composed are the

purest that can be found, and what can exceed the brilliance of

their polish } Surely that stone is a magnificent mark to set above

the resting-place of the most honoured head. Skilful, without

doubt, was the cunning hand that carved the stone so exquisitely.

The stone tells you that it is put up to commemorate the life of

the best of mothers. It was erected by her son, who resides in

the chief mansion in the vicinity. He is proud of the stone.

He points it out to all his visitors, and receives in return their

tributes of admiration. For nothing else is he known but for

that stone. He has never written his name on the holy roll of

charity. No poor family would miss him were he to have a simi-

lar stone put above his own head. Yet he enjoys a wonderful

reputation for family affection, and in some quarters he is held

up as a model for the imitation of wayward sons. The other

stone is modest, but really good. There is not one line of pre-

tence about it. It, too, was put up by filial piety to commemo-
rate motherly excellence. You should hear how it is talked about

by the man who owns the fine stone. He says :
" I am ashamed

of such men ! It is true enough that he was not very well off

when his mother died, but look how he has got on since ! Why,
he must be worth some thousands a year. I wonder he is not

ashamed of himself, to let that thing stand there—he should

take it up and put another in its place. I don't know how men
can do such mean things." And having so said, he walks towards

his own stone, and heaves a sigh that has meaning in it. And
how about that other son .? Thus ! He never allows a poor
woman to go from his door without help, because her presence

reminds him of what his own mother used to be in the days of

her poverty ; and never does he give the help without saying in

his heart: "Sacred to the memory of my dear mother." He
never sees a poor woman going along the road but he looks

after her and says :
" Once my mother was very much like that,
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and for her sake I must do something for this poor creature."

It is in this way that he sets up his gravestones ; in this way

that he honours his mother. He says nothing about it. He
writes epitaphs on hearts, not on stones ; and though he is mis-

judged by man, there is One who makes an imperishable record

of his love—for the Lord looketh on the heart

!

1. The Lord looketh on the heart,

—

This must be terrible news

to a bad man. On the heart ! Then there is no secret place

from which the eye of lightning is excluded ! It sees into the

darkest chambers, ajid reads the motives that are never ex-

pressed in language ! The bended knee is never mistaken

for the bended heart. What a day of exposure has yet to come!

Ever}' tawdry rag has to be torn away. Every rouge stain has

to be sponged off. The light of day has to be poured upon

recesses which never saw the light ! Our deceptions are but

for a moment. Our lies are but transient sounds. Presently

the full revelation will come, and we shall be seen as we really

are.

2. The Lord looketh on the heart,

—

This is the joy of all men

who live in truth. It is a small thing to be judged of men's

judgment. There is one Judge, and He is the Lord ! If we
base our life upon public opinion, we shall be continually

changing our course, and moving towards a most ignominious

failure. The very men we seek most to please will be the first

to turn round upon us and sneer at our cowardice. Work
on, O holy man ! not as the hireling of society, but as

the loving servant of God. There is a day of coronation

coming. If we suffer with Christ, we shall also reign with

Him. " To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with

me upon my throne, even as I overcame and am sat down
with my Father on His throne." " Be thou faithful unto death,

and I will give thee a crown of life."

3. The Lord looketh on the heart,

—

Then man's supreme

concern should bear upon his spiritual life. Fool is he who filters

the stream when he might purify the fountain. How is it with our

hearts ? Are they alive or dead ? Are they whited sepulchres
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or holy places for the rest of God ? "Except a man be born

again, he cannot enter the kingdom of heaven." Holiness does

not pass from the hand to the heart ; it passes from the heart to

the hand. We are purified " by the washing of regeneration

and the renewing of the Holy Ghost." Would we be clean

in our very heart of hearts } " The blood of Jesus Christ

cleanseth from all sin." Would we be holy as God is holy .''

Then must God Himself create within us a clean heart and

renew within us a right spirit. My brother, how is it with

thine heart? Art thou all surface, or hast thou a secret life

in God } Are all thy springs in Him ? These are the solemn

questions that test our life. Happy he, and he only, who can

answer them as a child of God

!
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*• Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the king-

dom of heaven
; but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.

"

—Matt. vil. 2.

^ HE text clearly shows the possibility of knowing the

name, without knowing the nature, of our one Lord
and infinitely sufficient Saviour, It shows the terrible

possibility of being familiar with great names and

knowing nothing about great sacrifices and great

services. It further shows how near a man may ap-

parently be to the kingdom, and yet how far he may at the same

moment be really from it. A man may be a liar in the sanc-

tuary ! He may say "Lord" without yielding obedience; he

may repeat the word, and then consult his own will only, in

working out the way of his life. Is this, then, an argument

against profession .'' No. There must be profession of moral

principles ; there must be a bearing of spiritual names ; there

must be outward and visible attitude, and distinctly audible

testimony. There must be a church in the world, visible, ap-

proachable, nameable ; a church that can be indicated, about

which men can say, " That is the church of the living God. If

you want to know what Christianity in its highest form is, look

at that Christian society, redeemed by the sacrificial blood of

Jesus Christ, God the Son, regenerated by God the Holy Ghost,

and named in the threefold name without which no life is pos-

sible—the name of the Father, the Sen, and the Holy Ghost !

"

But what we are called upon to observe is this : There must

be testimony, distinct and audible, but that testimony must be

supported, illustrated by affluence of Christian behaviour, noble-

ness of spiritual temper, by all the fruits of the Holy Ghost

;

otherwise we shall be but as trees in winter time, beautiful

enough in skeleton and in form, but without sap and without
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leaf, without blossom and without fruit. There need not be any

great mystery about this. We are to say, " Lord, Lord," but we

are to do what we say ; our behaviour is to be the incarnation

and public expression of the gracious doctrines we profess.

Sometimes I have known cases in which there has been very

little open, nominal profession, yet the whole life has been lived

in harmony with the choicest principles of Christian charity and

social grace. We are not to judge a man by the loudness of his

profession. We are not to condemn a man because his profes-

sion is feeble. The one determining question is not, " Have
you a label outside .?" but, "Have you the grace of God in

your heart ? " The question is not. What is your profession

when written out under so many leading divisions, and indicated

by so many minute points ? but, What is the life of your soul ?

what is the being of your heart ? what is it that in your heart of

hearts you love most ? and what is it for which you would die,

if need were ? Let me show this, partly imaginatively and

partly by distinct didactic teaching. I undertake to show you

how these things operate in life ; and if I speak in parable, and

under the guise of imagination and fancy, you will easily distin-

guish ihe incidentally imaginative from the spiritually true.

The first time I called upon a late lamented writer it was with

a very heavy heart. I was the chief support of a sister, incurably

afflicted, and my hope was that a story which I had written

v/ould so far commend itself to the judgment and taste of the

great novelist, as to secure his patronage in the form of an intro-

duction to a bookseller. The clergyman in the parish had

given me a good certificate, so that in point of character I could

stand confidently before any man. I remember what a strange

creeping came over me as I got within a few yards of the great

man's door. I had always a veneration for genius, and specially

for the genius which made me laugh and cry at pleasure, and

often left upon me the impression that I had been dreaming by

the seaside, or wandering through enchanting woods and

meadows in violet-time. When he spoke to me on the ocf^a-

sion in question, the very touch of his hand had life in it. But

what shall I say about the look he gave me when he had read

the clergyman's note ? I had never seen such a look before.
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There was tender pity in it. It made me love the man at

once.

" The note only says, ' The Bearer.' What is your full

name } " said the magician.

" Lord Wilberforce," I replied.

The great man looked quite another look, which meant that

he was anxious to see the Lord Wilberforce part of me, but really

could not.

" I beg pardon, sir," said I, instantly. " That is the name of

the story ; my own name is Thomas Benson."

"Not Lord Thoma.s ?" he inquired, with such a twinkle in his

eye. "And your sister's name ?
"

" Bessie Benson, sir."

"Then let us call her B. B."

" Thank you, sir," said I, being more grateful than coherent,

and inferring from his manner that my suit was likely to come
to a good end. Of course it was impossible for him to charac-

terise my sister by her initials without intending to make a great

man of me in some way or other.

" Now let me see your story, Thomas." He actually called

me Thomas, and I never knew before how much music could be

thrown mto that combination of letters. This was an additional

proof that he intended to make me something like equal to

himself in literature. Otherwise, so I reasoned, how could it be

that such a man could talk so familiarly to a youth } I produced

my story, whereupon the illustrious man told me to air myself in

his garden for half an hour, that he might glance at it quietly.

It was a beautiful garden—a place fit for a poet and a dreamer

of the finest dreams. On the expiration of that period he

recalled me.
" Sir," said he, " have you the mind of a knave and the heart

of a pirate ?

"

I was speechless. My tongue and lips dried up in a moment

;

and if a man could be honestly convicted for looking foolish, I

could have been transported for life, without the shadow of a

doubt. In that moment all my happy impressions were

dissolved !
" I have," he sternly continued, " already seen six

murders, three shipwrecks, and five railway accidents in your

story. One of your characters never goes out with less than two
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pistols, and another of them never sleeps but with a drawn sword

under his pillow. Sir ! how is this ?
"

I fumbled in my pockets, and drew some remarkably myste-

rious figures on the carpet with one foot, and otherwise con-

victed myself as a criminal worthy of severe chastisement.

Dream and hope had now fled, and I was poorer than ever.

" I tell you what it is, sir," said the great man,—alas ! mine

idol no longer. " Are you not an empiric and a prig ? Have you

not mistaken the light of a tallow candle for the light of wit and

genius, and the sooner you take to chimney-sweeping will it not

be the better for all parties ?
"

I had no defence to offer, because I had secretly trusted to the

murders, the shipwrecks, and the accidents to make an impression

of my power, and if they failed—where was I .''

" How old are you ?" my censor inquired.

" Nineteen, sir."

" Nineteen ! and so far gone in wickedness already } What ever

will you be when you are forty } Why, sir, the thing is terrible

to think of. Society itself will be in danger, and even Govern-

ment may tremble for its life. Thomas, this is very sad ! But for

your sister's sake, of whom the clergyman speaks so kindly, I do

not know what course I should have pursued. If you are spared,

it will be for her sake, and certainly not for your own. Take

this note to her, and it will explain to you both something of

the feeling which you have created in my heart. Good-bye,

Thomas ; it is very, very sad !

"

I was fleet of foot when I got outside. I was sure that every-

body must have heard my severe critic, and that many people

were secretly laughing at me as a young idiot. I could have

thrown the story into a drain wdth great comfort, but no drain

was kind enough to offer itself. And how could I show Bessie

such a note ? She had been so much interested in the murders,

the shipwrecks, and the accidents, and had—poor thing !—asked

me to read some of them twice over to her. I would destroy the

note ! Why should I be the bearer of my own shame } Why
should I carry the halter with which I was to be strangled } Yes,

I would destroy the note. But no ; after all, I could not do that.

It was addressed to my sister and not to me, and therefore it

was not my property. 1. would be brave for once. So I was.
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At a gulp I swallowed my pride ; threw the note upon her lap

as she lay upon her poor hard couch—which in reality was an

old settle out of an inn, which we had bought for a few shillings

—if haply she could rest upon it for an hour or two now and

then ; and in the corner of the room, where it was darkest, I

courageously awaited the result. During that period what

maledictions I poured upon my idol I forbear to put on record.

I could see no genius in his writings ; he himself was worthy

to be described by the very terms which he had applied to me !

Whatever others might do with his books, in future they would

remain unopened by my fingers. So I was reasoning, when my
sister exclaimed,

" What a wonderfully kind man !

"

I asked her to explain herself, thinking that she had been

turned into an enemy by some malignant temptation. When
I looked at her I found that she was in tears. I picked up the

note, and discovered within it a cheque for five guineas, and

in the note itself the following words :

—

To Thomas :
" Write your story again very carefully, and see

me when it is done."

To Bessie'. " I will never leave thee nor forsake thee."

To both Thomas and Bessie: "Fear God; and have no other

fear
!

"

" Not every one that saith, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the

kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the will of my Father

which is in heaven." Are we not oftentimes misconstruing

men } We look at them from a certain point of view, see them
in certain attitudes, and condemn them accordingly

;
yet when

we go home and open the note, we find the very gospel of

the grace of God written in it. Are there not many men
amongst us who, were you to judge them by their speech,

you would say they are very severe, very villainous, very mean,
and as such ought to be condemned and avoided 1 What if,

when the note of their life is opened out, and God Himself
reads it to us, we find that though they have not said, " Lord,

Lord," they have all the while been doing deeds which never

could have been done but for the spiritual grace and life of

God in them } There may be loud professions and very little

practice. There may be the utterance of " Lord, Lord," and
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no Christly love be in the heart. How then ? Is not the

heart, under such circumstances, a painted sepulchre,—a charnel-

house with a gilded sign?

Shall I tell you of a minister who loudly preached the law,

and sternly pronounced the judgment of the Lord against

what he considered every form of evil ? He had a beautiful

daughter, who was lured into forbidden ways. A more simple-

minded, trustful child never blessed the fireside of any home.

But she was led away. Not all at once, indeed, did she take

the great leap into the terrible darkness ; she traversed a gently

inclined plane. Could she have spoken freely to her father,

she would never have gone so far ; but when she did speak to

him, he received her at the point of the cold, sharp sword of

the law. He did not understand her tears. He knew not

that righteousness must be merciful if it would be complete.

He was stern, hard, upright—a man who weighed and

measured everything by law, and turned the Gospel itself into

redemption by arithmetic. His child left him. She soon

felt the cold and the darkness, the bitter hunger and the sharp

pain of those who are the servants of sin. In much suffering

—

such suffering as tears the heart in secret, and goads the brain

to madness—she turned her steps towards her father's house,

and asked me on the way to plead for her. I cannot forget her

woe-worn face ; there were great red rings round her beautiful

eyes—the eyes which should have been full of light, of young

hope, and girlish merriment. She was old too soon ; she had

drunk of the cup of which if any woman drink, she can never

be young again. She came to me. The night was darkened

by great rains, which fell through a keen north wind, and yet

she had but little on to keep out the sharpness of the harsh

night. She stammered out that she was tired and sad and

penitent ; and that she longed to tell her father so, and die

in her mother's chair. I hastened to him-^I never went so

quickly anywhere in my life—to tell him that he might rise

at once almost to heaven, for his child, so long lost, was at

the door.

"I cannot see her, sir; no wicked person shall dwell in my

sight."
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" But she's penitent."

" She must prove that before I can receive her."

" Sir ! do you talk so about your poor, weary, jaded child }

See her but for a moment, and you will pity her misery."

" Sir," said he, in a hard, legal tone, " the way of transgres-

sors is hard."

" Sir," said I, " I'm ashamed of yoa. Such hearts as yours

never knew the Gospel of Jesus Christ
;

you were never in

Gethsemane,—^)'ou were never on Calvary. Your poor, wronged,

sinning, broken-hearted child will be in heaven, upon the

breast of the living God, and you yourself will be justly thrust

down to hell !"

" Not every one that saith unto me. Lord, Lord, shall enter

the kingdom of heaven," This man was saying, " Lord, Lord,"

in every sermon he preached, ever}' prayer he offered ; but

when his own poor child came to the door he stiffened himself,

and became not merely unchristian, but diabolical ! How is

it with lis ? Are our words Christian, and is our behaviour un-

christian .? Are we keen in the formal statement of Christian

truth, and yet devoid of nobleness and charity and magna-

nimity and grace ? I want the combination of both. I would

not lower the testimony one iota ; I would not take one tone

out of any man's voice who was speaking the Lord's testimony,

loudly, clearly, gently, and pathetically. But I would say to

him, " That is not all. Now we must have the other side—
the beautiful life, the gentle word, the hopeful view of things,

as they are lying in apparent confusion around us. We must

be resolute in doctrine, strong in truth ; and also gentle and

charitable and noble ; and ere the contrite, broken-hearted man
has spoken to us half his prayer, we must fall upon his neck

and forgive him all his sin." There are undoubtedly some verj'

clever sayers of the Gospel, but where are the doers of the truth ?

Doing is the best saying. Sacrifice is the best discussion. A
pure life in God the Son is the most splendid and effective

eloquence.

Shall I tell you what I saw the other day } It made me laugh,

and yet it made me sad. I saw, in one of your parks, a poor

little ragged boy, who was evidently hungry, and who was anxious
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to appeal successfully to the pity of the public. He was mte by

a tall, lean, clean man, who set his long, bony fingers together

stiffly and impressively, and lectured the child in very suitable

language. I overheard him say, " This is not proper. You
ought to have been at school

; you should not be prowling about

here in this way ; there are places provided for such as you, and

I earnestly advise you to get away from this course of life."

Every word he said was grammatically correct, and socially very

true. As he was delivering his frosty lecture to the poor lad,

there came a boy—a school-boy hastening to school—who was

carrying a large lump of bread-and-butter in his hand, which he

was eating as school-boys only can eat ; and when he saw the

poor ragged child, he pulled his bread-and-butter in two, put

one half into the boy's hand, and went on. " Not every one

that SAiTH unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of

heaven." That boy, who gave his bread-and-butter away, will

stand a better chance than the ninety-nine legally upright, who
apparently need no repentance ! Let me, however, guard my-

self from misinterpretation, because some may be ready to say,

" Then if works of that kind secure heaven, we can do them in

abundance." But they doji^t secure heaven. Do not misrepre-

sent me, as teaching this view. We have known them done out

of mere animal sensibility, which goes for little or nothing.

Charity that is done on purpose, and put in as an investment,

never bears any interest. If a man say, "I shall give away so

much bread, in the hope that I may thereby secure heaven,"

God will not open the door of heaven to him. Ke is working

on wrong principles, and doing good in a wrong spirit. These

acts of charity and noble service are to be done out of the spirit,

because of the indwelling spiritual grace wrought in us by the

Holy Ghost ! We cannot do good deeds on purpose. We can-

not say, " Now to-day I shall do some very charitable actions.

I shall begin at a certain hour and continue until a certain stroke

of the clock." That is not Christian life. That is pedantic be-

nevolence, it is self-laudatory, and self-exalting charity. The
noblest and most beautiful deeds are done unconsciously, and done
because Christ's grace is in the heart, and the very Cross of
Calvary is the centre and inspiration of our life. Let me repeat,

then, for the advantage of those who require to have a thing
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said many times before they believe it has been said at all that
there must be testimony, there must be profession, there must be
distmct enunciation of the words, "Lord, Lord," but the highest
eloquence, the best pronunciation, is the utterance of Ife-
noble, true, gracious, beautiful as the beauty of holiness!

"He that doeth the will of my Father." The thin- to becured ma man is self-will. So long as there is one fedin.. of
self-will in the heart, the work of Christian grace has not been
conipleted in us. So long as a man says, " I do this because Iwish It to be done, I like it to be done, though I am invited todo something else for the sake of another;" so long as he can
choose his own will in preference to God's will, that man has a
battle to fight m his own heart. If a man shall sit down in hispew and say, ''I give so much to the support of this place- Ihav^a right to this seat, and I shall sit here-," and there be apoor woman standing in the passage, who. on account of her
poverty, shall not be allowed to share his seat, the grace of God
ts noftn that man. But has he not a right to it ? No. But h«pays for it Pay never secures any rights. It secur es conveni-
ences, and what, for the sake of convenience, may be termed
social nghts

;
but who has the right to injure zvcakness, to frown

i^pon the humble and the lowly, to give men to feel the disad-
vantages of their position ? Such rights are not to be purchased

i .T'" ?fj
"^ '^°^^^ ^^' *° ^° '^^'

=
I -i^h above all things

hat I cou d do it. I dream about it, scheme about it-I wish
to do it-I will do it

!

" and then says, " No, for Christ's sake I
cut off this right hand

;
" that man is in the kingdom of graceand no other man is in it. I care not if he speak with the

thunder, his testimony is but a loudly pronounced falsehood!

Shall I make this plain to the little folks } I should like vou
httle boys and girls to understand this. A certain man hadtwo sons, and both of them said they loved their father Oreof them said so loudly and boastfullv; the other said so
quietly and clearly. It came to pass that their father asked
both of them to do a piece of work for him. The son of manv
words, and with a loud voice, said. "I love my father as much
as any man can love him; but I want to have to-morrow upon
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the river ; I have no time to do what he asks me to do ; I have

set my mind upon going on the river to-morrow, and all my
plans will be broken if I do not go ; and, by the way, did you
not tell me that you were going out to-morrow with the field

naturalists to seek some uncommon plant supposed to be in this

neighbourhood ?
"

The other son said, " Yes, I did, and I have got everything

ready for going out to-morrow ; and I had set my mind upon
going,"

During the night, the son of many words and loud voice saw

his way luckily out of the difficulty. He rose early ; went to

the river to have a row : said he would be back in good time to

his father's work. He meant it too ; he would have resented

any hint to the contrary, angrily, and with vehement words.

Away he went. The time passed quickly. He loved his father,

and he said, " Well, I will do double work when I get home

:

and now that I am on the river I will have my spin fully out ; I

will work better for it when I do begin." He meant it too
;

he would let his father see how much he loved him, after he

had enjoyed his merry spin upon the river
;
yes, and after that

all would be easy and beautiful. This was a very " lucky " way

out of it. He would thus enjoy his day upon the river, and then,

he said, " You see, I shall be so fresh and so happy. I shall do

double work in half the time, and my father will see how much
I love him." The other son said nothing. It is a dangerous

thing when a man begins to talk about his duties—he has lost

the battle then. The moment he begins to reason about them

he is a dead man. Quietly the boy did his work. He did it

for his father's sake. He made no boast about his own merits.

He met his brother without a boast or a taunt. He crucified

his own pleasure that he might lovingly do his father's work.

Which of them really loved his father } What is love worth

if it does not cost us something } You say, " I do love my
father very much." Well now, your father says, " Take this

letter to the post for me, before eight o'clock,"' "Before eight

!

I would do it after eight with pleasure," Yes, after you had

done your own little business, and arranged your own little

aff"airs ; then, when you had nothing on hand, you would do it

with great pleasure I Love is not in that scheme one bit. He
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loves his father who says, " I should like to have done this

first, but father has asked me to go to the post before eight

o'clock. You stand there till I come back again," That is

love. Not the boy that says, " Now, father, I have got this to

do ; I want to do it very much, but I love you such a very great

deal, father, I shall do what I want to do, but I will go to the

post for you ;
" under the impression that his father would say,

" Dear fellow, here's a shilling for you." There is not one

little scrap of love in that. It is in the self-denial, in putting

down that little tyrant that is in the heart, and saying, " Get

down, you sha'n't speak—down !
" and never saying a word to

anybody about what a fight you have had in your heart,

—

then

you love your father ; and that love only is worth having that

has cost us something. Jesus says, " If any man love me, let

him take up his cross daily,, and follow me."

What will am I to do ? The will of Jesus Christ's Father.

Then He must have made known His will to men .^ Yes.

Where can I find a statement of His will that I may read it }

In the Scriptures. We must read His will in His word. We
must find His purposes in His statutes and His precepts. We
must pray God the Holy Ghost in this language, " Open Thou
mine eyes that I may behold wondrous things out of Thy law."

The Holy Scriptures, read through the ministry and grace of the

Holy Ghost, will show us God's will. And if we say, " Now I

know the will, but I have no strength to do it ; there is

no help in me : Father, help me t3 do it
;

" there shall come

into the heart access of strength, that will enable us to do

the will—though through much suffering in some cases, yet

out of the suffering there shall come a rich, glad, eternal joy

!

Where are the Christians of to-day } If self-will is to be

taken out of a man, where is the Christian } If I want to know
whether or not a man is a Christian, do I ask him to tell me his

Christian doctrine "^ No. If I want to know if a man has the

Christ of God in his heart, I do not say, " Now, pst, what do

you believe } then, secondly, thirdly." I live with him ; I see

him under difficulties ; I see him when the cross upon his

shoulder is very heavy ; I see him when his own will is snubbed

and his own way is broken up, when his wishes are all shaken
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at their foundations. I then say, " How does he bear it ? " I

see him when he has been insulted or injured. I say, " How
does he bear it ? " I see him when he meets his enemies face

to face. I say, " With what port does he bear himself? " It is

then I know something of his belief; something of the Christ

that is in his heart. If he repeat the Apostles' Creed from

morning till night, and will not forgive an enemy who has

come to him, saying, " I repent," the Apostles' Creed will be a

millstone round his neck, that shall sink him into the bottomless

sea! Who then can be saved? Believing that the preacher's

power consists, to a large extent, in his being one with his

hearers in sympathy and in the expression of feeling, I hasten to

say that I cannot lay claim to this high character ; I cannot

exalt myself above any man that is here, and say, " I love Jesus

more than you do." I want to love Him ; I count not myself to

have apprehended, but this one thing I do—I press towards the

mark ! Sometimes, for days together, I think I am very good, I

am living very well ; and then, on the third or fourth day, there

will come such a rush of bad thinking and bad feeling into my
heart, that I say, " I cannot preach any more ; when I am
preaching to the people that come to hear me, I shall give

myself the lie, I shall be saying to myself all the time, ' Now
you are saying that, and saying it very emphatically, but the

devil is your master.' " That is my experience. I find a law in

my members warring against the law of my mind ; so that when

I would do good evil is present with me. And if I live one day

pretty well and look at it at night, I can see stains upon it, and

though I can defy the constable and the magistrate, yet when

I look at life in the light of God's holiness, in the light of the

Saviour's Cross, I see the meaning of the startling words,

" There is none righteous, no not one." Then what are we to

do—broken, shattered, bruised

—

7vhat are we to do ? We are to

rest upon the Cross ! We are to cling to the self-sacrificed Son

of God ! By Him alone can we have peace I

Are we doing so } Let us not judge one another harshly.

Perhaps the worst man is better than he appears to be. Some-

times medicine may be food ; bitterness may be sweet ; dis-

appointment may be tlie seed of a new hope. Do not sit in
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judgment, O man ! and strike in the face those who come to

thee. Be gentle to the worst, the meanest, the foulest, to the

—

" One more unfortunate,

Rashly importunate,

Gone to her death."

Do her good if you can, be gentle even to her dead bones

:

'

' Owning her weakness,

Her evil behaviour.

And leaving with meekness

Her sins to her Saviour !

"

Surely if we are saved, it shall be by the infinite grace of the

infinite Redeemer

!
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" I will lay down my life for Thy sake."

—

John xiii. 37.

HIS is what Peter said wlien Jesus Christ told him
that he would not follow Him to the cross. Peter

meant exactly what he said, but he did not know
the full measure and value of his own words. Some-

times our words are bigger than we are ; that is

called exaggeration, and all exaggeration is weakness.

Peter spoke out of his passion, not out of his reason,

and the only passion that endures is reason-on-fire. The
duration of the vehemence will be in proportion to the solidity

of the reason out of which it comes, and by which it is directed.

If Peter had said less, he would have done more. There is

always danger lest our life be spent in a fury of mere words

;

this danger is not confined to the religious life, it is a peril

to which our whole life is exposed. The strongest man has

only so much energy, a given, a definite quantity, and if that

energy be spent in wild and boisterous speech, it will not be

spent in well-considered and well-directed action.

I am not referring now to public speaking, because with

public speakers who are true, speaking is working. Their

voices are voices that must be well heard, to expound the

truth, to defend the right, to plead for the dumb—that is work.

I am referring now to another kind of effusiveness altogether.

Hear a man talk much about the poor, to wit, wondering how
they live, wondering how many there are of them, making
statistical tables about poverty, reading papers about it at social

science congresses, sighing over it, touching it with the tip of a

jewelled finger—and the probability is that he is not going to do

much for the poor. If there be any exceptions to that rule, the

Lord be blessed for that miracle ! Hear two workmen building

a wall, the one talking much, loudly and fluently, the other by
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way of assent, and the wall does not grow much under the hand

of the talker. I repeat we have only a limited amount of energy,

just a certain quantity of life—how to spend it to the greatest

effect ought to be the inquiry of every earnest man. Don't

light your short candle at both ends, or it may be consumed too

soon.

I have heard of a professional man expending thirty minutes

in explaining to a friend how he had not succeeded, and in

that thirty minutes he spent more steam than would have

carried him a journey of fifty miles, if properly used. If he

had shut the valve of speech and turned on the crank of

action, he might have been in another capital by the time he

had finished his worthless explanation. Just so with our

spiritual life ; we want more reading of the Bible, deeper

reflection, finer teaching, higher culture, deeper and tenderer

devotion—we want to strengthen our inner life, the very

springs of our vitality, to augment the substantive forces that

are in us, and then the expenditure will be with ease, without

effort, and will be a great beneficence.

Thunder frightens some people; the light is welcome to all.

Blessed, beautiful, June morning, thou didst make no noise

in coming to us—we did not hear the creak even of a golden

gate. Thou didst touch our eyelids not as a burden but as

a blessing, and we opened our eyes to see angels, but in our

ears there was no rustling of wings. Mighty light, it spears the

black night and chases the army of darkness and sits upon the

hills and finds its way into the valleys without rustle or noise or

uproar. My life, study the light. " Let your light so shine before

men, that they, seeing your good works, may glorify your Father

which is in heaven." I quote this passage the more distinctly

and emphatically because there is a danger that even this doc-

trine of action as opposed to speech may be perverted and

abused. Persons will excuse themselves from saying anything

about their religion. They will tell you they seek the shade.

Wherever you find a man who tells you he is seeking the shade,

don't believe him. The shade is never difficult to find. They
make no profession, they retire, they make a study of the poetry

and charm of silent obscurity. I do not hold up such persons

as spiritual heroes. To talk about humility is not to practise it.
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My imagination does not kindle with delight as I stand before a

cave entrance, and see written above it, " This is the humble

abode of a humble man, who humbly declines publicity, and

humbly hopes that no one will ever draw attention to the sacred

obscurity in which he enjoys his humble crust." A cave is only

too good a lodging for such a hermit. He makes humility a fine

art, and ought to be classed with those clever tricksters who

deliver extempore speeches which they have learned by heart

before the confidential looking-glass.

So then do not run away with the notion that the preacher has

condemned all speech as opposed to action, or that he has given

you to understand that action itself can be sustained without

speech. They must go together: one thing belongs to the

other—do not break the spell, it is complete—as a wedding

ring. Love the shade—certainly ; but remember that God
made the light, and that without the light there could be no

shade. Remember that all things do not grow in shade : think

what the world would be if it had only the growth of the shade.

It is not in the shade that the wheat grows, but in the broad and

ripening light of the hottest sun. The most radiant and lovely

of flowers are unhappy till the morning comes ; they just fold

themselves up and droop till the angel has time to come back

again. They show their daintiest beauty to the midday light.

The mushroom grows in the shade ; the oak stretches out his

greedy branches to seize the dowry of the sun, and seems to

swallow up all the largess of light. So, you see, all things do

not grow in the shade.

Are you quite sure there is room in the shade for all of us }

Are we all going to be creatures of the shade } The modest

violet lives in the moisture of the shade, but the ardent rose lives

on light, climbs up the sunniest wall to the chamber window

—

v/here lies the little sick child—does not come up the shady wall

at all, but climbs right up by a ladder of its own, making the

sunniest, hottest wall, and brings the kind summer to that

chamber like a guest that gives all and asks for nothing. Bless

the shade, if you like, but do not undervalue the light. The
lark sings to the sun ; the vineyards blush and glow in the sun

;

the fruits of the earth are ripened by the sun ; summer is a child

of the sun ; the old earth rolls round the sun. Praise the shade
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as much as you please : the poets have praised the night till her

modesty has blushed ; speak a kind word for the shade by all

means—it is the garden of the fern, it is the home of many a

gem, it is hallowed by the nightingale, it is made sacred by

grief, it is sanctified by death—praise it plentifully, in words

modest as itself bless it, and when you have concluded your

just and delicate eulogium, I will endorse it ever}' word. When
my chance comes I will say, " Truly the light is sweet, and a

pleasant thing it is for the eyes to behold the sun."

Are you quite sure you are absolutely and dazzlingly honest

now, when you want to go into the shade ? Is it not when

somebody asks you to do something that you don't like to try

that you suddenly become so awfully modest that the shade is

too bright for you } For God's sake, be honest. When a man
comes to you and says, "Will you subscribe to this } " say " No,

thank you, I will not." A most intelligible answer. When my
friend comes to you and says " Will you teach in the Sunday-

school } " say " No, sir, I am lazy, indolent, thankless, a

dressed sluggard—I will not." An answer which needs no

dictionary to interpret it. But do not be talking about loving

the shade. Do not say that you are so modest and humble and

timid and retiring, that you are altogether unable to sign your

own name, unless it be in invisible ink—do not be so awfully

humble, or there is a man whom I know who will suspect you.

Christ wants speech and action, open conduct, undisguised

and loyal service, that everybody if needful can see and estimate.

There are times when the shadow will be right welcome to

us, but our light is to shine before men.
" I will lay down my life for Thy sake." This is one of

the expressions which defeat themselves by their very bigness.

Beware of outdoing yourself by your own words. There are

men who curse others and do not mean it. I knew a man
who never spoke but in hyperbole ; that is, in talking about

a goose he would make it a swan ; in talking about a swan
he would make it an eagle ; in talking about an eagle he would
make it an angel ; and there he would stop, because there were

no other words to conquer, and persons of another make used

to wonder how the individual spoken of could survive the

malediction of exaggeration. The malediction was not meant

;
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the man himself did not know the force and weight of his

own word. If the word completely filled his own mouth, that

was enough : never mind where it fell or what havoc it wrought.

Christ calls us to consideration of our terms. Every word is

gold that has to be weighed when spoken in the sanctuary,

and directed to Christ's cross and service. Christ asks no

man to lay down his life for Him in this tragical sense : that

would come by-and-by as a practical necessity—it is not to

be done by forced processes or on manufactured occasions,

it is to answer a tremendous necessity. " I will lay down my
life for Thy sake ; ask me to do it ; I will do it now." The
Lord says, " Beware ; do not make occasion for self-slaughter

;

do not throw away thy life artificially and artistically and

fantastically—spend it little by little, quietly, soberly, and

steadfastly ; and when the great crisis comes that is all cross,

why then be crucified head downwards if need be, but do

not precipitate such crisis and make a tragedy out of that

which ought to be the common, steady, noble process of daily

life."

There are many persons who are ready to do some tremen-

dous thing for us when we don't want anything tremendous

to be done. I have sometimes thought that the poor negro

said for me all I want to say upon this subject. His old master

lay a-dying, and he called his servant and told him that he

had arranged in his will that he, the servant, was ultimately

to be buried in the family grave. The old slave said, "Ten

dollars would suit Cato better." Well, we smile at that, but

that's all philosophy. I might keep you a long while, and

speak a whole volume of words, and not touch the point so

exquisitely or with so illuminating a light. Be buried in the

family grave ! I want something to be going on with. Be

followed to the grave by fifty carriages ! I want a little comfort

just now. We cannot live on tragedies—give us bread and

water.

So you hear persons boast loudly, and frighten the very

stars by their bold oaths. " My mother, sir
!

" says the wild

youth ;
" why, sir, there is nothing on earth that I would not do

for my mother. I would walk up to the very neck in water

lor my mother. I would walk fifty miles on burning metal
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for my mother." His nice dear old mother, so comely, does not

want any filial piety so tragical as that, but she would like him
to keep her company sometimes on winter nights ; she would like

him to come home an hour earlier in the evening ; she would

be pleased if he would get up an hour sooner in the morning

;

she would be thankful if he would go to church regularly and

sit by her side. She does not want the agony of tragedy, she

pines for the gentleness of quiet and thoughtful love.

How is it with you, my young friend } Are you reserving

yourself for some tremendous crisis in your mother's history.?

I have a word of advice for you. I will put it into two words,

that it may sound fully in your hearing. " Do not." The old

lady wants you now to do something for her. If you would

not let her fetch her own chair for the dinner table, but would

cu-nningly fetch it for her before she could turn round—that

would be nice. Try that to-day. She sits long nights and

twirls her spectacles round and round, and she seems to have

ready everything in the house twice over, and she looks wearily

at the big clock, and wishes you would come home, and when
you come she will not reproach you. Come home an hour

earlier to-morrow night. She is not anxious for tragedy, but

she is pining for sympathy. Don't say in thy heart, " I

will lay down my life for thy sake, mother." If you would

lay down a bad habit, it would be better. If you would lay

down the glass, if you would lay down the pipe—the instru-

ments of gambling—lay down something as an instalment.

Thou art wanting to do some great thing, whereas the heart

wants thee to do some gentle one.

" My pastor, sir !
" says the rampant idolater, who attends

service about thrice a year; "my pastor—I would die for my
pastor. I would shoot any man who had a word to say against

my pastor. The stars are not good enough for my pastor."

The pastor is a dear nice little old gentleman in the country,

who really does not want any tragedy on his own personal

account, and would travel a hundred miles the other way

if he knew any tragedy was going to be done in his name.

A dear nice little man ; I see him in his pulpit now, a pulpit the

shape of a wineglass, and he just wants this rampagious idolater
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to come to church in time, and not be coming in in the middle

of the hymn ; he wants him to take a sitting in the church, and

to pay his subscription sometimes, say once in five years ; he

wants him just to open a door or light a lamp—but this man,

sir, he is keeping himself for grandeur. The chance will never

come, he will die a "mute inglorious Milton."

" I will lay down my life for Thy sake." Will you } Take

care : how do you use your friends at home

—

how } What do

your own children think of you—are they pleased in the morning

when you go away, or at night when you come back ? What
does your own wife think of you ? What do those who have to

deal with you and live with you every day think of you } What
is your reputation in the kitchen ? I am so anxious to save you

from making a fool of yourself by waiting to do some infinite

thing. You are waiting for a grand occasion, a kingdom for

a stage, princes to act, and monarchs to behold the swelling

scene. I wish you would do some simpler thing.

"I will lay down my life for Thy sake.' A broken sentence

—who can complete that sentence ? Only One. Did He ever

complete \t? Yes, He did. What said He.? This,—"I lay

down my life. I have power to lay it down, and I have power

to take it again." The Peters of the Church can, at best, only

lay down their lives, they cannot reclaim and retake them.

Jesus Christ laid down His life for His friends and took it

again. So His ofi"ering was not a murder but a sacrifice, not a

homicide but an atonement, not a tragedy but a priestly act.

And herein is the very centre and glory of the infinite Gospel.

We are not called upon to lay down our lives tragically,

but we are called upon to spend our lives moment by moment.

Whether ye eat, therefore, or whether ye drink, or whatsoever

ye do, do all to the glory of God. I beseech you, therefore,

brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies

a living sacrifice unto God, holy, acceptable, which is your

reasonable service. Open thy mouth for the dumb, be eyes

to the blind, and feet to the lame, and the cause thou knowest

not, search it out. Pure religion and undefiled before God
and the Father is this, to visit the fatherless and the widows

in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from the

•world. What doth the Lord thy God require of thee but to do
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justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with God ? O ye modest

ones, then, who, whenever anything else is talked about, lift

up your heads and glow with the radiance of sympathy, but

when godliness is talked about drop away and are not seen,

know ye that there is a time for retirement and a time for

publicity, a time for silence and a time for speech, and those

of us who are always in the blaze of public light, let us re-

member that there is a closet to be entered and a door to be

shut, and a fast that is to be made as if it were a feast, and

that the string of communication is sometimes to be cut between

the right hand and the left as if they were strangers, never

introduced, living at the opposite points of the diameter. You
find the truth in the two aspects, not in either one of them.

And as for dying for Christ, if we live for Him, we shall

certainly die for Him. I want to live in the love of Christ, and

I feel many a time that I spoil six days out of seven of every

week. I know I would like to be called upon to do some great

thing for Him : that would suit me. If He would build a platform

and with His own hand conduct me to it and lift a finger to

indicate the time of comemncement, I feel as if I could—die

for Him. Instead of that He says, " If thine enemy smite thee

on the one cheek, turn to him the other also. If thine enemy
hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give him drink. Avenge not

yourself, but rather give place unto wrath. Judge not, that ye

be not judged." He wants me to do these things, and I cannot.

If He will help me, I will try.



CHILDREN SACRIFICED TO DEVILS.

*' Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils."

—

Psalm cvi. 37.

,N hearing these words we comfort ourselves with the

fact that this happened many centuries ago and in a

very remote part of the globe. This being the case, we

hear the statement with comfortable composure. If

we are excited, it is but for one moment ; we soon fall

back into the lull of our customary indifference. To
our imagination all the great iniquities are very venerable.

None of them happens to-day, none of them happens in our

country, the hoar of an incalculable antiquity is upon them, and

they fade away in the distance of an almost incomputable geo-

graphy. Thus do we eat and drink falsehood to our souls' em-

bitterment and ruin. We read the other day of the horrors which

some Armenian Christians endured at the hands of the base

Turks. When we heard of the Turks entering the dwelling

places of the Christians and ruthlessly wounding and slaying

them, we shuddered with British distress. I got a letter this

last week asking me to open a church far from London, and

the minister says, " A statement I may make to you may have

some influence upon your decision." In the course of his state-

ment, he says, " I have had great opposition here, not of an

ecclesiastical kind at all, but from the great and rich employers

of labour, whose delight it appears to be to corrupt their men,

so much so, that some of them, having joined our Christian

communion, have lost their bread."

Now if our spiritual instincts and intuitions were as true as

our animal sensibilities are responsive, we should be as indig-

nant in the latter case as in the former. You put a knife into a

man, and the world in all the fibres of its civilised piety shudders
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and trembles. You dismiss a man from your employment

because of his convictions, and little is said or felt about it,

except within very limited lines. The one iniquity is as great

as the other. In the first case it is the animal that feels it ; in

the second case it is the spirit that trembles under the burden

of an intolerable agony.

We say of the ancients that they sacrificed their sons and their

daughters unto devils ; and if we are asked somewhat of the

process, we will probably answer, v/ith rough conjecture, that it

may have been through fire, we cannot tell exactly how it was

—perhaps the children were stretched upon a bloody altar and

offered to bloody gods. It was a most shocking process, and the

mention of it is not fit for ears polite. How long will we volun-

tarily put our fingers into our eyes, and blind ourselves to facts

which are more ghastly, because the surroundings are more

favourable to the highest piety and the completest intelligence }

The object of this brief study will be to show you that to-day

men are sacrificing their sons and their daughters unto devils.

Accidental circumstances may have changed : material fire there

may be none, the ceremonialism of pagan rites may be wholly

unknown amongst us, and yet, day by day, children are being

sacrificed by their parents unto devils. Nor is the subject a

small one. You will see presently how it ramifies itself into all

the construction and fabric of society, and how it lifts itself up

as a vehement cry unto Heaven to know if there be among all

the stars a man that can bring redemption.

Are there not some people who treat their children as dolls

and toys } I am not speaking of aff"ection ; the more of that

the better. You cannot have too much love. But what have

you seen in your child—a plaything, a doll, a toy } If you have

seen a source of amusement, be thankful : if you have derived

pleasure from little antics and sayings, odd or sweet, so much
the better. Describe them, relate them, treasure them in your

hearts, and you are right. But if it has never dawned upon your

mind that your child has, or is, a soul, you have not begun to be

father or mother. Do I wish you then to begin at that point

and belabour the little one with doctrinal admonitions, and to

stuff its opening mind with high principles and sober philosophies

and fusty theologies.? I will not answer the stupid inquiry.
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You will acquit me of any such insane purpose. Yet it is pos-
sible, whilst not doing these foolish things, to feel all the while

that you are dealing with a life Divine, a life of latent possi-

bilities, which no imagination can state, and no prophetic gift

can fully and accurately predict. It may te the part of wisdom
and true love to watch the development of those latent possi-

bilities, and to be always there to try to give the right direction

to unfolding energy*

How many devils there are who are standing ready to eat up

your children, and how many of you are on friendly terms with

those devils ! Shall I name some of them } There is the devil

of ambition. I believe in every man trying to improve his

position, but there is a natural and sensible way of doing this.

By all means try to get up, but take care how you climb. This

is a question of manner—do not ruthlessly break down the

fences and boundaries. Be sure the back is strong enough to

bear the burden it assumes. I will never keep a carriage until I

know I am rich enough to keep three. Hasten slowly, dwell

among your own people ; the law of progress is very subtle in

its operation. Do not steal a position ; win it. The palm be

his who takes it in fair contest. Yet how many persons are

sacrificing their children to the devil of position, making the

children tell lies silently, putting on cloaks of too fine fibre,

talking big about nothing. O cruel people ! your children will

not rise to call you blessed. You put them to schools where

they will form companionships which they are never likely to

sustain in after life ; then comes the period of rupture and

mystery and wonder. Why has Mary slipped out of this,

and Jane out of that, and Henry and James, and as the case

may be, all through and through the school companionships of

life } You had to work against almost infinite chances to get

the children there, and there they learn a language which will

be of no use to them in the lower spheres to which they will be

bound by an inexorable destiny.

What do you mean by this .'* It is not love, it is exaggeration,

it is supreme folly, and it will have all the eflfect of a deliberate

cruelty. You pinch yourselves to keep your child one round

higher on the ladder than you are. Your purpose is good, you

are doing it out of the kindness of your heart, but it is a foolish
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purpose and a cruel unkindness. Say you, "We keep this

house up for the boys' sakes and the girls', you know ; as for

ourselves, we could easily go into a lower place, and it would

suit us better, but we keep up an establishment for the sake of

the children and their companions. They have people coming

about them such as did not come about us in our youth, and we
think it is only right to give them an opportunity and a start in

life." Within given lines you are perfectly right and very kind,

but the lines are too limited and the kindness is only of a momen-
tary nature. It has no abiding in it, because no deep, real,

robust common-sense.

Your income is about a guinea a week, young man, and you

do not like to tell your companion that it is only twenty-one

shillings, and therefore you endeavour by hook or by crook to be

as big a man as he is. Now, a bicycle ought not to set up to be

on equality with a state coach. There is your ruin. You look

slily at his fingers and find he wears diamonds, and you go to

get a diamond ring, that it may flash as lustrously as your friend's.

He thinks you have five pounds a week ; he conveys that im-

pression to your mind, and you have to live the life of receiving

five pounds a week, when you receive little more than one.

Where did you learn that craft } Can you trace it back to your

father and your mother, who in early life sacrificed you to the

devil of ambitious position } O fathers and mothers, think that

your kindness may become, in all its effects, cruelty. As fine

a young man as I ever knew once said to me, " In some hours of

my life I could almost call down a curse upon my parents. They
did it in kindness—their kindness has been my ruin."

Then there is the devil of idleness. We think it is t7ifra dig.

to work. The moment the true conception of work goes down
in any society, the life and dignity of that society are imperilled.

We draw lines now between one kind of service and another,

and there used to be people who advertised that they would

undertake any situation that was not—menial. What becomes
of those people } History is silent about them. They never rise

to anything, they never take hold of circumstances in the right

place, and shape them into subservience. They are always

cursed with their own stuffed respectability ; they have to carry

17
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that huge stuffed sawdust god about with them, and to say,

" Please make room for this, and set it down in a suitable place."

How are you going to tackle life ? By declining to carry parcels ?

I would carry fifty parcels, if I could, rather than beg. " Shall

we send this for you, sir } " Certainly not ; if I cannot put it in

my pocket, I can carry it in my hand. The fear of soiled fingers

has fallen upon some of us.

How are you bringing up your children in this respect 1 When
do they rise in the morning } Do they make a fire .'' Do they

ever set out the table with their own hands .'' I like to be able

to do everything, and if I am relieved from the necessity or

doing it, so let it be. I do not know of anything that I could

not do that is usually done by men, from making a fire, cleaning

a boot, opening a door, looking after my own affairs generally.

Thank God, I know the devil of idleness, and I never give him

the smallest quarter in my house. You would be so much
happier if you would work. A minister came to me and said

that he had no top-coat and no umbrella, and asked if I could

help him. " Oh yes," I said, " I will soon find you a good top-

coat and an umbrella." He thought I was going to put my hand

in my pocket and give him money. I put him up to a plan of

getting no end of top-coats and umbrellas. He came back to

me and said, " I thank you ; this is the very best thing that has

been put in my way for some years ; I have provided what I

wanted, I have given a present to my wife and children, each of

them, and my health is improved by the exercise through which

I have passed in doing this work." Napoleon the First said,

" Idleness is enough to kill any general among us." No man dies

of really hard work, other things being equal, but this age,

having its exceptions, no doubt, is afraid of work. No man has

a right to take anything from the common stock without giving

a proper equivalent for it. The man who does so is a source of

loss to the commonwealth ; he is a leak in the vessel ; if he be

not made up for by others, he will be the ruin of the land.

Observe that in this text the statement is made as a climax.

The reading is, " Yea, they sacrificed." That word, " yea," ought

to be pronounced with peculiar pathos ; it is the last link of a

chain, it is the climacteric point, and is tipped with fire, as who
should say, " Impossible as it may appear, confounding,
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incredible, romantic as it may look, they even sacrificed their sons

and their daughters unto devils." In that verse the yea is the

key word to the moral pathos of the action which is described.

The great principle there is that corruption increases its hold

upon men until they do with familiarity in the end that from

which they would have shrunk with unutterable horror at the

beginning. But men do not begin life with a settled and

determined purpose of ruining it : the process is a gradual one
;

they walk, they stand, and then they sit, with the scornful. The

process is described in the text. They were mingled among the

heathen, and learned their works, and they served their idols

which were a snare unto them—then the climacteric word, "yea,

they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils."

Herein is the advantage, the true and lasting spiritual benefit of

sound moral instruction and exhortation. The preacher points

out to me not what I am doing at this moment as a beginner

in vice, but what will certainly occur to me somewhere further

down the line I have begun to traverse. I may not believe him.

He says, " My son, hear me. Not far down that line is a

ravenous lion, and he will tear thee limb from limb, and crush thy

bones between his cruel teeth." And I say, "This is a fanatical

teacher, who wants to frighten me, to operate upon my fears and

my cowardice. I will even go straight on in spite of him, and

see this same lion for myself." The preacher was right, and

may we never lose the advantage of having amongst us voices

attuned to the thunder of warning, though we long ever so

keenly for voices that are mellow with the tones of honest

consolation.

Corruption of the heart is as a growing fire : it burns until it

could consume the very God of heaven. The human will,

unrestrained by the highest considerations, knows no bounds of

wickedness, it grows upon what it feeds on : once let it turn

liberty into license, and it is beyond all human control. The
drunkard can never convert himself, any more than a fire can

put itself out. It is not in the nature of corruption to cleanse

itself; it increases as if by geometrical progression. It grows

and enhances its evil power until we feel a grip upon our neck,

which binds us down to the most servile purposes and engage-

ments.
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Do I now address some man who is a liar, a drunkard, a

thief? You cannot convert yourself; it is in vain for me to

lecture you. Ah me ! there are some men in the world better a

thousandfold than ever I can almost hope to be who are

bound hand and foot by some vulgar devil that all the world can

see and laugh at. I would not turn them out of the church
;

my church is a broader sanctuary than a narrow and technical

piety would build. Mine is a church of hope, a church of

penitence, a church of broadening light. My friend, find in me
a patient pastor and most sympathetic teacher so long as you

say " I hate the sin I do." If you like it, I should have no kind

word to speak to you, but when I see you with blistered

cheeks and streaming eyes and trembling hands, and hear you

with sobbing voice, saying, "Oh, wretched man that I am, who

shall deliver me from the body of this death ? " I cannot but

hope that your contrition is greater than your guilt.

Do not turn away from men who are cursed in this manner.

Wait upon them, watch for their coming, do not encounter

them with stern lectures and maxims which fly over their heads.

Go back to the roots of their training, and you will find a

parental solution of the cruellest tragedies of after-life. Possibly

some of us who are present this morning may remember but

too distinctly that we in our youth were sacrificed unto devils.

A father writes me this morning—puts the communication into

my hand almost as I set my foot upon the pulpit stairs
—" Pray

for me : I have need of the grace of God to help me to bear up."

Signed, *'A Father." Perhaps some of us can throw the

memory back to periods when our life was misdirected and

utterly diverted from God's purpose in our creation. Do not

blame us severely. As Burns says, in one of his best poems

—

'* What's done we partly may compute.

But know not what's resisted.

"

A man is now seeking a situation who began life with this firsi

line in his programme—" I began," said he, " determined to

get my living with my coat on." A foolish programme, sacri-

ficing life to appearances, measuring the opportunities of liH

by their relation to the putting off or the putting on of a coat.

To-day he throws his coat off and works for bare subsistence.
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If any of us have begun life under false direction and under

exaggerated notions of our own importance and destiny, I

believe that a great deal of pity is due to such, and that they

ought to be spared in many cases the rod of reproach and

rebuke. If your mother told you that you were a genius, she

was a foolish woman, or in that one circumstance was overtaken

in a fault. Never tell your boy that he is a genius, and never tell

him that he is a fool. It is along the middle line that life is to

be lived. As in all the grandest speech it is the conversational

tone that takes the hearers along, that tone admitting of expan

sion into thunder and contraction into whisper ; so it is with the

middle line of life. Solemn laws we have made for work, for

service, for discipline, for pain, for disappointment—we must

reckon all these things as part of the sum total, and if some-

thing better should come than we look for, receive it as a bird

of good omen, and through the open window let it come into

your sunny house. Young men and maidens, you were bom to

work, to learn to help others, to do a work sacred because

sanctified by the ministry of the Son of God. Idleness is ruin,

idleness is shame, idleness is pain ; beware, and flee from it.

And now, some who have been accustomed to another kind of

preaching, and who will fluently remark upon what they have

now heard, may inquire if this is preaching the Gospel } I

answer it is in very deed preparing the way for the only Gospel

that is worth hearing. If corruption extends itself in this way,

if corruption goes on from merely mingling with the heathen,

from learning their ways and being accustomed to their language

—if corruption goes on to the sacrificing of sons and daughters

unto devils—if it is not within the compass of corruption to

check itself and cleanse its own impurity—then the burning

question arises, How is hope to come into human history ?

Whence is our expectation } What is to be done to meet this

ever-damning corruption .'*

Now comes the great sweet Gospel. But not before some
questions have been asked that may be keen as taunts and
bitter as mockeries. If this is corruption, how are you going to

heal it ? By passing resolutions at conferences and congresses,

and assemblies and meetings of divers kinds } By building

better dwellings for this and that class of the community ? By
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working educational boards and fining people for not attending

to the requirements of the Act of Parliament ? By waving a

dainty hand over the Aceldama ? Never. To all men who are

endeavouring to do a partially good work in society, I would

say, God be with you. If you want to give children education,

you are right ; if you want to improve the dwelling places of the

industrial classes, you are right ; if you want to put down some
more vulgar and common forms of iniquity which are too visible

in our streets, you are right ; if you can persuade a man to

wash his face and hands who had not been in the habit of doing

so, you are doing a good work. You have my sympathy, and all

the encouragement I can bring to bear upon your labour, I

would gladly furnish. But corruption is not to be touched

vitally and permanently by these means. How, then, is it to be

touched ? By the blood of Jesus Christ the Son of God. It is

a question of blood, not of whitewash, not of veneer, not of

paint and gilt. It is a question of atonement and sacrifice, of

propitiation and priesthood. Yes, you may deny these names

if you like, and decline them because of their merely theologic

uses, but when you come to deal with the stern, positive realities

of the case, you will find that you are dealing with nothing less

sacred than redemption by blood.

Herein is my gospel. Poor man, you say you were sacrificed

to the devil of ambition, or position, or idleness, or selfishness.

Christ is the cure, Christ is the balm, Christ is the Saviour.

You say that you have gone from one degree of iniquity to

another until nothing stands between you and the fire of your

will. Your only hope is in the cross of the Son of God.

Now see how this whole discourse lies, and have regard to its

proportions and its purpose. It has founded itself upon a pas-

sage in ancient history. It has contended that the spirit of that

passage is amongst the nations of to-day. It has proceeded

upon the assumption that there are still devils clamouring for the

sacrifice of families, and there are still fathers and mothers who

may be unconsciously sacrificing their children unto the devils I

have named. Then the discourse has proceeded from this indi-

vidual instance to show you how corruption deepens and broadens

itself until it eats up every element and trace of human beauty
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and goodness. Then, when the agony is complete, when the

helplessness is undoubted, because absolute, the preacher raised

the inquiry. What is to be done under circumstances so infinitely

distressing ? And remember that he said, as clearly and lov-

ingly as he could—God bless every man who brings a partial

mitigation to bear upon this evil, and then he warned us that all

mitigations were partial, and that only Christ, and Christ cruci-

fied, covered the whole distress, and sought to conquer the land

that had been desolated by the devil's power.
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" Bless the Lord, O my soul : and all that is within me, bless His

, holy name."

—

Psalm ciii. i.

'J O you ever talk with your soul ? Have you ever any

C?"1iV
honest, healthy, thorough self-conversation ? Are you

always longing for somebody to come in and break up

the solitude which oppresses you ? Or is it pleasant

for you very often to be alone with yourself, and to

hold sweet and eager converse with your soul about its

purposes and sorrows, its capabilities, its treatment, its

discipline, and its destiny ? The man in the text talks to his

soul as he would have talked to a companion. He asks someone

for a song; he says, in effect, " Is it not time we had music now

?

What say you," says he, " if we now begin to sing together, and

if the Lord be the listener, and His "benefits be the infinite

theme and burden of the strain ? " Realise the mystery of your

being, do not live in external and merely conversational chatter

with other people : talk with yourself, " know thyself," be on

familiar terms with your own soul. Why, there are some men
who dare not look within ; who want to talk with anybody but

themselves. When life is reduced to that extremity it becomes
a most distressing bane. Be afraid there is something wrong
when you dare not speak with and to yourself.

I judge a man by the objects which excite him most. Tell

me what it is that makes the light come into his eyes, and that

makes his heart go with a swifter and deeper throb, and I will

tell you what the man is. Show me a man whose face burns into

a pleasant glow when he sees a lovely picture, and I venture to

say about that man, though I know neither his name nor his

history, that he is a man of great refinement and elevation of

mind. Show me a child that is thrilled with delight when he

looks upon the summer flowers, and I know that that child has
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not yet read far into the book of common evil. Show me one

that is delighted with all great sights, with mountains and seas,

with broad rivers and forests eloquent with song, and I will show

you men who are yet capable of being redeemed from all that is

lowering and enslaving in this life of ours. I know a man by

that which excites him most. I know a man by that which fills

him most completely with rest and joy. Find a man who is

made happy by the amount of money which he has, and that

man has been living downwards. Find a man whose one great

anxiety is to improve his own social position at any risk and at

any price—show me a man who is content with a ceiling and

wants no higher sky, and I will show you one in whom the man-

hood has been killed, the best instincts have been perverted,

the keenest and healthiest hungers have been left unsatisfied.

You call this sentimental. Let me ask you a question.

What harm has sentiment done in human life that sentiment

should always be contemptuously laughed at ? What is senti-

ment } Rightly controlled, sentiment adds a tender grace and

a gentle dignity to life ; it expresses deep and generous feeling,

it is the sympathetic and responsive side of our nature ; our

best impressions often come through our sentiments. ]\Ian is

not made up of dry logic ; life is not all stone, the earth is not

all rock—here and there are great wide gardens full of flowers,

and the air is wet with sacred dew and alive with subtle song.

Whatever moves you most deeply is your master. You may say

" No," but it is so as a fact : whatever it is that will draw you

out of your comforts and make you lay down your indulgences,

and charm you away from your favourite pursuits, is your

master. Let that supreme power be God, and then see how life

is elevated and ennobled by that inspiration. If a man is always

the highest object to himself, then he lives backwards, and his

progress is a downward course ; but let him always have an

ideal—when he has prayed his heart's highest prayer in words,

let his heart say, " That is not it : you want a thousandfold

more than that," and his life will be a constraint upwards.

A man's ideals must always be ahead of him. The musician

must always, when the evening is over, break his instrument

and all but curse it for its inadequate expression of the inner

music that set his soul a-fire, and only God can really get so
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far in front of us and above us as to exercise that eternal fasci-

nation upon all our energies and faculties which constrains us to

incessant endeavour after self-enlargement and self-bettering. I

can overtake all other ideals : only in proportion as the object is

Divine does it go in advance of me for ever and charm me to yet

unattained but accessible heights.

The man in the text, therefore, fixes his whole attention upon

the Lord, and what is the action to which he calls his soul }

Blessing. Bless the Lord, O my soul. David calls his soul to

thankfulness; he says in effect, "The blessings which are

around me come from some quarter ; now from what quarter do

those benefits come } " There are amongst us men who would

rather give the devil credit than give it to God, because they

feel that if they once acknowledge God, they cannot escape from

obligations of the most exacting and comprehensive kind. Now
David says, " Here my mercies are, some of them—whence did

they come .? " If we put the question to ourselves, we say,

" These are the results of good government : we have a fine

government in the country now. These are the results of science

;

this expresses the conclusions of modern science ; these are the

resultants of a finely-conceived and finely-executed political

economy ; these things come of the suspension of prohibitory

laws." Thus we mildly talk. It absolutely requires some

moral courage now, in this nineteenth century, for a man to get

up and say, broadly, "My mercies come from God." He
would be a bold man who dare say that in some companies ; he

must prepare himself for ridicule ; he must be prepared to have

himself voted out as a fanatic or a sentimentalist. Ah me
;

soul of mine, born mysteriously into time and clamouring with

a strange unrest after eternity, it has come to be true that thou

hast to be silent, but any idiot may take thy place with his

clatter and silence thy sacred song

!

The religious man feels that only God, or God alone, is

sufficient to account for the beneficent side of human life.

Consider over what spaces that beneficent side stretches. My
life is not a question of a benefit here and there, and again in

the far-off yonder ; it is not an occasional gleam that lights up

the long night of a gloomy pilgrimage, it is not an irregular and
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broken song that pours its fitful and unsteady notes upon our

listening ear ; and in proportion to the extent of the beneficence

must be the assigned cause. We will, if you please, be philo-

sophic enough to insist that the cause must be equal to the

effect. If it were an annual blessing, if it were a benefit that

came with every five years, we might, with our poverty of wit,

endeavour to suggest an origin less than God. But the benefits

come so fast that any cause short of God fails, under my treat-

ment, at least, to number the everlasting succession, and to

account for the incessant infusion of mercies into my hungering

and thirsting life.

Please to understand that the benefits are so numerous as to

require a cause equal to themselves. Count your benefits

:

where will you begin ? It will be easy to begin—where will you

end ? Do not, therefore, have a line of mercies that stretches

around the universe, and then cut off a piece of string from any

fool's rope and try to say that this is the measure thereof.

Your string of explanation must be co-extensive with the string

of blessings. Life stands in an atmosphere of mercy ; we live

and move and have our being in God ; we are encircled and

crowned with love ; the earth is green with Divine comfort, the

sky is blue with sacred hope, and I insist that any causes you

assign for mercies so minute and multitudinous must be equal

to the effect which is obviously before mine eyes.

" \Vhen all Thy mercies, O my God !

My rising soul surveys.

Transported with the view I'm lost

In wonder, love, and praise."

Is this before us with sufficient clearness to enable me to

insist again upon the idea that the religious man sees that God
only is a term wide enough to overtake and overlap the mercies

of our human life } Where did David see those mercies ? He
said, " Who forgiveth all thine iniquities." Find a cause equal

to that in good government, in political economy, in the pro-

gress of education, in all the various philanthropic movements

of the day. " Who healeth all thy diseases." The diseases of

the soul—where is the triacle, the treacle, the balm, that drops

its sacred healing on the soul's leprosy } Find it in good
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government, in high political economy, in educational arrange-

ments and appliances. " Who redeemeth thy life from destruct ion,

who crovvneth thee with lovingkindness and tender mercies,

who satisfieth thy mouth with good things so that thy youth is

renewed like the eagle's,"—the hair whitening, but the soul

getting younger with the lapse of time ; hunger eating up the

bones of the body, but bringing to its relief the very nutriment

on which God Himself subsists. The man who had so keen an

eye for his benefits had an equally keen eye for their origin and

cause. I wonder not that the barren mind, the soul uninspired

with thankfulness, is content to find its causes in the dust, but

the soul that sees itself surrounded with benefits, immersed in

love, bedewed, baptised, inspired with grace, cannot sit down
with an idiot's tale, but must have an explanation worthy of the

magnificence of the circumstances. As you grow in thankfulness

you will grow in a desire to attribute everything to God, and in

proportion as you say, " Mine own hand has gotten me wealth,

my own wit has carved out a position for me in society, I owe
everything to my own muscle and my own sagacity,"—in that

proportion will you shrink into an atheist and wither into a fool.

" Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all that is within me."

There is a psychology for you ; and a man talking to himself,

a man challenging his soul, and then going further and

challenging all that is within him. Aye, that is a new notion.

" All that is within me." A little ark, but what is hidden within

these few feet of flesh and bones ! Six feet of thy mother earth

will hold thee, thou poor dying body ; the old grave-digger with

his spade and mattock need hardly go beyond six feet in making

a hole to hold thee. Yet—all that is within me. What a casket,

what a treasure ! Know ye not that ye are the temples of the

Holy Ghost ? All that is within me. Man is not a creature of

one faculty. The bird flies, the fish swims
;
you seem to have

exhausted very much the functions of each. It is a short pro-

gramme. But man—what is " within me " } His faculties are

not one, but multitudinous ; separately they contradict one

another, yet they are capable of melodious and most rhythmic

unity and concord. All that is within me. My God, forbid

that any human eye should ever see all that is within me. ]\Ian
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can curse and pray, he can measure stones and be content with

the mean soil, he can dream poems and build temples, he can be

so debased as to accept the hospitality of the dust, and feed his

mouth with mud, and break his teeth with gravel, and he can

arise,—arise, and go to his Father, and join the angels in their

high festival. Wondrous man I

"All that is within me, bless God's holy name." The psalmist

calls for a unanimous song. We talk about carrying resolutions

and propositions unanimously. What do we mean by that term }

The word unanimous etymologically means one mind. The reso-

lution was carried by the whole assembly, fifty in number, and

fifty persons voted for the motion. We thus proclaim the pro-

position to have been carried unanimously. Do you know that

a man in his individual capacity does not always carry his own
resolutions unanimously ? Have you thought of that singular

fact .'' You go upon a certain course, but you do not go with

the unanimous consent of all your powers. The question is a

serious one, and it has been before your mind for a considerable

time, and you have balanced one consideration against another.

You have said, " My poverty, but not my will, consents. I think

upon the whole I had better go, though there are considerations

which would deter me if I fully yielded myself to them." Yoil,

individual man, do not carry your cwn individual resolutions

unanimously. You did not know whether to come to this church

or not. You said, " Shall we go there, or shall we go elsewhere }

Shall I return, or shall I go in another direction ? " And you

came to this church to-night, " on the whole." May you have

come for your soul's birth and everlasting blessing !

The point is, that we do not always express the unanimous
consent and purpose of our souls, even when we act in our

individual capacity. Now David says about this song, " Soul,

let all that is within me join it." I like to have the full consent

of my own mind to any purpose I set myself to accomplish,

because then, under the blessing of God, it is almost certain to

be fulfilled. But if I go to it in a halting and uncertain manner,

and touching it with indifference in one hand and reluctance in

the other, and with wonder in the eye, the purpose will come to

nothing. But if we go to our design with a whole mind, a
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whole heart, an undivided will, unwavering purpose, why,

Heaven yields to such storms, and gently concedes itself to such

violence.

" All that is within me." Judgment, come and sing. Judg-

ment says, " I am not a singer." But you must come. Imagi-

nation, we want your fine voice in this song. Well, imagination

is always tolerably ready to sing. Love, will, hope, passion,

come—all that is within me, arise ; watch the starting signal,

now go, and let the unanimous thunder beat melodiously on the

ear of Heaven. Have we not heard, or have I not told you

years ago, of some great conductor of a musical festival suddenly

throwing up his baton and stopping the proceedings, saying,

" Flageolet" } The flageolet was not doing its part of the great

musical utterance. The conductor had an ear that heard every

strain and tone. You and I probably would have heard only

the great volume of music, and would have been glad to listen

with entranced attention to its invisible charm, but the man who

was all ear noted the absence of one instrument, and throwing

up his baton, he said, " Flageolet." Stop till we get all that is

within us into this musical offering.

So I want our hymn of praise to be sung by every man, by

every power in his soul. Then shalt thou love the Lord thy

God with all thy strength and all thy soul, and all thy mind

and all thy heart, and all that is within me must bless His holy

name. Thankfulness elevates and ennobles the thanksgiver.

If you would keep your mercies, be thankful for them. Clearly

understand your preacher and teacher to-night : you have

chosen him for the occasion, and he must seize the opportunity.

He says distinctly to you, If you would keep your mercies, be

thankful for them, and if you would lose them, forget where

they came from. I have heard of a firm, very eminent now
for its prosperity, the members of which said at the beginning,

" Now, if God prosper us, we will give one-tenth of our profits

to charity and to Christian enterprises of various sorts. God

shall be the partner in this firm, and one-tenth of the whole

shall be His." The first year, a hundred pounds—ten set

down to the mysterious partner ; the next year more, and still

more with the years rolling on, till the three figures became four,

and the four figures were of great value ; and then the partners
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said, " Well, now that it has come to thousands a year, what

say you if we put aside, say a twentieth instead of a tenth ? It

will still be a large sum." " Well, let it be so." They never

asked the other partner, the Ghost ; they took off His profits

from Him. Will a man rob God } Yes. And the Ghost was

content. The Ghost said, " As you have sown, so you shall

reap," and next year down went the profits, and the next year

further still, and they began to take counsel with one another

about the discarded partner. They took Him in again, and their

prosperity returned. This is not an anecdote I have read ; it is

a story I can verify to the letter. Do you suppose that a man

can be unthankful, ungrateful, careless, and still go on with

all his joys being as numerous and as sweet as ever.'* I speak

now of the man of Christian purpose and Christian heart. I do

not speak of those whose prosperity is destitute of every religious

element, but I speak exclusively of those who believe in God's

mercies. I would trace their mercies to His hands, and I say. If

you go down in your religious appreciation of the Divine presence

and need, and if you begin to think that it is in the cunning

of your own right hand to carve, amass, and establish your

fortune, God will wither it, and you will become an old, helpless

paralytic. If you would keep your mercies, therefore, I repeat,

be thankful for them.

Christians, you have a pledge for your mercies to continue so

long as you are thankful to God. There has been a great pledge

given to you. I will read the pledge to-night ;
you need have

no fear. A great preacher has said that if any man had told you

as many lies as your fears have told you, you would have banished

him out of the house as a person whose society is intolerablev

Yet your fears come and meet you every day, and tell lies to

you by the score, and you believe them all. To-night you may

be in some mood of rapture and thankfulness, to-morrow

morning a fear, spelling itself with a very huge F, will come

to you and tell lies that will make your cheeks white with fear,

and your knees tremble with weakness, and your will collapse

with uncertainty, and you will invite the mean beggar in and

ask him to sit down and continue his falsehoods. If your

neighbour told you one-millionth part of the lies your fear has
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told you, you would have left the neighbourhood. I will read

the pledge, and I will ask my soul to remember it :
" He that

spared not His own Son, but freely delivered Him up for us

all, how shall He not with Him also freely give us all things ?"

That is my pledge. I am living in that house ; it is a noble

mansion ; all its windows are southern lights, and so put out as

to catch the eastern dawn and the westering glory. Christian,

do not build some little mud-hut of your own to live in, but

go and live in that great noble house. There is room enough

for you there ; the table is spread morning, noon, and night,

and the house is scented with the odours of Heaven, and is

vocal with the song: of invisible sing-ers.



WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED?

I.

'NDER this title a remarkable lecture has been delivered

in America by a minister of the Gospel of Freethought.

About the lecturer I know nothing more than he has

told me himself in his eloquent lecture. I judge him

to be a man of rare power as a speaker, and probably

one of thos,e rhetoricians who would take any cut to a

climax, and sacrifice whatever stood in the way of

immediate impression and effect. He appears from this lec-

ture to be a man who is determined to secure the laughter and

applause of his hearers at all costs. The lecture reads as if

reported, and is very largely charged with such expressions as

" laughter and applause," and " renewed laughter." On almost

every page these expressions occur, and others stronger still,

such as " loud applause," " loud applause and laughter," " loud

laughter," " roars of laughter," and the like. When you know
that the subject was, " What must I do to be saved ? " and when I

tell you that in twenty-four pages you find twenty-seven notes of

" laughter," " loud laughter," and " roars Oi laughter," and when
the lecturer himself acknowledges, as he does on page 17, that

" for thousands of years ' the world has been asking that question,

" What shall we do to be saved ?" you will see that either the

subject cannot have been treated with intellectual dignity or

that the audience must have been of the basest moral tvpe.

" Laughter," " loud laughter," " renewed laughter," " roars of

laughter," are hardly the remarks which would occur as appro-

priate interruptions of a lecture upon a solemn theme, delivered

by an earnest man, and listened to by a thoughtful assembly.

The lecturer himself allows that for thousands of years the world

has been asking, "What shall we do to be saved.?" The

question, therefore, is older than Christianity itself. It is an
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inquiry which, the lecturer says, has excited the interest of the

world " for thousands of years," and yet he treats it in a manner

which elicited " laughter," " loud laughter," " renewed laughter,"

and " roars of laughter," and by so much he disqualified himself

in my opinion for attempting to answer so solemn an inquiry.

He would not have dared to answer a local question with such

mocking flippancy. If the question had been. What shall we do

to rid the city of the deadly plague of cholera ? he dared not

have replied in a manner which evoked *' laughter," " loud

laughter," " renewed laughter," and " roars of laughter," or if

he had done so, he would have been hooted from the platform

which he had abused and disgraced. But when he undertakes

to answer a question which he admits has been asked by the

world " for thousands of years," he plays off little witticisms, and

perpetrates little jokes, and answers the world's great question

with such jocular raillery as might become the tap-room of a

tavern or the sawdust ring of a bankrupt circus. If he had been

called in as a medical adviser, and asked what could be done to

save the life of your little child, and if he had answered in a

manner which called forth " laughter," " loud laughter," " renewed

laughter," and " roars of laughter," so that the laughter infected

the whole street and spread to the adjoining region, you would

have regarded him as the cruellest of mockers, and have expelled

him from the house he had defiled. But when he rises to

answer a question which the world has been asking "for

thousands ofyears," he answers it amid " laughter," "loud laughter,"

"renewed laughter," and "roars of laughter." The significance

of this fact must not escape notice. Great questions should be

considered in a spirit worthy of their gravity. The spirit is not

the least qualification of a good guide in the crises of life.

Clowns and mockers are never consulted on great occasions.

The plague-stricken man does not consult them ; the soldier on

the eve of a battle does not call them to cotmsel ; the states-

man face to face with an irnminent danger does not invite their

untimely merriment ; and for myself, I must positively decline

the aid of any man who answers the gravest questions of my heart

with gibes and sneers, with puns and quirks, and seeks to turn

my agony into an hypocrisy, and my sin into an occasion of

displaying his own powers of ridicule. Believe me, young men,
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he is not necessarily your wisest guide who can make you laugh

most uproariously, and find fun for you amid the most strenuous

inquiries of the mind. It will, therefore, always subtract from

the weight of the discourse before me that it attempted to discuss

the question which the whole world has been asking " for

thousands of years " in a tone which was answered by " laughter,"

"loud laughter," "renewed laughter," and "roars of laughter"

—laughter out of place, answering wit out of season. Better

for the lecturer had he said with Cowper :

—

" But if unhappily I dream,

And prove too weak for so Divine a theme.

Let charity forgive me a mistake

'^Tiich zeal, not vanity, has chanced to make,

And spare the speaker for the subject's sake."

Coming now to the lecture itself, the lecturer says: "I am in

favour of absolute freedom of thought," and again he says :

"There can be no danger in the exercise of absolute freedom

of thought." Now we know as a matter of simple fact that

"absolute freedom of thought" is an impossibility. In what

practical region of life have we absolute freedom of thought }

Is every man absolutely free to say how many hvo and two make ?

Is every man absolutely free to interpret the law of the land just

as he pleases .^ Is a citizen of the United States absolutely free

to commit high treason against the spirit of the Union .? Is

every man in the States absolutely free to call the lecturer a

thief, and undermine his social credit and standing } If not,

where is the absoluteness of the freedom ? Is not society itself

based upon concession } But concession is opposed to absolute-

ness, and therefore absoluteness is impossible in society. But,

it is in religion that this absoluteness of freedom is claimed.

But why in religion alone ? If good in religion, why not in

arithmetic } Why not in morality ? Why not in politics ?

You bind a man in every other department of thought and action,

and yet would give him absolute liberty in religious inquiry and
decision. I must ask what is meant by the term "religion" in

this controversy } If you mean a set of fickle opinions upon
totally indifferent subjects, you may possibly claim absolute free-

dom of thought. A man may, for example, claim absolute

liberty of opinion as to whether it is at this moment raining in
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another planet, or as to the particular flowers which will be

most appreciated on this earth in ten thoasand years from a

given date. Why may he have absolute intellectual freedom on

such subjects ? Simply because they are pointless and worthless.

They have no practical bearing. They can never touch life or

action at any important or influential point. But this is not the

definition of religion as I understand and teach it. It is certainly

not a true definition of the Christian religion. Christianity is

morality. Christian thought leads to Christian action. Christian

belief is not a merely speculative exercise ; it is the spring of

conduct, it is the inspiration of judgment and practice, it is the

dynamic force by which the whole mechanism of life is moved.

Why allow absolute freedom of thought if you do not allow

absolute freedom of action } Why be absolute on one side only ?

If absoluteness be confined to thought, it is only partial absolute-

ness, and partial absoluteness is a contradiction in terms.

But the fact that absolute freedom of actioti cannot be tolerated

in civilised society should suggest the impossibility of having

absolute freedom of thought in any practical region of the mind.

To give man absolute freedom of thought, and to give him only

partial freedom of action, is really to mock him. It is to say to

him, Think what you like, but keep your thought to yourself, for

if you attempt to embody it, you may be taken up as a traitor,

you may be condemned as a thief, you may be hanged as a felon.

Where a subject is merely and only speculative, as, for example,

what kind of weather is being at this moment experienced in

some planet yet undiscovered, we may enjoy and permit absolute

intellectual freedom ; but where thought is the inner aspect of

morality, where conviction becomes the necessity of action, and

where the action itself is jealously watched by every instinct of

honour and every precept of law, it should at least suggest that

the harmfulncss of the action should limit the absolute freedom of

the thought. When a man allows me to think what I like, but

limits me as to my expnksion, he takes away with one hand what

he gives with the other. The lecturer might allow me to think

him a thief, but he would justly protest against my being allowed

to call him one. Where, then, is absoluteness of freedom ?

There is no such thing. Its advocates themselves would never

permit it. They are just as sensitive as everybody else about
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the practical application of such liberty, and it is only when

they speak of religion that they allow themselves to become the

victims of a sophism which is not tolerated in any region or

walk of practical conduct.

Suppose I should say, " Mr. Lecturer, I think you are a

thief; will you allow me to say so in the papers to-morrow

morning?" The reply would probably be, "You may think

what you like, but take care vi\\2A.yo\x publish.^' Where, then, is

absolute liberty ? What is the use of having liberty to think

if I have not corresponding liberty to act? I may take the

liberty to think, and nobody can hinder me from doing so ;

but the mere fact that nobody can hinder me does not give

me the right of taking. Mark the distinction, if you please.

Right is not measurable by power. You say you take the

liberty to think what you like. True ; but that proves nothing

to the point. A man should exercise self-control even in the

subtle and spiritual act of thinking, for thinking is itself an

action, and should be under the direction of will. I have not

absolute freedom of thought respecting your moral character.

I lay great stress upon this point, because it seems to be loosely

considered that thought and action are two unrelated expressions

of life, whereas I hold them to be identical. If a thought never

came out of the most secret recesses of the mind, we should still

limit ourselves in the thinking of it. Self-control does not

begin upon the vulgar deed, it begins upon the subtle and un-

uttered thought. I have the right of inquiry and the right

of judgment, but these rights are limited by the law of responsi-

bility. I must think according to the facts. I am limited

by those facts if I am an honourable man. The facts literally

bind me with a kind of intellectual bondage. I am only free

within limits. The limits may, indeed, be wide or narrow,

but they are limits still. The bird in the air has wider limits

than the bird in the cage, yet the firmament itself is only a

cage enlarged, and in relation to infinity it is smaller than the

point of a pin. Gravitation is bondage. So absolute freedom

is an absolute fiction, because it is an absolute impossibility.

Still, observe with most vigilant care exactly where it is that

the so-called free-thinker would allow you absolute intellectual

freedom. He is very gracious in the religious region. He
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will not allow you absolute freedom in social thought ; he will

limit your freedom of criticism upon his own character ; he will

draw a line around your thinking respecting his property, his

profession, and his family ; but he compounds for these careful

limitations by allowing you to tear the Scriptures to tatters,

to assail the altar of religion, and to insult the name of God.

Besides, what is the use of granting me absolute freedom of

thought if you cannot grant me absolute immunity from the

consequences of mistaken thinking ? You are liberal at the one

end of this arrangement and powerless at the other. As a mere

matter of fact, men have to endure penalty even for wrong

thinking. If a man honestly thought that the train started at

noonday, when in reality it started at midnight, his honesty

would not take him far on his journey. If a man honestly

mistook a foe for a friend, his absolute intellectual freedom will

not do much for him in the event of iajury or loss. As a

matter of fact, thoughts are attended by consequences, and unless

you can guarantee me at the one end, you have no right to

loosen my sense of responsibility at the other. The lecturer

has addressed himself to this point, for on p. 44 he says :

"
' Why,'

they say to me, ' suppose all this should turn out to be true, and

you should come to the day of judgment and find all this to be

true } What would you do then ?
' I would walk up like a man,

and say, I was mistaken." This is the lecturer's short and easy

method. It is, however, a method which is too small to meet

the necessity of society. It is not allowed amongst our social

customs. The law of libel would not be satisfied by it. We
say that vindication is not enough, it must be followed by

compensation. The law of conspiracy would not be satisfied

by it. The laws relating to covenants and settlements would

not be satisfied by it. The mere acknowledgment of mistake

amounts to nothing in any practical sphere of life. If

you found another man's hand in your pocket, it would not

be enough for him to say he was mistaken, even though he
" walked up like a nr/kn " to make the flippant speech. His

walking up like a man would not produce any sublime effect

upon you. If he crouched like a dog, you might pity him,

but if he walked up like a man, you would be the severer in your

judgment and demand. The lecturer would say he " was
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mistaken." And pray what does that amount to ? Amid
" laughter," " loud laughter," " renewed laughter," and " roars of

laughter," he mocked some things which other men counted

sacred ; mocked the doctrine of human depravity, mocked the

authority of the Scriptures. Some who heard him threw off

early restraints, gave up religious habits, entered with eager

passion into delights which before they had accounted as

forbidden, displaced reverence by flippancy, brought up their

children in irreligiousness, and in the long run the lecturer,

who was the occasion, if not the cause of this unhappy change,

will " walk up like a man, and say he was mistaken." But what

will his deluded victims do ? When he has " walked up like

a man," where will they be } It may suit a person who is

conscious of intellectual power, and who is so familiar with

all the mysteries and secrecies of possible life as to turn them

into occasions of pleasantry, to " walk up like a man," amid the

final scrutiny and arbitrament of time, and to thrill the universe

with the frank confession of a personal mistake of speculative

thinking ; but what are common men to do—the ignorant, the

timid, the debauched, and the ineloquent ? What of those who
have no theatrical gifts or dramatic aspirations ? What of those

who went farther than the lecturer ever intended them to go,

and turned his intellectual liberty into moral license ? Men
should forecast such grave possibilities before ; amid " laughter,"

" loud laughter," " renewed laughter," and " roars of laughter,"

they mock the question which "the world has asked for

thousands of years," and to which they have returned but an

incomplete, and, at best, a conjectural reply.

But the lecturer thinks his ground is good when he puts his

next point. He says (p. lo) :
" Can I commit a sin against God

by thinking ? If God did not intend I should think, why did

He give me a ' thinker ' ? " Probably a more childish inquiry

was never made by a full-grown man. He also says :
" Do not

imagine that there is any being who could give to his children

the holy torch of reason, and then damn them for following

where the holy light led." Now in both these expressions it is

quietly assumed that reason, or the thinking faculty, is now
exactly what it was when it was given to mankind. There are

other men who deny this, and confirm their denial by conscious-
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ness and observation. They contend that the reasoning faculty

has been depraved. They assert that it went down in the

general Fall. But I will not argue the question on theological

grounds, but on grounds which are undisputed. My contention

is, that the fact of man having a "thinker" does not justify the

extreme inference which the lecturer drew from it ; the fact is

right, but the inference is wrong. The lecturer's reasoning is,

" God gave me a ' thinker,' therefore He intended me to think."

Certainly, But He did not intend you to abuse the power of

thought. God gave you feet, but He did not mean you to walk

over a precipice. God meant you to help yourself, or He would

never have given you hands. Truly. But He did not mean you to

help yourself to poison. There is a right use of power, and there

is a wrong use. You give a child a spoon with which to eat his

dinner, but you do not mean the child to choke himself with the

spoon. You give your child money, but not to spend in harmful

ways. The greater the gift, with greater care must it be used.

Besides, we ourselves limit the power of practical thinking in all

the ways already pointed out. We warn men to beware of false

thinking. We all know our liability to make mistakes. The
lecturer seems to think that all thinking is equally good, that all

thinking is equally comprehensive, and that all thinking is equally

an act of good faith. He does not discriminate. He certainly

overlooks the continually demonstrated limitations of thinking.

Besides, there are regions in which thinking has no effect, and

is spent utterly in vain. It is, too, limited by temperament, by

education, by prejudice, by interest, and even by bodily health.

The healthy and honest mind is continually correctmg its own
conclusions. To-day's decisions are overruled to-morrow, and

yesterday's heterodoxies are the orthodoxies of to-day. The
"holy torch" of reason does not burn with constant luminous-

ness, and the " thinker " is not equally alert and virile. I

venture to believe that the most careful thinkers are the least

disposed to claim completeness for their thinking. At any

moment the mind may receive access of strength, which may
amount to inspiration, and at any moment events may arise

which may shake the least suspected conclusions. Experience

always leads to modesty when wisely used. It never leads to

boastful confidence, or to self-idolatry. It has been too often
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rebuked to claim infallibility, and too often humiliated to set

up a primacy that may not be challenged ; and at this time

of day., when flippant words are received with " laughter," and

"loud laughter," and "renewed laughter," and "roars of

laughter," it hides its head, and is ashamed of the jaunty

sciolism and wanton impertinence which can awaken the

merriment of a mob.

The " holy torch "
! But the lecturer must prove, what he

never can do, that human progress is lighted by a "torch"

alone. There may be two great lights, as in nature—the one

to rule the day, and the other to rule the night. Nature has

indeed many lights and yet only one ; so the human mind may
have the ray of instinct, the lamp of reason, and the torch of

fancy, yet these may be, and to the Christian are, but the broken

lights of the one glory of Divine revelation. The Christian does

not undervalue Reason, for he knows that without it he would not

be a man. Jesus Christ never blamed men for exercising their

reason. It is a calumny against Him to say that He did. He
often said, " How is it that ye do not understand } " "Ye fools,

ye can discern the face of the sky ; how is it that ye cannot

discern the signs of the times ? " He ordered the scribes to

read their scrolls again with a clearer eye, that they might see

the deepest meaning of their pregnant words. He told men to

think, to inquire, to understand, and when men gave wise answers

to great questions he saw in those answers the evidence and the

blessing of a Divine revelation. The " holy torch "
! Verily

holy ! Truly the very gift of God ! But take care lest we make
it but an evil-smelling lamp. Reason has its special inspira-

tions. Even Reason is able to find its way into the solar

regions of fancy and poetry. She has her " fine frenzy" as well

as her cold logic. She has her dream by which she turns

the night mto a longer and brighter day. In the high moods of

sacred passion, when she creates new heavens and a new earth,

when she finds " sermons in stones, books in the running

brooks, and good in ever}lhing," she may startle the mean life

that never felt the thrill of an infinite touch, but she is still

within the right of the charter by which her liberties are

secured. Men are never " damned " for following the light

of the " holy torch." They are often misled by mistaking the
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part for the whole ; they are often dazed by cross lights which

gleam over the bogs and swamps of life ; they sometimes lose

light by omitting to shake the "torch "
; and, alas! they often

allow the heavenly flame to be obscured and extinguished

by the lowest passions and the unworthiest prejudices. Jesus

Christ recognised all these facts, founded a special appeal upon

them, warning men that their understanding might become

darkened, and adding the ever-suggestive and profound reflection,

" If the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that

darkness !

"

11.

The lecturer next says (p. 12): "We have a Christian system,

and that system is founded upon what they are pleased to call

the New Testa?neni. Who wrote the New Testament 7 I don't

know. Who does know ? Nobody !

" This remark elicited

from the audience " laughter and applause." The lecturer

could only have made the flippant and absurd remark in entire

ignorance of the facts of the case. The New Testament does

not shrink from the severest tests that can be employed by

historical criticism. Everywhere its tone is :
" This thing was

not done in a corner." Nowhere does it ask for itself immunity

from criticism ; nowhere does it say that it must not be treated

as other books a/'e treated. Do let us have decency enough to

be simply just in this matter. Every important question con-

nected with the historical genuineness of the Scriptural books

has been answered over and over again by competent scholars.

Every minister will be able to direct the attention of inquirers

to books bearing expressly upon such points, and books not

written by sectarian theologians, but by the first scholars of

every age and the most reputable men in the highest classes of

society. It must not be supposed that the Biblical books have

been accepted by scholars without one word of inquiry as to

their authorship and validity. Every test haS been applied ; a

broad and hard road has been made and trodden by scholarship

from end to end of the sacred books, and the result of the

process is that to-day we have a book which we " are pleased to

call the New Testament,^'' and that book stands in a security

which no assault has been able to violate. He must be a very
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wise man, or a very foolish one, who undertakes to set himself

against the whole learning of the centuries, and to dismiss in

one flippant sentence the conclusions of every branch of the

Christian Church. Before accepting the opinion of such a

lecturer on such a subject, I should have to ask, Who is he ?

What is his learning ? What place does he occupy in the

estimation of scholars ? What contributions has he made to

the criticism of his age ? In the absence of positive information

upon these points, I do not hesitate to say that flippancy is not

a proof of erudition, nor is sneering likely to be the evidence

of profound earnestness. It must always be remembered that

it is easier to pull down than to build up, and easier to ask

questions than to give replies. Were I to say, " Who built the

Pyramids } I defy you to produce evidence that the alleged

builders ever lived, or ever saw the buildings !
" I would in

that short denial throw upon you a burden of proof which it

would cost you great labour to bear. I know you could bear it.

Yet in establishing the evidence you would have to go back into

dim antiquity, decipher ancient scrolls or inscriptions, fill your

pages with unfamiliar names, and carry out processes of eluci-

dation and argument which would produce impatience in the

doubter, and easily provoke him to incredulous taunting or

flippant retort. Yet as 'the Pyramids stand on lasting founda-

tions, so what we " are pleased to call the New Testament

"

stands to-day as firmly as ever in the literature of civilisation,

more widely known than any other book as to the languages

into which it has been translated, and enlisting in its advocacy

men of the most varied gifts and the most undoubted intellec-

tual and moral probity. The New Testament must prove its

inspiration by the results of its teaching. To antiquity and

signature I attach no small importance ; but I could not accept

any book ten thousand ages old, and signed by all the apostles

that ever lived, if the book itself did not bring with it the force

that can move me by the grandeur of its moral tone and the

beneficence which it demanded as the proof of my personal

belief. Do not suppose that Christians accept a book which
" they are pleased to call the New Testament " simply because

they have been told to do so by a tyrant or a hireling. They
have read the book with critical care ; they have considered the
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force and value of every assault made upon it ; they have tested

its teachings under all possible circumstances ; and as the result

of the most penetrating criticism and the most complete

practical experience, they are not only " pleased to call it the

New Testament," but to risk upon obedience to its spirit and

law all that is most important in conduct, and all that is most

solemn in destiny.

Having thus sneered at the New Testament, I am not surprised

to find that the lecturer wishes to make out that the four

Evangelists do not agree with one another as to the way of

salvation. He thinks that Matthew is practical, and John is

metaphysical ; that Mark has been perverted by interpolation,

and that Luke is about as practical as Matthew. When the

Evangelists give practical precepts he agrees with them, but

when they speak of the new birth and faith he differs from them.

He takes what he pleases and leaves what he dislikes. When
the lecturer agrees with them he regards the Evangelists as wise

men ; when he differs from them he either questions their wisdom

or supposes that others have added what is untrue or disagreeable

Now my contention is that the testimony of the Evangelists as to

the way of salvation is unanimous, and that the variety of

expression which is found in their writings is a proof of their

unanimity. Consider the position in which the lecturer's theory

would place the compilers of the Four Gospels. According to

that theory the Four Gospels are inconsistent with each other ; in

fact, they flatly contradict one another as to the vital matter of

salvation. Yet for many centuries those self-contradictory

Gospels have been regarded as one and the same testimony
;

they have been published in the same book ; the learned

compilers did not see what fools they were making of themselves

by bringing together statements which are directly antagonistic.

From century to century they have issued the four mutually

contradictory testimonies ; and it was never seen so clearly how

they iiad committed themselves until one Sunday afternoon it

was pointed out in the city of Chicago, amid " laughter," " loud

laughter," "renewed laughter," and "roars of laughter," that

Matthew had been saying one thing and John another ! It is

very curious that this inconsistency had never struck Christian

scholars, critics, historians, and expositors, and that it should
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have been left to a man in the nineteenth century to point out

the folly and indecency of allowing four men, Matthew, INIark,

Luke, and John, to tell a story in four different and irreconcilable

ways. It is true that startling things do happen in the develop-

ment of human progress, and therefore it is, perhaps, possible

that Chicago may be the new Jerusalem, and this eloquent

lecturer the true prophet of humanity. But, first let us examine

what he points out as contradictions. Quoting the expression,

" Blessed are the poor in spirit : for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven," he exclaims, " Good !
" So, also, after the expressions,

" Blessed are the merciful," " Blessed are the pure in heart," and

the like. The lecturer likes the Beatitudes. He endorses them.

But w'hen John says, " Ye must be born again," he flies off, and

talks about contradiction, interpolation, and the glosses of the

Church. It strikes me, on the other hand, that the sentiments

belong to one another—that they stand in the relation of cause

and effect, and that apart from the possibility of the New Birth,

the reference to mercy and purity would be but an exasperation of

every helpless heart. Why are not all men poor in spirit ?

Why are not all men merciful ? Why are not all men pure in

heart ? The very fact that some are and some are not is the

most suggestive circumstance in moral history. Suppose a case

which the lecturer would admit to be possible. Suppose that a

man of impure heart became pure ; there could be no doubt

about the change. It struck every one who had known the man
most intimately. His whole tone was changed, and his whole

nature lifted up to a new level. Something must have happened.

That undefined something must have been of a most powerful

nature. What was it .'* Christians would not hesitate to say that

the man had been born again, and they would point for proof,

hot to a variable and disputable sentiment, but to an evident and

gracious fact. No other explanation would cover the whole case.

Here is not a mere change of opinion or even of mechanical

habit. Here is a totally new conception of life, a wholly new

relation to life, and an absolutely new heart and purpose ; and

to call such a change a new birth would seem to me to be not

the language of rhapsody, but the simplest statement of a fact.

Or, again, the lecturer is much pleased with the idea of social

forgiveness as the basis of religious pardon ; he says, on p. 21:
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" If you will forgive men that trespass against you, God will

forgive your trespasses against Him ; I accept, and I will never

ask any God to treat me better than I treat my fellow-men."

But why are not a// men forgiving ? Why are there any

unforgiving men ? Why should it be difficult for any man to

forgive ? If human nature is so good, so sweet, so incorruptible,

how does it come that we should do things that need to be

forgiven, or that, having done them, we should find it almost

impossible to obtain forgiveness ? That secret ought to be

explained. It is a mystery of a most painful nature. But

suppose that an unforgiving disposition has been made clement

and placable, most gentle and gracious—and that such a change

is possible we all gladly acknowledge—it would be fair to ask,

What is the cause of all this ? What wonderful cause has been at

work ? And if it should be said that the man has been born

again, that he is a new creature, that he is regenerated, this

would not be the language of fantasy ; it would be, as in the

former case, the severest and most literal explanation of a

/acL In Matthew we have the efecf, in John the catise; or

in Matthew we have the miracle, and in John the explana-

tion. If a wise teacher said in one discourse, " Blessed are

the industrious, for they shall reap the reward of their labour,"

and said in another, " Except an idle man be born again, he

cannot enjoy the stimulus or the prize of labour," he would not

contradict himself. In the one case he would present the

outward, and in the other the inward aspect of the case, and his

clear meaning would be that idleness is so inveterate and so

ruinous, that nothing short of a vitally new conception of life and

industry would destroy the plague.

Illustrating his position upon this point, the lecturer cites the

case of the young man who inquired of Jesus what he should do

that he might have eternal life. And he points out that Jesus

said nothing to him about being born again. The lecturer's

words are these (p. 26) :
" He did not say to him. You must

believe in me that I am the only-begotten Son of the living God.

He did not say, You must be born again. He told the young

man to keep the commandments." But is it true that Jesus

said nothing about belief in Himself, and that He said nothing

about the new birth } So diiferently are we constituted, that
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where the lecturer sees nothing about regeneration or faith. I

myself fail to see anything else. Jesus spoke a new word to

him, but the young man did not believe. Jesus called him to a

new valuation of property and duty, but the young man did not

accept the terms. Jesus knew the young man's ^\•>eakness, and

addressed Himself to it, but the young man did not respond.

Nothing about belief when you are asked to accept a doctrine

which would revolutionise your whole life ! Nothing about the

new birth when you are called to a sacrifice from which the old

nature recoils ! It is monstrous to deny that the words of Christ

are absolutely inexplicable except on the one ground of faith in

Himself, and the realisation of a new birth of the heart. It

would seem as if the lecturer did not know a truth except in the

same form of words. This is the more remarkable in a man who
is unquestionably endowed with fine fancy, both of thought and

speech. Yet there is the glaring defect. He actually says in

so many words that neither faith nor the new birth had any place

in the answer of Jesus Christ to the inquiring young man. Now,

let it be supposed that the young man had done exactly what

Christ named (what the lecturer calls an interpolation) as the

condition of entering into eternal life : he sold all that he had

and gave it to the poor. The whole basis of his life was changed.

Now ask the young man how he came to adopt a course so revo-

lutionary } He could have but one answer to the inquiry, and

that answer would be : "I asked Jesus Christ the conditions of

entering into life eternal. He told me, and I believed Him, and

as I believed Him, I acted upon His word ; my faifh enabled me
to make the sacrifice ; but for faith I never could have made it,

and, having made it, my life is a new life. I have been born

again • and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith

in the Son of God." That answer is rational, philosophical,

and profound ; so much so, that any other answer as compared

with it would be superficial, inadequate, and self-refuting. As
a matter of fact, the young man did not believe Jesus. He tried

to live mechanically rather than spiritually ; he did not enter into

the tragedy and the after-joy of self-sacrifice, so he passed away

as one who did not believe, and therefore could not act.

It is important to notice this distinction here, because the

lecturer lays it down expressly that belief is not important, but
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actions are. He says, on p. 71 : "Judge by deed, not by creed."

I can but express my amazement that such a man should have com-

mitted himself to such a sophism. It is evident that he totally

misconceives the full meaning of the word " belief." He clearly

confines it to the narrowest and shallowest of itb possible signifi-

cations. I contend, in direct opposition to his theory, that action

is the practical expression of belief, and that action which is not

founded on faith is a trick, an experiment, a mere venture, and is

to be avoided as an affront to all that is profound and beneficent

in philosophy. To believe is to by-live, to live by. To divorce

belief and action is to set up a false and dangerous theory of

life. This is the very essence of hypocrisy. To unite as if in

happy and sacred wedlock faith and action is the very purpose

of Christ. He insists upon having truth in the inward parts,

and protests with many a woe and many a curse against those

who say and do not ; who say Lord, Lord 1 but obey not ; who
try to make the fruit acceptable without making the tree itself

good, and who wash the outside of the cup and platter, but leave

the inside full of rottenness and dead men's bones. If any man
says he believes Christ and does not obey Christ's words, that

man is a liar, and the truth is not in him. " Whosoever doeth

the will of Vny Father which is in heaven, the same is my mother

and sister and brother." No man does believe Christ who denies

Him in action. He may say he believes Him; he rm.y pjrtend

to believe Him ; but by his fruits he shall be known, and the

greatness of his unfaithful profession shall aggravate the sorrow

of his damnation.

The lecturer says that there is not a word about believing any-

thing in the Gospel according to Matthew. In that Gospel it

is charity or self-denial that is set forth, and not the Gospel of

belief. That is a very remarkable statement for the lecturer to

have made. But is it true that Matthew did not say a word

about belief ? On the contrary, the Gospel of JMatthew is, so to

say, saturated with this doctrine of faith. " When Jesus heard

it He marvelled, and said to them that followed, Verily I say

unto you, I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel

"

(Matt. viii. 10). Is this the kind of teacher that would be

likely to undervalue faith ? When the woman was healed

(Matt. ix. 22), Jesus said: "Daughter, be of good comfort,
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thy faith hath made thee whole." " Come unto me, all ye that

labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest " (Matt.

xi. 28). Would they come to a man in whom they did not

believe } Why did not Jesus do many mighty works in His own
country.? Matthew tells us: "And He did not many mighty

works there, because of their unbelief." When Peter sank in

the water, Jesus caught him and said unto him :
" O thou of

little faith" (xiv. 31). When the Syrophoenician woman
importuned Him, He answered :

** O woman ! great is thy faith
"

(xv. 28). When the disciples could not heal the lunatic. He
told them the reason :

" Why could not we cast him out } And
Jesus said unto them, Because of your unbelief: for verily I say

unto you. If ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall

say unto this mountain. Remove hence to yonder place ; and it

shall remove ; and nothing shall be impossible unto you

"

(Matt. xvii. 20). And, in an earlier instance still, Jesus said

to the two blind men :
" Believe ye that I am able to do this ?

They said unto Him, Yea, Lord. Then touched He their eyes,

saying. According to your faith be it unto you." Yet the lecturer

tells us that there is not one word in the Gospel of Matthew

about believing I In the eighteenth chapter of that Gospel Jesus

speaks about " these little ones that believe in me." Where, then,

is the lecturer's authority for saying that there is not a word

about "believing" in the Gospel according to Matthew? And
the believing was distinctly connected with "salvation" in every

instance. The argument indeed is a fortiori, for if believing was

necessary to the salvation of the body, how much more for the

salvation of the soul ! In view of such remarkable instances of

the value attached to faith in the Gospel according to Matthew, I

cannot see how the lecturer can have said that in that Gospel there

is not a word which connects salvation with faith. Faith is the

explanation of every action ; Faith is singled out as the one

reason for every beneficent miracle ; Faith is applauded ant!

honoured as the highest exercise of the human mind. And in

the Gospel of Matthew is laid down the doctrine that to Faith

nothing is impossible.

The fact is that just as the lecturer has given too narrow a

definition oifaith, so he has given too narrow a meaning to the

term salvation. He treats that term as if it related merely to the

19
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attainment of some kind of heaven. He debases it until the

principal meaning is a sort of pious care-taking or religious

selfishness. I am afraid that some theologians have often

treated the term in the same unworthy sense. Now, to my mind,

Faith is the deepest, widest, noblest expression of the exercise

of the intellectual and moral nature of man, and Salvation is

the complete emancipation of that nature from everything that

can enslave and debase it. " The Son of man is come to seek

and to save that which was lost." " If ye know the truth, the

truth shall make you free." By salvation do not understand a

narrow escape from hell and a very doubtful hope of heaven.

Understand by being saved that you are saved from sin,

saved from guilt, saved from error, saved from bondage, saved

from selfishness, saved from fear, saved from every danger that

can imperil your character or ruin your destiny. Without faith

such salvation is impossible. Faith is the bond of union

between the human and the Divine ; Faith is the realising and

appropriating faculty ; Faith is reason in its highest action. As
Christianity founds itself on literal history, building its house

upon the granite of indisputable facts, and builds until the

pinnacles of the royal structure pierce the clouds and enter a

light above the brightness of the sun, so Faith builds on intelli-

gence ; Faith honours Reason ; Faith accepts the severest

verdicts of honest criticism ; and having done this. Faith enters

a higher region, and finds there not a shelter merely, but a

sanctuary and a home. Where Reason halts. Faith goes forward.

Reason confines itself to agriculture ; Faith pursues the higher

study of astronomy. And yet without astronomy even agricul-

ture is impossible. Every daisy that grows is a product of the

solar system. The meanest weed in the garden is a child of the

sun. As agriculture is indebted to astronomy, so Reason is

indebted to Faith. Without Faith, Reason would lose its noblest

ambition ; without Faith civilisation would lose its impetus, and

give up the battle as one not worth fighting, for the winner

loses and the victor dies.

So I do not limit Faith to the acceptance of a few theological

propositions. To me Faith is not a clever trick in religious

metaphysics ; nor is it some faculty on which priestism plays its

tyrannous and selfish pranks. It is not a transient mood in the
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conjugation of life's throbbing verb which theologians have

created for their own uses. What Faith may be to others, I

know not. They may have stripped it, and wounded it, and

left it half dead ; or they may have cruelly murdered it, and

buried the noblest portion under altars that would crumble at

the touch of Reason ; or they may have cut away the tokens of

its strength, put out its eyes, and set it to turn the millstones of

sectarianism and bigotry ! I know not to what base uses it may
have been put ; but to me. Faith is Reason glorified ; Faith is

the sublimest action of the soul ; Faith is the key that opens the

gate of all great kingdoms and enduring empires ; Faith is

inspiration ; Faith is the very life of the soul ; Faith is the

hand that lays hold on God. And its human side is as beautiful

as its Divine aspect ; it moves the heart to grand philanthropies
;

its kind eyes are evermore lighted with their truest tenderness

when they look on sin and misery, helplessness and despair

True faith drives out selfishness ; true faith stirs to sacrificial

action ; true faith sees in every man the image of God. Faith

without works is dead, being alone. Works come after faith, as

the eflfect comes after the cause. Where there are no works

there is no faith, " for as the body without the spirit is dead, so

faith without works is dead also."

III.

The lecturer lays particular stress upon the non-importance

of belief, and yet in this very lecture he actually lays down his

own creed, upon which he sets the highest value I He says

:

"I believe in the gospel of cheerfulness" (p. 72); "I believe

in the gospel of good health
;

" "I believe in the gospel of

good living ;
" "I believe in the gospel of good clothes ;

" "I
believe in the gospel of good houses ; " "I believe in the gospel

of education" (p. 73); "I believe in the gospel of liberty;
"

" I believe in the gospel of intelligence ;
" "I believe in the

great gospel of generosity" (p. 75). All this "I believe,'

coming from a man who despises belief, is somewhat remarkable.

The fact is, he does not in reality despise belief; he only trifles

with the word in its religious bearings. He knows perfectly

well that belief is the very basis of society and civilization, and
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that we could not live one day without it. This clearly shows

that the lecturer attaches a narrow and not complete meaning

to the word " belief." He will persist in confining it to some

merely metaphysical use, and against this perversion the

Christian teacher is bound to protest. Again and again we

must reiterate the all-important truth, that a man only really

believes with his whole heart what he practises ; or if he prac-

tises other than he believes, he is a pretender and a hypocrite.

We are not saved by our metaphysical penetration, or by our

penetration into metaphysical subtleties. Belief is action in

thought, life is belief in action. Confusion upon this vital

point can alone account for the bhmdering comments which

the lecturer makes upon a passage in the Gospel of ]Mark :
" Go

ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every creature."

" He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, and he that

believeth not shall be damned." Upon this commandment the

lecturer says :
" There is not one particle of sense in it. Why }

No man can control his belief" (p. 35). Now that which

appears to the lecturer so monstrous appears to me to be the

very basis and philosophy of life. So differently do men view

the samei thing 1 Everywhere throughout the world belief is

salvation, and unbelief is damnation. Of course I use the word

belief in the large signification already explained. It is not a

merely metaphysical act, nor is it an act in solely metaphysical

subjects. It is the soul's supreme conviction, and by it the soul

must evermore stand or fall. If it is a right belief, the soul will

be saved ; if it is a wrong belief, the soul will be damned. This

is so in its degree and according to the measure of its import-

ance in chemistr}', in navigation, in trade, in enterprise, in prac-

tical speculation and investment—in short, in ever}' inquiry and

action. Observe what it is that Christ calls upon men to believe

;

it is something that renews the life and purifies all its impulses,

that ennobles and inspires its motives, that moulds its whole

tone and expression ; it is not a series of metaphysical proposi-

tions, it is not a set of terms which only trained and singular

intellects can even pretend remotely to understand ; it is a

doctrine of life and moral revolution, interior regeneration and

outward philanthropy ; and in view of such results no other

terms can so graphically and even mercifully depict the pro-
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found reality of the course. Within shorter lines it may be said,

Whosoever believeth in industry shall be saved, and whosoever

believeth not shall be damned. So also with uprightness,

punctuality, capability, and every attribute and function of life
;

the positive means to be saved, and the negative to be damned or

lost. You cannot evade the consequences of false thinking in

any department of life. They are not confined to religion.

They pursue a man in every line and form of life, and Christ

gave that literal doctrine only its last and highest application

when He said, " Whosoever believeth shall be saved, and who-

soever believeth not shall be damned." There is no threat in the

words ; they do but reveal a fact. You do not threaten your

child when you tell him that fire will burn him, but when you

make known that fact to him you are considerate and gentle.

It is precisely so with every true gospel. It carries with it, not

as mere reward or punishment in any arbitrary sense, but as a

philosophical and moral necessity, salvation and damnation. It

is true that the lecturer has arranged what he will do in the

event of ultimate facts disproving his theory of life. He has

told us that he will " walk up like a man and say that he was

mistaken." The captain has honestly mistaken the ship's

course ; he has claimed " absolute intellectual freedom," and in

the exercise of it he has driven the ship upon the rocks, and

when the sea encroaches upon her, and the great wind strikes

her with infinite fury, and the lightning gleams above her masts

like a reproachful and penal spirit, he will " walk up like a man
and say he was mistaken." Will that satisfy the owners of the

vessel } Will that console the shipwrecked travellers } Will that

be considered a noble loyalty to the spirit of freethought } I

ask these questions to show you that all thinking is attended by

consequences according to its quality, that not in moral gospels

only does belief end in salvation, and unbelief in ruin. Euclid

might have said, after ever)- proposition, " He that believeth

shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall be damned." The

doctrine is as true in geometry as in morals. Absolute intellec-

tual freedom is unknown to Euclid, and he who would claim it

in that region would be proclaimed by Euclid to be a maniac,

and the stern geometer would wisely say, " He that believeth

shall be saved, he that believeth not shall be damned."
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But the lecturer may take refuge in his view of inspiration,

and may thus suppose himself to be enabled to set the elements

of geometry against the writings of the four Evangelists. He
can make a theory of his own in the one case, but he cannot in

the other. On page 12 the lecturer says: "We have found

some fifty-two manuscripts containing portions of the New
Testament. Some of these manuscripts leave out five or six

books—many of them ; others more, others less. No two of

these manuscripts agree. Nobody knows who wrote the manu-

scripts. They are all written in Greek ; the disciples of Christ

only knew Hebrew. Nobody ever saw, so far as we know, one

of the original Hebrew manuscripts. Nobody ever saw anybody

who had seen anybody who had heard of anybody that had ever

seen one of the original Hebrew manuscripts." Now there is

hardly a sentence in this flippant indictment that is historically

correct. It may suit the lecturer to represent the whole Christian

Church as composed of knaves and fools, but the Christian

Church does not go to the lecturer for a letter of introduction to

the world. He has overreached himself in this eloquent

ignorance, and injured the cause in whose interests he appeared.

Believe rr|e, all Christians are not fools. Some of them can

both read and write, and even do a little arithmetic. Some of

them can even spell out the meaning of Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin. How far the lecturer is scholastically qualified to sneer

at them I do not know. But, however profound a Hebraist he

may be, however complete a classic he may have shown

himself, there are really a few scholars, at least as competent as

himself, who have come to absolutely contrary conclusions to

his own. But it is not needful in a lecture addressed to the

general public to discuss this matter on grounds that could be

appreciated only by a select few. The answer can be made

clear to every ordinary mind. Let us take the case exactly as

the lecturer puts it, and I will show you that he actually enlarges

and strengthens the argument for inspiration. He seems to be

struck with the fact that Christ wrote nothing, and that He gave

no commandment to His followers to write. He sees confusion

in the pretended manuscripts. He denies every signature. He
rejects what he does not like, and amid " laughter," " loud

laughter," " renewed laughter," and " roars of laughter," he picks
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out what he pleases, and attaches to it the blessing or the stigma

of his approbation. Now, whenever and by whomsoever written,

the New Testament is actually in our hands. Here it is to

speak for itself. The greater its blunders the worse for the

book ; a book that comes with a halting story and a lame appeal

will soon bring upon itself the contempt of the world. Now,

what does the book offer to do ? It offers to regenerate the

moral condition of mankind. What is its moral tone "^ It is a

tone of uprightness, purity, nobleness, and charity and good-

will. Such a book, written under such circumstances, and issuing

in and from such an age, has to be accounted for. Instead of

magnifying the miracles, as all other sacred books do for their

particular religion, it keeps them expressly in the background,

or makes as little of them as possible. On the other hand,

it makes a matter of life or death of its morality. It does not

trumpet a miracle ; it preaches a gospel. It does not excite

curiosity or gratify wonder ; it comes to seek and to save that

which was lost. Here is the supreme difficulty of the sceptic.

It appears to me that men who were not divinely inspired would

have taken a course directly opposite to that pursued by the

writers 01 compilers of the New Testament. They would have

remembered the miracles and forgotten the beatitudes. They
would have enlarged the magic and kept back the morality

;

they would have multiplied the signs and forgotten the prayers.

But instead of that, what is their course ? They report the

Sermon on the IMount ; they record the quietest and deepest

sentences ever uttered by Christ ; they write down with all

eagerness and love His tender prayers ; with resolute eloquence

they urge upon a people who hated it the revolutionary and

beneficent morality of their Master. They reject the righteous-

ness of the Scribes and Pharisees ; they bitterly curse the

devourers of widows' houses. They assail with thunder and

lightning the credulity and debasement of official guides ; they

keep the miracles in the background, and urge with vehement

earnestness the morality, which is itself the sublimest miracle,

upon the averted and hostile mind of their age. Steadily

remember that the age was not sympathetically disposed

towards the Christian morality. The age had slain the Moralist

and vowed the extermination of the morality and its infatuated
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teachers, yet the story, according to the lecturer himself, was

written in scraps ; it passed from mouth to mouth, it was

whispered from ear to ear, it underwent all the risks of tradition,

it had no scholars to give it literary brilliance, it was simply

held by the love and prayer of a small and despicable company

;

yet as the decades came and went, as jubilees culminated and

vanished, as centuries rose and fell, the sacred morality was

preserved, and sensationalism was subordinated to righteousness,

the Sermon on the Mount towered above the miracles, and

amid the tumult and fury of the ages one sweet voice was heard,

"Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I

will give you rest." Not, I will show you another miracle, but

" I will give you rest " ; not " I will delight you with new
wonders," but " I will give you rest." The very blessing the

heart has ever needed—not the Jewish heart only, but the heart

of man in every land and in every weary age. The sceptic

has to account for that miracle ; when he has burned the

manuscripts the morality remains ; when he has confused the

plebeian witnesses upon technical points they still hold up the

doctrine as the eloquence which was exemplified in life and

sanctified in death.

I acknowledge that this proof of inspiration has infinitely

greater weight with me than any inspiration which could only

point to mechanical preservation could have. If Christ, to

modernise the instance, had been attended by a shorthand

writer who scrupulously preserved every word He uttered ; if the

notes had been read over at night and signed by Christ and the

disciples ; if the manuscript had been handed to a custodian

sworn to faithfulness and paid in proportion to his responsibilities,

I might have suspected the elaborate and costly mechanism ; it

would have harmonized with nothing that I know in nature, and

nothing I have admired in history, the seal of life would have

been absent, the trust of fearlessness would not have animated a

single sentence. The whole would have been too dainty for

common use, and about the whole there would have been, to

my mind, an air of unreality which would have destroyed its

influence. Let me put to you an analogous case, and take your

opinion upon it. Here are two lives, both of which I wish you

to account for. The one life has been most lovingly cared for
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by every one interested in it ; its home has been beautiful, its

education has been thorough, every want has been anticipated

and satisfied. The years have run round smoothly. No pinch

of poverty has ever been felt. No rude collisions have ever in-

terrupted its progress through sunny scenes. It has not been

so with the other life. That life was born in poverty and cradled

in desolation. No warm kiss blessed its infancy. No downy

pillow gave welcome to its head
;
yet it grew in strength. Added

years were added troubles. It was driven forth to other lands.

On every sea the storms encountered it. In every land difficul-

ties awaited it. Hunger and cold, loneliness and hardship have

been its constant companions, yet that life never sacrificed its

noblest instincts and never quenched its lamp of hope. Now let

me say that one of these lives has been miraculously or provi-

dentially preserved, and I ask you which of them. You do not

hesitate to reply : the circumstances are their own answer. You
have no wonder about the one case, and you have nothing but

wonder about the other. It is even so, In my mind, about two

books which might have been preserved in two different ways.

I find the parallel of the second life in the history of the New
Testament. That history is its own argument, and is complete

enough to need no other vindication. Without literary art, with-

out mechanical coherence, without official patronage, abandoned,

scorned, denounced, and spat upon by one set ; chained, pro-

hibited, and officially dealt out in safe portions by another, there

it is to-day the noblest of moral teachers, the most sympathising

of friends, the most hopeful of prophets. It has subdued king-

doms, wrought righteousness, stopped the mouths of lions,

quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the sword
;

it has had trials of cruel mockings and scourgings—yea, more-

over, of bonds and imprisonments ; it has been stoned and sawn

asunder, it has wandered in deserts and in mountains and in

dens and caves of the earth, and this day it is before us in all

the known languages of the globe, calling men to repentance,

offering pardon to sinners, rebuking all iniquity, a tongue for

the dumb and eyes for the blind, the corner-stone of every

humane institution, the defence of every noble cause, the fear

of tyrants, and the hope of the oppressed ; and my contention is

that a book with such a history is the witness of its own inspira-
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tion, and a book with such a spirit ought to be spared the sneers

of men who indirectly owe to it all that is good in themselves

and all that is freest in the civilization which they enjoy.

But it is the dogmatism which the lecturer dislikes and assails,

the " believe and be saved, the believe not and be damned." If

" absolute intellectual liberty " had been allowed, the lecturer

would have been appeased. Now let me show you that if Christ

had allowed such liberty, He would have taken away His own
character and trifled with His age. If He had said less than

" believe and be saved, believe not and be damned," He would

have fallen out of the very rank to which He has been assigned

by all reputable sceptics. He ivas boimd to say these very words.

If He had not said them expressly, they would have been implied

by the very quality and range of His teaching. They are not

something thrust into the argument—they follow it as a necessary

sequence. But the lecturer has entirely misrepresented Christ

in this matter. Any one reading the lecture without having

read the New Testament would have quite a misapprehension

of the case. He would suppose that Christ had laid down some

totally unintelligible propositions, and had told the world that

unbelief would be punished by everlasting fire. He would

further suppose that Christ ignored intellectual freedom, and

treated man as an intellectual slave. The exact contrary is the

case. Christ always appealed to the human will. He set before

men life and death, and called upon them to make choice. He
said to Jerusalem, " I would, but ye would not "—was not that

intellectual liberty ? He said, " Ye will not come unto me
that ye might have life

"—was not that intellectual liberty ? He
never attempted to force men. But even He could not change

the consequence of wrong thinking and wicked choice. He so

far at least upheld the continuity of nature as to keep in force

the solemn yet beneficent law: "Whatsoever a man soweth,

that shall he also reap." He declared that law. He took His

immovable stand upon it, and because He took His stand upon

the very law which is sanctioned by ?iature, adopted by legislation,

and commended by experience. He is charged with infringing

or even destroying the intellectual liberty of the world ! There

have been attempts to soften the word " damned " and accom-
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modate it to " ears polite." I retain the word exactly as it

stands in strong old English. In this connection no other

word can take its place. In range and solemnity of meaning it

balances the other word "saved." If you have been thinking of

it as a threat, I am not surprised that you have been disturbed

by the energy of the term. Again, I would remind you that it is

not a threat, but a declaration of necessary consequences.

"Touch fire, and you will be burned," is not a threat, but a

warning. " Drink poison, and you will be killed," is not severity

of statement on your part, but gentleness. If you, knowing the

consequences of fire and poison, were to select dainty terms, and

to speak about those agents in a hesitating tone, and if fire and

poison were misused by those who heard you, the responsibility

of their injuries would unquestionably lie at your door. You
ought to have betrayed no uncertainty in your tone. Your

positiveness should have equalled your knowledge : knowing

positively, you should have spoken positively, and having so

spoken, you could with a clear conscience have left those

who heard you to exercise what they ignorantly call " absolute

intellectual liberty." A man should take away from himself, so

far as is possible, the liberty of thinking falsely, and in doing so

he would not be making himself a " slave," but actually enlarg-

ing and ennobling his freedom. Now, Christ spoke in the

matter of belief according to His knowledge. That is precisely

what we do ourselves. Ignorance should be modestly uncertain,

wisdom should be heroically positive. In matters of little or

no moment we may speak mincingly, but in affairs of life

and death we should use the language of precision and energy.

In this instance it was a question of life and death, and Christ

lovingly, as well as positively, warned the ages :
" He that

believeth shall be saved, he that believeth not shall be damned."

Nothing more gracious could have summed up such a gospel as

He embodied, and such a doctrine as He expounded. I retain

the words. They are grandly true. They are equal to the

occasion. No seeker of transient popularity would have used

them, and no honest and competent teacher could have kept

them back.

The lecturer himself implies the very thing which he so ener-
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getically condemns. He approves the beatitudes. He quotes

"Blessed are the merciful," "Blessed are the pure in heart,"

" Blessed are the peacemakers," and after each of them he ex-

claims " Good i
" Now does he not see—he would do so if his

insight were equal to his eloquence—that the very beatitudes

themselves carry with them an implied malediction ? The
light and the shadow go together even here. Take the proof

:

" Blessed are the merciful : for they shall obtain mercy." What
is that but the sunny aspect of the corresponding truth, "Cursed

are the unmerciful', for they shall not obtain mercy ".-^ If the

pure in heart are blessed because they shall see God, it follows

that the impure are not blessed, and that they shall not see that

ineffable vision. To describe one class of men as blessed is to

imply that the other classes are excluded from the blessing, and

it is most noticeable that when Christ pronounces a blessing in

the strongest terms the lecturer never complains of dogmatism

or " slavery" ; on the contrary, he exclaims, " Good I
" " Good !"

" Good ! " But whpn the same gracious Speaker declares the

consequences of false thinking, the lecturer complains of

" slavery here, and hell hereafter." This is most unequal

criticism, and is not likely to win the confidence of well-balanced

minds. vVhat if some one in his audience had risen when the

lecturer said " Good !
" after each beatitude, and said, " It cannot

be good, because it limits intellectual liberty, and imposes a

penalty upon all who differ from the doctrine " } That would

have been strictly in harmony with the lecturer's own reasoning,

but I think he himself would have pronounced it irrational and

mischievous.

The lecturer is reported to have said that " his principal ob-

jections to orthodox religion are two—slavery here, and hell

hereafter." Now in this argument I have nothing to do with any-

thing but Christ's own words. I have nothing to do with what

the lecturer vaguely calls " orthodox religion." That may mean

much, or it may mean little, according to the man who uses the ex-

pression. I do not undertake either to impeach or to defend any

particular sect. I abhor sectarianism. I regard religious bigotry

as an unmitigated curse. I have no doubt that creeds of human

making, when regarded as other than initial, suggestive, and

specially when associated with penalty, have done more harm to
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(Christianity than has ever been done by any form of speculative

infidelity. No theological creed has ever received my signature.

No man, no church, has any dominion over my faith ; my
theology is too sublime to be fastened to any form of unchange-

able terms, and my faith too transcendent to be chained by pro-

positions which value their form rather than their inspiration. Yet

though thus creedless in the sense which is usually attached to

that word, I have vital relations to a common faith, which, re-

nouncing all priestcraft, hating all sacerdotal magic, scorning

all papal dominion, goes straight to Christ Himself, and gives

its whole passion, so to say, to Him, saying, with infinite love

and ardour—£ccE Homo 1 Ecce Deus ! Having this faith in

the man Christ Jesus, studying His words night and day, and

acquainting myself deeply with the whole purpose of His ministry,

I find it to be no " slavery " to follow Him in all His teaching

and commands. There is no slavery in love ; there is no

slavery in remaining where the heart would wish to be. This is

my own case. I am not overborne by fear, and I am not even

driven to reluctant silence by inexorable logic. I understand

Christ by my heart ; my whole love goes out after Him ; I find

rest'm. His tender grace ; I find security in His almighty strength

;

I regard Him as the Son of man, the Son of God—God the Son,

above all others in intellectual force, in moral heroism, in per-

sonal righteousness, and in every attribute of mind and heart

—

the Priest of humanity, the Saviour of the world.

IV.

What I have said about creeds will enable me to keep to the

subject of salvation according to Christ's own testimony, and

spare me the trouble of following the lecturer into his criticism

upon sectarian theology. With much of that criticism I agree.

Men are not saved by churches, creeds, ceremonies, and incan-

tations, as these terms are interpreted by priests. I undertake

to teach that men are saved, in the fullest sense, in one way
only, and that is by faith in the Son of God. In this matter I

know of one book only, and that is the New Testament. By that

book, and not by anything else, must this whole controversy stand

or fall, so far as I am concerned. What the lecturer stands by I do
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not know, except it be his own view of things. That view, how-

ever, admits of very distinct expression, as, for example, concern-

ing the doctrine of human depravity. Speaking of Evangelical

Christians, the lecturer says :
" They look upon a little child as

a lump of depravity. I look upon it as a bud of humanity, that

will, under proper circumstances, blossom into rich and glorious

life." An opponent who speaks in this manner is a delightful

combatant, for he comes naked into the battle-field, and mistakes

a bulrush for a sword. Where in the New Testament is a little

child looked upon as a " lump of depravity " } Is it where

Christ says, " Except ye be converted and become as little chil-

dren, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven " } Is it

where Christ says, "Whosoever, therefore, shall humble himself

as this little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of

heaven" } Is it where Christ says, " It is not the will of your

Father which is in heaven that one of these little ones should

perish " } Is it where Christ says, " Suffer little children to come

unto me, and forbid them not ; for of such is the kingdom of

heaven " ? I must insist that Christ be represented by His own

words, and I cannot respect any opponent who first fancies his

argument, then puts it into the mouth of another man, and

finally encounters it with tepid ridicule. The lecturer looks

upon a little child as a " bud of humanity." What other kind of

" bud " could it possibly be } If it is a " bud " at all, it must

be " a bud of humanity." There is no poetry in the conception,

though the Chicago audience is reported to have received the

intelligence with " loud applause." I wonder why the applause

was loud } Can anybody conceive why there should have been

any applause at all } Some infatuated English speakers mistake

the low and muffled stamping of impatient hearers for applause,

and stumble into still farther and deeper commonplace under

the mistaken encouragement. It must have been so in this very

instance. Consider that a man of genius defined a little child as

" a bud of humanity," and a great audience answered the reve-

lation by loud applause ! The intelligence electrified the

sweltering host, for not until that memorable day had they ever

dreamed that " some mute inglorious Milton " would open his

mouth in poetry more than Shakesperian, and define a baby as

" a bud of humanity." It is an emblem from the garden. There
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is a vernal flavour about the poetic symbol. It smells of the

fresh earth. It is tenderly green. It has but to be named,

and an audience will receive it with loud applause. But some-

thing more is said about the bud. The people punctuated an

unfinished sentence with loud applause, and when the re-echoing

thunder died, the lecturer added that the bud would "blossom

into rich and glorious life under proper circumstances "
! Then

it is like all other buds ; the east wind may chill it, the insect

may consume it, the blight may overpower it, the rain may

break it off the parent stem, the untimely frost may shut it up in

eternal secrecy. Poor bud ! It has to make its way through

measles and hooping-cough and teething, and if it come to

nothing, the lecturer will " walk up like a man " and say that the

circumstances were not proper ! That was a very happy quali-

fication on the part of the lecturer. It covers all contingencies.

You may drive a chariot and six right through the middle of it,

and leave plenty of room for all the other chariots that want an

open road. Where ar^ those proper circumstances ? Who keeps

them } Who arranges them ? Who sells them .? Do let us get at

them as soon as possible. I may tell you that if you look long

enough at the sea, you will find yourselves on the other side of

the Atlantic, and when you have looked for fifty thousand ages

and still find yourselves where you began, I " walk up like a man "

and tell you that you have not looked long enough. It is the

same with the "proper circumstances." I want to know why all

circumstances are not " proper." What made any of them

improper } We all began as " buds of humanity," though we

were not all received with " loud applause," and having begun

as " buds," here we are to-day complaining of " circumstances,"

and looking as if we had begun as the buds of weeds rather than

the buds of flowers. The lecturer tells us that the circumstances

have not been " proper," but that is idle mockery ; when did the

buds first get wrong ? When did the circumstances first go

astray } We ought to search into causes, and not content our-

selves with casual remarks upon patent details. What kind of

circumstances do you want } Not health, for many healthy men
are at this moment on the treadmill ; not wealth, for many wealthy

men are known to be unfit for honest society ; not education, for

many educated men are plotting the ruin of the simple, and
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some have undergone penal servitude for felony. Do not

suppose that the crime of any country is wholly due to its

invalids, its paupers, and its ignoramuses. Nothing of the kind.

Some unhealthy men are noble-minded ; some poor men are

virtuous ; some ignorant persons are upright. On the other

hand, some strong men are little better than brutes, some rich

men are an offence to morals,, some educated men are knaves.

No. We must go deeper than "circumstances" if we would

treat the matter vitally ; empiricism may trade upon " circum-

stances," and quackery may play its paying game by telling men
how "rich and glorious" would be their life if their "circum-

stances " were only improved, but such men mistake a painted

cheek for a healthy heart, and suppose that " a bud of humanity"

can be manipulated as easily as the bud of a waxen flower.

" Aye, there's the rub 1 " The bud lives ! The bud cannot be

moulded by hands 1 The bud must often be left to itself

!

Whilst adventurers are tr}'ing to paint it into life, or to tie it

with thread to the stem from which it has fallen, or to warm it

into expansion by a lamp of their own lighting, a grand voice,

unlike every other, as a sound of many waters, says :
" Make

the tree good, and the fruit will be good. Marvel not that I

say unto you. Ye must be born again." That Teacher did not

fritter away the time and patience of mankind by sophistical

talk about " circumstances." He did not say, " Peace, peace,

where there is no peace " ; He did not daub the wall with

untempered mortar ; He did not heal the hurt of the people

slightly ; He went to the root of the matter, and with a moral

insight unequalled, and a moral courage without a parallel. He
brought upon Himself the sneers of sciolists by exclaiming,

" Marvel not that I say unto you. Ye must be born again."

This is not all that the lecturer has to say upon the subject of

human depravity. Having spoken about " buds of humanity "

in general, he has something to say to mothers in particular.

On page 77 he says :
" I want it so that when a poor woman

rocks the cradle, and sings a lullaby to the dimpled darling, that

she will not be compelled to believe that ninety-nine chances in

a hundred she is raising kindling-wood for hell." Let me own

to some impatience under the irritation of this sentimental
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sophistry. It ignores not only a special theological doctrine

;

it ignores, also, the tragedy of facts, and the whole revelation of

daily life. Exclude for the moment all that is distinctively

religious in the case, and tell me whether the mother knows that

the " dimpled darling " she is rocking may not one day break

her heart ? The " dimpled darling" may turn out to be a house-

breaker, a gambler, a drunkard, or a debauchee. He who was

at first rocked as a "dimpled darling" may at last be hanged as

an incorrigible felon 1 From the sloppy talk of this sentimental

lecturer one might suppose that we have only to burn the Bible,

secularise the churches, and put an end to religious institutions,

and then all " dimpled darlings " will be rocked into obedient

boys, and into spotless men. If ever man spoke cruelly to man,

it would be when the lecturer told the felon's father that if the

"circumstances" had been "proper," the child would never

have become a felon. That is to charge the father with the

ruin of his own child. INIany a "dimpled darling" brought up

with love and care, well instructed, well protected, has lived to

bring down his father's grey hairs with sorrow to the grave ; and

to tell that father if the " circumstances " had been " proper," the

end would have been different, is to put a dagger into the heart

of a dying man, and to redouble the sorrow already intolerable.

The one point, however, which I wish you to keep steadily in

mind is, that even if the very word Christianity were unknown,

and if all men were utter atheists, the mother who rocks her

" dimpled darling " would still be unable to guarantee that he

would be an honourable man and a comfort to her old age.

Hell is not a word which belongs exclusively to some world

unknown. It has its social as well as its religious meaning.

The mother may be raising an occupant of the dark and silent

cell ; the mother may be raising a suicide ; the mother may be

raising a madman ; the mother may be rocking a child who will die

on the gallows by the hands of the common hangman. Yet she

rocks in hope that it may not be so. In many a meaning sigh

she desires better fate for her loved one. But if he should break

her heart, or make her old with the age of heart-woe, no deadlier

cruelty could be perpetrated than to tell her that if the " circum-

stances " had been " proper," the end would have been happier

:

that would ' to stab her sleep, to poison her brain, to madden
20
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her with self-reproach, and to thrust into the same grave a

blasted life and a broken heart.

Christianity takes a very different view of the tragedy. It

utters no weak whine about " circumstances." Christianity

does not treat life as a series of clever or clumsy tricks. Its

grand philosophy includes the whole scheme and outcome of

things, and its speech is full of original vitality. It says that

man was made in the image and likeness of God ; that to be a

man, he must be endowed with freedom of will ; that to be a

moral creature, he m.ust be entrusted with the terrible power of

disobeying his Creator ; that in the exercise of the functions

which made him a man, he lost his first integrity, and his heart

went astray from God ; that God still loved him, went out after

him, called him home, offered him forgiveness and restoration,

redeemed him with unspeakable price, and now surrounds him

with all helpful and restorative influences. Yet even God cannot

interfere with the moral independence of manhood. The
human (such is the mystery) must always have the power of

rejecting the Divine. In the end every man will be judged

according to his works, whether they be good, or whether they

be bad. Now, create what mysteries we may about this doctrine,

and ask what unanswerable questions we may, I hold it to be

a deep philosophy, an all-inclusive treatment of the case, and

even in a merely intellectual point of view the most complete

and heroic attempt to grapple with all the aspects and issues of

the appalling situation. Any lecturer who sends you back to

mend your " circumstances " actually degrades the human nature

which he pretends to exalt. He makes the case contemptibly

small. It becomes a trumpery question of social cobbling. He
says in effect : Get better food, better houses, better schooling,

better clothes, and your " dimpled darling" will become all you

could wish, and your " buds of humanity" develop into luscious

fruit. It is a mere question of good marketing. Keep the

drains pure and the windows open, attend to your personal

comfort, remember the old saw, " Early to bed, early to rise,"

and your " dimpled darlings " will grow up so as to close every

prison, tear down every gallows, abolish every penal settlement,

and make the earth one big garden. It is a sentimental false-

hood. It ignores the mystery of human nature, which is just
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as great as the mystery of Divine revelation. Consider that, I

beseech you. The mystery is not in the revelation alone; it

is in the human nature which it addresses. Any theory which

recognises the mystery of human nature by so much recognises

its grandeur, and any religion that directly addresses that

mystery separates itself by an infinite distance from all the

eloquent quackeries that spend their tepid vapour in futile

attempts to deal with the mere " circumstances " of human life.

But it must not be supposed that Christianity either ignores

circumstances or lightly treats them. No other theory of life

and hope lays upon them so strong a hand. Christianity dis

countenances with penal disapprobation all uncleanliness, self-

indulgence, idleness, thriftlessness, disobedience to natural law,

or anything that can defile or degrade human life. It is a great

reformer as well as a Divine redeemer, and if any of its professors

do not show this by their lives, bla.me the hypocrisy, but do not

blame the doctrine which it scandalously belies.

The lecturer's final word upon this matter was received with

"loud applause." Said he: "The honest man, the good, kind,

sweet woman, the happy child, has nothing to fear, whether in

this world or in the world to come." When he added, " Upon
that rock I stand," the audience rewarded him with " immense
applause." The applause was a good deal immenser than the

rock ; indeed, the rock itself is no rock at all, from the point of

view which belongs strictly to the freethinker. To the Christian

teacher it is a rock, but to the freethinker it is a bog. The
lecturer is rather a rhetorician than a logician, for he quietly

assumes every word which is in debate, and accepts " immense

applause " without a word of protest. The people should have

called out "Stop thief!" because the lecturer has employed

controversial terms simply as eulogistic epithets. He says

"honest" man, "good" woman, and "happy" child. But

"honest," "good," and "happy" are terms in the argument.

They are indeed the terms on which the argument turns. If

some men are honest, it follows that other men are dishonest,

and the question immediately arises. Why ? How do men become

honest } How do women become good .'' If all men were

honest, and all women were good, there would be no argument
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in the case. I protest, therefore, against any man building his

argument with Christian stones, and then calling the edifice

a freethinker's castle. Honesty is a result, and I must ascertain

its cause
;
goodness is an outcome, and I must discover its origin.

There is, indeed, a quasi-honesty which is but an investment on

the part of hypocrisy, and there is a quasi-goodness which is

a coating of silver over a body of lead, and there is a quasi-

happiness which is due to good spirits and buoyant health

rather than to uprightness and chivalry of soul. My contention

is that sterling honesty in motive, thought, and purpose,

genuine goodness in every throb of the heart and every service

of the hand, vital happiness in the sense of joy and gladness of

spirit, are the expressions and proofs of what Christians are

neither afraid nor ashamed to call " the new birth." Do not

mistake vulgar bluffness for honesty; do not mistake studied

manners for goodness ; do not mistake good animal spirits for

intelligent joy. Fix the precise meaning of terms, and never

use them in a loose and variable sense ; and when your op-

ponent steals them, stands upon them, and calls them a rock,

know that you are in the hands of a man whose agility requires

to be watched.

' * Where others toil with philosophic force,

His nimble nonsense takes a shorter course
;

Flings at your head conviction by the lump.

And gains remote conclusions at a jump."

The lecturer has something startling to say upon the exercise

of God's forgiveness. He says on p. 74 : "I do not believe in

forgiveness. If I rob Mr. Smith, and God forgives me, how
does that help Smith ? " Another instance of the occasional

childishness of this strong man ; in this instance the childishness

is quite pitiable. " If I rob Mr. Smith, and God forgives me,

how does that help Smith ? " There is- no such jaunty

transaction in the moral universe ; it takes place only on the

lecturer's paper, and nowhere else in the great creation. No
such doctrine is taught in the New Testament. No such doctrine

is taught by the Christian Church. No such doctrine could be

tolerated for a moment in society. As I have had to charge

the lecturer with too narrow a definition oifaith, and too narrow
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a definition of salvation, so I have to charge him with too narrow

a definition oi forgiveness. To great words he has attached

little meanings. " If I rob Mr. Smith, and God forgives me,

how does that help Smith } " It is a fancy question, and a

question poorly fancied. Mr. Smith must be a party to every

transaction which concerns himself. In the New Testament

forgiveness is based on repentance, confession, and restitution

It is not a sentimental act, it is the last point in a most solemn

process. God must not be represented as ever ready to forgive

thieves who have tears in their eyes in consequence of having

been found out ; that is not penitence, it is only cowardly self-

ishness : the tears must be in the heart. The burning shame
must scorch the very soul. Confession must be ample, sincere,

penitential, and sacrificial, and the restitution must be to the

fullest extent of the robber's resources. When a man has done

this, he ought to be forgiven by society as he is unquestionably

forgiven by God. Mr. Smith is bound to respond magnani-

mously to such action, or if he fail to do so, I for one would

rather be the penitent thief than the unforgiving Mr. Smith,

though he held a pew in every church in Christendom, and

affronted the heavens with endless prayers. " No forgiveness.

Eternal, inexorable, everlasting justice, that is what I believe

in, and if it goes hard with me, I shall stand by it, and I will

stick to my logic, and I will bear it like a man." I have

observed that whenever the lecturer is going to do anything
*' like a man," he invariably runs a risk of playing the fool.

In this instance he simply does not know what he is talking

about. When a man tells me that he will bear " eternal,

inexorable justice," I know at once that his conception of such

justice is absolutely absurd. I do not know what the lecturer's

power of endurance is, but let me see him after, for six short

months, he has been laid in irons, fed on bread and water,

denied more than the faintest ray of light, manacled on either

hand to a gang of the lowest felons that ever burdened the

earth, and let me f/ien see how he would treat an offer of for-

giveness, and if /hen he claimed to have laid upon him the un-
diminished burden of " eternal, inexorable, everlasting justice,"

he would at least speak with the authority of a brief experience.

I know martyrs have suffered, but their example cannot be
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quoted in this argument because they did not suffer for evil-

doing, but because of that sacred conviction which turns even

punishment itself into an unfamiliar but healthy joy: "They
departed from the council, rejoicing that they were counted

worthy to suffer for His name," and it was the hope of " eternal,

inexorable, everlasting justice " that made them a mystery to

their tormentors, and lifted them above the fear of men.

For myself, as a wrong-doer, I deprecate the visitation of

" eternal, inexorable, everlasting justice." My punishment

would be greater than I could bear. Not only so, if I kept

back the confession of my sin, and stifled the cry of penitence,

and refrained from making such restitution as was in my power,

I would be challenging the very justice which in my heart I was

withholding from the very lives I had injured. I would be

acting the part of an unjust man, and no unjust man could bear

the full pressure of justice, however much he might prate about

it amid the "immense applause" of an infatuated assembly.

I have no faith in such cheap courage. It is easy to be valiant

in the absence of danger, and to tell me what you would do

under circumstances which have not yet transpired. Instead of

asking for justice, I pray for mercy. The lecturer may account

me a coward, and scorn my trembling fear, but reviewing my
life, searching my heart, adding my sins, and looking at myself

as I really am, I can but utter one great cry

—

"Jesus, Refuge of my soul,

Let me hide myself in Thee."

V.

I have thus accused the lecturer of displaying a moral flippancy

out of harmony with the gravity of the subject, and I have

accused him of narrowing and perverting the meaning of such

terms as "faith," "forgiveness," and "salvation," and in this

contraction of such vital terms I have found not a little explana-

tion of his merriment and blundering. Before joining the main

line of my reply, and bringing it to a close, I may refer to one

or two incidental points of comparatively small importance.

For example, in some particulars the American edition of the
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lecture differs from the English, not in the substance of the

doctrine, but in the form of its expression. All the popular

interruptions of the lecturer are omitted, and the edition is

certified by the author's autograph. Comparing the two editions,

there are points enough of literal difference to entitle me to apply

to them the argument which the lecturer applies to the Gospels,

and to deny that he ever saw a line of the publications which

bear his name ! The one pamphlet is called "A Discourse," the

other is called " A Lecture." The American edition is declared

by the lecturer to be the only authorised and correct one, yet he

has not only expressed his pleasure with the English edition,

but is receiving a share of the profits of the sale ! The profits

of the sale of an unauthorised edition ! Partially living upon

the profits accruing both from the right edition and the wrong

one ! On the first page of the American edition the publication

is called "A lecture," and on the last page it is called "These

lectures." Now which is it } It cannot both be one and several.

But the lecturer certainly does think freely about the singular

and the plural, as well as about theology ; for his English edition

is entitled " What must / do to be saved } " and the American

edition is entitled "What must we do to be saved .^" What is

the inference from all these peddling criticisms—purposely

peddling in order to resemble his own ? Evidently the inference

is that the lecturer never wrote the lecture, never delivered it,

never saw it ! And as to his receiving a share of the profits of

an unauthorised edition, it is simply impossible and incredible.

But of course he will remind me that he does not claim to be

inspired, and that is the difference between him and the Evan-

gelists. But where do the Evangelists claim to be inspired }

Where does one of them sa}', " I am inspired, hear me " 1 That

the Evangelists w^r^ inspired, in the deepest and broadest sense of

the term, I have no more doubt than I have of my own existence,

and because they were inspired in a spiritual and not in a me-
chanical sense, they were under no necessity to assert in words

their personal inspiration. You do not need to hang a label on

an educated man to tell society that he has been to school. The
label would throw a doubt upon the education. But the lecturer

does not claim to be inspired, and that will be his defence

against my criticism Not only, however, is he himself not in-
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spired, but he will not allow the credit of inspiration to anybody

else. He writes and speaks as if he had been inspired from

all eternity : he says Matthew never saw the Gospel which bears

his name
; Jesus never told the young man to sell all and give

to the poor; Jesus never said, "Ye must be born again";

Jesus never said, " He that believeth shall be saved, and he that

believeth not shall be damned." If literary feats like these can

be accomplished without inspiration, surely the discrepancies

and errors I have pointed out might have been avoided. Non-
inspiration enables the lecturer to do very great things, but scorns

to enable him to do very little ones.

One of the main charges which I have to urge against the

theory of the lecturer is that whilst he is Justly severe with many
of the perversions w-hich priests and adventurers have gathered

around Christian teaching, he does not find " the soul of things

good in things evil" ; he does not liberate the spiritual principle

from the degrading bondage into which it has been dragged ; he

sets fire to the prison and consumes the prisoner. I heartily join

the lecturer in many of his censures and condemnations in

reference to formal creeds, manufactured orthodoxies, and

official pretensions. Christianity has suffered grievously from

over-organisation. She has been made to sign too many
documents, and to keep too many detectives, and to trust too

much to the peculiar utterance of sanctified syllables. The
reformer called for to-day is not a man who seeks, happily in

vain, to destroy Christianity, but to liberate the holy genius from

the cruel bondage into which it has been driven. Such a

reformer is needed. He will suffer much when he comes, but

after three days he will rise again and share the very throne of

Christ.

To illustrate what I mean by the lecturer's inability to see " the

soul of things good in things evil," I may refer to his jocose

treatment of the doctrine of apostolic succession. He justly

shows it in a most ludicrous light. He points out that it was

once unknown in America, but that a gentleman went to

Scotland and arranged that the apostolic succession should be

taken over to America and continued there. Now, from the

lecturer's point of view, such ridicule was well expended. The
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advocates of mechanical succession expose Christianity to the

contempt of healthy minds. Yet I believe in apostolic

succession ! There is a principle in that doctrine which is

necessary to the true interpretation of all human history. With-

out that principle, indeed, human history would seem to me to

lose its continuity and to fall to pieces. The principle is that of

affinity, similitude, subtle kinship, and that undefined masonry

which establishes the most beneficent and the most durable

commonwealths. No man succeeds the Apostle Peter who is cold,

selfish, calculating, and narrowly prudent. No man succeeds the

Apostle Paul who is timid, self-protecting, and unenterprising.

No son succeeds a generous and heroic father who is selfish

and cowardly. He is his son according to the flesh, but in

the spirit he was born at the other end of the universe, and is

not a stranger only, but an alien and an enemy. The succession

in which I believe is not a carnal, but a spiritual continuity. I

find it in music, in art, in politics, in literature, and in Chris-

tianity. There is an Apostolate of art as well as of religious

thought, and there are men amongst us who trace their noble

pedigree to Raphael, and others who trace their spiritual

lineage to the Apostle Peter or the Apostle Paul. Here, as it

seems to me, is the key of the lecturer's position. His strength

is in his weakness. He is most witty and humorous in dealing

with accidental perversions, but quite unequal to his task when
he goes beyond that line. If joking and reasoning were the

same thing, the lecturer would be a powerful opponent. For

example, the only thing he does with the Athanasian Creed is to

laugh at it. In treating that venerable document he made the

audience laugh five times, and a sixth time he elicited " loud

laughter and applause" (p. 50). Far be it from me to under-

value ridicule as an argumentative arm. I use it. I set special

value upon it. I think it indispensable under some circum-

stances. But it ought not to hide the truth that may be over-

laid by error. For example, the lecturer makes great fun of

George Whitefield and John Wesley, John Calvin and Jonathan

Edwards. But a witty man could make fun of his own father if

he were base enough to play the fool's game. I am not here to

defend ever}- eccentricity or peculiarity in Whitefield and Wesley,

Calvin and Edwards, but I am here to say that they brought
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upon themselves the scorn and cruelty of their day, they suffered

like honest men, and if they did not make people laugh as the

lecturer does, they endured sacrifices and penalties beside

which his " loud applause " is an anti-climax which shocks the

moral sense. But again, I would say, this is the key of the

lecturer's position. He is a good laugher. But he is no exposi-

tor at all. He laughs at belief because he treats it as a merely

intellectual term ; he laughs at salvation because he thinks it

merely a way of sneaking into heaven ; he laughs at forgiveness

because he thinks it a cheap form of shaking hands ; he never

touches the vitality of the case ; he does not see that faith, sal-

vation, and forgiveness are three of the greatest terms in human
speech, and that they should be delivered from the narrow uses

to which some ignorant and superstitious men have condemned

them. If a lecturer of his gifts would commit himself to the

useful task of liberating such words from immoral captivity,

and showing mankind of what noble definitions they are capable,

he would render lasting service to his age. Less laughter would

reward his labours, but the applause would be as the glad and

grateful shout of emancipated men.

I have charged the lecturer with giving narrow and inadequate

meanings to such terms as Faith, Inspiration, Forgiveness, and

Salvation, and I have now to add that his mistake is but the ex-

pression of a profounder error still. He has been unjust to the

branches only because he has been unjust to the 7-oot. It appears

to me that the fundamental blunder of the lecturer is to be

found in his utterly unworthy conception of life itself. This is

the root of the mischief. The lecturer does not represent life

in its totality, but in one or two of its most attractive aspects.

This error vitiates the whole of his reasoning. Life is not simple

and easy, superficial and manageable, a quantity that can be all

seen at once and measured off into inches for particular and

final treatment. Given a life that knows no "disease, no pain,

no sorrow ; a life all health, sunshine, and hope ; a life begin-

ning with birth and finally ending with death ; a life all on the

surface and all exposed to scrutiny ; and it will be easy to in-

vent a theory for its culture and reward. But that is not our life.

Our life has its impenetrable mysteries, its inscrutable motives.
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its appalling forces of wrong-doing; it blasphemes and worships;

it defies God and prays to Him ; it is infinite in ambition and

mean in purpose ; it is almost an angel, it is nearly a beast ; it

never fully discloses itself ; it never speaks its last word ; it

never allows the revealing light to fall upon its entire surface, it

has no complete definition in words, it can look a lie, it can

simulate sincerity, it can laugh on its bended knees, it can

transact business in prayer ! Wondrous life ! A glory and a

shame ; a great light and an intolerable gloom ; tender enough

to love, fierce enough to slay ! Tell me how you are going to

treat such a life ? Will you feed a tiger with confectionery ?

Will you confine behemoth in a vase of scented water ? Will

you put a pin through the lightning and fasten it in an appointed

place ? Win you exorcise the spirit of madness by rhetorical

sentences about kissing the wavelets and bathing in the gilded

clouds ? Will you ask murder to an evening party, and licentious-

ness to a midnight dance ? What is your scheme ? I do not

find a worthy scheme in all this lecturer's eloquent effusion. He
treats life as if it were or might be a sunny holiday ending in an

eternal night. Life is to him a plain road, to me it is an intri-

cate thicket ; to him a laugh, to me a riddle ; to him a pleasant

comedy, to me a tragedy, terrible to look upon. Yesterday a

mistake, to-morrow a doubt ; every respiration a narrow escape

from death, every birth a speculation, every outgoing an uncertain

return, every breath a mystery, and ever}^ mystery a pain. To
the lecturer life is a happy picnic in summer woods under

blossoming hedges, kept merrily to the accompaniment sung by

uncaged birds. To me life is a daily discipline, a hope that often

ends in disappointment, a problem without an answer, a journey

up-hill in the night-time with infinite precipices on either hand.

You will not wonder, therefore, if I am not satisfied with jokes

that elicited resounding laughter as an answer to the mystery

which touches me with subtle fear and the inspiration which
charms me with the light of hope.

It would appear that the lecturer would be content with such

replies and solaces as " nature " would afford. On p. 79 he
says :

" But for me, I will leave the dead where nature leaves

them." This docile assent to nature is not the characteristic of
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any wise man's life, and therefore I doubt its application in the

last event of death. This poetic adoration of nature is only a

dainty arrangement of pretty and pointless words. To adapt and

subdue nature is one of the constant purposes of life, and to

interpret her mystic symbolism is another. Does the lecturer

leave his garden where nature leaves it ? Does the lecturer

leave his child where nature leaves it ? Does the lecturer leave

the lightning where nature leaves it ? Does the lecturer leave

the rocks where nature leaves them ? Nothing of the kind. Yet

he will leave the dead where nature leaves them. But even

this he cannot do if he would. He carries the dead in his

heart. He makes them live again in many a twilight talk, and

makes their faces glow in many a fond imagining. They do

not die. They do but withdraw, and send their daily gospel of

loving remembrance ; they do but speak in a softer voice ; they

do but touch with a gentler hand. Where dees nature leave

them } In the cold clay ? In the dark, lone, deep pit } In the

out-of-the-way cavern where the night-birds hoot and the cold

wind moans the threnody of pitiless despair } Never ! It is

a wicked lie which hath never forgiveness neither in this world

nor in the world to come

!

Yet let no man be unjust even to what is known as " nature."

I claim for that term a larger signification than that which the

lecturer has attached to it. He speaks of the possibility of

those he has loved and lost " having become part of the ele-

mental wealth of the world, . . . gurgling in the stream, floating

in the clouds, bursting in the foam of light upon the shores of

worlds." Truly this man in renouncing one miracle is quite

prepared to make a hundred others in its place. Once let his

poetic faculty be warmed, and there will be no lack of miracles.

The Christian idea of the soul going forward into other worlds

to complete its destiny is the tamest commonplace compared

with its possible " gurgling in the stream, floating in the clouds,

and bursting in the foam of light upon the shores of worlds."

All this gurgling, floating, and bursting can be imagined only

by those who claim " absolute freedom of thought," and for my
part I do not envy their enjoyment of the process. But I must

insist upon "nature" having her parable read in a clear and
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sympathetic tone. To me, nature is an eternalprotest against death.

I should accuse myself of that kind of dishonourable prejudice

which sacrifices facts to theories if I saw only the wintry aspect

of nature. On the other hand, it seems to me that life, not

death, is her sovereign law, and that if she could speak articu-

lately to disobedient men, she would say—" Ye will not come

unto me that ye may have life." As well imagine that it is the

function of man to sleep out all his life, and point to his slumber

at midnight in proof of the assertion, as suppose that nature

points in the direction of death because in winter she is locally

benumbed with cold. Science finds life everywhere. The

whole movement of nature is in the direction of life. In the

sunbeam, in the drop of water, in the speck of dust, you will

find life. At this moment your foot is set down upon life. In

every breath you draw there may be some throb of life. It may

be that some day science will find life in the very heart of the

ice. I do not invoke the poet's fancy to create for me any

supernatural miracles in this direction. To my astounded and

adoring mind nature is full of miracles—yea, she herself is a

miracle infinite. So impressed am I with this fact that I hear

without doubt that one day " the earth shall cast out her dead,"

and " death shall be swallowed up in life." This is not the last

note of a triumphant hymn, it is the completing point of an

impartial and rigorous science : not theology alone, but biology

says, " Thy dead men shall live," " The last enemy that shall be

destroyed is death." " O death, where is thy sting ? O grave,

where is thy victory ? " The Church has long been singing

these anthems ; science is singing the same hopeful music
;

instinct and culture have anticipated the same end, and Revela-

tion has comforted and satisfied them with its pathetic disclo-

sures. " Where nature leaves them "—so be it. " Thou fool,

that W'hich thou sowest is not quickened except it die." " It

i^ sown in weakness, it is raised in power." Kind nature

takes the seed, the root, the bulb, to her dear old heart, holds

them there for the baptism of dew and light, and in due

time they are wheatfields, gardens, forests, and so nature

does her best to illustrate the sublime doctrine, " Now is

Christ risen from the dead, and become the firstfruits of them
that slept."
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Accusing the lecturer, and the whole school to which he

belongs, of giving unjust and inadequate definitions of Faith,

Salvation, Forgiveness, Inspiration, and Life itself, I have now to

affirm that Christ alone seems to me to have brought all things

within His view, and to have given deeper and broader interpreta-

tions of human nature, its constitution, functions, necessities,

and possibilities, than any other teacher. By so much He has

arrested my attention and gained my confidence. Other teachers

see points very clearly, but Christ takes in the whole horizon.

Other teachers have suggestions to offer and experiments to

propose, but Christ calls for new life, new creation, new spirit,

and thus carries the whole breadth of human progress before Him.

Other teachers seem to be more immediately effective, here and

there, in reform and rearrangement, simply because they address

themselves to symptoms and not to radical diseases, and simply

because an artist can make a flower sooner than nature can

grow one. Do not judge by mere speed. The tailor can make

a coat sooner than a teacher can develop a character. So we

must not be led away by the promise that society can be vitally

ameliorated by the improvement of solitary points. Such points

are, of course, necessarily included in the programme of Chris-

tianity. The lecturer has overlooked this fact, and has done

Christianity grievous injustice by talking of happy homes, happy

children, intelligence, culture, cleanliness, and friendship, as if

it excluded or despised them. On the contrary, they are all

embraced within the Christian scheme, but their proportion and

perspective are never exaggerated or distorted. It would appear

to me that when other reformers go into the house where man
is dying, they measure him for a new suit of clothes, they re-

arrange the chamber furniture, and they sprinkle scented water in

the air. All these may be good things. Not a word do I say

against them. But when Jesus Christ goes into the room where

man is dying, His first concern is to re-establish the ebbing life,

and having done that, all the rest will follow. It is here that

Christ gets His great hold upon my own heart. He does not

trifle with me. He tells me that if the fruit is to be good, the

tree itself must be made good. The Scribes and Pharisees and

priests give me tasks in ritual and penance and self-mortification,

but Christ says that without a good heart there can be no good
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action, though to a superficial criticism the contrary may seem

to be the fact. Moreover, Christ accompanies me through the

whole circle of life, and is equally strong at every point. Herein

I feel how true is the word, " I will never leave thee, nor forsake

thee." Other teachers go with me paii of the road, but Christ

goes with me to the end of the journey. Here and there, just where

life becomes agony, other teachers are dumb, but Christ has a

gospel for the hour of piercing and burning pain. There are

points in life at which all other teachers turn away in fear and

dismay, but at those very points Christ enlarges Himself upon

my vision, and fills with plentifulness the void of my troubled

heart. Other teachers display their strength, Christ shows the

uses of weaknesses. Other teachers leave me at the gates of

death, Christ goes with me through all the valley, and brings me
into the morning of immortality. This might be regarded as

poetry only but for the tone of moral energy, so grand and strong,

that thrills through His whole teaching. When I think, speak-

ing of Him merely as a man, of His intellectual shrewdness,

His profound common-sense. His independence of all priestly

magic. His heroic courage, and His infinite generosity, and then

combine with these His glorious revelation concerning death and

immortality, it is no longer poetry, except in the sense that truth

is larger than fact, and that without poetry human history is like

the earth without the sky. And that is just what freethinking

appears to me to be—the earth without a sky ! One world only.

Yet though the sky be denied, the earth could have no summer
without it. We seem to be in one world, yet in reality we may
be in many. We keep our tiitie by the sun. We navigate our

ships by the stars. We receive our summer from above. The
earth is not a lonely prison driven away from the planetary

commonwealth into a solitary position in the great sea of space,

it is part of the unmeasured universe, it is warmed by distant

fires, it is held in the leash of the sun, and without it, small and

mean as is its magnitude, the great creation would be in-

complete.

I am not aware that in this reply I have uttered one bitter or

ungenerous word. No great cause can be advanced by such

language. If here and there in the course of so long a speech I
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have availed myself of the argumentiim ad hominem, I have done so

in no spirit of sectarianism. In the exercise of such freethought

as is possible to me, I have deliberately accepted Christianity as

the completest philosophy of human life as well as the grandest

conception of religion. That priests have laid their wicked

hands upon it, I am too well aware ; that it has been cruelly

wounded in the house of its friends unhappily admits of no

denial ; that it has been shut up in sectarian prisons, and made

the drudge of narrow-minded bigots, is the darkest and saddest

fact in history. But I must distinguish between Christianity

itself and the mutilated editions of it which have been published

by Priestism, Bigotry, and Fanaticism. I know of no creature

more despicable than the man whose Christianity is destitute of

the spirit of Christ. There can be no meaner wretch. He is

orthodox in words, but heterodox in actions. He could send

men to hell without a tear or a groan. He has patronised a

crucifix, but has never died upon the cross. His Christ is an

historical name, not a present power. He is a wolf in sheep's

clothing. He is a whited sepulchre. He has " stolen the

livery of the court of heaven to serve the devil in." I decline

his advocacy. I repudiate every title to consideration which he

asserts. And Christ Himself will say to him and to his whole

class, " Depart from me ; I know you not."

I discriminate also between true men and false men in the

school of freethought. They are not all free men who call

themselves freethinkers. Even they may be narrow in concep-

tion and ungenerous in feeling. There is a cant of denial as

well as a cant of profession. There is a popery of agnosticism

as well as a popery of superstition. There is a cant of infidelity

as certainly as there is a cant of belief. Have no faith in any

man who is irreverent, for reverence is the basis of all that is

noble and tender in character. Flippancy is an off'ence to the

spirit of the universe as well as to the spirit of .religion. It sees

no visions, makes no sacrifices, inspires no confidence. Nor

imagine that in giving up religion you give up all mystery. To

my own mind there is mystery w//A God, and there is nothing but

mystery without Him. The mystery that is in the Bible cor-

responds precisely with the mystery I have found in my own heart.

It searches me as no other book does, and puts into language
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the thoughts for which I find no other speech. If some

unworthy men have basely abused it, other men have been en-

nobled by its teaching, and have acquired.by that teaching a

moral pre-eminence which nothing else could have given them.

I call you to Christ. The more deeply I study His character

the more do I see that He is the only Saviour of the world. A
working Peasant, a carpenter's Son, a root out of a dry ground,

He stands to my mind above all other men in the clearness of

His insight, the range of His outlook, the heroism of His

courage, and the splendour of His sacrifice. To me He is none

other than Emmanuel—" God with us." When I want Him
most He is most to me ; when the wind is coldest His touch is

wannest ; when heart and flesh do fail He is the strength of my
heart and my portion for ever.

" On that Rock I stand."

When I feel the burden of my sin most grievously, and quail

under its intolerable weight, Christ alone can speak to me the

word which recovers my strength and recalls my hope.

" On that Rock I stand."

When the world goes hard with me, when bread is scarce,

and friendship cold, and the outlook shut in by blinding snow,

Christ soothes me and nerves me with infinite comfort.

" On that Rock I stand."

Standing on that rock, I look across the untraversed sea of

futurity. I wonder what is beyond. I try to read the apo-

calypse of the clouds as they shape themselves in suggestive

images on the far horizon. I look and wonder, I weep and

pray, and amid the tumultuous emotion the black death-ship

calls for me to bear me otherwhere. It is manned by friendly

hands. Its Captain is like unto the Son of man. I soon find

that we are not

" the first that ever burst

Into that silent sea."

Soon the light falls on the ocean waste, soon I see vibrations in

the solemn sky, soon I hear the song of happy voices, and

21
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passing in haste through the yielding waters, I begin to see the

littleness of earth, the brevity of time, the grandeur of life, the

magnificence of eternity, and I, too, lift up my voice in grateful

song.

" IN THAT FAITH I LIVE !

"



THE LIFE OP THE SOUL.

HAVE been thinking much lately whether it is not

v)J^ possible to help you in your religious life by giving you
'*^ a plain account of my own life in Christ, as to how it

)^K began and how it has grown. Of course there are many
difficulties in doing a thing of this kind ; still, if it is

in the right spirit, it ought to be useful to many, and in

this hope I will frankly tell you what I can about my "life of

faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave Himself

for me."

It may strike you as a singular thing that in civilised countries

especially a man's religion is laid up for him in books and

churches, and he is expected to come into religious faith as by a

kind of inheritance. There it is, and he must take it, or be an

infidel ! There is the Bible, there is the Church, there is the

generally- accepted faith; these must be taken just as they are,

or the social consequences will be serious. At first sight this

seems to be rather hard ; seems, indeed, to be the kind of thing

to awaken, not exactly resentment, perhaps, but dislike, and

probably some degree of suspicion. I reasoned about this a

good deal, not in the way that I would now reason about it, but

still wath much uneasiness and anxiety. I soon saw, however,

that if the suggestion tells against religion, it tells at least

equally against everything else in civilised life. Science is laid

up in books and in various authorities ; so is geotnetry, so is

medicine, so is architecture, and so are the customs and laws of

society. It is quite true that all these admit of expansion and

improvement, and new methods of application ; but that is no

argument against the mere treasuring up and endorsement of

what is already felt or thought to be true. I suppose if any man
can give a deeper and clearer account of things not seen than is

given in the Bible there is no law against his doing so. If any

man can live a nobler, purer, higher life than Christ lived, he
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is at liberty to live it. It must not be supposed that the Bible

forbids any man to know more about God than it can show

him ; but the man has yet to be found who can give equal light,

with equal conscience and sense of responsibility, with the

Bible. Many may have pretended to do so, but where now are

their dreams and fancies and vagaries .'' If any man can make a

brighter sun than the one which shines in the heavens, let him

do so ! If any man, by taking thought, can add a cubit to his

stature, let him add it ! I soon found, therefore, that the most

sensible thing to do was to study the Bible thoroughly with a

view of getting at the whole of its meaning and purpose, as far

as possible. If every man was left to get up his own system of

astronomy, geology, medicine, and architecture, things would go

along but slowly ; the Bible was, at all events, something to

begin with, and in this light I was content to regard it in the first

instance.

Then came this question : I have a life to live : Wliat am I

going to do with it ? Is it to be frittered away in wastefulness of

time and unconcern about all serious things, or is it to be moved

by high motives to noble service } How are such motives

excited, guided, sustained ? I knew well enough how easy it was

to live an empty and useless life, but something which I could

not define told me that, apart altogether from considerations

strictly religious, it was desirable to have a high standard of life,

and wise to build up a strong and beneficent character. Then I

read the life of Christ night and day, and hid His wonderful

words in my heart. I was made to feel that if sin was not more

awful than I had any power to imagine it to be, Christ would

never have been where and what He was. Then I saw the

exceeding sinfulness of sin, and the unspeakable love of Jesus,

and I cast myself upon the Son of God as my only hope and

strength and defence. I cannot explain all this in words. I

only know that my heart was led to give up all trust in itself, and

to go to Christ as the only One that could give me new and

heavenly life. The peace that came into my heart after this act

can never be made clear to those who have not felt it and known
it for themselves—truly it was " peace that passeth understand-

ing," and it filled me with "joy unspeakable." In those first

days of new life, how much I enjoyed the privilege of prayer

!
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I would steal away to some far-off field and there spend the whole

day in repeating aloud the words of Christ, and in praying

mightily and fervently hour after hour. This was no merely in-

tellectual effort ; it was such a going out of the hungry and eager

heart towards the Divine and Eternal as showed me the meaning

of the words, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all "

Oh, sweet beyond honey and the honeycomb are the memories

of those boyish days ! I saw heaven opened. I seem to have

had given to me the key which opens other and better worlds,

and to have been filled with sympathy with all that is spiritual

and pure. I would God these days could come again with all

their spring light and tender blossoming. Since then I have

undergone doubts and struggles and manifold disappointments

and discipline that has searched the heart through and through
;

perhaps I am in some respects the better for all this; still I often

long for the vernal time of childlike faith and sunny hope.

You are not to suppose that it is always easy to throw the

heart's trust on Christ and to leave all sin and fear. Far from it.

It is easier to some than to others, but God is the help of all.

You should think of Faith as an act if you cannot think so

clearly about it in any other light ; it is something done ; it is the

heart giving itself away—perhaps with sighing and many tears

because of doubt and inward conflict—to Christ, the Son of God,

only-begotten and eternal in grace. " Lord, I believe ; help

Thou mine unbelief." As if there were a strong wish to go, and

yet something tugging at the heart to keep it back from Christ.

I know well what this is. Perhaps few men know it better. I

feel that I could sin with both hands earnestly, and that few

could be mightier in doing evil work
;
yet I also feel a powerful

constraint Christward, as if the Cross could never cease to hold

me by an omnipotent fascination. This makes one's life double,

and plagues it with continual difficulty, an experience which

Paul states with frightful vividness in the 7th chapter of his

Epistle to the Romans.

Perhaps you will say it was easy for me to go to Christ and to

put myself in His keeping. Well, there is a sense in which that

is true ; and yet there is another sense in which there is

no truth in it. I own that I never could read the words of

Jesus without my heart going out to Him in great bursts of
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really tender love ; the Prodigal Son, for instance, always holds

me like a cable when I would drift away, and that infinitely

pathetic story about Christ and the woman that was " a sinner,"

in Simon's house, would, I think, recover me of any plague of

unbelief with which the devil can afflict my soul. Don't mistake

this for a merely romantic or poetical admiration incident to

boyish days—it was nothing of the kind ; it was downright love

;

simple, pure, bounding, youthful love ; and, thank God, it is

stronger to-day than ever ! When I get dazed and weary with

discussions and speculations and controversies of all sorts, if I

take my New Testament and read about the Prodigal and the

Woman I say, " Oh, why did I ever doubt this dear Christ, this

Son of the Father, whose words are so deep, so tender, and so

full of hope for the very worst of us ? " And then the tears

come, and the oath of renewed love, and the prayer of dedication

made afresh. Saviour, do not let me stray ! Thou knowest all

things. Thou knowest that 1 love Thee. Yes, that is true.

Grieve Him I do every day by neglect, by impatience, by doubt,

by folly ; still, right away down in the deepest heart, I love Him
with unspeakable tenderness.

Do you suppose, then, that I can understand and explain all

the sacred mysteries that are gathered up in the name of

Christ ? That is what no man may ever hope to do. There is

no occasion to do it. Certainly there is no need to be in any

hurry about it. Eternity will be too short to exhaust that

theme : why should we crowd it into the short day of beclouded

and stormy time ? But there is a danger here which you must

avoid—the danger of thinking that a theory about Christ is equal

to having Christ dwelling and ruling in the heart. Take the

Atonement as an example of what I mean. One able man will

tell you that the Atonement means such and such things, and

another man equally able will tell you that it means something

very different. When you have heard their two statements you

may say, " Now, how can I tell which is right ? I am not

skilled in such matters, and both the men appear to be equally

learned." So they are, and they are both equally good and

sincere ; but you must remember that you are to be saved by

Christ and not by people's theories about Him. The probability

is that both the men are right ; that is to say, that there is a
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vital point upon which they are substantially one, and that all

the different colours are needed to make up the white lifht of

truth. Let me, then, urge you to keep clear of all mere notions

in the first place ; fix your heart upon Christ—the living, lovino-,

teaching Christ—who offers to save you from your sin, and tell

Him frankly that you give yourself into His keeping, and that

you ask Him to show Himself to you more and more.

The fault which I committed is one which you are very likely

to repeat. I wanted to know too much about Christ all at once.

I wanted to be a theologian before I was a Christian ; to be able

to answer all sorts of questions, and to clear up every difficulty.

Now this will never do. It is like wanting to know all about

the sun before you will draw the blind up to let the light in.

What would you think of a man who would take an organ to

pieces to see where the music came from ? Yet it is just so

that some people treat Jesus Christ. They analyse and discuss

and speculate, instead of flying, out of their o\\t\ insufficiency,

into the heart and the arms of the Saviour. At last I said to

Jesus, "Lord, I know nothing, I can explain nothing; I am
sinful and weak and poor, and I want the rest which Thou hast

to give." After that came thought and learning and progress,

—mark, after that, not before it, not along with it, but after it.

This is the point for you to begin at, and the time to begin is

novo. Can you say this prayer from your heart, " Lord, take me
up like a child lost and weak, and keep me from all harm

;

Lord, help me to learn of Thee, and to love Thee, and trust

Thee more and more day by day " ? If you can say this, with-

out any secret purpose to do that which is wrong, I am quite

sure you will be heard and answered.

Perhaps you will ask me if I kept the peace I first knew with-

out any fear troubling it, or any cloud throwing a shadow over

my life. Instead of doing that I sometimes seemed to lose the

peace altogether, and to be quite unable to see Jesus Christ at

all I But we are not to judge of the reality of our peace by its

occasional trouble. Our love does not, could not, live at the

point of rapture. When the child comes home after long

absence he will fly to his parents with the greatest joy, but his

feeling will become subdued and quiet, yet not one whit the less
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pure and true. I used to judge myself rather harshly on this

point. I wanted to live on the mountain-top in the clear air,

full of light and health, or to live, as it were, just outside heaven,

where I might now and again catch a note of the song within
;

but Christ told me to go down the hill and to do some work in

the world, and to help men as far as I had been helped myself.

The danger of the young Christian is that he lives too much
in feeling and imagination and reverie. He must avoid this

danger, or it will become his ruin. Let him get some hard

work to do, and buckle to it with all his might—especially let

him do work that he least likes ; it may be visiting the poor^

speaking to the ignorant, giving away money; but something he

must do if he would keep his armour bright and his soul in high

temper of courage and sacrifice. When I have seen the cloud

of fear rising in the blue sky of my hope and peace, I have

always found it a good thing to go out and do some work for

Christ. A few minutes' talk with an experienced Christian, or

a little insight into the poverty, the sorrow, or difficulty of other

people, has caused the cloud to vanish and all the light to come

back into the sky. If it will assist you at all in your Christian

life to know something of mine, I tell you with all simplicity

that my experience has been most varied and often most trying.

But who has ever walked over a beautiful landscape without

sometimes being at the foot of a hill and sometimes on its top ?

Does it follow that I am on the wrong road because I am going

downhill } Does it follow that I am on the wrong road because

I am caught in a shower of rain or a fall of snow } It is very

much like this in going heavenward. There are hills to descend

and hills to climb ; and as you know what it is to go downhill

and yet to be getting higher and higher all the time, so we may
be in fear, and yet be moving up to clearer heights of vision and

gladness.

No doubt you will make a great many mistakes in trying to

shape something like a scheme of Christian doctrine for yourself,

and you will have to fight your way through a great many
plausible and cruel temptations. I had to do this, I well

remember. My Christian life I hold at a great expense of

intellectual difficulty and pain, but I hold it all the firmer for

that 1 I wish Christian people would talk quite freely about
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their doubts and fears and battles ; I think it would do good to

many young and timid inquirers, and would go a great way

towards humatiising Christian faith. I know this used to be a

great difficulty with me : How doyou know that Christ ever spoke

the words which He is said to have spoken ? The words themselves

are often most beautiful ; such words, for example, as " Ask, and

it shall be given you." But how can we be sure that Christ ever

said them .-' I cannot pretend to overthrow all difficulties, but

I can tell you how I treat them so as to save my Christian faith.

Take this very difficulty. Of course it is not easy to prove abso-

lutely and beyond all question anjthing that we did not actually

hear or see, and even then we cannot prove it ; we can only

assert, and protest, and declare, and give our word of honour for

the correctness of what we say. I first make up my mind as to

the character of Christ ; I study that character so as to get into

sympathy with it, and having done so, I ask about every saying

that may bear the 7iame of Christ, Is it like Him ? Does it agree

with the tone and purpose of His character .-^ and if I can answer

these questions satisfactorily, I do not care to waste time on the

proof of the mere letter. On the other hand, the words of

Christ have a distinct history ; they can be traced from century

to century, and whatever evidence can be required to identify

the works of ancient authors can be increased in clearness and

force as to the words of Jesus Christ. You will find it useful,

however, to consult your heart as you go along the line of Christ's

teaching, and to ask yourself over and over again. Is this like

Him ? Is it like His love. His pureness. His wisdom ? Always

remember, too, that the suggestion of a doubt simply proves

nothing, and bear in mind how easy it is to deny everything.

Suppose I deny that Thales ever said, " Know thyself," what

does my denial amount to } Suppose I deny that Nelson ever

said, " England expects every man to do his duty," what of it
.''

Whatever proof you can bring to prove the authenticity of those

quotations can be brought to prove the authenticity of the words

which are ascribed to Christ.

Very likely you will be strongly tempted to doubt the authority

of Scripture. You will say, " There are many beautiful things in

the Bible, no doubt, beautiful maxims and beautiful parables in

abundance, and I am quite willing to take them for what they
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are ; but why should I be hound by the Book as an authoritative

and infallible revelation ? I am willing to make it one of many,

but why should I set it above all and judge all by its ancient and

difficult word ? " Well, take it just as you put it. Remember
that in deciding to reject the authority of the Bible you do not

escape responsibility. You only change the point of pressure.

He ought to be a very wise man who undertakes to set aside the

connected history of the Church, which is traceable from point

to point ever since the ascension of Jesus Christ, and which

history is full of the very authority which it is proposed to reject.

But I turn the tables upon the objector by distinctly asking him

this question, How do you come to reject the authority of the

Bible .'' " Because I feel I can be a moral guide to myself," he

may answer. Very well. How did you come to be able to

guide yourself.'* Your remote ancestor was a painted savage ; be

good enough to trace your pedigree from him, and tell me where

you began to have some notion that you can guide yourself, and you

will find that it was through the help, direct or indirect, of the very

Bible which you propose to reject, that you got that very character

which you now think is able to guide itself ! You propose to do

away with the sun because you have now got a little stove of

your own ! Please remember how you came to be exactly what

you are ; trace your pedigree back and back
;
pick out every

element contributed by Biblical influence, and see if you would

have been the self-guiding man you are but for the Book you

propose to degrade.

If you have any difficulty about the moral authority of the Bible,

then the argument drawn from consciousness and experience

ought not to be overlooked. What is the testimony of men who

have prayed ? What are the modifications which the Bible itself

has claimed in this very matter of prayer, as to our way of asking,

our ignorance, and our final submission to the will of God ?

Besides all this, I found that it was a serious thing, to say the

least of it, to contradict the experience of men known to be

honest and frank, who distinctly and in every form of solemn

testimony declared that prayer had been heard and answered in

their own cases. " But," you will say, " what of the men who
have prayed and received no answer } " I reply, Have they really
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prayed ? Do they even know what prayer really is ? Not only

so, the fact that some prayers have not been answered is rather

favourable than otherwise to the Biblical doctrine of prayer.

God must determine the answer. I know in my own case that

No may be a better answer than Yes, and that silence may have

a good disciplinary effect upon a self-considering and impatient

nature. What father answers all the prayers of his own child }

I was just in this difficulty, then, that I had to reject the whole

Bible and divest of all truthfulness and value the earnest testimony

of innumerable persons known to be candid and honourable
;

this I had most certainly to do, and I was not prepared to do

it. Of course I could have said that such persons were deluded,

fanatical, hysterical, and so forth ; but who was I that I should

thus ruthlessly treat the vital faith of many generations .^ I do

not hesitate to tell you that I have myself realised the benefit of

prayer, and that I distinctly know that God answers the prayers

of those who rest upon Him in simplicity and earnestness. You

may say that I am deluded, but really no v/eight ought to be

attached to that rough answer. It is a stone which you may

throw at any temple. To know the moral value of prayer, you

must yourself pray. That is learning which does not come by

the mere letter. Wordy controversy about it is worse than

useless. When you are, as I have often been, in sorrow and

doubtings, bereaved, disappointed, deserted by trusted friends,

and driven to your wits' ends, then, if you pray with all your heart

and in the name of Jesus Christ, mightily laying hold upon God

in faith, you will have an experience which no sorrow can seriously

trouble. I know exactly your difficulty. You want to reason

about this thing, to make it all plain and square, to put it under

certain tests, and to clear off the last cloud of doubt. Now you

will never do this. It is better that you should not be able to do

so. This new life is a life offaith, of faith that glorifies reason,

and then shoots beyond it in light above the brightness of the

sun. You l-7i/nu this by dohig it. You get the wisdom of doctrine

by the obedience of practice. You will never swim if you keep

away from the water.

Then, again, there may come up in your mind, as there c^me

up in mine, this point-blank question, Why trouble about religion

at all } Perhaps you will get the same answer that I got

—
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namely, that if we do not trouble religion, religion will trouble

us. The heart of man is so made that it ynust have a religion,

understanding that word in its widest sense. That is to say, you

must be devoted to someihmg; call it duty, business, patriotism,

or even self, whatever draws out your best affection most

strongly is your religion. But still I must remind you that the

independence which you wish to assert may have been nur-

tured and defended by the very religion which you wish to

neglect or destroy. Always keep this fact steadily before your

mind. It is an old friend that you are tempted to cast off; it is

that living and powerful influence which created your civilisation

and constructed the framework of society within whose strong

defences you were born. Why should you burn the bridge over

which you have passed, as if nobody else required it } Why
throw down the ladder up which you have climbed to your

present elevation, as if no one had to come after you } If you

take even this view of the case, you ought to pause before

throwing off the most constant and powerful of your friends.

But there is something more to be said. I want to live the

very highest life that is possible to me. The question with me
was not. How can I reach the very lowest and rudest point of

life? but, How can I reach its very highest possibilities.'' Is

there anything after death ? Is there any higher law than is

written in my conscience and heart } Do I see all that there is

to be seen when I look at the small cage of this world, or is

there wider space beyond ? Is the grave the last lot of all men,

whatever they may have been, or whatever they may have done }

A host of such questions came upon me and made me listen to

them, though I sometimes wanted to shake them off. You may

admit all this, and say, " True, but these questions were first

suggested to you by parents, or teachers, or books ; if they had

not been suggested to you, they never would -have occurred.''

Stop ; that is clearly not true. They must, in the first instance,

have occurred to somebody ; come how they may, it is certain that

they did come, so your argument about suggestion falls to the

ground. More than this, if you please. Let us grant that there

is something in this notion ; it is quite clear that the suggestion

would be useless if there was not something in our nature for it to
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take hold of. Suppose I suggest to you that you should _^', how

then ? You cannot respond to the suggestion ; nature will not

allow you. Suggest to a dog that he should sing, and see what

answer you get ; suggest to a nightingale that it should not sing,

and wait for a reply ! I want to show you that even if religion is

what you call a suggestion, there is something in our nature to

which it can powerfully appeal, but whether the appeal be good

or bad must depend upon the practical results. Look at the

fruits, look at the life, and judge honestly.

The only sensible thing for you to do is to look seriously and

ingenuously at Jesus Christ and His claims. To do this you

must read the Gospels over and over again to get at the character

of Christ; put "a clear and substantial issue before you, and

patiently work it out, leaving all that is merely outside and acci-

dental to be settled afterwards. The one thing for you to find

out is, how far Jesus Christ deserves the trust of your heart. Do
not flinch from that issue. Work at it. Get all the help you can

upon it, and never be led away by people who would laugh you

out of your religion, and then leave you to face the solemn end

without comfort or help.

This brings me to a point at which I must warn you not to

follow the very prevalent mistake of supposing that religion

consists of a set of notions. I can imagine a man having many
peculiar ideas about doctrinal divinity, and being almost what is

known as a heretic in matters affecting the formal statement of

dogmas, and yet having the true love of Christ in his heart.

Always remember that the truth is divine, and that the ivords in

which it is expressed are human. This will save you from many
blunders, and perhaps from not a few fears and griefs in your

spiritual course. It does not follow that because a man knows

all the time-tables he is a traveller. A man may commit the

dictionary to heart, and yet not be able to write a speech or write

a book. It is just here that so many people have failed. They
think that not to differ is to agree, that not to deny is to al!irm.

Let me put the case to you in this way. Suppose it possible to

speak with a dead man and to hold with him the following con-

versation : A living man occupies a dwelling-place, for which he

pays rent and taxes ; a living man moves about from place to

place and takes an interest in things going on around him ; a
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living man eats, drinks, and sleeps ; do you, dead man, believe

all this or do you not ? " I believe it unfeignedly." Now I

want you to see that the mere belief in all these things about a

living man would not give the dead life, and life is exactly the

thing that is wanted ! Take a less violent case. Tell a stone-

deaf man (born so) what music is ; dwell on its delightsomeness,

its power to rouse or soothe or gladden the hearer ; describe it

to him scientifically, put into his hands all the masterpieces of

composition ; now, though he may admit all you propose and

admire all you show him, it does not give him the indispensable

gift of hearing. It is exactly so in hearing the Gospel. People

hear the statements, admire the literature, and applaud the

precepts of Christianity, but do not know what it is to have one

spark or throb" of Christian life. Now it is life that is needed.

Ye must be horn again. Except a man be born again, he cannot

see the kingdom of heaven. We pass through Christian life very

much as we pass through ordinary life—infancy, helpless

ignorance, peril—on to more strength, discipline, instruction,

confidence, and joy. The mischief often is that a Christian born

yesterday wants to know everything in the first few hours of his

existence. What would you think of a little child who withdrew

from life, and denied and abused it, because he could not tell

how it was possible for the earth to be resting upon nothing }

Suppose he should think of suicide as the only remedy for such

mad propositions! But this is just what many people do in

effect. They cannot understand Christianity, and therefore they

won't be Christians. They cannot clear up all mystery, and

therefore they will not live. Suppose that a child should refuse

to believe that the earth is round because if it is round, some

people must be walking head downwards, and therefore must

fall off. I am only now showing how possible it is not to believe

even in actual facts, which are mysterious to our ignorance, and

how absurd it is to deny those facts simply because we pass

through a time of life when they are too difficult for us to

understand. Religion is a spirit, a feeling, an outgoing of the

heart up to God, and when all this is felt in relation to Jesus

Christ, it is Christianity moving and gladdening the soul.

Suppose you should say, I want to get away from sin, to have

it wholly taken out of me, to be good and to do good, as Christ
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would teach ; what do you say about me ? I should instantly say,

you are a Christian. Not a fully-instructed, ripe, mellow

Christian, yet a child—it may be " the least in the kingdom of

heaven," yet still in that holy kingdom, thank God ! I am not

sure that I could claim to be much more myself even now that I

have known Christ so long and so much. Even yet I go astray
;

I do things that I hate ; I neglect duty ; I go easily in the wrong

direction, and with difficulty in the right. If, then, it will help

you to know where I am, I will tell you—I am at the Cross,

crying, God, be merciful to me a sinner!

Another word, if you please, on the danger of mistaking

notions for life, and scientific theology for spiritual religion. I

want you to feel that you may be a true Christian in heart and

life and hope, and yet know next to nothing about the merely

formal statement of truth. Let me put it in this way : you may
deeply love the country of your birth, and yet not be a politician,

much less a statesman ; a man may be a patriot without being 9

soldier; he may be loyal, and yet know nothing about State

machinery. What would you think of being told that you are

net a friend of your country because you do not understand inter-

national law } It is ver}' much the same with Christianity. A
man may love Jesus Christ with all his heart, and yet be quite

unable to conduct a religious controversy ; he may feel all the

gracious power of the Cross, and not be able to shut the mouth
of the gainsayer by mere reasoning. I hold, then, that you are

not to distress yourself simply because you are not yet able to

argue and defend and expound as you would like to do. Such
power may come by-and-by. You will, of course, grow in

knowledge ; this is a vital part of your duty ; if you neglect it, you
may well suspect the genuineness of your faith. Of course if a

man is a statesman as well as a patriot, so much the better ; and if

a man is a deep theologian as well as a Christian, it may be so

much the better too ; but the first thing to be certain about, and,

comparatively speaking, the 07ily thing to be certain about, is that

the Divine life has begun in the soul, and that love is climbing,

vine-like, around the blessed Cross of the Son of God.

Do not distress yourself because you cannot give an exact
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history of your new life. We cannot always tell the time when

the kingdom of God was set up in the soul. Keep your mind

steadily on the fact that the kingdom is actually within you, and

do not fret the soul because of minor questions. What are the

outward and visible signs of the inward kingdom of Christ } We
are told that if any man be in Christ Jesus, he is anew creature

;

old things are passed away, and all things have become new.

Now the fear is, that new hahits may be mistaken for new

principles. Of course new principles will always create new

habits—must do so as a matter of spiritual necessity; at the

same time, a habit may be mechanically formed and maintained

without any really vital change of motive. It will do you good,

then, to inquire into the real quality of your motives. " Now

tvhy do I do this ? I go regularly and punctually to the house of

Qod

—

y^^Jiy p I give to every collection that is made in the church

—ivhy ? I say my prayers

—

why } " If you put searching

questions to yourself in this way, you will get to know something

of the true state of your heart ; and, above all, you will see what

need you have of all the help which the Spirit of God can give.

Old things may be done with a new motive, such as going to

church, reading the Bible, and showing interest in the progress

of society. Even old recreations may be enjoyed with a new

spirit ; they may be kept in their right place, and be taken up

and laid aside with a mastery inspired by the Spirit of Christ. I

am the more particular in speaking about habits and observances,

because in my young days I used to think that if I could have

some place curtained off for secret worship, and could go

through certain ceremonies at regular periods of the day, it

would help me very much in my spiritual life. I remember well

that there was one particular corner in my private room which I

was most anxious to consecrate. By-and-by the Spirit said to

me. My kingdom is more spiritual than you know; it is far

wider, too ; it is quite right to have special places and special

times for worship ; but remember that God is a Spirit, and that

He can hear you in the crowded street as well as in this little

corner, and that a man may be as much in secret in a great

throng as in a valley where no foot but his own was ever found.

Secrecy refers to spirit rather than to mere locality. In the

great thoroughfare you may enter into your closet, and shut the
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door, and pray to your Father in secret ! I then saw that I had

been going too much by the letter, and had been giving limited

meanings to thoughts that belonged to all space and time.

I find it extremely difficult to give a list of outward and visible

signs of spiritual revival, because those signs will vary according

to constitutional characteristics. It would be easy enough to

speak of good temper, willingness to forgive, honourableness

in business, generosity to the poor, and the like ; but in saying

that these are sure signs of the kingdom of God in the heart, we

are saying what needs itself to be more exactly and critically

explained. Some men are good-tempered simply because they

cannot help it ; some men are forgiving ; and some men are

generous for the same reason. A man bom with a black com-

plexion has more difficulties in life than the man born with a

light one. As a rule, his character is intense, his temper is

violent, and his depression of spirits is very marked. The bilious

temperament will suffer more in a day than the sanguine

temperament may suffer in a lifetime. The Christianity of

the sanguine man will be sanguine; the Christianity of the

bilious man will be bilious; the Christianity of the sceptical man
will be controversial. We cannot, therefore, justly judge one

another. We are, indeed, strangers to each other, as much so

as if we had been born in different worlds, and no spirit is just

but the spirit of honest and magnanimous charity. I will not,

therefore, pretend to say who are Christians, yet I can approach

that judgment with proper caution by indicating who are not

Christians. " If any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is

none of His." " If a man love not his brother whom he hath seen,

how can he love God, whom he hath not seen ? " " If any man
say he loveth God and hateth his brother, he is a liar." He
who is unforgiving, hard-hearted, unsympathetic, self-consider-

ing, how can he enter into the kingdom of heaven } " If I

regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hear me." On the

other hand, if a man honestly tries, according to scriptural direc-

tion, to be right and to do right, how great soever his failures,

and how bitter soever his self-accusations—the bitterer the better

—the gentle Lord will not cast him off: "the bruised reed He,

will not break, the smoking flax He will not quench "
;
patient

hopeful, Jesus !
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The main question should not be about outward signs, but

about inward convictions and sympathies. You know very well

what name makes your pulse throb most quickly, what object lures

you with the mightiest fascination, and what prayers carry with

them your heartiest consent. You know very well what it is that

you really sigh and pant for most. Now, is it for purity } Is it

for the purity which follows pardon ? Is it for the pardon which

the Cross was set up to procure ? Do not flinch from this

question. Force it. Settle it now. And if you can say, " Lord,

Thou knowest all things, Thou knowest that I love Thee," rely

upon it the hand of Christ is upon you in token of His claim

and defence. Perhaps you ought to be careful as to the time

at which you decide this question. If in one of your gloomy

moods, you will probably decide unjustly against yourself; if in

one of your brightest hours, you may probably take too hopeful

a view of your heart. Take an average time, and settle the

question honestly and positively. I have known holy men
write bitter things against themselves through physical depres-

sion : their soul has been wounded through the flesh. But God
knows them, and they shall not be lost, though their weariness

be very great and their prospect black with clouds. Lord,

appear unto Thy servants, and save them from the flood and the

great distress : mightily recover them from the captivity of the

enemy, and lead them into the pavilion that is strong and full

of light.

As to your training in the Divine life, I do not hesitate to

advise the postponement of studying controversial religious litera-

ture. You will not be in a fit state for this study probably for

many years ; some people are, happily, never fit for it. Read the

most spiritual books you can lay hands on ; specially let the

Word of Christ dwell in you richly, and be very familiar with

human nature. My own ideal of life is daily continuance in

spiritual fellowship and in helping the poor, the afflicted, and

the sorrowing. Be much in the wilderness and much in the city,

as Jesus was ; that is, be much in prayer and much in philan-

thropic activity. " Faith without works is dead." When you are

doubting the evidences of your acceptance with God, call

together the blind, the halt, the withered, and maimed—give to

them of your substance—and as jou are dealing out your bread
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to the hungry, God will visit you, and you will see a great light.

Don't mope and fret. Don't charge God foolishly. Go out and

work in His vineyard, and the "penny" you earn will be as

great wealth to your soul. I want to be, and I want you to be,

" strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus "
; to have bread to

eat that the world knoweth not of, and springs of living water

that lie far away from the noisy paths of the common world.

Every morning go early for a verse that shall be your companion

all the day, and get a page of good Christian writing somewhere
that will stimulate and strengthen you. One clear thought will

guide you a day's journey through the wilderness, and one vision

of God will scatter the darkness of the blackest night. Cry out

for the living God, as if chiding Him for absence which has

made you lonely and cold. Say unto Him, Why standest Thou
afar off, O God } Why hast Thou left my heart in silence and

great fear } I wait for Thee ; I long for Thee ; without Thee
my sadness is a great burden and my tears are full of bitterness.

Christ, come to my soul ! Abide with me ! When will my
Beloved come, leaping upon the mountains and skipping upon

the hills, saying to my soul, Rise, my love, my fair one, and

come away : for, lo ! the winter is past, the rain is over and

gone ; the flowers appear on the earth ; the time of the singing

of birds is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land 1

O Saviour, speak thus to me, and my sorrow will vanish like mist

in the mornins;

!
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